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Welcome note

Dear Colleagues and Friends,
It is meanwhile a pleasant tradition to welcome you at our upcoming Intermetallics 2021 conference. In this successfully
established series of conferences we already organize the fifth meeting, which is scheduled from 4th till 8th October 2021.
Following our tradition the conference focuses on materials based on intermetallic phases (intermetallics) to be envisaged for structural as well as functional applications. With a beneficial combination of high strength, low density and good
corrosion resistance, they are specifically suited for applications at high temperatures and in severe environments. As
some intermetallic phases show unique physical properties, they are also of interest for various functional applications.
In addition, their possible appearance, thermodynamic stability, and role as strengthening phases in multi-component
Compositionally Complex Alloys (CCAs) or High Entropy Alloys (HEAs) are recent scientific issues, which are also in the
focus of this conference.
The choice of local organisers and members of the international advisory board will provide not only representation of all
relevant topics but also a good balance between fundamental research and application-related issues. Following the successful scheme of the latest conference, the Intermetallics 2021 will be held as a single-session conference. A high-profile
poster session will be an additional highlight. We will precede the conference with the ‘School on Advanced Characterization Methods for Intermetallics’, which is specifically devoted to young researchers up to the PhD level.
Even though the worldwide situation of the current pandemic was accompanied with many uncertainties in terms of the
organization of the Intermetallics, we are very grateful that the large majority of the participants will be able to attend
the conference in person. Traditionally, the conference takes place at the Educational Center Kloster Banz near Bamberg,
Germany. The cloister is situated in a remote place above the valley of the river Main. As a well-known educational centre,
it is an ideal place for conferences with its relaxing atmosphere. In addition, being situated in the central part of Germany,
it is easily accessible from Nuremberg, Munich and Frankfurt airports.
We are looking forward to welcoming you at Kloster Banz,
Your Intermetallics 2021 Congress Team
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General Information

Registration fees               
Regular
Student
Accompanying person*
School on advanced characterisation methods for intermetallic**

    In person
700 EUR
350 EUR
150 EUR
included

Digital
350 EUR
200 EUR

.........................................................................................................................................................................
Social programme***
Welcome reception, 04 October
Excursion with conference dinner, 06 October
*
**
***

included
included

Welcome reception and conference dinner is included.
Number of participants limited and only for in person students.
Registration for the social programme is required.

.........................................................................................................................................................................
Opening hours check-In
Monday, 04 October
Tuesday, 05 October
Wednesday, 06 October
Thursday, 07 October
Friday, 08 October

08:30 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
08:30 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
09:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
09:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
09:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m.

and
and

05:00 p.m.–08:00 p.m.
03:00 p.m.–06:00 p.m.

and

03:00 p.m.–06:00 p.m.

.........................................................................................................................................................................
@

Internet
Wireless-Lan is available for free. You do not need to enter a password/code.

.........................................................................................................................................................................
Certificate of attendance
Certificates of attendance will first be made available on the last day of the conference at the check-in desk.

.........................................................................................................................................................................
Poster prizes
The three best posters will be awarded with 300 EUR each, sponsored by our
partner GfE Metalle und Materialien GmbH

.........................................................................................................................................................................
Poster session
Posters will be rated on Tuesday, 05 October, 07:00 p.m. Authors are requested to be present at their posters
during the poster session in the Kutschenhalle. Drinks and finger food will be served during the poster session.
Pinboards will be numbered. The pinboards are only to be used with the designated pins. You will find your
poster number in the programme book on page 24. Please note that all posters should be hanging on Tuesday,
05 October, by 01:00 p.m. and be removed after the poster session! Posters that have not been removed by
that time will be available at the check-in desk until the end of the conference.

.........................................................................................................................................................................

Catering
Foods and drinks during the breaks will be provided.
For your information: the closest city with alternative restaurants is Bad Staffelstein, which is 5.5 km away
(approximately 1 hour by foot, 7 minutes by car).

.........................................................................................................................................................................
Smoking
Smoking is prohibited inside the entire conference area.

.........................................................................................................................................................................
	Taxi I Taxi Dütsch I Phone +49 9573 52 06/+49 9571 52 06
Price from Bad Staffelstein to Kloster Banz
Price from Lichtenfels to Kloster Banz

* Prices are subject to change.
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about 13 EUR*
about 16 EUR*

General hints for authors and presenters

Submitting your presentation/technical information
Please prepare your presentation as PDF or MS Office Power-Point for Windows in 16:9 aspect ratio.
A presentation notebook with a PDF reader and MS Office Power-Point will be provided. Notebook, presenter and laser
pointer will be available at the speaker’s podium in the lecture hall. The use of personal notebooks is possible upon
agreement. However, it may interrupt the flow of the programme in the lecture hall. You will be assisted by a technical
supervisor.
To guarantee a smooth running programme please upload your presentation on time – at least 2 hours before your
presentation starts. For submission, please use a USB flash drive that is not protected by any software. Professional
staff and equipment will be available for you to arrange and preview your presentation.
Please note: certain encodings for video and audio files could lead to technical problems.

.........................................................................................................................................................................

Time Allotment
Please prepare your presentation for the allotted amount of time. Chairs and moderators may interrupt should you
overrun your time limit.
Allotted time is assigned as follows (speaking + discussion time):
Invited talks
25 + 5 minutes discussion
Abstract talks
12 + 3 minutes discussion

Social and cultural programme

Welcome reception* I Monday, 04 October
Come together for drinks and snacks. Enjoy the evening and allow yourself interesting conversations with colleagues,
old friends and new acquaintances.
06:30 p.m.
08:00 p.m.
08:15 p.m.

Welcome reception
Opening remarks
Manja Krüger (Magdeburg/DE)
Industrialization of titanium aluminides – challenges and surprises
Volker Güther (Nuremberg/DE)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
Excursion and conference dinner* I Wednesday, 06 October
Restricted by the current pandemic, we offer all participants two options for the afternoon. There are 40 places available
per option.
Option 1: Join our bus tour to Bamberg. During an extended tour you will experience how unique Bamberg is. In the historic city ensemble with churches and monasteries, with bridges, narrow streets and squares, with half-timbered houses
and baroque facades, you can still feel the magic of the past. Afterwards, you have free time to explore the old town on
your own before returning by bus to Banz Monastery.
Option 2: stay with us in the immediate vicinity of the monastery. Together with the Baroque pilgrimage church of Vierzehnheiligen and the striking Staffelberg, on which there was once a Celtic oppidum, Banz forms the Franconian triumvirate. Hike in two groups to these two sights and enjoy time on site with a cool beer after strenuous metres of altitude
have been covered. If one or the other’s legs get heavy, a minibus can take you safely to your destination and also back
to the monastery. We look forward to many enthusiastic hikers and hope for good weather.
For the coference dinner, all participants will meet again at the monastery to round off the evening in a cosy atmosphere.
There will also be an evening lecture and the poster award ceremony.
07:00 p.m.

Alloy design for oxidation resistance in the Mo-Si-B system
John Perepezko (Madison, WI/US)
* A registration is necessary.
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Scientific programme I Monday, 04 October

09:00 a.m.–03:30 p.m. School on advanced characterisation methods for intermetallics
09:00 a.m.

Introduction to Synchrotron generated photons and neutrons and their use for diffraction
studies of intermetallics
Florian Pyczak (Geesthacht/DE)
Diffraction as well as Imaging can be done with photons and neutrons. Phontons share many
properties with X-rays known from lab sources but are in the examples covered in the school
generated at a Synchrotron. So certain peculiarities of this type of radiation are discussed.
Neutrons differ in many ways from photons how they interact with matter and how they can
be produced. So not only neutron generation but also where it is advantageous to use them
for materials characterisation is covered. Diffraction experiments can give information about
present phases, texture, internal stresses, grain sizes and many other properties of intermetallic
alloys. It will be shown how such information can be retrieved from the diffraction patterns. If
diffraction measurements are performed using in situ specimen environments it is possible to
mimic the situation a material experiences during service or processing. For example elevated
temperatures or external stresses can be applied on the specimens. On selected examples the
contribution shows how such experiments are performed on intermetallic alloys, how the data
is evaluated and which information can be gained from the measured data.

.........................................................................................................................................................................
10:30 a.m.–11:00 a.m. Coffee break

.........................................................................................................................................................................
11:00 a.m.

Synchrotron imaging for materials science and engineering
Guillermo Requena (Köln/DE)
Three dimensional microstructure characterization at different scales plays the key role for understanding the quantitative relationship between processing, microstructure and properties.
Synchrotron sources can provide spatial resolution down to sub-µm range, high time resolution
critical for in situ experiments and multimodal experimental data by simultaneous combination
with other synchrotron techniques, e. g. diffraction. All these characteristics will be introduced
in the frame of basic theoretical concepts and practical examples. A strong focus will be given to
application cases for which synchrotron imaging techniques have been decisive to develop new
materials as well as to understand the thermo-mechanical behaviour of structural materials such
as Al-, Ti-alloys and composites.

.........................................................................................................................................................................
12:30 p.m.–02:00 p.m. Lunch

.........................................................................................................................................................................
02:00 p.m.

Transmission electron microscopy of intermetallic phases: from basics to atomic
resolution characterization
Christian Liebscher (Düsseldorf/DE)
The transmission electron microscope (TEM) is a versatile tool to study the microstructure, crystallography, chemical composition and local bonding behavior of materials. This lecture will introduce the basics of conventional TEM imaging and electron diffraction of intermetallic phases,
highlight techniques to measure the chemical composition and site preference of alloying elements in intermetallic compounds and conclude with techniques to determine the atomic structure of complex intermetallics. The aim of the lecture is to provide insights into the fundamental
aspects of the various TEM techniques and to showcase their application for uncovering the
structure of a broad variety of intermetallic phases relevant in advanced engineering materials.

.........................................................................................................................................................................
03:00 p.m.

Coffee break

.........................................................................................................................................................................
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Scientific programme I MONDAY, 04 OCTOBER

03:30 p.m.–05:00 p.m. A primer to atom probe tomography and its application to intermetallics
Stoichko Antonov (Düsseldorf/DE)
Atom probe tomography (APT) provides three-dimensional compositional information at the
sub-nanometre resolution. Additionally, it is sensitivity in the range of parts per million for all
elements, including light elements such as hydrogen, carbon or boron, making it uniquely capable of revealing insight on compositional features in the microstructure and their effect on the
properties of various material systems. This lecture will be divided into two parts. It will start by
providing background on basics of atom probe tomography, such as field evaporation and data
acquisition and reconstruction, followed by common approaches to sample preparation. The
second half will focus on data analysis by using a few case studies that pertain to intermetallics
research that show the possibilities and limitations of the technique, and how it would ideally be
used in correlation to other techniques, e. g. electron microscopy, to extract additional information from the sample.

.........................................................................................................................................................................
06:30 p.m.–08:00 p.m. Welcome reception

.........................................................................................................................................................................
08:00 p.m.-09:00 p.m. Conference opening
08:00 p.m.

Opening remarks
Manja Krüger (Magdeburg/DE)

08:15 p.m.
O–IT–01

Opening talk: Industrialization of titanium aluminides – challenges and surprises
Volker Güther (Nuremberg/DE)

Scientific programme I Tuesday, 05 October

09:00 a.m.–10:30 a.m. Titanium aluminides I
Chair
Volker Güther (Nuremberg/DE)
09:00 a.m.
O-IT-04

Invited talk: Applying advanced characterization and simulation methods to understand
peculiarities of TiAl alloy and process development
Florian Pyczak (Geesthacht/DE)

09:30 a.m.
O-TA-01

Revised phase diagram for the Ti-Al-O ternary system from 35 to 55 at. % aluminum
Hirotoyo Nakashima (Tokyo/JP)

09:45 a.m.
O-TA-02

TiAl embrittlement at high temperatures
Camille Thenot (Toulouse/FR)

10:00 a.m.
O-TA-03

O-phase formation and elastic modulus in the alloy Ti-42Al-8.5Nb
Heike Gabrisch (Geesthacht/DE)

10:15 a.m.
O-TA-04

Kinetics of solid-state phase transformations in ternary Ti–Al–Nb alloys below 1000 °C
Benedikt Distl (Düsseldorf/DE)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
10:30 a.m.–11:00 a.m. Coffee break

.........................................................................................................................................................................
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Scientific programme I Tuesday, 05 October

11:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Silicides
Chair
Andreas Leineweber (Freiberg/DE)
11:00 a.m.
O-IT-03

Invited talk: Off-stoichiometric TiC toughening for Mo- and Mo-Si-B-based alloys
Shuntaro Ida (Sendai/JP)

11:30 a.m.
O-SI-01

The high temperature behavior of pesting and creep resistant eutectic-eutectoid
Mo-Si-Ti alloys
Martin Heilmaier (Karlsruhe/DE)

11:45 a.m.
O-SI-02

High-energy synchrotron X-ray in situ observation of ternary eutectic growth in a
directionally solidified Mo-Si-B alloy
Georg Hasemann (Magdeburg/DE)

12:00 p.m.
O-SI-03

Production and characteristics of spherical MoSiB- and VSiB-powders
Karin Ratschbacher (Nuremberg/DE)

12:15 p.m.
O-SI-04

Particle strengthening of additively manufactured Me-Si-B (Me = Mo, V) alloys
Janett Schmelzer (Magdeburg/DE)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
12:30 p.m.–02:00 p.m. Lunch

.........................................................................................................................................................................
02:00 p.m.–03:30 p.m. Physical properties
Chair
Werner Skrotzki (Dresden/DE)
02:00 p.m.
O-PP-04

Deformation characteristics of single-phase Nb2Co7 under uniaxial compression test
Toshiaki Horiuchi (Sapporo/JP)

02:15 p.m.
O-PP-02

Impact of antiphase boundaries on structural, magnetic and vibrational properties of Fe3Al
Martin Friak (Brno/CZ)

02:30 p.m.
O-PP-03

Temperature gradients for characterizing intermetallics
Stephanie Lippmann (Jena/DE)

02:45 p.m.
O-IT-02

Invited talk: An overview of processing and magnetic properties of L10-structured MnAl
Ian Baker (Hanover, NH/US)

03:15 p.m.
O-PP-01

Soft magnetic properties of single-phase B2 and B2/BCC multi-principal element alloys
Youxiong Ye (Hanover, NH/US)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
03:30 p.m.–03:50 p.m. Coffee break

.........................................................................................................................................................................
03:50 p.m.–05:05 p.m. Modelling
Chair
Yang Yang (Solna/SE)
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03:50 p.m.
O-IT-05

Invited talk: What can EBEF do better?
Nathalie Dupin (Orcet/FR)

04:20 p.m.
O-MO-01

Modelling intermediate phases for the third generation Calphad descriptions – case study
of W-C
Zhangting He (Stockholm/SE)

Scientific programme I Tuesday, 05 October

04:35 p.m.
O-MO-02

First principles density functional theory prediction of the crystal structure and the elastic
properties of Mo2ZrB2 and Mo2HfB2
Rachid Touzani (Magdeburg/DE)

04:50 p.m.
O-MO-03

Stability prediction of the σ-phase using a supervised machine learning method
Jean-Claude Crivello (Thiais/FR)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
05:05 p.m.–05:25 p.m. Coffee break

.........................................................................................................................................................................
05:25 p.m.–06:40 p.m. Corrosion
Chair
Manja Krüger (Magdeburg/DE)
05:25 p.m.
O-IT-06

Invited talk: Microstructure related high temperature oxidation behavior of iron aluminides
Daniela Zander (Aachen/DE)

05:55 p.m.
O-IT-07

Invited talk: Oxidation behavior of a eutectic high temperature alloy Mo‑20Si‑52.8Ti in dry
and wet environments
Bronislava Gorr (Eggenstein Leopoldshafen/DE)

06:25 p.m.
O-CO-01

Protective aluminum and chromium diffusion coatings for refractory metals at high
temperature exposure
Anke Silvia Ulrich (Frankfurt/DE)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
07:00 p.m.

Poster session

1

st

Advanced School

Diffusion in Materials - Fundamentals and Applications
The Programme includes

• Diffusion couple technique:
a research tool in materials
science
• Theory of diffusion
• Simulations using DICTRA
with hands-on training
• Evaluation of diffusion
couples
• DICTRA in industrial
applications

25 – 26 October 2022
Castle Ebernburg, Germany
Organised by
MSI, Materials Science
International Services GmbH,
Stuttgart, Germany
Max-Planck-Institut für
Eisenforschung GmbH,
Düsseldorf, Germany

In association with
Thermo-Calc Software AB,
Solna, Sweden

Registration starts
in January 2022
Following the success of the
MSIT Winter Schools, MSI and
MSIT ® are pleased to
announce a new series of
advanced training events.
The aim of 'The MSIT Advanced
Schools' is to give training on
one important topic in Materials
Science to a much higher level
than at our annual Winter
School.
The 'MSIT Advanced Schools'
are aimed at materials scientists
who are already familiar with
the subject but are looking for a
deeper understanding.

http://www.msiport.com/msit-school/msit-advanced-school/
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Scientific programme I Wednesday, 06 October

09:00 a.m.–10:30 a.m. TCP phases
Chair
Stephanie Lippmann (Jena/DE)
09:00 a.m.
O-IT-08

Invited talk: Machine learning the structural stability of topologically close-packed phases
Thomas Hammerschmidt (Bochum/DE)

09:30 a.m.
O-IT-09

Invited talk: Design of heat resistant ferritic steels using precipitation of Laves phase
Satoru Kobayashi (Tokyo/JP)

10:00 a.m.
O-TCP-01

Understanding the formation mechanism of σ phase in hyper duplex steels - experiments
and computation
Aurélie Jacob (Vienna/AT)

10:15 a.m.
O-TCP-02

Structural transformation of the σ phase in the Cr–Mn system studied by in situ powder
neutron diffraction
Jean-Marc Joubert (Thiais/FR)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
10:30 a.m.–11:00 a.m. Coffee break

.........................................................................................................................................................................
11:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m. High entropy alloys
Chair
Martin Heilmaier (Karlsruhe/DE)
11:00 a.m.
O-IT-10

Invited talk: Design and development of refractory metal (Nb), intermetallic composites,
refractory high entropy alloys and refractory complex concentrated alloys
Panos Tsakiropoulos (Sheffield/GB)

11:30 a.m.
O-HEA-01

Single-crystal mechanical properties of equiatomic CrMnFeCoNi high entropy alloy and its
derivative equiatomic quaternary and ternary medium entropy alloys
Haruyuki Inui (Kyoto/JP)

11:45 a.m.
O-HEA-02

Study of structural defects in binary and ternary B2 alloys of the AlCoCrFeNi system
Guy Hillel (Beer Sheva/IL)

12:00 p.m.
O-HEA-03

Effect of Mo and Ta on a duplex bcc+orthorhombic refractory complex concentrated alloy
using diffusion couples
Zhao Huvelin (Chatillon/FR)

12:15 p.m.
O-HEA-04

A novel alloy development approach – biomedical high-entropy alloys
Maximilian Regenberg (Magdeburg/DE)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
12:30 p.m.–01:30 p.m. Lunch

.........................................................................................................................................................................
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01:30 p.m.

Excursion and conference dinner

07:00 p.m.
O-IT-14

Evening talk: Alloy design for oxidation resistance in the Mo-Si-B system
John Perepezko (Madison, WI/US)

Scientific programme I Thursday, 07 October

09:00 a.m.–10:30 a.m. Intermetallics
Chair
Frank Stein (Düsseldorf/DE)
09:00 a.m.
O-IT-11

Invited talk: High-entropy Hägg phases – a case study of nitrides and diborides
Paul Mayrhofer (Vienna/AT)

09:30 a.m.
O-IM-01

Plastic deformation behavior of metallic-perovskite E21 M3AlC1-x (M = Ni, Co) observed using
nanoindentation measurements
Yoshisato Kimura (Yokohama/JP)

09:45 a.m.
O-IM-02

Low temperature deformation mechanisms of CoZr and Co39Ni11Zr50 intermetallic
compounds
Werner Skrotzki (Dresden/DE)

10:00 a.m.
O-IM-03

Investigation of the growth of phases in the Cu(Ni)–Sn system
Varun Baheti (Roorkee/IN)

10:15 a.m.
O-IM-04

Stable and metastable phase equilibria involving Cu6Sn5 – effect of variable composition of
an apparently stoichiometric intermetallic
Andreas Leineweber (Freiberg/DE)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
10:30 a.m.–11:00 a.m. Coffee break

.........................................................................................................................................................................
11:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Iron aluminides
Chair
Georg Hasemann (Magdeburg/DE)
11:00 a.m.
O-IT-12

Invited talk: Iron aluminides – a class of sustainable materials
Martin Palm (Düsseldorf/DE)

11:30 a.m.
O-IA-01

Mechanical properties of a cast Fe3Al-based iron aluminum alloy at moderate temperatures
Eva Kollmannsberger (Landshut/DE)

11:45 a.m.
O-IA-02

Microstructure property correlation of a Mo-Ti-B alloyed iron aluminide
Andreas Abel (Berlin/DE)

12:00 p.m.
O-IA-03

Microstructure evolution and phase transformations in Fe-Al-Nb(B) alloys
Angelika Gedsun (Düsseldorf/DE)

12:15 p.m.
O-IA-04

The role of Cr on the Al2O3 formation on iron aluminides at intermediate temperatures in air
René Daniel Pütz (Aachen/DE)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
12:30 p.m.–02:00 p.m. Lunch
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Scientific programme I Thursday, 07 October

02:00 p.m.–03:30 p.m. Titanium aluminides II
Chair
Martin Schloffer (München/DE)
02:00 p.m.
O-TA-05

A study of the deformation mechanisms and fracture behaviour of a TiAl alloy containing
ordered βo phase
Alain Couret (Toulouse/FR)

02:15 p.m.
O-TA-06

High temperature deformation behavior of β-solidifying titanium aluminide alloy
Manufactured by Electron Beam Powder Bed Fusion (EB–PBF)
Mirko Teschke (Dortmund/DE)

02:30 p.m.
O-TA-07

Solid solution strengthening of TiAl alloys with zirconium
Melissa Allen (Nuremberg/DE)

02:45 p.m.
O-TA-08

Influence of tungsten on the mechanical properties of a γ-TiAl based alloy
Benjamin Galy (Toulouse/FR)

03:00 p.m.
O-TA-09

A thermodynamic and properties database for Ti- and TiAl-based alloys
Yang Yang (Solna/SE)

03:15 p.m.
O-TA-10

Determination of phase equilibria in the Ti–Al–Si system at 800–1200 °C
Zahra Kahrobaee (Düsseldorf/DE)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
03:30 p.m.–03:50 p.m. Coffee break

.........................................................................................................................................................................
03:50 p.m.–05:05 p.m. Nickel aluminides and nickel base alloys
Chair
Florian Pyczak (Geesthacht/DE)
03:50 p.m.
O-NA-01

Diffusion and defects to understand the growth of β-NiAl bond coat on superalloy
Esakkiraja Neelamegan (Münster/DE)

04:05 p.m.
O-NA-02

Small scale fracture behavior of nanostructured NiAl-(Cr,Mo) in-situ composites processed
by selective electron beam melting
Andreas Förner (Erlangen/DE)

04:20 p.m.
O-NA-03

Micro-tensile creep testing for NiAl single crystalline miniaturized specimens
LiKang Luan (Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen/DE)

04:35 p.m.
O-NA-04

Microstructure evolution of an α’/α″-strengthened ferritic superalloy
Luis Ángel Morales (Erlangen/DE)

04:50 p.m.
O-NA-05

A quantum mechanical study of pressure induced changes of magnetism in austenitic
stoichiometric Ni2MnSn
Martin Friak (Brno/CZ)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
05:05 p.m.–05:25 p.m. Coffee break
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05:30 p.m.–06:45 p.m. Functional intermetallics
Chair
Paul Mayrhofer (Vienna/AT)
05:30 p.m.
O-FI-01

Intermetallic compounds as hydrogenation catalysts – structural and electronic influences
Marc Armbrüster (Chemnitz/DE)

05:45 p.m.
O-FI-02

The way for elimination of the martensite stabilization effect in NiTi-based alloys
Natalia Resnina (Saint Petersburg/RU)

06:00 p.m.
O-FI-03

Effect of duration of electropulse treatment on properties of rapidly quenched TiNiCu alloys
with high copper content
Alexander Shelyakov (Moscow/RU)

06:15 p.m.
O-FI-04

TiAl thin films as an alternative metallization for high temperature SAW devices
Marietta Seifert (Dresden/DE)

06:30 p.m.
O-FI-05

Use of phase equilibria in the Ag-Mg-Sb system for guidance of low temperature
thermoelectric applications
Silvana Tumminello (Köln/DE)

6th

Winter School on Materials Chemistry
3 - 7 April 2022, castle Ebernburg, Germany

Organised by
MSI, Materials Science International Services GmbH, Germany / Dr. S. Iljenko
Hampton Thermodynamics, UK / Dr. A. Watson
Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung GmbH, Germany / Dr. F. Stein, Dr. M. Palm

Registration starts in September 2021
The Programme includes
• Principles of Chemical Thermodynamics
• Phase Diagrams and Phase Equilibria (basic and advanced level), with „hands-on session“
• Experimental Determination of Phase Diagrams
• Crystallography with „hands-on session“
• Experimental Methods in Thermodynamics with „hands-on session“
• Application of DFT in the Context of Phase Diagram Modelling
• Computational Materials Thermodynamics
• Calphad Method (with hands-on session)

http://www.msiport.com/msit-school/next-msit-school/
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09:00 a.m.–10:30 a.m. Additive manufacturing of intermetallics
Chair
Alain Couret (Toulouse/FR)
09:00 a.m.
O-IT-13

Invited talk: Additive manufacturing of γ-titanium aluminides – challenges, solutions, and
future prospects
Christoph Leyens (Dresden/DE)

09:30 a.m.
O-AM-01

Direct insights into the phase evolution and transformation during a simulated additive
manufacturing process
Adriana De Andrade (Geesthacht/DE)

09:45 a.m.
O-AM-02

Processing of titanium aluminides with high temperature laser beam melting – from the
development of a series machine upgrade to typical complex applications
Tobias Maiwald-Immer (Halsbrücke/DE)

10:00 a.m.
O-AM-03

Thermodynamic analysis of quaternary Al-Mg-Si-Er alloys for applications in additive
manufacturing
Mauro Palumbo (Torino/IT)

10:15 a.m.
O-AM-04		

Flexible powder production for additive manufacturing of refractory metal alloys
Frauke Hinrichs (Karlsruhe/DE)

.........................................................................................................................................................................
10:30 a.m.–11:00 a.m. Coffee break

.........................................................................................................................................................................
11:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Titanium aluminides III
Chair
Martin Palm (Düsseldorf/DE)
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11:00 a.m.
O-TA-11

Mechanical properties of a 4th generation γ-TiAl alloy processed via electron beam powder
bed fusion
Marcel Reith (Fürth/DE)

11:15 a.m.
O-TA-12

Quasi-static and dynamic fracture toughness of a γ-TiAl alloy – measurement techniques,
fractography and interpretation
Arthur Lintner (Leoben/AT)

11:30 a.m.
O-TA-13

Microstructural evolution in gamma TiAl cyclically deformed at room temperature
Tomas Kruml (Brno/CZ)

11:45 a.m.
O-TA-14

Microstructure and mechanical properties of TNM titanium aluminide alloy after heat
treatment and different cooling conditions
Mark Hilleringmann (Aachen/DE)

12:00 p.m.
O-TA-15

Rapid solidification behavior of an intermetallic γ-TiAl based Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb alloy studied
by means of in-situ high-energy X-ray diffraction
Gloria Graf (Leoben/AT)

12:15 p.m.
O-TA-16

Microstructure and mechanical properties of a γ-TiAl alloy with a nano-grained surface layer
Christoph Stangl (Landshut/DE)

Poster session I Tuesday, 05 October

P-01

Structural disorder in a complex Mg rich-Pt phase
Laura Agnarelli (Dresden/DE)

P-02

Room temperature plastic deformation of hard and brittle crystals investigated by micropillar compression
method
Hirotaka Suzuki (Kyoto/JP)

P-03

Fracture toughness of the intermetallic C15 Al2Ca Laves phase determined using a micropillar splitting technique
Uzair Rehman (Düsseldorf/DE)

P-04

Micropillar compression deformation of single crystal of Fe3Ge with the L12 structure
Zhenghao Chen (Kyoto/JP)

P-05

Distribution of the enantiomorphs in polycrystalline CoSi
Ulrich Burkhardt (Dresden/DE)

P-06

Heterogeneous equilibria in the systems Mo-Si-Ti and Mo-Si-Ti-B
Andreas Czerny (Karlsruhe/DE)

P-07

Phase-field investigation on multiphase microstructural evolution in Mo-Si-Ti system
Yuhan Cai (Karlsruhe/DE)

P-08

Ternary Vss-V3Si-V5SiB2 eutectic reaction in V-Si-B system
Weiguang Yang (Jülich/DE)

P-09

New rare-earth palladium intermetallic compound with extended pnictogen ribbons
Mihai Sturza (Dresden/DE)

P-10

Shape memory effect during isothermal holding of Ti-Hf-Ni-Cu alloys
Elena Demidova (Saint Petersburg/RU)

P-11

Influence of the orientation of columnar grains on the functional properties of the NiTi alloy produced by
wire-arc additive manufacturing
Rashid Bikbaev (Saint Petersburg/RU)

P-12

Stability of strain variation during isothermal martensitic transformation under cyclic deformation in
quenched Ni51Ti49 alloy
Aleksei Ivanov (Saint Petersburg/RU)

P-13

Biocompatibility of pure refractory metals and their combination as high entropy alloys
Janett Schmelzer, Georg Hasemann, Maximilian Regenberg (Magdeburg/DE)

P-14

Plastic deformation of single crystals of the equiatomic Cr-Co-Ni medium-entropy alloy with the FCC structure
Le Li (Kyoto/JP)

P-15

Deformation twinning in single crystals of the equiatomic Cr-Co-Ni medium entropy alloy
Shogo Kuroiwa (Kyoto/JP)

P-16

Non-equilibrium grain boundaries in additively manufactured CoCrFeMnNi high-entropy alloy
Nuri Choi (Münster/DE)

P-18

TiAl alloy optimization for EBM and usage of selective Al-evaporation for microstructure design
Martin Schloffer (München/DE)
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P-19

Microstructure and mechanical properties of TiAl4822 alloy built by selective laser melting
Kazuhiro Mizuta (Hachioji/JP)

P-20

In situ observation of the phase evolution during a physical simulation of the spark plasma sintering process
of a γ-TiAl based alloy
Michael Musi (Leoben/AT)

P-21

Effect of Zr on the phase equilibria among β-Ti/α2-Ti3Al/γ-TiAl phases in Ti-Al-Cr system
Jianhui Yu (Tokyo/JP)

P-22

On the formation mechanism of banded microstructures in electron beam melted Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb
Reinhold Wartbichler (Leoben/AT)

P-23

Ti-Al3Ti metal-intermetallic composite with a cubic modification of trialuminide stabilized with Ag
Daria Lazurenko (Novosibirsk/RU)

P-24

Investigation of the formation processes of intermetallic compounds based on titanium aluminide in the
preparation of a composite material reinforced with fibers SiC
Alexander Lenkovets (Korolev/DE)

P-25

Screening for O phase in γ-TiAl alloys
Marcus Willi Rackel (Geesthacht/DE)

P-26

Oxidation protection of Ni-base superalloys by the F-effect – fundamentals for industrial application
Hans-Eberhard Zschau (Wurzen/DE)

P-27

Introduction intermetallics workgroup of Technical University of Liberec
Pavel Hanus (Liberec/CZ)

P-28

Formation of intermetallic αc-Al–(Fe,M)–Si and β-Al–(Fe,M)–Si phase in presence of 3d-transition metal
elements M in Fe-containing secondary Al–Si casting alloys
Hanka Becker (Freiberg/DE)

P-29

Interface layer in Al-steel clad strip prepared by twin-roll casting
Michaela Šlapáková (Prague/CZ)

P-30

Production, optimization and investigation of cast FeAlNb parts
Michael Ghosh (Aachen/DE)

P-31

Fe-Al-Si-X based intermetallic alloys
Martin Švec (Liberec/CZ)

P-32

Grain refinement of FeAl alloys and impact of local solidification time on grain size
Emir Subašić (Aachen/DE)

P-33

High temperature oxidation behavior of TiAlCrYSi bond coatings obtained using CHC-PVD method on ɣ-TiAl
Radosław Swadźba (Gliwice/PL)
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O‐IT‐01
Industrialization of TiAl – Challenges and Surprises
Volker Güther
GfE Metalle und Materialien GmbH, Nuremberg, Germany, volker.guether@gfe.com
Introduction
The aim of this lecture is to give an overview about the industrialization process of the metallurgical production of
intermetallic Titanium Aluminide materials including corresponding industrial applications. The period from 1995 to
2020 will be covered.
Results and Discussion
Among three competing technologies, VAR processing has been established as the best applicable metallurgical
technology of the production of alloyed TiAl based materials against PAM and EBM. Anyhow, there are some remarkable
differences between the metallurgical processing of conventional Ti‐alloys and TiAl‐alloys which have to be mentioned.
Specific materials processing related challenges had to be solved in order to prevent the formation of Ti‐rich inclusions
(incompletely alloyed Ti is a high dense high melting inclusion in the low melting TiAl matrix) or to overcome cracking
phenomena which were particularly observed in the production of beta‐stabilized TiAl alloy ingots. The technical
reasons for such challenges and the corresponding technical solution strategies are being addressed in more detail in
the presentation.
Despite of the remarkable progress in VAR processing of TiAl ingots, the most important break‐through regarding to
materials homogeneity and soundness of small sized semi‐finished products was the introduction of skull melting
technologies such as VAR Skull Melting and Induction Skull Melting (ISM) with subsequent centrifugal casting in
permanent moulds. Currently, almost the entire industrial production of TiAl materials for structural applications is
based on skull melting technologies. Furthermore, ISM has successfully demonstrated its capability for multiplicate
recycling steps to transfer valuable TiAl revert directly to new products. As a result of recycling, the materials yield (fly‐
to‐buy‐ratio) for the production of TiAl LPT blades increased by a factor of almost four resulting in a substantial cost
decrease. The state‐of‐the‐art production technology for TiAl LPT blades is being presented. Further efforts on both
production technologies and materials development are necessary in order to get Titanium Aluminide products
commercially comparable to those of Ni based superalloys.

Fig. 1: Induction Skull Melter after pouring

Fig. 2: Demoulding of a casting wheel

References
[1]
V. Güther, M. Allen, J. Klose, H. Clemens, Metallurgical processing of titanium aluminides in industrial scale,
Intermetallics. 2018, 103, 12‐22.
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O‐IT‐02

An overview of processing and magnetic properties of L10‐structured MnAl
Ian Baker and Thomas Keller

Thayer School of Engineering, Dartmouth College, 03755 Hanover, NH, USA, Ian.Baker@Dartmouth.edu,
Thomas.R.Keller.TH@dartmouth.edu
Introduction
Demand for high‐performance permanent magnets is increasing rapidly for applications such as wind turbine generators
and motors in both electric and hybrid cars. This market is served by rare earth (RE) magnets based on Nd2Fe14B and
Sm2Co17. RE magnets are not without issues; they can chip, suffer thermal shock, and can suffer grain boundary corrosion.
However, their biggest problems are: price volatility; that a single country largely controls the RE metals market; and
that the extraction of RE metals causes severe environmental degradation. L10‐structured ‐MnAl, see Figure 1, has
been of interest as a permanent magnet since the early 1960s. It has a theoretical energy product, (BH)max, between that
of traditional AlNiCo magnets and RE magnets with a value of 96 kJ/m3 that is comparable to that of bonded Nd2Fe14B
magnets and almost two‐thirds the value for SmCo magnets on a density‐compensated basis. Further, it does not suffer
from the technical or societal issues associated with RE magnets, and potentially has the lowest cost per MGOe of any
permanent magnet.
Materials and Methods
The phase, which exists over a range of compositions, is metastable and forms from the high temperature ‐phase by
a hybrid massive‐martensitic transformation. The martensitic transformation mode dominates at lower temperatures
and the diffusion‐controlled massive mode dominates at higher temperatures [3,4]. During the transformation from the
‐phase to the  phase anti‐phase boundaries (APBs), twins, stacking faults and dislocations are created, and, depending
on the composition and processing conditions, the equilibrium  and 2 phases can also form, all of which affect the
magnetic properties. The grain size can also influence the magnetic properties either directly or by affecting the  and
2 arrangement and defect formation.
Results and Discussion
Although ‐MnAl has great potential, the enigma is that the theoretical (BH)max has never been achieved: mechanically‐
milled particulates can show high coercivity (HC) but low saturation magnetization (MS) while warm‐extruded material
can show high MS but low HC. Since the early studies on hot extrusion of ‐MnAl in Japan in 1977 by Ohtani et al. [1] which
produced a good magnetic remanence (Mr) of 93 emu/g and a HC of 215 kA/m in anisotropic magnets, numerous
processing routes that have been used to produce MnAl magnets including casting and annealing, hot extrusion, gas
atomization, rapid solidification processing, melt spinning, mechanical milling, and equal channel angular extrusion.
Mechanical milling of the ‐phase to produce nanocrystalline grains followed by annealing to produce the ‐MnAl with
a small amount of the equilibrium  and 2 phases present has been shown to produce both good MS and a HC values
of 87 emu/g and 382 kA/m, respectively [2], resulting in the highest (BH)max of isotropic magnets, see Figure 2. Of course,
the latter are powders and their consolidation typically leads to a reduction in the amount of the ‐MnAl with a
corresponding reduction in MS.
The fundamental difficulty with improving the magnetic properties of ‐MnAl and, thus, achieving the theoretical (BH)max
value is that there is no clear understanding of how the properties depend on the defects (APBs, twins, stacking faults
and dislocations) and second phases ( and 2) present. In this presentation, we will provide an overview of the various
processing routes that have used to produce ‐MnAl and describe how these different processing routes and
subsequent heat treatments produce different microstructures and different magnetic behavior.
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Fig. 1: Crystal structure of ‐MnAl. The c/a ratio is close
to unity. The arrows indicate the magnetic dipole
directions.

Fig. 2: Magnetic hysteresis loops for bulk ‐MnAl and
mechanically‐milled Mn54Al46 powders annealed at 400 oC
for 10 mins (inset are the same loops measured at 50 kOe).
Note the higher MS in the bulk material but higher HC in the
mechanically‐milled powders. From [2].
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[1]
T. Ohtani, N. Kato, K. Kojima, Y. Sakamoto, I. Konno, M. Tsukahara, T. Kubo, Magnetic‐Properties of Mn‐Al‐C
Permanent‐Magnetic Alloys, IEEE Transactions on Magnetics. 1977, 13, 1328‐1330.
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O‐IT‐03
Off‐stoichiometric TiC toughening for Mo‐ and Mo‐Si‐B‐based alloys
Shuntaro Ida, Linye Zhu, Nobuaki Sekido and Kyosuke Yoshimi
Department of Materials Science, Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University, 980‐8579 Sendai, Japan,
shuntaro.ida.e1@tohoku.ac.jp, zhu.linye.r4@dc.tohoku.ac.jp, sekido@material.tohoku.ac.jp,
yoshimi@material.tohoku.ac.jp
Introduction
Recently, TiC‐reinforced Mo‐Si‐B (MoSiBTiC) alloys, which consist mainly of Mo, Mo5SiB2 (T2 phase) and TiC phases, have
been developed for ultrahigh temperature applications. It has been shown that these alloys possess both excellent high
temperature strength and good room temperature fracture toughness [1‐5]. Therefore, it is recognized that TiC is a key
phase for the design of Mo‐Si‐B‐based alloys.
One of the reasons for the toughness improvement by the TiC addition is through increase in Mo‐phase continuity. In
the Mo‐Si‐B ternary system, the Mo phase that forms during solidification is always discontinuous because the eutectic
composition is in a relatively Mo‐poor region [6]. However, since TiC has a melting point higher than Mo, the eutectic
composition associated with Mo and TiC shifts to a more Mo‐rich region, thereby changing the matrix to Mo [7].
Accordingly, Mo phase becomes continuous and thus toughness is well improved for MoSiBTiC alloys.
Another point is the toughening of TiC phase. In general, carbide addition is considered to reduce the toughness of
alloys because of the low fracture toughness of stoichiometric TiC (only about 3 MPam1/2). However, since TiC phase on
the fracture surface of the MoSiBTiC alloys shows river patterns similarly to Mo phase, it is suggested that not only Mo
but also TiC acts as a fracture‐resistant phase. TiC phase equilibrated with Mo and T2 phases in MoSiBTiC alloys, which
should have an off‐stoichiometric composition, may have better fracture toughness than the stoichiometric one. The
off‐stoichiometry probably changes the mechanical properties of TiC, as generally seen in intermetallic compounds.
Therefore, in this study, the elastic property of Mo‐Ti‐C model alloys is examined, and the effect of the substitution of
Mo at the Ti site and structural vacancy formation at the C site on the elastic properties of TiC is investigated.
Materials and Methods
The alloy compositions studied were on three kinds of the tie lines of the Mo/TiC two phase region of the Mo‐Ti‐C
ternary system at 1800 ºC and on a tie line of the ‐Ti/TiC two‐phase region of the Ti‐C binary system. The compositions
are shown in the isothermal section at 1800 ºC (Fig. 1). The tie lines are called as tie line 1 to 4 from Mo‐rich composition
[7]. Alloy ingots were prepared from pure Mo (99.99 wt %), Ti (99.9 wt %), and TiC (99 wt %) in an Ar atmosphere by an
arc‐melting technique. Hereafter, all compositions are expressed as atomic percentages. Each ingot was melted five
times and was turned over each time to avoid segregation. Heat treatment was carried out at 1800 °C for 72 hours for
the Mo‐Ti‐C ternary ingots and at 1500 °C for 72 hours for Ti‐C binary ingots in an Ar atmosphere to ensure phase
equilibria. The microstructure observation was examined by field‐emission (FE) scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Phase identification and the measurement of lattice parameter for constituent phases were conducted by X‐ray
diffractometry (XRD). Phase compositions were analyzed using a field‐emission electron‐probe microanalyzer (EPMA)
equipped with a wavelength‐dispersive X‐ray spectroscope (WDX) operated at 10 kV and
5.0 × 10−8 A. Vickers hardness tests were carried out at room temperature and applied load range was 0.98‐4.90 N.
Elastic parameters of the alloys after heat treatment were measured using the electromagnetic acoustic resonance
(EMAR) method assuming the isotropic elastic medium [8].
Results and Discussion
The alloys consisted of solid solution phase (Mo or Ti phase) and TiC phase as shown in the phase diagram (Fig. 1). It
was observed that TiC phase had solid‐solution‐phase precipitates formed during the heat treatment. The lattice
parameters of TiC phases were smaller than stoichiometric ones reported so far and all the C contents in TiC phases
were less than 50 %, suggesting that structural vacancies were generated at the C site.
The Young’s modulus of the bulk alloys on the tie line 1 to 4 is plotted as a function of the volume fraction of the TiC
phase (VTiC) in Fig. 2. The Young’s modulus (E), shear modulus (G) and bulk modulus (K) of the alloys on each tie line vary
linearly with increasing VTiC. The elastic moduli of single‐phase TiC at the terminal composition of each tie line were
estimated based on the rule of mixture of the Voigt model. The K/G value used as an indicator of toughness of the TiC
phases examined was higher than that of stoichiometric one reported in an early study. Large cracks were generated in
bulk stoichiometric TiC by the indentation of 0.98 N. On the other hand, only microcracks were introduced by the
indentation of 4.9 N in the TiC phase on the tie line 4 which has the highest K/G among the TiC phases, and the
propagation of microcracks is well suppressed by solid‐solution precipitates in the TiC phase. Therefore, increasing K/G
and solid‐solution‐phase precipitates are effective in improving the toughness of the TiC phase.
It was found that K is increased by Mo substitution at the Ti site and G is decreased with the increase of structural
vacancies at the C site. They suggest that K and G values are affected by the strength of Ti‐Ti metallic bond and Ti‐C
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covalent bond, respectively. Therefore, it is considered that the toughness of the TiC phase is increased by enhancing
metallic bonding by substituting element at the Ti site with a higher elastic modulus than Ti and reducing the number
of covalent bonds by the formation of structural vacancies at the C site.
Since the TiC phase of the MoSiBTiC alloys has a Mo‐rich and C‐poor composition, the toughness of the TiC phase should
be much higher than that of stoichiometric TiC. Therefore, off‐stoichiometric, toughened TiC is useful as a strengthening
phase without compromising toughness.

Fig. 1: Isothermal section at 1800 ºC of the Mo‐Ti‐C
ternary system.

Fig. 2: Change in Young’s modulus of alloys on the tie line
1–3 of the Mo‐Ti‐C ternary system and alloys on the tie line
4 of the Ti‐C binary system as a function of the volume
fraction of the TiC phase.
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O‐IT‐04
Applying advanced characterization and simulation methods to understand peculiarities of TiAl
alloy and process development
Florian Pyczak1,2, Heike Gabrisch1, Katja Hauschildt1, Victoria Kononikhina1
and Marcus W. Rackel1
1

2

Helmholtz‐Zentrum Hereon, 21502 Geesthacht, Germany, florian.pyczak@hereon.de
Brandenburgische Technische Universität Cottbus‐Senftenberg, 03046 Cottbus, pyczak@b‐tu.de

Introduction
Current developments in TiAl alloy and process research are presented and illustrated by examples from the Helmholtz‐
Zentrum Hereon. TiAl alloys tend to become more complex with respect to composition and phase constitution. By the
addition of certain alloying elements, the properties are improved but unexpected side effects can occur. For example
Nb and Mo facilitate forging of TiAl alloys by stabilizing the high temperature  phase [1]. However, they also cause the
formation of additional phases at lower temperature. In addition, even for the binary Ti‐Al system some aspects are still
under discussion as for example the stability of the ordered B2 phase. Due to the application of TiAl alloys as aero engine
parts since nearly 10 years, the whole live cycle of TiAl parts has come into focus including such aspects as repair and
recycling. Processing conditions far away from thermodynamic equilibrium, introduction of additional alloying elements
or deviations away from initial alloy composition can further influence the microstructure and thereby the properties
of TiAl parts. For a knowledge based further development of TiAl alloys and associated processes it is necessary to
employ advanced characterization methods and modelling and simulation. In this contribution, three examples are
shown. High energy X‐ray diffraction (HEXRD) and electron microscopy are used to investigate the formation of ternary
phases in TiAl alloys in the service temperature range. An insight into the disordering of the B2 phase is acquired using
neutron and synchrotron diffraction combined with first principles calculations. Transient liquid phase bonding
processes are monitored also with HEXRD and the process is optimized based on the obtained results.
Materials and Methods
A variety of methods ranging from powder metallurgy to arc melting was used to produce the different TiAl alloys
investigated. HEXRD investigations were performed at the high energy materials science beamline operated by Hereon
at the Petra III storage ring of the DESY synchrotron in Hamburg while neutron diffraction data stems from the reactor
FRM II in Munich. Two modified quenching dilatometers (TA Instruments DIL 805A/D), one adapted for HEXRD and one
for neutron diffraction, as well as an induction furnace were used as in‐situ specimen environments. Temperature
measurement was performed with thermo couples in the dilatometers and with a pyrometer in the induction furnace.
Electron microscopy investigations were undertaken at a Cs corrected FEI TITAN 80‐300 transmission electron
microscope at Hereon and at the dedicated aberration‐corrected Nion UltraSTEMs (scanning electron microscopes) at
Oakridge National Laboratory and at the Laboratoire de Physique de Solides in Orsay. First principle calculations with
the software packages ABINIT [2] and VASP [3] used so‐called special quasi random structures (SQS) to consider the
atomic mixing in the materials. To construct the SQSs the mcsqs routine of the software ATAT [4] was used.
Results and Discussion
In the alloy Ti‐42Al‐8.5Nb the formation of an orthorhombic phase was observed at temperatures below 700 °C by
HEXRD. Dissolution and formation of this phase takes place during cycling between 550 and 700 °C. By TEM and STEM
investigations with atomic resolution, it became evident that this orthorhombic phase does not form by a nucleation
and growth process but by a local distortion of the initial hexagonal lattice of the α2 phase that assumes the
orthorhombic crystal structure. An enrichment of the element Nb in the orthorhombic phase takes place in a subsequent
second step [5,6]. This formation of an orthorhombic phase is not restricted to the alloy Ti‐42Al‐8.5Nb but takes place
in a range of TiAl alloy compositions as was found out by a screening study [7].
In binary TiAl alloys in the composition range between 39 and 45 at. % Al no B2 phase was observed, neither by HEXRD
at the synchrotron nor by neutron diffraction which is especially sensitive to detect the ordered B2 phase. In literature,
statements about the presence or absence of B2 in the binary system are contradictory [8,9]. Considering the energies
of formation at 0 K first principles calculations suggest the B2 phase to be more stable than the disordered  phase. But
it is easily demonstrated that at elevated temperatures already the contributions from configurational entropy are
sufficient to destabilize the B2 phase. While at lower temperatures B2 may be more stable than , other phases such as
 and α2 are even more stable so that neither  nor B2 is observed in binary TiAl at those lower temperatures [10].
To find a possibility to repair components of TiAl alloys, transient liquid phase bonding processes were tested using
brazing solders based on the Ti‐Ni and Ti‐Fe system [11]. Initially, neither a good microstructural homogeneity of the
braze joint nor acceptable mechanical properties were realized. But an in‐situ monitoring of the brazing process with
HEXRD indicated that too slow equilibration of the chemical composition of the brazing joint as well as excessive grain
growth in the joint region were the most serious problems. By optimization of the brazing solder and the process, it was
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possible to design processes giving mechanical properties close to those of the substrate material as well as a
homogeneous joint microstructure. Figure 1 shows the development of the intensities of the diffraction peaks of
different phases with increasing brazing time at 1110 °C for a Ti‐24Ni brazing solder (atomic percent) on a TNB‐V5
substrate. In Figure 2 the mechanical properties resulting from an optimized process with improved brazing solders is
shown. Using an optimized brazing solder with Fe it is possible to achieve nearly the yield strength of the substrate
material while the brazed specimen exhibits plastic deformation.

Fig. 1: Development of the diffraction intensities during
a transient liquid phase bonding process at 1110 °C using
a Ti‐24Ni brazing solder

Fig. 2: Room temperature tensile strength of two brazed
samples in comparison with substrate material
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Introduction
Calphad nowadays allows the calculations of the thermodynamic state of many complex materials of technological
interest. These calculations are possible thanks to the existence of multi‐component databases based on experimental
and theoretical information in low‐order systems. Most models currently used for complex phases in these databases
are based on the Compound Energy Formalism (CEF). However, this formalism is prone to poor extrapolation behavior
in higher order systems, especially when treating phases with complex crystal structures. In this work, the interest of
the recently proposed Effective Bond Energy Formalism (EBEF) [1] is studied.
Method
CEF and EBEF use the same expression for the configuration entropy and the excess terms. They differ in the expression
of the reference term. In the CEF, this term requires the evaluation of the Gibbs energy of all the pure configurations
defined by the model of the phase under consideration, while in the EBEF, it is based on bonding energies between
elements in different sublattices. The first approximation of the EBEF allows to consider bonding energy only between
two elements in two sublattices that can be assessed from binary information.
In a previous study [1], the two formalisms have been compared to describe the extension of the sigma phase in the
ternary Mo‐Ni‐Re system using only binary DFT results [2] in the constituting binary systems.
More systems, different sources for the DFT results and different procedures to derive the bonding energies have been
tested since.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the inability of the CEF to extrapolate reasonably the sigma phase stability range in the Mo‐Ni‐Re system
at 1500K using binary DFT results [2] in the constituting binary systems. Figure 2 shows that using the same binary
information from DFT, the EBEF allows to better describe this extrapolation. This extension is very close to the one
obtained using the binary and ternary information from DFT with the CEF (Fig. 4) even if many of the formation
enthalpies for the ternary configurations estimated by the EBEF are not very close to the DFT results (Fig.3).
Different procedures or different DFT sources can modify the resulting phase diagrams. However, the improvement
from the CEF is always significant.
The EBEF allows to use as many sublattices in the thermodynamic model as there are Wyckoff sites in the
crystallographic structure but with a significant reduction of the total number of model parameters and a clear
improvement in the quality of the extrapolation into higher order systems. It is expected to bring better descriptions of
complex intermetallic phases in multicomponent materials.
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Fig. 1: Mo‐Ni‐Re 1500 K section calculated with CEF using
DFT binary information [2].

Fig. 2: Mo‐Ni‐Re 1500 K section calculated with EBEF using
the DFT binary information [2].

Fig. 3: Comparison of the formation enthalpies of the
ternary compounds estimated by EBEF using DFT binary
information [2] with the values calculated by DFT [2].

Fig. 4: Mo‐Ni‐Re 1500 K section calculated with CEF using
the DFT binary and ternary information [2].
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Introduction
Intermetallic iron aluminides are characterized by minor material cost, low density, and notable wear resistance, which
make them a potential material for substituting stainless steels and Ni‐based alloys in the fields of high temperature
applications [1–4].
However, low room temperature ductility and unfavorable creep strength at temperatures above 500 °C have been
major drawbacks. Therefore, the design of new iron aluminides, that solve the mentioned detrimental properties, are
of special interest. These alloying concepts for improving the creep strength and/or yield strength can include solid
solution strengthening and the alloying with e.g. carbides, borides, metastable L21 Heusler phase (Fe2XAl) and stable
Laves phase forming elements. The improvement of the ductility is also an important research field that includes the
design of iron aluminides by amount others adding Cr or B to potentially inhibit the environmental embrittlement, grain
refinement, and controlling the formation of precipitates at the Fe‐Al grain boundaries to prevent grain coarsening [5].
However, the fast progress of newly invented alloying concepts demands also the consideration of the effects on the
high temperature oxidation behavior that can be influenced by the microstructure. In general, the outstanding high
temperature oxidation resistance of iron aluminides is related to the formation of a dense and adherent alumina scale
[6]. Various polymorphs (e.g. γ‐, θ‐, α‐Al2O3 etc.) exist that differ in diffusion mechanisms and oxidation rates [6], which
can determine the component’s life‐time. Apart from the formed alumina scale, precipitates like Laves phases, carbides
and borides can influence the high temperature oxidation behavior by their selective oxidation which will be discussed.
Materials and Methods
The casted iron aluminides were provided by ACCESS e. V., Aachen, Germany. Discontinuous thermogravimetric analysis
experiments (TGA) were performed at various temperatures in air. Rectangular specimens were stepwise ground to
1200 grit, ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol, and air dried prior to the oxidation experiments. A hole was drilled below
one of the edges to hang the sample in an alumina crucible to ensure that the whole surface was in contact to the
atmosphere during oxidation and possible spalling could be collected by the crucible. After several time steps, the
samples were removed, cooled to room temperature, and consequently weighed. After the oxidation testing, the
specimens were analyzed using a Zeiss Supra 55 VP scanning electron microscope (SEM) with an attached Oxford Ultim®
Max energy‐dispersive X‐ray spectroscope (EDS). Additionally, the crystal structures of the formed oxides were
determined by an Empyrean X‐ray diffractometer (XRD) using Co‐Kα radiation.
Results and Discussion
In Figure 1, SEM images of Fe‐25Al‐5Cr‐0.5Zr (at.%) after oxidation in air at 850 °C for 1003 h are depicted. The top view
image in Figure 1 a) shows the formation of blade‐ and whisker‐like alumina on the Fe3Al matrix, while Fe2O3 was locally
formed at the interdendritic (Fe,Al)2Zr Laves phase. Additionally, the inner oxidation of the Laves phase is shown in the
cross‐section image in Figure 1 b) that can penetrate several micro‐meters deep into the material. The interface
between (oxidized) Laves phase and Fe3Al matrix may act as transport path for oxygen, which promotes the increase of
the oxygen activity at the oxidation front and a proceeding oxidation. It was already reported that the inner oxidation
of (Fe,Al)2Zr and ZrC can occure at temperature above 900 °C [7,8] but more recent investigations also showed that the
inner oxidation of these phases is able to proceed at lower temperatures of 700 °C [9]. The prevention of an
interdendritic network of the Laves phase by the addition of TiC can also reduce the depth of inner oxidation and
consequently improve the oxidation resistance [9].
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Fig. 1: SEM a) top view and b) cross‐section image of Fe‐25Al‐5Cr‐0.5Zr after oxidation in air at 850 °C for
1003 h.
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Introduction
For decades, Mo‐based alloys are considered as materials that may replace Ni‐based superalloys as the blade material
in gas turbines [1,2]. Mo‐silicide based alloys with high Ti concentrations represent an attractive and advanced
alternative to conventional Mo‐Si‐B‐based alloys. In addition to the high solidus temperature and remarkable
mechanical properties [3,4], Mo‐Si‐Ti alloys exhibit some further crucial benefits: (i) reduced density and (ii) reasonable
oxidation resistance in air in a wide temperature range from 800 to 1200 °C [5,6]. The most notable experimental finding
is that some Ti‐containing Mo‐Si alloys do not suffer from pesting and catastrophic oxidation at critical temperatures of
around 800 °C [6]. The oxide scales formed on these alloys consist of an outer TiO2 and an inner duplex TiO2‐SiO2 layers.
It is well‐known that otherwise protective oxides, such as Cr2O3 lose their protective properties in wet environments
[7]. The same seems to hold true for SiO2‐forming alloys. Meschter et al. found that SiO2 reacts with water vapor to form
volatile Si(OH)4 at high temperatures up to 1300 °C [8]. To understand the effect of water vapor on the oxidation
behavior of the novel alloy 27.2Mo‐20Si‐52.8Ti, this material was oxidized in different atmospheres: (i) air (designated
as dry), (ii) Ar‐10%N2‐20%O2‐10%H2O (in vol. %, designated as wet) and (iii) in changing dry to wet and vice versa
surroundings. In order to determine the role of the TiO2 scale which forms as an outer oxide layer in all atmospheres,
the thin TiO2 scale grown in dry air was removed and the corresponding samples were further oxidized under wet
conditions. Detailed microstructural analyses using different experimental techniques combined with the oxidation
kinetic data contribute to the comprehensive understanding of the oxidation behavior of Mo‐Si‐Ti alloys in dry and wet
atmospheres.
Materials and Methods
The details regarding manufacturing and microstructure of the alloy 27.2Mo‐20Si‐52.8Ti can be found in Ref. [5,6]. The
oxidation behavior was studied in a thermogravimetric Rubotherm system under isothermal conditions at 1100 and
1200 °C. The gas flow during the oxidation experiments was set to 6 l/h‐1. The same setup was utilized during oxidation
when samples were exposed to changes alternating between dry and wet atmospheres. In case of samples with
removed TiO2 outer scale, the alloy was first oxidized in dry air for 50h at 1200°C. The higher temperature was chosen
to accelerate the scale growth. Subsequently, the outer TiO2 layer was ground off with SiC grit P4000. Afterwards,
oxidation of the sample was continued in the wet atmosphere for the next 25 h at 1200 °C. The crystal structure of
corrosion products formed on the samples was analyzed using X‐ray diffraction (XRD). To study the oxide morphology
and to prepare thin foils for the transmission electron microscopy (TEM), a focused ion beam/scanning electron
microscope (FIB/SEM) Dual Beam system (FEI Helios Nanolab 600), which is equipped with a backscatter electron (BSE)
detector and an energy dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy detector (EDX), was utilized.
Results and Discussion
The eutectic alloy Mo‐20Si‐52.8Ti consists of two phases, a body‐centered cubic solid solution and a (Ti,Mo)5Si3 phase
(Strukturbericht D88). Both phases are presented in a nearly equal ratio. After oxidation for 50 h at 1100 °C, the values
of the mass gain of 3 mg/cm2 and 4.3 mg/cm2 were recorded in dry and wet atmospheres, respectively. While the
oxidation curve of the experiment conducted in dry air reveals nearly‐parabolic characteristics, accelerated linear
kinetics was observed during exposure to the wet atmosphere. It should be pointed out that mass loss that is typical of
B‐containing Mo silicide alloys was not detected in both surroundings at 1100 °C. The experiments with in‐situ changing
atmospheres additionally reveal that the nature and properties of the oxide scales formed during the initial oxidation
stage largely determine the oxidation resistance of the subsequently growing oxides. Figure 1 shows oxidation kinetics
of two samples oxidized in dry air for 50 h at 1200 °C. After 50 h oxidation, the outer TiO2 scales was removed and the
two samples were further oxidized in dry and wet atmospheres at 1200 °C. Obviously, the oxidation rate of the samples
without the outer TiO2 exposed to air for the next 25 h does not change notably as compared to the first 50 h oxidation
in the same atmosphere and temperature. On the contrary, the sample with the removed TiO2 layer and subsequently
oxidized in the wet atmosphere exhibits an extremely sharp mass gain which is followed by a substantial mass loss which
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is apparently attributed to the severe evaporation of MoO3. The weight gains and losses recur several times during 25
h of exposure to the wet gas.
The microstructural analysis of the oxidized samples reveals that both oxide scales, the outer TiO2 layer as well as the
duplex TiO2‐SiO2 underneath, grow significantly faster in wet than in dry surroundings. Figure 2 representatively
demonstrates cross‐sections of the samples shown in Fig. 1. The thicknesses of the oxide scales formed on the samples
with the removed TiO2 and subsequently oxidized in the dry and wet atmospheres yield values of 50 µm and 650 µm,
respectively. Considering the oxidation kinetic data as well as the results of the microstructural investigations, it can be
concluded that (i) water vapor accelerates the oxidation rate of the alloy Mo‐20Si‐52.8Ti and (ii) the outer TiO2 scale
seems to represent a some kind of barriere for the oxygen ingress.
The inferior oxidation resistance in wet environment can primarily be rationalized by the fast diffusion of H2O through
SiO2. It was reported by Roberts et al. [9] that water vapor causes formation of SiOH groups which, in turn, lead to
additional defects and strains in silica resulting in the incrased diffusion of the OH groups in this oxide. It can further be
assumed that H2O increases the concentration of oxygen vacancies in titania accelerating the growth of TiO2 and
enhancing the oxidation rate [8]. Our future investigations using electron energy loss spectroscopy should shed light on
detailed characteristics such as exact stoichiometry of TiO2 grown under dry and wet conditions.
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Fig. 1: Oxidation kinetics of the alloy 27.5Mo‐20Si‐52.8Ti
at 1200 °C in dry and wet atmosphere. The outer TiO2
scales were removed after exposure to air for 50 h. The
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Fig. 2: BSE cross‐section images of 27.2Mo‐20Si‐52.8Ti
after 50 h oxidation at 1200 °C in dry atmosphere,
removal of the outer TiO2 layer and further oxidation for
25 h in a) dry and b) wet atmosphere
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Introduction
One of the most successful approaches to predict the structural stability of materials are quantum‐mechanical
calculations in the framework of density‐functional theory (DFT). The robustness of DFT makes calculations of several
hundred atoms a routine task with reliable results for a broad range of physical properties and chemical compositions.
The computational cost, however, limits the screening of chemical compositions to only few chemical components or
to a small subset of possibly relevant crystal structures. This limitation is a considerable obstacle for the theoretical
study of topologically close‐packed (TCP) phases. This important class of intermetallic phases is spanned by the
possibilities of arranging combinations of the Frank‐Kasper polyhedra as building blocks in a periodic way to form a
crystal structure. The TCP phases, A15, σ, χ, μ, C14, C15, C36 exhibit up to five Wyckoff sites while the R, M, P, δ phase
exhibit more than ten Wyckoff sites. The computation of the structural stability of the TCP phases by DFT requires a full
sampling of the possible occupations of the Wyckoff sites. E.g., the computation of a σ phase with ternary chemical
composition requires DFT calculations for 35=243 occupancy combinations and is a routine task. However, a five‐
component σ phase with 55 =3125 occupancy combinations already involves significant computational effort. A ternary
R phase with 311=177147 combinations is nearly intractable for DFT calculations within the typically available resources.
For this reason, the research on TCP phases by DFT calculations leaves large regions of chemical space and of structural
complexity unexplored. A promising route to reach out into this unexplored space is the combination of DFT calculations
with modern data‐science techniques, particularly with machine learning.
Materials and Methods
The prediction of the structural stability of TCP phases by machine‐learning (ML) requires the representation of the
occupation of the Wyckoff sites in terms of a so‐called descriptor. The quality and robustness of the prediction depends
critically on the quality of the descriptors. For machine learning the formation energies obtained from DFT calculations,
the descriptors are typically based on measures of the atomistic geometry and the distribution of chemical elements.
Here, we construct descriptors that additionally include domain knowledge of the interatomic bond from a hierarchy of
coarse‐grained electronic‐structure methods [1]. In particular, we use tight‐binding (TB) and analytic bond‐order
potentials (BOPs) that are derived from a second‐order expansion of DFT. Using these descriptors, we train and test ML
models with different regression algorithms on DFT data for the TCP phases A15, σ, χ, μ, C14, C15, C36 with different
binary and ternary chemical compositions, e.g. Ni‐Al‐Re, Co‐Al‐W, Co‐Ti‐W, Co‐Cr‐W.
Results and Discussion
We demonstrate that our descriptors obtained at the TB/BOP level incorporate domain knowledge of the interatomic
interaction in terms of a smooth relation between the local atomic environment and the formation energy. As first level
of domain knowledge we employ simple, qualitative TB/BOP models. As second level of domain knowledge we include
the bond chemistry in terms of bond‐specific interaction Hamiltonians that are obtained from downfolded DFT
eigenspectra [2]. As third level of domain knowledge we consider the role of the valence electrons by determining
approximate non‐selfconsistent bond energies with the bond‐specific interaction Hamiltonians. These descriptors of the
occupancy of the Wyckoff positions of the TCP phase go beyond purely geometric descriptors that are typically used in
ML models of DFT formation energies. In particular, they are scalable in farsightedness within the crystal structure which
is key to discriminate the local atomic environments of TCP phases that contain only the small set of Frank‐Kasper
polyhedra as first nearest‐neighbour shell. We demonstrate the application of these descriptors with different levels of
domain knowledge to the prediction of the formation energy of TCP phases. As key finding we observe that our
descriptors with domain knowledge attain high relative importance in the ML models as compared to other descriptors.
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Introduction
High Cr heat resistant ferritic steels are an important class of materials for high temperature components such as pipes
and turbines in steam turbine power plants. These steels are designed such that the ferritic matrix, inherited from the
martensitic transformation, are strengthened with M23C6 type carbide and MX type carbonitride particles against
dislocation motion, recovery, and recrystallization. The carbide and carbonitride particles are, however, susceptible to
particle coarsening and decomposition in the long‐term creep deformation and thereby losing their strengthening
effects, which is considered to be a main cause of the degradation of long‐term creep strength of the steels [1].
Laves phase is an A2B type intermetallic phase, which is formed in many Fe based alloy systems [2]. Fe2Mo and Fe2W
Laves phase particles are precipitated during creep deformation within the ferritic matrix in conventional high
Cr ferritic steels [3]. The Laves phase particles are observed as fine particles along the lath/block boundaries and/or as
coarse globular ones, depending on the type of the Laves phase and the content of the Laves phase forming elements.
Efforts to improve the creep life of ferritic steels have been made by modification of Laves phase distribution, and
positive effects on the creep resistance are reported [3].
One of the present authors [4] recently found that fine Hf‐rich particles are precipitated in a form of periodically arrayed
rows in Fe‐9Cr based alloys containing a low amount of Hf, and explained that the particles are formed through
interphase precipitation (IPP) during a phase transformation from the ‐ferrite to the ‐austenite, followed by a phase
transformation from the ‐austenite to the ‐ferrite. The Hf‐rich particles were identified as C14 Fe2Hf type Laves phase
by diffraction pattern analysis [4]. This finding is expected to open a new precipitation route to strengthen heat resistant
ferritic steels using IPP of the intermetallic phase. Our recent studies also revealed that Fe2Ta type Laves phase is
precipitated in the same precipitation route as in the Fe2Hf case but with a fibrous morphology and with much slower
kinetics than the Fe2Hf case. The objective of the present paper is to clarify the criteria to distinguish the precipitation
modes and morphology (IPP or fibrous) in the eutectoid‐like reaction path in High Cr heat resistant ferritic alloys.
Materials and Methods
The alloys studied are a couple of Fe‐Cr‐0.6Ta ternary eutectoid alloys with different Cr contents from 9.5 to 7.5 %.
Hereafter the chemical composition is shown in atomic % unless specified, and the alloys are designated with their Cr
content. These alloys were prepared by Argon arc melting as ~35 g ingots, cut into cylinders with a diameter of 3mm
and a length of 10mm with a hole of 5mm in depth drilled along the longitudinal direction. These specimens were
solutionized in the  single phase region, rapidly cooled, isothermally aged in the +Fe2Ta two‐phase region for certain
periods of time, followed by rapid cooling. In these heat treatments the temperature was tracked using a thermocouple
which is inserted in the hole of the specimen.
The microstructures of the heat‐treated specimens were characterized on the cross section ~1 mm inside of the cylinder
base surface with an optical microscope and a field emission scanning electron microscope equipped with a
backscattered electron (BSE) detector. The cross section was prepared by grinding, mechanically polishing down to 1m
Al2O3 polishing suspension, and chemical polishing with SiO2 polishing suspension.
Results and Discussion
A change in the precipitation mode was observed from fibrous precipitation to IPP as the Cr content decreases. Figure
1 shows examples of microstructures where Fe2Ta Laves phase fibers are seen in a discontinuously precipitated cell in
the 9.5Cr alloy (Fig. 1(a)), whereas periodically arrayed rows of Laves phase particles are also seen in the 8.5Cr alloy (Fig.
1(b)). This change in the precipitation mode is associated with an increase in the velocity of / interphase boundary
migration during isothermal aging in the +Fe2Ta two‐phase region. Precipitation of the Fe2Ta phase was not recognized
in the 7.5Cr alloy where the rate of the interphase boundary migration is even higher.
The competition between fibrous precipitation and IPP can be interpreted such that the former one takes place in case
that the Laves phase fibre can grow at the same rate as the velocity of the advancing interphase boundary migration
whereas the latter one occurs in case that the Laves phase is not able to grow as fast as the advancing interphase
migrates. Absence of interphase precipitation at higher velocity of the / interface boundary migration is due to a
shortage in time for the nucleation of Laves phase on the interface before the next ledge of the interface is arrived.
Semiquantitative interpretation will be shown on the competition between the precipitation mode and the occurrence
of the precipitation in the presentation.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 1: BSE images of the alloys studied heat‐treated: (a) Fe‐9.5Cr‐0.6Ta alloy isothermally aged at 1050 C for 1 h,
(b) Fe‐8.5Cr‐0.6Ta alloy isothermally aged at 950 C for 5 min.
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Introduction
There is need for metallic ultra‐high temperature materials (UHTMs) with capabilities beyond those of Ni‐based
superalloys. The UHTMs must comply with specific property goals about creep, fracture toughness and oxidation.
Refractory metal intermetallic composites (RMICs), refractory (metal) high entropy alloys (RHEAs) and refractory (metal)
complex concentrated alloys (RCCAs) proffer a paradigm for advanced metallic UHTMs to replace Ni‐based superalloys
[1–3]. RMICs include Nb‐silicide based alloys (RM(Nb)ICs) and Mo‐silicide based alloys (RM(Mo)ICs). The latter are not
considered in this presentation. Some RM(Nb)ICs are also HEAs, others are also RHEAs or RCCAs [1–6]. Not all RM(Nb)ICs
are HEAs, RHEAs or RCCAs.
Materials and Methods
RM(Nb)ICs, RHEAs and RCCAs share the same alloying additions, and the parameters , , VEC, Hmix, Smix and 
(=TmSmix /Hmix) describe their alloying behaviour as they do for HEAs [1‐3,7,8]. The values of these parameters for
bcc solid solutions, metallic UHTMs and HEAs overlap [2,3]. The alloy design methodology NICE [2,3] has made it possible
to construct maps based on the above parameters. The maps describe the alloying behaviour of UHTMs and their phases
[9‐11]. The parameters of alloys and their phases were calculated for those alloys for which reliable chemical analysis
(EPMA and EDS with standards) data was available [1–3, 7–11].
Results and Discussion
The RM(Nb)ICs are multiphase alloys consisting of intermetallic(s) (M3Si and M5Si3 silicides (M=RM and/or transition
metal (TM)), C14 Laves phase and A15 compounds) with/without bcc solid solution(s) [1–4], fig.1.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Microstructures of as cast RM(Nb)ICs. (a) as cast alloy Nb‐20.5Si‐5.8W‐4Hf, DS (OFZ) R=12 mm/h, eutectic of Nbss
(light phase) and Nb5Si3 (dark phase), (b) as cast (AM) alloy Nb‐24Ti‐18Si‐5Cr‐5Sn, light phase A15‐Nb3Sn, slightly darker
phase Nbss, darker phase Nb5Si3 and dark phase C14 NbCr2 Laves.
The RHEAs and RCCAs can be (a) single phase bcc solid solution, (b) two (or more?) solid solutions (of same or different
crystal structure), (c) mixture of solid solution(s) and intermetallic(s) (Laves and M5Si3 silicide(s?)) [5,6,12]. The phases
of the aforementioned metallic UHTMs can be represented in the same map (fig.2), which is the key map in NICE.The
interrelationships of alloys and their phases regarding (i) alloying behaviour (ii) properties and (iii) solute concentrations
are captured in the alloy design methodology NICE, the development of which was based on data for RM(Nb)ICs [2] and
has been expanded to include data for RM(Nb)ICs that are also HEAs, RHEAs and RCCAs [3]. The database is updated as
new data becomes available. NICE is a “goal driven” alloy design approach that leads to the selection of metallic UHTMs
worthy of development owing to promising oxidation or creep properties. In NICE the design of an alloy combines
constraint(s), say desirable alloying elements and/or phases or RM/TM, or SM/Met ratios in the alloy, with a property
goal, say a creep rate (έ) target or an oxidation weight change (W/A) target.
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Fig. 2:  versus VEC map of RM(Nb)ICs with the bcc Nbss, Nb5Si3, C14‐NbCr2 Laves, eutectics of Nbss and Nb5Si3,
A15‐Nb3X phases, the bcc solid solution RCCAs studied by Senkov et al. [12] and HEA Nbss and HEA Nbss and Nb5Si3
eutectics in RM(Nb)ICs [1]. The two RCCAs with high VEC values are NbMoTaW and NbMoTaWV, the RCCAs with lower
VEC values have Al, Nb and Ti additions with/without Hf.
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Introduction
So called high‐entropy materials often outperform their lower‐entropy relatives in various aspects, such as thermal
stability and mechanical properties. While there are extensive research activities in the field of high‐entropy alloys,
comparably little is performed for high‐entropy ceramics and intermetallics. Here we show, that especially with
physical vapor deposition the development of single‐phased high‐entropy phases is straight‐forward. Or, are we just
lucky? On the definition‐basis for high entropy alloys, the term “high‐entropy” is often used also for nitrides, oxides,
and borides if at least five corresponding binaries constitute them, and the configurational entropy (per formula unit)
amounts to S ≥ 1.5R (S: entropy and R: gas constant) [1]. As for such intermetallic phases, basically one sublattice is
unchanged and thus the term high‐entropy is valid only for the other sublattice (for nitrides, the metal), we suggest
to use the more appropriate term of “high‐entropy sublattice nitrides”, oxides, borides, etc. [2]. Although, it might
be crystal clear that when talking about such high‐entropy nitrides, of course only the metal‐sublattice is high
entropic. Using the sublattice model (Eq. 1) to calculate the entropy of such intermetallic phases [3,4] results in much
lower values:
𝑆

–𝑘

∑

∙∑
∑

∙

(1)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, xi the atomic concentration of element i on sublattice y, ay the number of sites
on sublattice y (e.g., for TiB2 aTi = 1 and aB = 2), and n the number of element species i at the sublattice y.
For example, the entropy of a MeN intermetallic phase (of the Hägg type; Me: metal, N: nitrogen), equimolarly
comprising 5 different MeN binaries, would amount to 1.61R per formula unit (or at the metal‐sublattice per atom),
but only to 0.81R per atom. Thus, such nitrides have a high‐entropy sublattice (acceptably named also high‐entropy
nitrides), but they are only low‐entropy (S < 1R) intermetallics. However, high‐entropy materials should never be
reduced to their entropy alone, because they offer additional other important exotic effects such as: 1) the “sluggish
diffusion”, which proposes kinetic restrictions for transformations due to the increased activation energy for
substitutional diffusion and atomistic phenomena that stall diffusion, 2) the “severe lattice distortion”, which
suggests that the crystalline structure is extremely deformed, and 3) the “cocktail effect”, which infers that properties
are “higher” than the weighted average of the constituents [3]. All high‐entropy Hägg phases investigated here,
outperform their commonly‐used binary or ternary constituents in thermal stability and thermomechanical
properties.
Materials and Methods
The various nitride [5,6], oxide [7], and diboride [2,8] thin films were deposited by unbalanced magnetron sputtering
with a modified Leybold Z400 deposition system. These films are investigated in their as‐deposited state as well as
after a vacuum annealing treatment up to 1600 °C by scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM),
elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA), atom probe tomography (APT), nanoindentation, and X‐ray diffraction (XRD).
Additionally, also the oxidation kinetics of selected samples have been investigated upon exposure to ambient air at
elevated temperatures. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations employing the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation
Package (VASP) was used to calculate energy of formation, elastic constants, and structural parameters of the
hexanary compounds as well as their most likely forming lower‐entropy products.
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Results and Discussion
The high‐entropy sublattice nitrides – sputtered from equimolar powder‐metallurgically‐prepared
Hf0.2Ta0.2Ti0.2V0.2Zr0.2, Al0.2Ta0.2Ti0.2V0.2Zr0.2, and Al0.2Cr0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Ti0.2 targets – are single‐phased fcc‐structured. In the
as‐deposited state their hardness H values are comparable to those of the constituting binaries, and even slightly
below those of some constituting ternaries or quaternaries. But their indentation moduli E are considerably
lower. For example, H = 33 GPa and E = 450 GPa for Hf0.23Ta0.17Ti0.19V0.21Zr0.20N, while H = 36 GPa and E = 520 GPa for
the ternary Ti0.69Zr0.31N. But even after vacuum‐annealing at 1300 °C, the Hf0.23Ta0.17Ti0.19V0.21Zr0.20N still showed 28
GPa of hardness, see Fig. 1. Atom probe tomography of this 1300 °C annealed sample indicates a random distribution
of the constitutional elements (in agreement with XRD studies), which only could be observed when annealed at
1500 °C, see Fig. 2. Interestingly, the Al0.20Cr0.26Nb0.15Ta0.16Ti0.23N leads to the formation of a single‐phase rutile
structured high‐entropy sublattice oxide upon ambient‐air treatments at 850 °C. Preparing such oxides directly by
sputtering from the equimolar Al0.2Cr0.2Nb0.2Ta0.2Ti0.2 target with various O2‐to‐Ar flow‐rate‐ratios (fO2, from 0.4 to 4
at a pressure of p = 0.4 Pa) proved their preference to crystallize with the single‐phase rutile structure. With
increasing fO2, only the deposition rate decreased from 33 to 20 nm/min, H increased from 22 to 24 GPa, and E
increased from 380 to 410 GPa. Vacuum annealing at 1200 °C solely led to a change of their nearly random crystal
orientation towards a highly 101‐texture.
The hardness of the high‐entropy sublattice diborides Hf0.19Ti0.20Ta0.24V0.14Zr0.23B2 and Hf0.15Ta0.17V0.19W0.35Zr0.15B2 – non‐
reactively sputtered from corresponding targets – in their as‐deposited state is very high with 47 and 46 GPa, combined
with moderate E values of 550 and 610 GPa. Even after vacuum‐annealing at 1300 °C, the still single‐phased hcp‐
structured Hf0.15Ta0.17V0.19W0.35Zr0.15B2 exhibits 45 GPa hardness and nearly no shape‐change of its XRD peaks. Contrary,
the ternary Ti0.39Zr0.61B2 already “softened” to 40 GPa upon annealing at 1100 °C, see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: (a) Hardness H and (b) indentation modulus E of
the high‐entropy sublattice nitrides and borides (grown
on sapphire substrates) after vacuum‐annealing at
temperatures (Ta) up to 1600 °C. The annealing time at
Ta was 10 min. For comparison also the data for the
ternary (Ti,Al)N and (Ti,Zr)B2 are added.

Fig. 2: Local chemical composition of the (Hf,Ta,Ti,V,Zr)N
prepared with fN2= 45% at the nanometer scale. (a)
Reconstruction of Hf, Ta, Ti, V, Zr, and N atomic positions
after vacuum‐annealing at 1300 °C. (b) Concentration
profile of the cylindrical region indicated in (a). (c)
Reconstruction of Hf, Ta, Ti, V, Zr, and N atomic positions
after vacuum‐annealing at 1500 °C. (d) Concentration
profile of the cylindrical region indicated in (c).

Conclusions
Based on these results we can conclude that the high‐entropy concept is also very beneficial for hard ceramic thin films,
especially with respect to the severe lattice distortion and sluggish diffusion, but also in supporting the formation of
single‐phased crystalline solids. Furthermore, all high‐entropy sublattice ceramic thin films studied were relatively
insensitive to variations of the deposition parameters – which is good, as their properties are on a high‐level.
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Introduction
To reach the goal of reducing greenhouse emissions and thereby slowing down global warming, the development and
usage of more sustainable materials is a key factor. “Sustainable” would not only concern an increased lifetime, but
should also apply to the production, efficiency, and recycling of the materials.
Regarding their production, sustainable materials should be resource friendly in that no or little amounts of strategic
elements are used and production should be possible by using established production routes, making use of an already
existing infrastructure. Sustainable materials should increase the efficiency of existing equipment by enabling lower
weights of moving parts and higher operation temperatures, which both result in lower fuel consumption. However,
lower density combined with the capability to operate at higher temperatures could also enable re‐design or even novel
designs, e.g. of combustion engines. If supporting structures are needed, less heavy aggregates also need less extensive
support structures, thereby further on saving resources. The increased lifetime of the materials through better corrosion
and wear resistance should finally end by completely recycling them.
Efforts on existing materials usually concentrate on improving one property, e.g. enable higher operating temperatures.
A novel material that would meet all above aspects would look like a jack of all trades material. However, iron aluminides
are capable of addressing all these aspects.
Resource‐friendly iron aluminides
With 5 wt.% and 8 wt.%, respectively, iron and aluminium are the most abundant metals in the earth´s crust [1] and
iron aluminide alloys currently foreseen for structural applications are iron‐based alloys with about 26 at. % Al and less
than 5 at.% of additional elements. These additional elements are employed for generating specific microstructures for
tailoring the properties and sometimes to contribute to an increased strength through solid‐solution hardening.
Iron aluminides with increased strength at high temperatures
The potential of iron aluminides for developing novel light‐weight materials for application at temperatures of
500 – 1000 °C, i.e. replacing highly alloyed steels of even Ni‐base superalloys, has been realised since long [2‐4].
However, binary Fe‐Al alloys become weak at about 500 °C and approaches to increase their strength usually followed
concepts established for steels. But, as it proved difficult to impossible to generate microstructures with an even
distribution of fine‐scaled carbides or intermetallic phases, these efforts came to a halt in the 1990s [4]. And, as often
in materials science, the development of alternative strengthening concepts failed due to insufficient knowledge of the
respective phase diagrams.
Investigation of iron aluminides and development of iron aluminide‐base materials had already been a research topic
at the Max‐Planck‐Institut für Eisenforschung (MPIE) for a long time [5]. Therefore part of the investigations of phase
equilibria and phase transformations in relevant Fe–Al–X systems [6] started in the mid‐1980s at MPIE, including the
binary system and X = C, Cr, Ti, Nb, Ta, Mo, Zr. Based on the then established phase diagrams, new concepts for the
strengthening of iron aluminides at high temperatures were successfully developed [7]. These included the generation
of coherent microstructures, the suppression of coarsening of the Fe‐Al matrix at high temperatures through boride
precipitates along the grain boundaries, and generating purposeful distributions of Laves phases by employing their
formation from a metastable Heusler phase.
Production of iron aluminide alloys and parts
The production and processing of novel materials usually necessitates the employment of advanced or even new ways
for their synthesis and their processing can be quite laborious. γ‐TiAl base alloys are a current example. In contrast, iron
aluminide materials can be produced and processed using standard equipment which is readily available in industries
[4].
Production of the alloys at the lab scale usually starts by synthesis from the pure elements, as the aim is to study their
basic properties. However, the possibility of their production from commercial steel and aluminium scraps has been
demonstrated [8‐10]. Industrial partners of MPIE produced melts of several hundred kilos to more than a ton by classical
induction melting. Induction melting can even be performed in air, as the dense alumina slags that form on top of the
melt produce a gas‐tight cover. The possibility of producing parts by standard casting technologies such as precision
casting, centrifugal casting or sand casting have been demonstrated [4]. By precipitating borides at the grain boundaries
a comparable fine‐scaled microstructure is attained and its coarsening during application at high temperatures is
avoided.
Thermomechanical processing by rolling and forging on an industrial scale has also been frequently demonstrated.
Conditions are usually those otherwise used for Cr‐steels and processing was performed in air, as no inert atmosphere
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is necessary. Specifically Fe‐Al‐Ta have been proven well suited for forging, yielding parts of specifically high strength
[11]. The various industrial efforts have also shown that thermomechanical processing usually improves ductility
compared to the cast counterparts [4].
As addressed in the next chapter, iron aluminides are specifically wear resistant. Therefore, a minimum of tooling is
desirable and consequently near‐net shape production techniques have been tested to generate a variety of different
parts, made out of various iron aluminide alloys. Additive manufacturing by all common laser or electron beam
techniques has been performed [12]. Through them, a variety of microstructures can be realised thereby tailoring the
properties. Also production of parts by combustion synthesis or spark plasma sintering has been successfully
demonstrated [13,14].
Durability of iron aluminides due to excellent corrosion and wear resistance
Iron aluminum alloys with Al contents exceeding about 18 at.% form dense and adherent α‐Al2O3 (alumina) scales [15]
which not only protect them against further quick oxidation, but which yield corrosion resistance in many other media
by isolating them from the aggressive surrounding [4]. Iron aluminum alloys also show a high wear resistance [16,17],
which, e.g., qualifies them for application as brake discs. For this type of application also friction is an important
property. Though less investigated, available information hints also to excellent properties, e.g. a minimum of scuffing
compared to reference materials.
Despite their potential, by now only few niche applications have been realised by employing iron aluminium alloys
[4,18]. Their limited ductility and insufficient knowledge about fatigue and welding could be reasons for that. As few
other materials promise to be as sustainable as iron aluminides, their further development should allow to use them for
a wider range of applications.
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Introduction
For more than 30 years, gamma titanium aluminides have been attracting considerable research interest, since their favorable
property profile in terms of specific strength and stiffness, oxidation resistance, and creep behavior qualifies them for high‐
performance applications at elevated operation temperatures. Due to their low density of around 4 g/cm³, titanium aluminide
alloys are an attractive substitute for the much heavier nickel‐base superalloys [1,2]. The introduction of
Ti‐48Al‐2Cr‐2Nb low‐pressure turbine blades in the GEnx jet engine in 2006 allowed a weight saving of about 100 kg per
engine. Since then, many other companies in the aviation and automotive industries have been engaged in the serial
application of TiAl components [3]. Continuous alloy development has resulted in the TNM‐B1 alloy (Ti‐43.5Al‐4Nb‐1Mo‐0.1B (in
at.%)), which allows even higher maximum service temperatures of up to 750 °C [1]. Nevertheless, conventional processing
of titanium aluminide components, e.g. via casting or forging, remains challenging, not least because of the pronounced
brittleness of the material. The evolution of additive manufacturing technologies has opened up new possibilities to
manufacture complex parts from titanium aluminide [4]. This contribution will give an overview of additive manufacturing
approaches for processing TNM‐B1, thereby addressing the specific benefits and challenges associated with each technology
and taking a look into current and future developments.
Materials and Methods
In this contribution, laser metal deposition (LMD), laser powder bed fusion (LPBF), and electron beam powder bed fusion (EB‐
PBF) for the fabrication of TNM‐B1 components will be discussed in detail. Laser metal deposition is a nozzle‐based additive
manufacturing process which is particularly suited for achieving higher build‐up rates or for the extension or repair of existing
components. Major challenges during the processing of titanium aluminides may arise from cracking due to the high cooling
rates or from oxygen pickup [5]. Secondary energy sources for heat management in the process zone, advanced monitoring
systems for process control, and tailored shielding gas concepts can help to overcome these issues. Although laser powder
bed fusion is vastly used for additive manufacturing of various materials and alloys, its applicability to titanium aluminides so
far has been limited due to cracks originating from high cooling rates and steep thermal gradients. Recently, the development
of novel machine technology with the possibility of substrate preheating above the brittle‐ductile transition temperature
allows the production of crack‐free components with high relative densities [6]. Since electron beam powder bed fusion of
TNM‐B1 is conducted at temperatures around 1000 °C and under vacuum conditions, the aforementioned issues concerning
cracking and oxidation can mostly be avoided using this technology. On the other hand, substantial aluminum evaporation
and pronounced solidification textures can often be observed [7]. Consequently, a profound understanding of the correlation
between process parameters, occurring microstructures, and resulting mechanical properties is crucial for ensuring adequate
and reproducible part qualities.
Results and Discussion
The capabilities of additive manufacturing can be enhanced further by combining processes in a hybrid approach rather
than considering each process individually. Examples for the combination of two additive manufacturing technologies
(e. g. EB‐PBF and LMD [8]) on the one hand and of additive and conventional technologies (e. g. EB‐PBF / LPBF and hot‐
working [6]) on the other hand will be presented. Last but not least, an outlook on novel and promising alloy concepts
in the field of titanium aluminides will be given.
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Introduction
Recently, considerable effort has been devoted to the development of ultra‐high temperature structural materials as
alternatives to Ni‐based superalloys to improve the energy efficiency of gas turbine systems. Among the several potential
candidates, Mo‐Si‐B alloys have drawn much attention due to their high melting point and high temperature strength.
In the Mo‐Si‐B system, nearly all the research has focused on the Mo‐rich corner, especially the Moss+Mo5SiB2 (T2) + Mo3Si
three phase region. Recently, a series of Mo‐Si‐B alloys in the Moss+T2 (Mo5SiB2)+Mo2B three phase region has been designed
to examine the effect of the lower Si solubility limit in the Moss phase on the microstructure, hardness and oxidation behavior.
The results showed that the Mo‐Si‐B alloys in the Moss+T2 (Mo5SiB2)+Mo2B three phase region have higher fracture toughness
and the same level oxidation resistance as those in the Moss+Mo5SiB2 (T2) + Mo3Si three phase region [1].
The Mo‐Si‐B alloys derive their oxidation protection from the continuous outer layer of borosilica glass that develops upon
high temperature exposure [2]. Two separate stages have been identified during isothermal oxidation in dry air above 800 °C.
Initially, there are concurrent reactions between the molybdenum and oxygen to form molybdenum trioxide, which starts to
sublime above 475 °C, and oxidation of the boron and silicon from the T2 phase forms a borosilica glass layer.
The addition of Al can be quite beneficial for oxidation resistance due to the formation of Al2O3 as diffusion barrier. While
there is some knowledge of the oxidation of Mo‐Si‐B‐Al alloy, previous work was contradictory and only focused on the alloys
in the Moss+T2 (Mo5SiB2) +Mo2B three phase region, so that the Al addition effect on the Moss+T2 (Mo5SiB2) +Mo2B three phase
region remains unknown. In the present study, oxidation of Mo‐Si‐B alloys at different Al addition levels was examined at 800,
1100, 1200, and 1300 °C for both isothermal oxidation and cyclic oxidation. Both the oxidation kinetics and oxide layer
morphologies were determined in this work. In addition, to reduce the alloy density further selected substitutions of Ti along
with Al was examined.
Materials and Methods
The alloy ingots were prepared by repetitive arc‐melting of pure Mo (99.95 wt.%), Si (99.99 wt.%), B (99.95 wt.%), Al
(99.995 wt.%) and Ti (99.98 wt.%) in a water‐cooled Cu mold under a Ti gettered Ar atmosphere. The ingots were re‐
melted 5 times to achieve a homogeneous element distribution. The base alloy composition is Mo‐6Si‐12B with a density
of 8.9 gm/cm3 and the Al contents are 1, 2, 4, 8 at.% with a Ti substitution level of 20 at.%.
Heat treatment was carried out at 1800 ºC for 50 h in an Ar atmosphere for all samples. Following the termination of
the anneal the sample cooled at about 700°C/min. The crystalline phases of all samples were identified by X‐ray
diffractometry (Bruker D8 Advance). Oxidation exposure of all samples were carried out in a METTLER TOLEDO TGA/DSC
3+ instrument. The oxidation exposure was run for 100 h at 1100~1300 °C in synthetic air (20% O2 and 80% N2) at a flow
rate of 50 mL×min‐1. The microstructures of all samples were observed by scanning electron microscopy (Zeiss Leo‐1530
FESEM) with back scattered electron images. The chemical compositions of the constituent phases in the studied alloys
were measured using a CAMECA SX50 electron microprobe operated at an accelerating voltage of 6 kV and a current of
6.3 × 10−9 A. The calibration standards consisted of 99.9% pure Mo, Si, B and Al elements. The B concentration was
quantified by separating the intensity of the B Kα peak (at 0.182 kV) from the Mo Mζ peak (at 0.192 kV) using the analysis
software Probe for Windows (Advanced Microbeam Inc). A FEI Tecnai F30 field emission gun TEM and a high resolution
TEM were used to identify the oxides.
Results and Discussion
The homogenization treatment at 1800 °C for 50 hours yielded a partial breakup of the as‐cast dendritic structure with
a continuous Moss phase and dispersed T2 phase. At all Al and Ti substitution levels the phase stability was maintained
as a Moss and T2 microstructure with a negligible amount of the Mo2B phase. The TGA results demonstrated that the
Al substitutions do enhance the isothermal oxidation resistance Fig. 1. Moreover, the Al substitutions also suppress
the pesting behavior at 800 °C that is a typical issue for Mo alloys. The Ti substitutions do not change in a major way
the behavior observed with only the Al substitutions Fig.2. Analysis of the outer oxide scale identified the structure as
an aluminoborosilica for the 1 and 2% Al samples, while the 4 % Al sample showed a mixture of aluminoborosilica and
mullite and at the 8% Al level the scale was entirely mullite. While the 8% Al alloy exhibited the best isothermal
oxidation resistance the crystalline mullite scale degraded the cyclic oxidation resistance so that the 4% Al alloy with a
density of 8.7 gm/cm3 demonstrated the best overall oxidation resistance. For the Mo‐6Si‐12B‐4Al‐20Ti alloy with a
density of 7.9 gm/cm3 the oxide scale changed to a mixture of Al doped TiO2 , Ti0.25Al1.75O3 and amorphous
aluminoborosilica and exhibited a shorter transient period before the onset of steady state behavior, Fig. 2. An
oxidation kinetics model was developed based upon the independent contributions of the individual phase oxidation
rates weighted by their relative phase fractions and sizes that provides a good account of the observed oxidation
behavior.
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Fig. 1: Isothermal oxidation of Mo‐6Si‐12B‐
(0, 1, 2, 4, 8)Al samples at 1300 °C

Fig. 2: Isothermal oxidation of Mo‐6Si‐12B‐ 4Al and
Mo‐6Si‐12B‐ 4Al‐20Ti samples at 1100, 1200 and
1300 °C
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Introduction
Soft magnetic materials with high saturation magnetization and low coercivity play a vital role in efficient operation of
modern power electronics and electrical machines throughout our world such as generators, transformers, motors etc.
[1]. The newly emerging multi‐principal element alloys (MPEAs), containing several principal metallic elements with
equimolar or nonequimolar mixing (also named high‐entropy alloys, HEAs), have drawn extensive research attention
due to their excellent mechanical and physical properties [2, 3]. The multi‐component concept has also opened up a
vast compositional space for designing soft magnetic alloys since desired soft magnetic properties can be achieved via
tuning compositions and microstructures [4, 5]. Most of the research for MPEAs is mainly focused on simple solid‐
solution alloys (FCC or BCC structures) or alloys with intermetallic compound precipitates (L12 or B2 phases). Here, we
present two unusual design routes for soft magnetic MPEAs, i.e., a single‐phase B2 MPEA intermetallic compound and
a B2‐based MPEA with BCC nanoprecipitates.
Materials and Methods
Alloy ingots with nominal atomic compositions of Fe30Co40Mn15Al15 and Fe40Co30Mn15Al15 were prepared by arc melting
99.97% Fe, 99.5% Co, 99.9% Mn, and 99.9% Al pieces in a Ti‐gettered high‐purity argon atmosphere. The ingots were
flipped and remelted in a water‐cooled copper mold at least three times to ensure the chemical homogeneity.
Microstructural characterization of the as‐cast samples was performed using a FEI Tecnai F20 transmission electron
microscope (TEM) at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Samples for TEM observations were either thinned via twin‐jet
electropolishing in a Struers TenuPol‐5 unit with a mixed solution of 30 % nitric acid and 70% methanol at ~20 V at a
temperature of ‐20 °C, or by focused ion beam (FIB) lift‐out technique using a Thermo Scientific Helios 5CX Dual Beam
instrument. The chemical compositions of the matrix and nanoprecipitates for the two‐phase B2/BCC Fe40Co30Mn15Al15
MPEA were identified using atom probe tomography (APT). Magnetic measurements were performed on both materials
using a Lakeshore vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) with maximum applied field of 10 kOe. At least three tests
were performed for each specimen condition to obtain the average magnetization and coercivity.
Results and Discussion
Dark‐field TEM images of Fe30Co40Mn15Al15 MPEA show a single‐phase structure without any precipitates, see Fig. 1a.
The corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (Fig. 1b) identified a B2‐ordered phase. The SAED
pattern for Fe40Co30Mn15Al15 MPEA (Fig. 1d) also indicates a B2 phase, while dark‐field TEM images (Fig. 1c) obtained
under a g = 010 superlattice reflection clearly reveals an ordered B2 matrix (bright contrast) and disordered BCC
precipitates (dark contrast). The BCC precipitates are uniformly distributed with sizes around 10‐40 nm. In order to
analyze the elemental partitioning between the two B2/BCC phases, APT analysis was executed, see Table 1. Much of
the Fe and Mn elements are segregated into the disordered BCC precipitates, whereas Co and Al elements partition to
the B2 matrix.
The magnetic properties of both MPEAs were investigated, as shown in Fig. 1e. It is readily seen that both MPEAs can
be easily magnetized to the saturated state and exhibit low coercivities when demagnetized. Specifically, the measured
saturation magnetization and coercivity for the single‐phase B2 MPEA are 162.4 Am2/kg and 113.6 A/m, and are very
similar at 157.1 Am2/kg and 116.2 A/m for the B2/BCC MPEA. The combination of high saturation magnetization and
low coercivity for both MPEAs indicates their potential as soft magnetic materials (coercivity < 1000 A/m).
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Fig. 1: (a) and (b) Dark‐field (DF) TEM image and the corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern
for the single‐phase B2 MPEA; (c) and (d) DF TEM image and SAED for the B2/BCC MPEA. The zone axes and diffraction
vectors g used to obtain the images are indicated. (e) Magnetic hysteresis loops for single‐phase B2 and B2/BCC
FeCoMnAl MPEAs. The inset shows the enlarged view of the loops at low magnetic fields.
Fe

Co

Mn

Al

Overall

38.0 ± 0.1

30.4 ± 0.1

14.9 ± 0.1

16.6 ± 0.1

B2 matrix

35.3 ± 0.1

31.6 ± 0.1

13.3 ± 0.1

17.2 ± 0.1

BCC precipitates

50.1 ± 1.8

12.2 ± 1.8

28.9 ± 2.3

8.8 ± 1.1

Table 1: Chemical compositions of the B2/BCC MPEA via APT analysis.
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Introduction
Antiphase boundaries (APBs) are rather common extended defects appearing in crystals with ordered sublattices. They
are formed when one part of a crystal is specifically shifted with respect to the other part. Our computational study
focuses on APBs in Fe3Al, which belongs to a very promising class of Fe‐Al‐based materials [1,2]. Regarding APBs in iron
aluminides, two types of APBs were experimentally found in the D03 superlattice of Fe3Al. The first one is characterized
by a shift of the interfacing grains in the <100> direction by a half of the lattice parameter defined for a 16‐atom cube‐
shaped D03 cell and is associated solely with the D03 superlattice (D03‐type of APBs). The other type of APBs, that we
focus on in the present study, can appear both in the D03 superlattice and in the B2 lattice (it is called a B2‐type of APBs)
and is characterized by a ½<111> shift. We studied the D03‐APBs, which are specific to the D03 superlattice, in (i) Fe3Al
with and without Cr additions [3] and (ii) Fe‐Al‐Ti compounds [4]. In our current research we build upon our expertise
with the B2‐type of APBs that we theoretically studied in Fe70Al30 alloy [5].
Materials and Methods
Our ab initio calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [6,7]. We have employed
projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [8,9]. The exchange and correlation energy was treated within the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the parametrization according to Perdew and Wang [10] (PW91) in
combination with the Vosko‐Wilk‐Nusair correction [11] for the exchange and correlation energy. We used 64‐atom
(shown in Figure 1a), 192‐atom and 256‐atom supercells built as multiples of the 16‐atom cube‐shaped cell of Fe3Al.
The 64‐atom supercells are 1x1x4 multiples of the 16‐atom cube‐shaped cell and 192‐atom supercells are 1x1x12
multiples of the 16‐atom cell. Finally, the biggest 256‐atom supercells were generated by the PHONOPY software [12]
as 2x2x1 multiples of the 64‐atom supercells (2x2x4 multiples of the 16‐atom cell of Fe3Al) and were used for phonon
calculations. The plane‐wave energy cut‐off was equal to 400 eV and the product of the number of Monkhorst‐Pack
k‐points and the number of atoms was equal to 27 648 (e. g., 12x12x3 k‐point mesh in the case of 64‐atom supercells).
Results and Discussion
We performed an ab initio study of impact of antiphase boundaries (APBs), which are characterized by a ½<111> shift
of atomic planes, on structural, magnetic and vibrational properties of Fe3Al. The studied APBs have the {001}
crystallographic orientation of their sharp interfaces. There are two types of APB interfaces formed by either two
adjacent planes of the twice more abundant FeII atoms or by two adjacent planes containing both FeI and Al atoms (see
Fig. 1a). By comparing supercells with the same number of atoms with and without APBs we obtained an averaged APB
interface energy equal to 80 mJ/m2. We further estimate that the APB interface energy of each of the two types of
interfaces (either FeII‐FeII or FeII ‐Al) is within the range of 40‐120 mJ/m2. The studied APBs significantly affect local
magnetic moments of Fe atoms near the defects—they are increased in the case of FeII atoms by as much as 11.8 % and
reduced in the case of FeI atoms by up to 4 % (see Fig. 1b). As these changes mutually nearly perfectly compensate, the
total magnetic moment increases due to the presence of the studied APBs by less than 1 % (in case of 192‐atom
supercells with well separated APB interfaces of both types). When comparing phonons in Fe3Al with and without APBs
within the harmonic approximation (see Fig. 1d,e), we find a clear influence of APBs, such as a significant reduction of
the gap in frequencies that separates phonon modes below 7.9 THz and above 9.2 THz in the defect‐free Fe3Al. An
overall impact of APBs‐induced changes results in a small increase of the free energy, lower vibrational entropy and a
lower harmonic phonon energy (above T = 50 K). For details see our paper [13].
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Fig. 1: Visualization of a 64‐atom supercell used for modeling APB‐containing crystals of Fe3Al (a). Computed local
magnetic moments of Fe atoms (b) and inter‐layer distances (c) relative to the bulk values (horizontal dashed lines) with
the positions of APBs indicated by vertical dashed‐dotted lines. Calculated phonon frequencies (d,e) for the defect‐free
bulk Fe3Al (d) and Fe3Al with the studied APB interfaces (e) that are shown in part (a).
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The state of a sample in a temperature gradient changes with time. Exceeding the solidus temperature, a two‐phase
region forms with a high density of solid/liquid interfaces. During holding, local melting and (re‐)solidification processes
occur that change the phase fractions rapidly. Finally, the solid/liquid region resolidifies completely up to the position
of the liquidus temperature. This process allows the synthesis of pure incongruently melting phases and congruently
melting phases (also well below their melting temperature if advantageous) enabling further characterization, e.g.,
measuring heat capacities of intermetallics [1,2]. Fig. 1a shows the first measured heat capacities of Al3Ni2 (after the
phase was synthesized in a temperature gradient) compared to values estimated with Neumann‐Kopp rule and
predicted with Einstein model. The parameters of the extended Einstein model (EE‐model) were fitted based on the
experimental data (for details, see ref. [2]).
Below the melting point, the temperature profile along a sample that is exposed to a gradient evolves as a function of
the materials’ thermal diffusivity during heating and as a function of its heat conductivity in steady state (see e.g. refs.
[3‐5]). A temporal and spatial high‐resolution measurement of temperature profiles allows the determination of thermal
properties and, since temperature gradients are employed, also the characterization of their T‐dependency with
considerably reduced time compared to conventional methods. Fig. 1b shows the T‐dependent thermal conductivity of
TiAl‐TNM, measured in a steady temperature gradient.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Exploiting temperature gradients for intermetallics characterization, (a) heat capacity of incongruently melting
Al3Ni2 from 0 K to peritectic temperature, figure from ref. [2] (b) T‐dependent thermal conductivity of TiAl‐TNM
determined using the inverse method described in refs. [3–5]
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Introduction
Recently, materials with “mille‐feuille structure” (MFS) have attracted attention because of their unique deformation
mechanism by a kink formation process, which is known from long‐period stacking ordered (LPSO) phases in Mg alloys
(see e. g. [1,2]). The empirical conditions defining MFS material are: (1) alternate stacking of microscopic hard and soft
layers, (2) interlamellar distances of submicron or less, (3) operation of slip along with layer interface, and (4) primarily
deformed by kink formation without delamination. A crystal structure‐based MFS material immediately satisfies the
above conditions (1) and (2), and also has the potential of hybrid type MFS material composed of two kinds of lamella
materials one of which is a crystal structure‐based MFS material. However, such MFS materials have rarely been found.
Authors have been investigating the deformation behavior of Nb2Co7 [3,4] as a candidate of a new crystal structure‐
based MFS material with layered mC18 crystal structure [5], which shows high deformability under compression [6].
However, the details of the deformation characteristics of Nb2Co7 remain unclear. In the present study, in order to
confirm whether Nb2Co7 is a new crystal structure‐based MFS material, deformation characteristics of single‐phase
Nb2Co7 under uniaxial compression test were investigated mainly focusing on the kink formation and kink strengthening
phenomenon in the Nb2Co7 phase.
Materials and Methods
The Co‐22.2 at%Nb alloy was cast as an 20mm cylindrical ingot and was cut into 2×2×4 or 1.25×1.25×2.5 mm3 square
bar samples. The samples were heat‐treated at 1000°C for 50h to attain single‐phase Nb2Co7, followed by cooling to
room temperature. All the heat treatments were carried out in a differential thermal analyzer (DTA, Shimadzu DTA‐50).
Uniaxial compression tests were conducted at room temperature for the 2×2×4 and 1.25×1.25×2.5 mm3 square bar
samples with strain rates of 1.99×10‐4 (Orientec RTC‐1310A) and 3.75×10‐4 s‐1 (TSL 1500N device), respectively. In‐situ
observation of the sample surface during the compression test was performed by an optical microscope for the
1.25×1.25×2.5 mm3 square bar sample. After the compression test, nanoindentation hardness tests with a constant load
of 8mN and an indentation rate of 0.4mN/s were conducted using a Berkovich indenter (Hysitron TI 950). Microstructure
and crystal structure were observed and analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) pattern analysis.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the resultant load vs. displacement curve of the uniaxial compression test for the 1.25×1.25×2.5 mm3
square bar sample and the in‐situ observed microstructures at the beginning (Fig.1 (b)), at the maximum load (Fig.1 (c)),
and after the end of the test (Fig.1 (d)). The plastic strain after the test is only 0.2 % in spite of the relatively high strain
applied at the maximum displacement as shown in Fig.1 (c). It implies that the sample exhibits pseudoelastic
deformation behavior especially at the lower right part of the sample, while plastic strain inhomogeneously remains
mainly at the upper left part of the sample as shown in Fig.1 (d). SEM observation reveals that Nb2Co7 deforms without
fracture nor delamination. EBSD analysis also suggests that the plastic deformation of Nb2Co7 is likely attained by the
formation of kinks.
For the 2×2×4 mm3 square bar sample, the final plastic strain after the uniaxial compression test was 3.4 %. Shown in
Fig.2 are the results of nanoindentation hardness tests in the vicinity of kinks, which correspond to the microstructure.
Some extremely low hardness values might be due to the effect of surface undulation of kinks. As is indicated by the
green circles in the figure, the hardness values in the vicinity of kinks are higher on average than those in the rest of the
matrix, implying strengthening of Nb2Co7 by kink formation. In addition, detailed SEM observation reveals that the
shapes of indentations in the vicinity of kinks become distorted from an equilateral triangle shape, suggesting
anisotropic strengthening by kink formation. It is thus concluded that Nb2Co7 might be a promising candidate for a
crystal structure‐based MFS material.
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Fig. 1: Load vs. displacement curve of the uniaxial compression test (a) and the in‐situ observed microstructures at
the beginning (b), at the maximum load (c), and after the end of the test (d).

Fig. 2: Nanoindentation hardness in the vicinity of kinks corresponding to the microstructure.
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Introduction
In the recent past, it has become necessary to design materials that can cope with the increasing demands of high
temperature applications. This is specifically the case for turbine applications where Ni based superalloys are
predominantly used. However, since the volume fraction of the γ’ phase, critical to creep resistance, is expected to
decrease at temperatures above 1100 °C, it may only be employed below this temperature [1]. In order to enhance
turbine efficiency, the operating temperature should be increased to higher temperatures [2]. To that end, Mo‐Si alloys
may be employed as their melting temperatures are in the order of 2000 °C, far in excess of those of Ni based superalloys
(closer to 1350 °C [2]). It has previously been observed that Mo‐Si‐B‐Ti alloys exhibit superior oxidation and creep
resistance [3, 4]. Here the addition of Ti significantly reduces the density and improves the creep resistance, in
comparison to the Mo‐Si‐B alloy [5]. The reduction in density is linked to the alloying with Ti. The improvement in creep
is a result of strengthening of the MoSS phase by solid solution strengthening due to the presence of Ti. This work was
extended to investigating Mo‐Si‐Ti alloys in the eutectic ‐ eutectoid microstructure state. The fine lamellar structure in
this case contributes positively to oxidation resistance through quick passivation [6]. The eutectic alloy (MoSS + Ti5Si3)
has been recognized as having high pesting resistance at 800 °C, while the eutectoid alloy (MoSS + Mo5Si3) reportedly
has superior creep resistance [6]. In order to understand the origin for the superior pesting resistance in the former and
creep resistance in the latter, multiple alloys of varying Mo‐Si‐Ti composition were synthesized and investigated. In turn,
the creep and oxidation properties were understood to yield an optimal combination in Mo‐Si‐Ti alloys.
Materials and Methods
Alloy development was guided by thermodynamic calculations based on the Calphad method. For this, the PANDAT
software package (version 2018) and the commercially available database (PanMo2018a) were used. The alloys were
arc‐melted from high‐purity elements under Ar atmosphere in an AM/0.5 arc melter by Edmund Bühler GmbH. Samples
were electrically discharge machined, (i) ground down to SiC grit P2500 for oxidation and creep experiments and, (ii)
additionally polished to 1 μm diamond suspension and finished using colloidal suspension (OPS) for metallographic
specimens. Microstructural analyses were performed using a LEO EVO 50 scanning electron microscope (SEM) by Zeiss
with an integrated energy dispersive X‐ray (EDX) spectroscopy system. Images obtained from the SEM were subjected
to processing via Corel Photo‐Paint and subsequent analyses via ImageJ to distinguish phases and determine their
respective area fractions. Grazing incidence X‐ray diffraction (GIXRD) analyses were performed using a Rigaku SmartLab
diffractometer equipped with a HyPix‐3000 detector in 0D mode and a CuKα radiation source. The measurements were
performed with a parallel beam and a 5° soller slit in the primary beam path at incident angles 𝜔 varying between 1.2
and 2.5°. Compressive creep tests were performed under vacuum at 1200 °C at varying constant true stresses from 50
to 300 MPa on a universal testing machine by Zwick equipped with a vacuum furnace by Maytec. Cyclic oxidation tests
were carried out at 800 °C, 1100 °C and 1200 °C for up to 100 h. The cyclic oxidation tests were conducted under
laboratory air in muffle furnaces provided by Gero and Nabertherm.
Results and Discussion
Building on the work of Schliephake et al. [6], multiple alloys of the Mo‐Si‐Ti system were synthesized with varying
proportions of Mo to Ti. The range of alloys showed significant pesting resistance at 1100 °C and 1200 °C [7]. However,
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the resistance to pesting at 800 °C is lacking in alloys with a more significant eutectoid fraction (MoSS + Mo5Si3) [7, 8].
Alloys with higher eutectic fractions (MoSS + Ti5Si3) retain high resistance to pesting at this temperature [8]. It has been
seen that the fine scale lamellar microstructure in the eutectic alloy has a minor effect, as a coarse eutectic Mo‐Si‐Ti
alloy is pesting resistant as well [8]. The cause of pesting resistance has been attributed to a minimum Ti solute content
in MoSS which can quickly form a passivating oxide, as opposed to Mo which forms volatile MoO3 [7, 8]. This appears
valid regardless of the phase distribution in the alloys and is also seen for alloys with prominent primary solidified
(Mo,Ti)5Si3 [9]. Oxide scale characterization in these alloys reveals the presence of an outer TiO2 layer with a duplex
oxide scale of SiO2‐TiO2 below [7]. At 1200 °C and 1100 °C the volatization of MoO3 is circumnavigated due to accelerated
formation of this oxide scale. GIXRD analysis indicate that the titanium oxide in the oxide scale exists as rutile and the
silicon oxide was predominantly amorphous in nature, in line with previous findings [10].
Creep characteristics show favorability to the eutectoid microstructure with creep resistance indicated by minimum
creep rate evaluated for a range of compressive loads from 50 to 300 MPa at 1200 °C [7]. However, when evaluating
the minimum creep rate, accounting for the melting temperatures, it was evident that minimum creep rate scales with
homologous temperature [7, 9]. This is the cause for the higher creep resistance seen in eutectoid Mo‐21Si‐34Ti as
opposed to eutectic Mo‐20Si‐52.8Ti. It may be noted that, assuming power law creep, a stress exponent of ~3.5 was
determined for all the alloys under investigation indicating dislocation climb controlled creep [7, 9]. In summary the
present work is able to characterize the nature of oxidation and creep for a series of Mo‐Si‐Ti alloys and identify the
causes for pesting as well as creep resistance resulting in maximization of both properties. By the optimization process
of the original alloy design to primary solidified (Mo,Ti)5Si3, the resistance against pest oxidation of formerly Ti‐rich
entirely eutectic alloys were combined with creep resistance of entirely eutectoid alloys.
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Introduction
Molybdenum‐based alloys such as molybdenum silicides and Mo‐Si‐B alloys are seen as very promising candidates for
the next generation turbine blade material beyond the capability of state‐of‐the‐art Ni‐based superalloys and are
therefore studied extensively over the last two decades. Mo‐Si‐B alloys in particular, combine excellent creep properties
and acceptable oxidation resistance at high and ultrahigh temperatures. However, the microstructure formation and
the materials’ properties strongly depend on the processing route of Mo‐Si‐B alloys. Thus, a holistic approach
considering the alloy composition (affecting the phase distribution and volume fraction of phases) and the alloys
microstructure has to be pursued to achieve the desired mechanical and oxidation properties to tailor alloys for specific
applications.
Directional solidification (DS) offers the possibility to directly control the growth morphology of the microstructure
basically by two parameters: the temperature gradient over the solidification front, G, and the growth rate, v. In general,
G is determined by the DS system. It depends on technical parameters such as the design and cooling of sample chucks
and/or thermal conductivity of the sample material and is therefore difficult to control actively. However, v can be easily
manipulated and adjusted during the DS process.
The present study focuses exclusively on the ternary eutectic growth, microstructure and texture formation during
directional solidification of the eutectic alloy Mo‐17.5Si‐8B. The unique “FlexiDS” sample environment [1] has been used
to directly investigate crystal growth of a ternary eutectic Mo‐17.5Si‐8B alloy. During the in situ diffraction experiments
at the German synchrotron source at DESY, Hamburg special interest was paid to the liquid‐solid transformation and
the eutectic decomposition of the liquid phase into the three (eutectic) phases MoSS, Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2. The
microstructure perpendicular and parallel to the solidification direction was analyzed and the DS textures obtained by
in situ synchrotron high‐energy X‐ray diffraction (HEXRD) with a photon energy of 100 keV and SEM‐EBSD analysis were
compared. The results provide strong evidences for a coupled ternary eutectic growth of the phases MoSS, Mo3Si and
Mo5SiB2, which could be directly observed during in situ experiments for the first time.
Materials and Methods
Prior to directional solidification a master alloy of Mo‐17.5Si‐8B (at.%) was produced using arc‐melting and a cold‐
crucible furnace. Directional solidification was performed using the FlexiDS zone melting device [1], a worldwide unique
sample environment that was specially designed to be used for DS in situ experiments at the P07 High Energy Materials
Science (HEMS) beamline operated by Helmholtz‐Zentrum Geesthacht at PETRA III (Deutsches Elektronen‐Synchrotron
(DESY); Hamburg, Germany). A growth velocity of 60 mm/h and a synchronized rotation speed of 20 rpm for the feed
and seed axis was used. For the in situ high‐energy X‐ray diffraction (HEXRD) experiments, a monochromatic beam with
a photon energy of 100 keV (λ = 0.124 Å) and a narrow cross section of 1 x 0.5 mm² (width and height) was used in
transmission mode. A Perkin Elmer XRD 1621 flat panel detector was used to record the Debye‐Scherrer diffraction
patterns. The software Fit2D was used for azimuthal integration of the recorded 2D‐diffraction patterns. For the Rietveld
refinement, the upper right quarter of the detector images was used. Thus, the diffraction patterns were integrated
from 0° to 90°. Furthermore, the integrated data was normalized to the background intensity. The resulting data files
were analyzed by Rietveld and an additional texture analysis refinement using the software MAUD. The DSed
microstructures were investigated by SEM (BSE and EBSD) and TEM.
Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 shows the determined phase fractions of the melt and of the three eutectic phases during the following states: in
the liquid state (red region), during directional solidification (yellow region) and after entire (directed) solidification
(blue region). With respect to experimental scatter, the volume fractions of the ternary eutectic are consistent with
previous literature findings [2,3]. During the liquid‐solid transition via directional solidification, all three solid phases
simultaneously form out of the liquid phase. The fraction of the liquid phase is decreasing afterwards. Independently
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from the fraction of the liquid phase that is present in the actually observed sample volume, the MoSS, Mo3Si and
Mo5SiB2 phases grow with an almost constant ratio of their volume fractions relative to each other. This in situ
observation is a strong experimental evidence for a coupled ternary eutectic growth in the Mo‐rich Mo‐Si‐B system.
In addition, the pole figures calculated from the texture analysis of the HEXRD data are shown in Fig. 2. Here it must be
noted that, in comparison with the usual methods used to determine texture by HEXRD, only a single image acquired
during a 180° sample rotation was analyzed. In addition, only a 1 mm wide sample volume in the center of the rotating
bar was analyzed, resulting in a much sharper preferred orientation compared to a "normal" texture measurement. The
MoSS phase shows a weak <001> texture along the growth direction with low intensity. Whereas the texture intensities
of Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2 were relatively high. The pole figure of the Mo3Si phase demonstrated a strong preferred
orientation of the <001> direction along the growth direction. The Mo5SiB2 phase showed a strong texture formation
and grew preferentially in the <100] direction with the {001} planes parallel to the growth direction, which is consistent
with the microstructure reported by Uemura et al. [4,5]. The eutectic phases had the preferential growth of
<001>MoSS//<001>Mo3Si//<100]Mo5SiB2 along the temperature gradient and the result agrees with texture recently
evaluated [6].

Fig. 1: Fraction of the liquid and solid phases measured
along the phase transformation and the eutectic
solidification front during DS. Schematic Debye‐Scherrer
rings as detected during the in situ DS measurements are
additionally illustrated.

Fig. 2: Pole figures of MoSS, Mo3Si, and Mo5SiB2 in a
1 mm sample volume obtained during the in situ HEXRD
measurements of the directionally solidified alloy Mo‐
17.5Si‐8B.

Conclusions
The results of the present study can be summarized as follows:
̶
During the liquid‐solid transition, all three eutectic phases simultaneously form out of the solidifying liquid phase.
̶
Independently from the fraction of the liquid phase that is present in the actually observed sample volume, the
MoSS, Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2 phases grow with an almost constant ratio of their volume fractions relative to each
other.
̶
The in situ observation during DS provides an experimental evidence for a coupled ternary MoSS‐Mo3Si‐Mo5SiB2
eutectic growth in the Mo‐Si‐B system.
̶
Analyzing the DS texture formation by in situ HEXRD diffraction experiments could confirm EBSD texture analysis
of the present experiments and recent work [6] showing preferential growth of the ternary eutectic of
<001>MoSS//<001>Mo3Si//<100]Mo5SiB2 along the solidification direction.
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Introduction
The development of ultra‐high temperature alloys has identified MoSiB‐ and VSiB alloys as promising candidates for
future applications. They demonstrate high strength, high melting points and intrinsic protection against oxidation
[1–4]. Due to the high melting point and high strength, the materials need to be produced though a powder‐
metallurgical approach and products built through additive manufacturing. The production of spherical MoSiB and VSiB
powders, needed for additive manufacturing, will be introduced in this article. MoSiB and VSiB powders have
successfully been processed through additive manufacturing [5–6].
Materials and Methods
To produce the feedstock for the Electrode Induction‐melting Gas Atomization (EIGA) process, a powder metallurgical
route was chosen. Alloying elements were mixed and homogenized, to obtain the following material compositions:
[at%] Mo‐9Si‐8B, V‐9Si‐13B. The powders were consolidated by hot isostatic pressing (HIPed) at a temperature below
the exothermal peak, which was determined beforehand through DSC measurements. The HIPed material was then
demoulded from the HIP‐container and processed in an EIGA furnace. The dimensions of the feedstock material were
65mm diameter for both materials. Pressure of the atomization gas was between 3 and 5 bar. The resulting raw powder
is displayed in Fig.1

Fig.1: VSiB rawpowder
Results and Discussion
Stable process conditions could be obtained and powders with a D50 value of 44 µm were produced. The expected
phases could be detected in the MoSiB powder particles, which points to a fully alloyed material, which can be seen in
Fig.2. In the VSiB powder the V3Si‐Phase could not be detected, as displayed in Fig.3. This is consistent with VSiB alloys
with lower Si‐content. The obtained powders show good flowability for particles 25–80µm, which makes them suitable
for additive manufacturing.
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Fig. 2: Phases found in MoSiB powder particles

Fig.3: Phases found in VSiB powder particles
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Introduction
Structural materials are faced with enormous requirements concerning strength, wear resistance, but also crack
tolerance. In the last decade’s refractory metals and their alloys were more and more considered as potential alloys for
these requirements.
Besides others, Mo‐rich Mo‐Si‐B alloys are in the focus of research on innovative turbine materials, as they provide high
strength at ambient temperatures and satisfactory fracture toughness as well as high thermal resistance and improved
creep resistance [1]. Simulations and comparative experimental assessments against Ni‐base superalloys already
demonstrated the outstanding performance of Mo‐Si‐B alloys [2,3]. V‐Si‐B alloys, following a similar alloying concept,
was found to offer enormous potential as well, although at a lower temperature regime (up to 1000 °C) in comparison
to Mo‐Si‐B alloys (up to 1300 °C) [4]. Both refractory Me‐Si‐B (Me = M, V) alloys show up with good ductility and fracture
toughness for a microstructure consisting of hard and creep resistant silicide phases surrounded by a more ductile solid
solution matrix [5,6]. Conventional processing methods, like powder metallurgy and ingot metallurgy, were already
investigated for Me‐Si‐B alloys [1,4–6] and currently we are working on the establishment of additive manufacturing
(AM) for this class of materials [7,8].
However, one limitation on the use of the above‐mentioned materials is the notably decreasing creep resistance at
higher temperatures. The high strength level at ambient temperatures, which is improved by grain refinement, is not
stable at temperatures above 0.3*Tm. Me‐Si‐B materials for the use in high temperature application suffer from creep
damage, that is mainly observed in the solid solution phase, while the silicide phases provide improved creep resistance.
Oxide dispersion strengthening (ODS) is known to increase the high temperature materials strength and creep response
of metallic materials. The application of the ODS concept on additively manufactured alloys, like Fe‐ and Ti‐Al‐based
alloys was already shown [9,10]. The feasibility of the ODS approach in structural Me‐Si‐B materials produced by additive
manufacturing is still unexplored. In this study, a new approach of additive manufacturing of Y2O3‐doped Me‐Si‐B
powder is presented. This approach combines the oxide dispersed strengthening (ODS) mechanism and additive
processing of innovative intermetallic materials. Homogenously distribution of Y2O3 particles in the pre‐alloyed Me‐Si‐
B powder material was achieved by means of a short grinding process in a planetary mill. Undoped Me‐Si‐B powders
are used as reference material. Bulk samples were consolidated via direct energy deposition (DED) as a method for AM
and examined regarding microstructure, hardness and compression tests.
Materials and Methods
Powder production: Gas atomized molybdenum and vanadium powder material with the nominal compositions Mo‐
13.5Si‐7.5B (at %) and V‐9Si‐5B (at %), sized to a fraction of 45–90 μm, was produced by Nanoval GmbH & Co. KG,
Germany. Y2O3‐particles were provided by abcr GmbH, Germany, with a particle size of approx. 45 nm.
Milling procedure: The alloyed powder material was milled together with the Y2O3 particles in a planetary ball mill
(Pulverisette 4 Classic line, Fritsch GmbH, Germany) equipped with zirconia grinding bowls and yttrium stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) grinding balls with a diameter of 5 mm. The milling procedure is characterized by three milling intervals
of 20 min (total milling time: 60 min) under protective argon atmosphere to avoid oxidation of the powder material. As
a feedstock a manually mixed blend of 99.5 g of Mo‐13.5Si‐7.5B powder and 0.5 g Y2O3 (≙ 7.8 vol. % Y2O3) as well as
99.5 g V‐9Si‐5B powder and 0.5 g Y2O3 particles (≙ 5.5 vol. % Y2O3) was used.
Direct energy deposition: The DED process was performed in an argon purged inert gas chamber, described in detail in
[7,8]. The laser beam source was a fiber coupled diode laser system (LDF2000‐30, Laserline GmbH, Germany) with a
maximum output of 2 kW.
Results and Discussion
Y2O3 reinforced Mo‐13.5Si‐7.5B and V‐9Si‐5B compacts were fabricated by means of directed energy deposition (DED).
The powder material used was manufactured via a gas atomization process (Me‐Si‐B powder) which was followed by a
short milling process to achieve a bimodal powder mixture of Me‐S‐B and homogenously distributed Y2O3 particles.
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AM of ODS Mo‐13.5Si‐7.5B and ODS V‐9Si‐5B pre‐alloyed powders was successfully demonstrated in a laboratory scale.
The AM builds reveal crack free microstructures as well as a good interlayer bonding. A homogenously distribution of
the Y2O3 particles within the microstructure for both alloys consolidated was observed (see Figure 1). Furthermore, first
mechanical tests indicate an increasing trend in hardness and compressive strength for the Y2O3 reinforced alloys at
room temperature. High temperature properties will be examined in ongoing investigations and will be presented at
the Intermetallics conference.

Fig. 1: Homogenously distributed Y2O3 particles within the AM manufactured a) Mo‐13.5Si‐7.5B(Y2O3) and
b) V‐9S‐5B(Y2O3) alloys.
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Introduction
TiAl alloys are inevitably contaminated with oxygen during manufacturing and service, especially in powder processes
or recycling processes. Therefore, the knowledge of the partitioning behavior and solubility of oxygen among phases
are critical for alloy design and microstructure control of this alloy. It is qualitatively known that oxygen is enriched into
the α (or α2) phase. However, quantitative reports on the phase equilibria are quite limited, even for the most basic Ti‐
Al‐O ternary system. Menand et al. performed atom probe analysis of Ti‐46Al binary alloys without intentional oxygen
addition heat‐treated at 1273 K and reported that the maximum solubility of oxygen in the γ phase is several hundred
at. ppm, while two orders of magnitude higher in the α2 phase [1]. On the other hand, the isothermal section at 1373 K
constructed by Li et al. based on the results of WDS analysis of diffusion couples as well as equilibrated samples shows
that the maximum oxygen solubility in the γ phase is about 3 at.% [2], which is two orders of magnitude higher than
that reported by Menand et al. although the temperature is 100 K higher. Since the γ phase has higher deformability
than the α2 and β phases and plays an important role in improving the ductility and toughness of TiAl alloys [3], the
oxygen content in the γ phase in equilibrium with the other phases and the associated change in phase boundaries are
particularly essential information. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate the phase equilibria of the Ti‐Al‐
O ternary system with special attention to the oxygen solubility in the γ phase.
Materials and Methods
The alloys studied have nominal compositions of Ti‐43Al‐xO and Ti‐48Al‐xO (x=0.1, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0) (in at.%). These alloys
are arc‐melted to 120 g button ingot. The oxygen content in the alloys was adjusted with a TiO2 powder, and the total
amount of oxygen in each ingot was analyzed by inert gas fusion method. All of the alloys were first homogenized at
the α single‐phase region and then equilibrated at temperatures from 1273 K to 1573 K for up to 1.2 Ms. The
homogenization treatment was conducted by vertical furnace with evacuation system. The sample wrapped with Ta foil
were hung in the upper chamber of the furnace, and rolled down to the heat available zone adjusted to a given
temperature under backfilled Ar after evacuation down to 5.0 x 10‐3 Pa. After holding there for a given time, then it was
water quenched by dropping it into water by opening the gate valve. The subsequent equilibration heat treatment was
conducted by encapsulating the sample wrapped with Ta foil in silica tube under backfilled Ar after evacuation down to
1.3 x 10‐3 Pa. After the heat treatment, sample was water quenched by breaking the capsule. Microstructure and
composition analysis were conducted by field‐emission electron probe microanalysis (FE‐EPMA) equipped with wave‐
length dispersive X‐ray diffraction spectrometer (WDS), energy‐dispersive spectrometer (EDS), and soft X‐ray emission
spectrometer (SXES). The major constituent elements (Ti, Al and Nb) in each phase present in the samples after the
equilibration were examined by WDS and also by EDS. The oxygen concentration of the phases present was
quantitatively identified by a calibration method obtained using the homogenized α single‐phase samples analyzed by
the SXES with the third order reflection of the oxygen‐Kα emission at around 175 eV. To remove the oxide layer on the
sample surface, an Ar‐sputtering was performed on the sample before analysis in the sample exchange chamber under
vacuum.
Results and Discussion
At 1473 K, the oxygen‐free Ti‐48Al exhibits a microstructure consisting mostly of γ‐phase with a small amount of bright‐
contrast α‐phase at grain boundaries, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). With the addition of 1 at.% oxygen to the alloy, the volume
fraction of the α phase increases to about 25 % (Fig. 1 (b)). The isothermal section at 1473 K drawn based on the
composition analysis of each phase is shown in Fig. 2. With increasing oxygen concentration, the α and γ single‐phase
regions shrink towards the Ti‐rich and Al‐rich sides, respectively, resulting in an extension of the α+γ two‐phase region.
When 1 at.% of oxygen is added to Ti‐48Al, the oxygen concentration in the α phase reaches to 4.35 at.%, while that in
the γ phase is 0.21 at.%. In the present study, the α+γ+Al2O3 three‐phase coexistence region is not identified, and thus
the maximum solubility of oxygen cannot be determined. However, it is strongly suggested that the oxygen content of
γ in solution does not exceed 0.5 at.% at this temperature, because the oxygen concentration in the γ phase hardly
increases from the base alloy with the oxygen addition, and at the same time, the Al concentration shifts toward the
high Al concentration side. It should be noted that the alloy compositions in the figures are those of the as‐cast state,
and the reason why the tie‐lines are located at slightly higher oxygen concentrations side than their alloy compositions
is presumably due to the slight increase in oxygen concentration in the alloy during homogenization and subsequent
equilibration heat treatment. In the presentation, the temperature dependence of the oxygen solubility in the γ phase
will also be discussed.
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Fig. 1: Backscattered electron images of Ti‐48Al (a) without and (b) with 1.0 at.% oxygen equilibrated at 1473 K.

Fig. 2: Partial isothermal section of Ti‐Al‐O ternary system at 1473 K as obtained from the present data.
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Introduction
Titanium‐Aluminum alloys (TiAl) are very interesting for applications in turbomachines because of their low density (3,8–
4,2 g.cm‐3) and of their high mechanical strength at high temperatures. However, when exposing TiAl alloys to high
temperatures, significant losses of ductility can be observed. Here, we study the role of oxygen in this phenomenon,
because this element is known to be very detrimental to the mechanical properties of the TiAl alloys, – whether by
penetration from the surface or as a contaminant in solid solution. Because the solubility of O in the γ phase of TiAl is
very low (≈230 at. ppm [1]), the phenomena accounting for the loss of ductility are difficult to investigate experimentally.
Some works have shown that O in solid solution could be at the origin of the anchoring phenomenon of the dislocations
by pinning points [2]. These pinning points, whose size is below the detection limit of the transmission electron
microscope (TEM), could therefore be structured at the atomic scale. Our first aim is then to determine the atomic
structure of the defects formed by O in the TiAl lattice. For this purpose, we have carried out theoretical atomistic
calculations by DFT and by a thermodynamic approach, to investigate the structure, at the atomic scale, of the TiAl‐
oxygen solid solution (diluted O atoms in interstitial sites or forming complex defects). In parallel, we have investigated
experimentally the influence of the O concentration on the dislocation mechanisms. For this purpose, we have observed
by TEM the microscopic plasticity mechanisms in TiAl materials containing different O concentrations. In addition, in
situ straining experiments have been carried out, to properly determine the morphology of the dislocations in un‐
relaxed conditions.
Materials and Methods
The embrittlement mechanisms are studied through a double approach. First, the atomic structure of the solid solution
and the diffusion mechanisms have been investigated theoretically using first‐principles calculations at 0K thanks to the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). Then, in order to take the temperature into account in our calculations, a
code based on the independent point defect approximation has been used. In parallel, the loss of ductility and the
dislocation‐oxygen interactions have been characterized and studied experimentally. The alloys used for this purpose
were Ti‐Al48W2B0.08 alloys obtained by spark plasma sintering. Tensile tests on these alloys have been carried out on
samples exposed in air at 800 °C for 500 h, to characterize the embrittlement phenomenon. Then, to evaluate the
influence of oxygen on the bulk mechanical properties, tensile tests on alloys with low and high oxygen concentrations
have been performed. The dislocation‐oxygen interactions have been studied by characterizations at the microscopic
scale using TEM on the two alloys with different oxygen concentrations in solid solution.
Results and Discussion
The experimental study has clearly shown a loss of ductility with the increase in oxygen concentration. Indeed, while
the average elongation at break of samples with around 835 at. ppm was around 1,1 %, in the case of 3036 at. ppm of
oxygen samples, elongation at break was falling to less 0,5 %. Moreover, the presence of pinning points anchoring the
dislocations has also been observed (Fig ). Thus, the distance between pinning points has been measured. The
measurements reported in Tab thus indicate that when the O concentration increases, the average distance between
pinning points decreases. Therefore, this correlation suggests that the pinning points are constituted of O atoms.
Oxygen concentration
Average distance
Standard deviation
(at. ppm)
between pinning points
834
0.13
0.06
3035
0.08
0.03
Tab 1: Average distance between two pinning points according to the oxygen concentration
Our hypothesis according to which pinning points are made of oxygen has then been studied numerically. DFT results
showed the existence of strong interactions between oxygen and lattice defects such as vacancies and anti‐sites, as well
as strong interactions between oxygen and alloying elements. It has been found that the most probable complex defect
was constituted of one oxygen atom in the vicinity of a titanium anti‐site, thus forming a Ti‐anti‐site + 1 O atom complex
defect (Fig 2). This complex defect is the one having the highest concentration, even compared to the defect O on stable
interstitial sites.
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Fig 1: TEM image of pinned ordinary dislocations

Fig 2 : Representation of the normal TiAl crystal (on the
left) and the complex defect ‘Ti anti‐site + 1 Oxygen
atom’ (on the right)

Then, the interactions between oxygen and alloying elements have been studied. It has been found that these elements
occupy preferably either Ti or Al substitutional sites. Moreover, whatever the alloying element X, the complex defect
that has the highest concentration is constituted of X atom + 1 O atom. Generally, it has been found that the alloying
elements that substitute Ti are not as efficient as the Ti anti‐sites for trapping the oxygen atoms. However, if the X
alloying element substitute Al atoms, then the number of traps increases because both X and the Ti anti‐sites contribute
to trap the O atoms, which leads to a slowing down of the diffusion of O in the TiAl system.
In conclusion, the correlation between the pinning points on the dislocations and the X+O complex defects still has to
be confirmed. However, recent DFT investigations have shown that the concentration of these complex defects is high
enough to exhibit an impact on oxygen diffusivity in TiAl alloys. Indeed, it has been shown that diffusion coefficients
calculated taking the complex defects into account, lead to diffusivities two or three orders of magnitude lower than
the ideal one calculated in [3]. Therefore, the diffusion mechanisms are now investigated in detail, not only supposing
diffusion mechanisms by atomic jumps into interstitial sites, but taking also notably into account the contribution of the
complex defects.
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Introduction
In ‐ titanium aluminides alloyed with Nb, the orthorhombic O‐phase forms in the alloys’ microstructure upon annealing
in an appropriate temperature range [1–4]. Its stoichiometric composition is Ti2AlNb, however the phase exists over a
wide composition range [5]. In the past, we studied the formation and morphology of the orthorhombic O‐phase in the
‐based alloy Ti‐42Al‐8.5Nb by High‐Energy X‐Ray diffraction (HEXRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [1,
2]. We found, that in the temperature range between 480–680 °C O‐phase forms out of the 2 parent phase by small
displacements of atom positions along <11–20> directions of the hexagonal lattice [2].
The degree of orthorhombic distortion varies with formation temperature and is most pronounced at 550 °C. Above
700 °C, the orthorhombic phase becomes unstable and the lattice reverts to hexagonal symmetry that can be preserved
in a metastable state at room temperature by fast cooling.
Single phase O‐phase alloys have a lower Young’s modulus than single‐phase ‐TiAl and α2‐Ti3Al alloys [6]. A lower
Young’s modulus might be interpreted as weaker interatomic bonding, which in turn might explain improved room
temperature ductility [7]. Therefore, the presence of O‐phase is thought to improve room temperature ductility in
titanium aluminides. However, the measurements made on single‐phase alloys, are not necessarily relevant for the
behavior of multi‐phase alloys, where interphase interfaces and internal stress states influence the mechanical
properties.
To address the effect of O‐phase formation on mechanical properties in ‐TiAl alloys we subject the alloy
Ti‐42Al‐8.5Nb to long‐term annealing experiments at 550 °C and perform in‐situ measurements of the elastic constants
during this anneal. The results of the in‐situ measurements are related to the microstructural features characterized by
TEM after different annealing times.
Materials and Methods
The alloy Ti‐42Al‐8.5Nb (at.‐%) was prepared by powder metallurgy starting from pure elements as described in [8].
Powder particles with diameters of 45–180 µm were filled into titanium cans and were compacted by hot‐isostatic
pressing (HIP) in argon under 200 MPa at 1250 °C for 2 h.
From the HIPed compacts specimens were cut and heat treated in air at 550 °C for 8 to 672 hours (4 weeks), followed
by furnace cooling. HEXRD experiments were performed at the High Energy Materials Science beam line (HEMS)
operated by the Helmholtz‐Zentrum Hereon at the storage ring PETRA III at the Deutsches Elektronen‐Synchrotron
(DESY) in Hamburg, Germany. The specimens were investigated at room temperature, in transmission, using high
photon energies of 87.1 keV or 100 keV that allow to analyse a large sample volume. During the HEXRD experiments
the Debye‐Scherrer diffraction rings were recorded on a Perkin Elmer XRD 1621 flat panel detector. The instrumental
parameters, the beam centre and the sample‐detector‐distance were determined using a lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6)
powder standard.
For Transmission Electron Microscopy, 500 µm thick slices were cut from the annealed specimens and discs of 3 mm
diameter were drilled out of these slices. The discs were ground manually to about 80–120 µm thickness followed by
twin jet polishing at ‐39 °C with a solution of 18 ml perchloric acid in 430 ml methanol and 250 ml 2‐buthanol.
Bright‐field imaging and HAADF STEM imaging were performed at Hereon with the Cs corrected FEI Titan 80–300 kV
operated at 300 kV. Atomic resolution HAADF STEM images were recorded at the Center for Nanophase Materials
Sciences, at Oakridge National Laboratory using the Nion UltraSTEM 100 dedicated aberration‐corrected STEM at 100 kV
and at the Laboratoire de Physique de Solides, Université Paris‐Sud using the 200 kV Nion UltraSTEM operated at 100
kV [9].
The elastic constants, C11 and C44, were determined by Resonant Ultrasound Spectroscopy (RUS), assuming isotropic
elasticity for the material at the Institute of Thermomechanics in Prague, Czech Republic as described in [submitted to
Acta Mat].
Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the Young’s modulus during iso‐thermal annealing at 550 °C. for 672 hours. Overall, a small
increase from 135.9 to 137.6 GPa is measured, whereby the shape of the E‐t‐curve shows two distinct regimes. About
80–90 % of the total strengthening takes place during the first 30–40 hours where the E‐t‐curve exhibits a very steep
slope. Thereafter the Young’s modulus increases steadily at a much lower rate over the remaining testing time
(approximately 640 hours). Fig. 2 shows the microstructure of a specimen annealed for 8 h that belongs to the region
of the initial steep increase in E‐modulus. The image shows a section of an 2 lamellae in 2‐[0001] projection at
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atomic resolution. In this viewing direction, Ti and Nb atoms form honey‐comb‐like hex‐rings when the lattice has strict
hexagonal symmetry as illustrated in the inset at the bottom left of the image. In the experimental image of the annealed
specimen however, the former hex‐rings of 2 phase are distorted along the three <11‐20> directions of the hexagonal
lattice as indicated by arrows. This initial distortion from 2 to O‐phase takes place without diffusional processes.
Investigations of specimens representing the annealing states after 168 and 672 hours show that after these longer
annealing times diffusion has set in and Nb is now concentrated in the most strongly distorted regions. These Nb‐rich
O‐phase domains are separated by 2‐like matrix channels enriched in Al and Ti (168 h) [10]. With prolonged annealing
time, after 672 h a splitting mechanism is observed causing a decrease in the size of O‐phase domains [11].
Assuming that the microstructural changes are responsible for the observed change in Young’s modulus it appears that
the initial orthorhombic distortion at constant chemistry is responsible for the largest part of the observed
strengthening. The slower increase that follows thereafter is related to the diffusion of Nb and to the formation of
smaller O‐phase domains.

Fig. 1: Development of Young’s modulus during iso‐thermal
anneal at 550 °C.

Fig. 2: HAADF‐STEM‐image of the atomic
arrangement in the 2‐(0001) plane showing the
orthorhombic distortion inside 2 lamella after
annealing at 550 °C for 8 h.
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Introduction
For a further improvement of the mechanical properties of next generation TiAl‐based high‐temperature alloys at their
application temperatures above 700 °C, it is important to better understand the evolution of microstructure and mechanical
properties during application. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the phase equilibria and kinetics of phase
transformations happening in this temperature range. Especially the Ti–Al–Nb system plays an important role as it is the key
system for most of the TiAl‐based high‐temperature alloys currently in use in aviation and automotive industries [1]. In the
relevant composition range, there are two ternary intermetallic phases, the so‐called O‐phase (Ti2NbAl, oC16, Cmcm) [2] and
ω0‐phase (Ti4NbAl3, hP6, P63/mmc) [3]. Both are important for microstructure stabilization and the mechanical properties at
application temperature [4,5]. They form in solid‐state reactions from the intermetallic phases (βTi)0 or Ti3Al (α2) [2,3]
depending on microstructure, thermomechanical treatment and composition of the alloy [5]. Although there has been done
a lot of research in recent years especially about the formation mechanism of the O‐phase [5], there is little known about the
kinetics of these transformations. Therefore, this work aims to investigate the kinetics of ω‐ and O‐phase formation and to
determine equilibrium transition temperatures, transition types, and phase equilibria involved in these transformations.
Materials and Methods
By utilizing an advanced arc melter with tiltable crucible, a series of ternary Ti–Al–Nb alloys has been produced from high‐
purity elements Ti (99.995 %), Al (99.999 %) and Nb (99.9 %) for subsequent heat treatments in high‐purity Ar‐atmosphere.
For the heat treatments between 700 and 900 °C, the alloys have been encapsulated in fused silica capsules backfilled with
Ti‐gettered argon gas. The microstructure is characterized using light optical microscopy (LOM) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Leo 1550 VP). Phases are characterized by powder X‐ray diffraction (P‐XRD, Bruker D8 Advanced A25‐
X1‐1) and the phase composition is measured using electron probe microanalysis (EPMA, JEOL JXA‐8100). Differential thermal
analysis (DTA, Netzsch Pegasus 404C), calibrated with Al, Au and Ni, is used for determination of phase transition
temperatures. Different heating rates (1, 2, 5, and 10 K/min) are used to study if the phase transition temperatures are
heating‐rate dependent. The approach of Zhu et al. [6] is employed, which is an extrapolation method to 0 K/min heating rate
that was specially developed to determine the equilibrium transition temperatures of sluggish solid‐solid transformations.

Fig. 1: DTA measurements with different heating rates
of alloy Ti‐40Al‐10Nb (at.%) showing the heating rate
dependence of the transition temperature (onset point
marked with black arrow) for the transition ωo  (βTi)o

Fig. 2: Equilibrium transition temperatures ωo  (βTi)o
extrapolated to 0 K/min heating rate for different alloys
using the approach of Zhu et al. [6]
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Results and Discussion
From the series of produced alloys, a selection was made of those samples that contain large amounts of ω‐ or O‐phase.
Specimens of these alloys were subjected to DTA heating and cooling cycles with various constant rates.
As can be seen from Fig. 1 the transition temperature of the reversible transition ωo  (βTi)o is heating rate dependent.
A plot of the measured transition temperatures as a function of the heating rate shows that there is no simple linear
relation and it is not obvious how to extrapolate to 0 K/min heating rate. A possible solution is given by Zhu et al. [6] for
sluggish solid‐solid reactions where the transition temperature is plotted over the third root of the heating rate. If a
respective diagram (see Fig. 2) shows a linear relation, the equilibrium transformation temperature can be determined
by extrapolation to 0 K/min heating rate. The fact that the transition temperature is heating rate dependent also
indicates that the transformation is most likely a first‐order transition, since the transformation steps [2,3] appear to
need compositional changes of the phases involved, which require diffusion. This is consistent with the in situ high‐
energy XRD measurements from Stark et al. [7] who showed that the reversible transformation of ωo  (βTi)o consists
of two diffusion‐controlled steps. This results also agree with the formation mechanism of the O‐phase from (βTi)
described by Hsiung et al. [8]. They observed that the cubic lattice is distorted and chemical ordering of atoms occurs,
which requires a diffusion of atoms to certain lattice sites. This observation is also corroborated by the fact that the O‐
phase in most cases is reported to have precipitated within a Ti3Al or (βTi)0 matrix [5]. In addition, literature shows that
temperature plays an important role for the morphology and size of precipitates of these ternary intermetallic phases
in the microstructure [5], which is an additional indication for the important role of diffusion in the formation of these
phases. Another indicator pointing towards the first‐order nature of the transition is the fact that formation and
dissolution of the respective phases are not observed at the same temperature in DTA. In case of second‐order type
reactions as for example order/disorder transformations in the Ti–Al–Nb system, the transition is observed at the same
temperature during heating and cooling.
The present work is the first systematic study of the kinetics of phase transformations regarding the low‐temperature
ω‐ and O‐phases of the Ti‐Al‐Nb system. Both phases play an important role for the mechanical behaviour of TiAl‐based
alloys. The knowledge about the kinetics of their solid‐state phase transformations and the equilibrium transition
temperatures together with results from complementing studies on phase equilibria are an essential input for the
development of an improved CALPHAD database that aims in designing next‐generation TiAl‐based alloys to meet the
ecological demands of future applications regarding reduced greenhouse gas and noise emissions [9].
This work is part of the ADVANCE project, which has received funding from the Clean Sky 2 Joint Undertaking under the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 820647.
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Introduction
Intermetallic ‐TiAl based alloys of the new generation suitable for high temperature structural applications are
commonly containing refractory elements to improve their mechanical properties at elevated temperatures by reducing
the dislocation mobility. These elements, e. g. V, Nb, Cr, Mo, Re or W, also promote the formation of the body‐centered
cubic (bcc) phase, which occurs as disordered  phase (A2 structure) at high temperatures and ordered o phase (B2
structure) at lower temperatures. As mentioned in the exhaustive review of Appel and co‐workers [1] the role of this
phase on mechanical properties is still unclear: “A possible concern for the ‐solidifying alloys is the reported reduction
in mechanical properties such as room temperature ductility, high‐temperature strength and creep resistance associated
with the presence of the /B2 phases”. Examining the current literature confirms that the question of the ductility of
these ‐solidifying TiAl alloys is still unclear. Indeed, on one side, the 0 phase is assumed not to deform plastically [2,3].
Sun et al. [4] has found a decrease of the plastic elongation when alloying with elements associated with an increase of
the proportion of o(B2) phase. On the other side, Morris et al. [5] have studied the mechanical properties at room
temperature as well as the dislocation microstructure in a Ti‐44Al‐2Mo alloy (in at.‐%) in different metallurgical
conditions. Interestingly, the plastic elongation is higher (0.5%) in the as‐HIPed alloy which contains the higher
proportion of B2 phase (15 vol.‐%). These authors have observed two types of dislocations, i.e. <100> dislocations and
dissociated <111> superlattice dislocations, in the o grains. They concluded that the limited ductility of this alloy is due
to the low mobility of dislocations in the o phase and to the lack of slip activity in the 2 phase.
In this context, the aim of the present work is to investigate the role of this o phase on the plasticity and fracture
properties of a TNM‐TiAl alloy densified by Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS).
Materials and Methods
The material was a TNM‐TiAl alloy (Ti‐43.9Al‐4Nb‐0.95Mo‐0.1B, in at.‐% [6,7]) densified by SPS by CEMES (Toulouse,
France) [8] using gas‐atomized powder.
Tensile tests at room temperature and fracture surfaces studies by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) will be
presented. The deformation mechanisms are investigated by in situ straining experiments and post mortem analyses of
deformed samples performed in a transmission electron microscope (TEM).
Results and Discussion
Tensile tests have been performed at room temperature on a TNM alloy densified by SPS. The tests have shown a plastic
fracture elongation of 0.5%, which is not so low since TiAl alloys are well‐known to have a moderate ductility. For
example, a max. strain of 2% is obtained for the best alloys which, however, possess a strength which is significantly
lower than that of TNM alloys. Fig. 1a shows a SEM image of the fracture surface of one sample. Cleavage surfaces are
of the size of the lamellar colonies. The cleavage is likely to occur at lamellar interfaces. In o grains, mainly situated
around the lamellar colonies, no particular brittle behaviour is observed.

Fig. 1. Microstructural investigations: a) fracture surface (SEM) of a sample deformed at room temperature,
b) dislocations (TEM) in the 0 phase.
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The deformation microstructure of this alloy, deformed at room temperature, has been investigated by TEM, see Fig. 1b. It
consists of a<111> superlattice dislocations, which are dissociated into two identical superpartial dislocations bordering an
antiphase boundary (APB), consistently with the dissociation scheme: a<111> → a/2<111> + APB + a/2<111>.
The motion of such a<111> superlattice dislocations under stress was studied by performing in situ straining
experiments in the TEM at room temperature. The main tendency of these dislocations is to move in pile‐ups as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Here, a few dislocations with a a<111> Burgers vector are seen. These dislocations have left slip
traces in their wake with a weak contrast on the thin foil surfaces. The determination of the grain orientation through
a stereographic analysis has shown that these traces are parallel to the {110} plane containing the Burgers vector. Later
on, the dislocations have glided in this plane and plenty of dislocations are present in the pile‐up. In Fig. 2b, the pile‐up
tip is still visible in the observed area and a dislocation loop (arrowed) was formed due to the pinning of one dislocation.
Then, numerous dislocations moved in this pile‐up during several seconds, as illustrated in Fig. 2c. Each bright dot on
the upper trace of the pile‐up indicates the presence of one gliding dislocation (Figs. 2b and c). The dynamic sequence
allows claiming that several hundreds of dislocations have glided in a few seconds.

Fig. 2. Images extracted from a TEM in situ straining experiment performed at room temperature. The experiment shows
the formation of a pile‐up of a<111> superlattice dislocations. Video sequences will be shown at the conference. F is an
affixed point; the dashed ovals on the upper trace mark the end points of gliding dislocations.
All these results indicate a ductile behaviour of the o phase. During the presentation, the deformation mechanisms of
these a<111> superlattice dislocations will be discussed and a scenario to explain the fracture of these 0 containing TiAl
alloys will be proposed. Finally, the role of small o precipitates on these deformation processes in o will be highlighted.
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Introduction
With the increasing demand for climate‐friendly and sustainable solutions in many industries, the reduction of carbon
dioxide emissions caused by transport sector is among the most important factors for counteracting climate change.
Due to their low density and favorable property profile at elevated temperatures, gamma titanium aluminides may be
suitable candidates for replacing the much heavier nickel‐base superalloys in aviation and automotive industries [1, 2].
Additive manufacturing via electron beam powder bed fusion (EB‐PBF) offers the possibility to manufacture complex
near‐net‐shaped components [3]. The processing in vacuum atmosphere at high temperatures above the brittle‐to‐
ductile transition temperature helps to overcome some of the challenges often encountered in conventional machining
of the brittle titanium aluminides [4].
Materials and Methods
In this study, the β‐solidifying alloy TNM‐B1 (Ti‐43.5Al‐4Nb‐1Mo‐0.1B, in at.%) is characterized in terms of
microstructure and high temperature deformation behavior. The aluminum content of the powder raw material is
increased compared to the conventional alloy in order to counteract aluminum evaporation during processing. The
specimens are processed by EB‐PBF on an Arcam A2X (Arcam AB, Mölndal, Sweden). Cylindrical specimens with a cross‐
sectional area of 25 mm² in the test area are manufactured parallel and vertical to the building direction. In preliminary
investigations, the process window of the as‐built condition was determined with respect to part density and
microstructure. The optimum condition was found for a volumetric energy density of 32.1 J/mm³, which has been used
for fabricating all specimens investigated in this study. Specimens are analyzed in the as‐built condition with no
additional heat treatment.
For non‐destructive characterization of the specimen material, computed tomographic scans are performed with the µ‐
CT Nikon XT‐H 160 (Nikon Metrology, Leuven, Belgium). The µ‐CT scans are analyzed using VGStudio Max 2.2 software
(Volume Graphics, Heidelberg, Germany). A detailed description of the methodology can be found in [5]. To describe
the 3D pore morphology, the sphericity S is used, which is influenced by the defect volume and the pore surface [6]. S
can obtain values between 0 and 1, where 1 describes the ideal spherical shape. The initial state is further characterized
by scanning electron microscopy at SEM Mira 3 (Tescan, Brno, Czech Republic) including EBSD analyses.
For the mechanical characterization, quasi‐static tensile tests according to DIN EN ISO 6892‐1 and 2 are performed at
room temperature (RT = 23 °C) and elevated test temperatures (T = 400, 700, 800, 850 °C). At least 3 specimens are
tested for each temperature and material condition. The influence of the test temperature on the mechanical
parameters, such as Young's modulus and tensile strength, is investigated. In addition, the influence of the building
direction on the mechanical behavior is investigated by specimens manufactured parallel and vertical to building
direction.
The tests are performed on a Instron 8802 servohydraulic fatigue testing system (Instron, Norwood, USA). A Instron
CP100635 high‐temperature furnace (Instron, Norwood, USA) is used and the strain is detected with a high‐temperature
extensometer EXH 10‐1A (Sandner Messtechnik, Biebesheim, Germany). In addition, continuous temperature increase
fatigue tests are performed on the same test system. With a stress ratio of R = 0.1 (range of pulsating stresses), the
maximum stress is kept constant and the test temperature is continuously increased. In this way, the entire temperature
test range (RT to 850 °C) can be completely examined in one single test, and changes in the cyclic properties, such as
the dynamic Young's modulus, can be detected directly. The results are compared with the parameters determined in
the tensile test.
Results and Discussion
The total analyzed volume in CT investigations is around 140 mm³ and the relative density is found to be 99.88 %. The
pores are randomly distributed inside the material with an average pore diameter of 85 µm. The average sphericity is
S = 0.4. As shown in Fig. 1, most of the pores have a sphericity between 0.35 and 0.45, i.e. with a relatively flat shape.
At room temperature, the main occurring phases in TNM‐B1 are the face‐centered tetragonal γ‐TiAl phase, the
hexagonal α2‐Ti3Al phase, and the body‐centered cubic β0‐TiAl phase [1, 7]. The SEM image (Fig. 2) shows lamellar
colonies which are composed of alternating γ‐ and α2‐laths [8]. γ‐TiAl grains can be distinguished by their dark color,
while the β0‐TiAl phase appears bright [4].
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5 µm
Fig. 1: Sphericity and quivalent diameter of pores

Fig. 2: Scanning electron microscope image of TiAl parallel
to building direction
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Introduction
The objective of the work is to improve the high temperature mechanical properties of titanium aluminide alloys by
using Zirconium for solid solution strengthening. Zr is a rarely used alloying element in titanium aluminides but has a
high potential of influencing the high temperature properties positively due to its large atomic radius compared to Ti
and/or Al.
Materials and Methods
Materials manufacturing is based on single Vacuum Arc Remelting (VAR) using compacted consumable electrodes which
consist of Ti sponge, Al granules and master alloys. Resulting VAR ingots are being remelted and homogenized in an
Induction Skull Melter and subsequently centrifugally cast in steel molds [1]. In summary 3 different ternary alloys
containing 2 at% Zr, 4 at% Zr and 8 at% Zr and 46,5 at% Al each have been manufactured. Cast parts were subject to HIP
for closing remaining casting porosity. Different heat treatments (HT) for creating appropriate microstructures have
been applied. The favoured microstructure for well‐balanced mechanical high temperature properties was defined to
be a fully lamellar microstructure [2]. Chemical analyses have been carried out by XRF, ICP and LECO combustion
techniques. Phase transition temperatures were determined by DSC measurements. The microstructural analysis was
done by metallography and SEM. The tensile tests were done under standard test conditions at room temperature, 300
°C, 700 °C and 850 °C.
Results and Discussion
DSC measurements show that the content of Zr within the alloy has a strong influence on the phase transition
temperatures as well as on the solidification path. Therefor the microstructures of the different alloys after HIP are not
directly comparable and adjusted heat treatments had to be developed for each alloy for generating comparable
lamellar microstructures. For the HIP condition an improvement from 0 over 2 and 4 at % Zr could be noted for the high
temperature yield strength. For the ternary alloy with 8 at% Zr high temperature properties could not exceed the results
of the other alloys because ZrAl phases have formed which lead to an early fail for tensile tests.

Fig. 1: Microstructure of the Ti‐46,5Al‐4Zr at% alloy after HIP (left image) and after subsequent heat treatment to a
nearly lamellar microstructure (right image). SEM images taken in BSE mode.
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Fig. 2: tensile yield strength at RT, 300 °C, 700 °C and 850 °C of binary and ternary Ti46,5Al‐xZr at% alloys compared to
TNM and TiAl48‐2‐2 in the as cast + HIP state
The increase of Zr content improves the yield strength in all temperature ranges. The decrease of strength at high
temperature above 700°C was determined to be significantly lower compared to State‐of‐the‐ industrial TiAl alloys such
as TNM and TiAl48‐2‐2 indicating a very effective solid solution strengthening capability of Zr in TiAl alloys.
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Introduction
This work deals with the addition of W to ‐TiAl based alloys, which has been found to increase the mechanical strength
of these materials up to 800 °C [1]. In fact, this is of interest for their application in creep‐exposed parts of aeronautical
and automotive engines. The development of TiAl alloys containing W has led in particular to the IRIS alloy, with a
composition of Ti‐48Al‐2W‐0.08B [at.%] [2]. This alloy exhibits high strength at elevated temperature and reasonably
good ductility at room temperature. This balance in the mechanical properties results from an optimized microstructure,
consisting of fine lamellar colonies ≈ 40 µm in size, which are surrounded by equiaxed  grains. The observed ductility is
attributed to the presence of  grains at the colony boundaries, while the overall high temperature strength is believed
to be the consequence of the lamellar microstructure as well as of the incorporation of W. However, the role of W on
the mechanical properties has not been accurately quantified and is, moreover, not well understood. Because the 
phase is the most deformable phase at high temperature, as compared with the lamellar colonies, our objective is to
evaluate the influence of W dissolved in this phase, regarding the macroscopic deformation kinetics and the microscopic
plasticity mechanisms. For this purpose, model alloys have been processed using a powder metallurgy route, i.e. ingot
casting, gas atomization and subsequent powder densification by spark plasma sintering (SPS). A Ti‐48Al‐2W‐0.2B alloy
[at.%] and a binary Ti‐48Al‐0.2B alloy [at.%], which serves as reference material, were produced with nearly 
microstructures. The purpose of the addition of B was to receive a small size of equiaxed  grains, representative of the
 grains surrounding the lamellar colonies in the IRIS alloy. On these materials, creep tests have been conducted at
800°C. In order to interpret the results, investigations of the microscopic plasticity mechanisms have been carried out,
using post mortem and in situ TEM observations.
Materials and Methods
A binary TiAl alloy of composition Ti‐48Al‐0.2B [at.%] and a TiAl‐W alloy of composition Ti‐48Al‐2W‐0.2B [at.%] have
been processed by SPS, using prealloyed powders provided by GFE Metalle und Materialien GmbH (Nuremberg,
Germany). In both cases, sintering conditions have been employed to adjust a near‐ microstructure. These material
variants have been submitted to creep tests at 800°C under 36 MPa. For TEM post‐mortem analysis, some tests were
interrupted after 3‐5 % of plastic strain. In addition, delicate TEM in situ straining experiments at ≈ 800 °C have been
carried out to investigate the mobility of the dislocations at high temperatures.
Results and Discussion
The SPS microstructures of the TiAl and TiAl‐W alloys have been investigated by EBSD. It has been verified that the
microstructure was mainly constituted of  phase, in which W was rather homogeneously dissolved in case of the TiAl‐
W alloy (despite the formation of some W‐rich  precipitates). In both materials, the average  grain size was of the
order of 1.5–2.5 µm. Thus, the initial microstructures of the two alloys were close to each other, the only difference
being the presence of W in solid solution in the TiAl‐W alloy, the  precipitates playing a minor role. The creep tests,
conducted at 800 °C under 36 MPa, have shown that the creep rate 𝜀 of the TiAl‐W alloy (𝜀 = 1.4×10‐7 s‐1) is by a factor
of about two lower than for the TiAl alloy (𝜀 = 3×10‐7 s‐1). Therefore, these tests allowed to isolate the effect of W in
solid solution concerning the macroscopic creep kinetics.
To account for these observations, the microstructure of materials deformed to 3–5 % in creep has been investigated
by TEM post‐mortem observations. Surprisingly, low dislocation densities and very few sub‐boundaries have been
observed. Therefore, it seems that mechanisms such as nucleation, multiplication and reorganization of dislocations
occur only sparsely. This imposed us to increase the creep stress to 200 MPa, in order to increase the creep rate, thus
favoring formation of dislocations. In this case, dislocations could be observed as shown in Fig.1. By indexing their
Burgers vectors and their moving planes, using stereographic analysis, clear indications of climb mechanisms were
noticed.
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Fig. 1: Dislocations in the TiAl‐W sample which was deformed to 3 % strain in a creep experiment at 800 °C. Using
stereographic analysis, glide dislocations (a) and climb dislocations (b) have been identified.
Then, delicate TEM in situ straining experiments at ≈800 °C have been carried out. In particular, difficulties due to the
fast degradation of the thin zones of the samples in the vacuum at high temperatures had to be overcome. This was
achieved either by selecting zones of interest prior to the experiments, or by detecting the onset of plasticity
phenomena at lower temperatures. However, it was possible to give evidence of the displacement of edge segments in
planes perpendicular or highly inclined to their Burgers vector, which points to the occurrence of mechanisms involving
pronounced climb contributions (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Images of a TEM in situ experiment at ≈800 °C showing the displacement of an edge dislocation segment (white
arrows) in a plane highly inclined to the Burgers vector. The black arrow indicates a fixed dislocation. (a): t = 0. (b): t = 13 s.
Images have been filtered to enhance contrast.
The observed low dislocation density can be interpreted by a Nabarro‐Herring (NH) mechanism [3], which is favored by
the small size of the grains in the investigated materials (1.5–2.5 µm). Quantitatively, the experimental creep rates of
the TiAl and TiAl‐W alloys at 800 °C under 36 MPa are in the range of 1.5‐3 × 10‐7 s‐1. Theoretical values obtained con‐
sidering a NH mechanism, using an interdiffusion coefficient (D) as determined by Sprengel et al. [4]
(D=1.2×10‐18m2/s at 800°C), lead to 𝜀 = 3 × 10‐7 s‐1. Hence, the experimental results and this theoretical evaluation are
in quantitative agreement, suggesting that creep is indeed controlled by the NH mechanism. Moreover, the post mortem
(Fig. 1) and in situ (Fig. 2) TEM investigations provide clear indications of dislocation motion by climb. In these two
phenomena, NH mechanism and dislocation climb, the underlying elementary mechanism is mass transport by diffusion.
Consequently, the creep rate would be controlled by diffusion processes, on which the influence of W remains to be
elucidated.
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Introduction
Titanium alloys represent a promising class of engineering lightweight structural materials that have been successfully
transferred into aerospace applications, e.g. as low‐pressure turbine blades in jet engines. The development of novel
Ti‐based alloys needs to be continued in order to further improve properties at elevated temperatures, such as creep
strength and corrosion resistance.
CALPHAD is a key enabler to accelerate the understanding and design of multicomponent titanium alloys with a
demanding balance of different properties. The major strengths of the CALPHAD method are to obtain reliable self‐
consistent descriptions of given base systems, and afterwards to be able to combine these systems to obtain predictions
in multi‐component systems. Particularly, the CALPHAD approach offers a unique and remarkable advantage in
accurately obtaining all critical features at the same time for a wide spectrum of compositions.
Database overview
The reliability of CALPHAD simulations depends on the quality of the database being used. At Thermo‐Calc Software we
actively develop a thermodynamic database incorporating additional thermophysical property data (such as molar volume
with thermal expansion coefficients, viscosity, and surface tension of metallic liquids, electrical resistivity, thermal
conductivity) for Ti‐ and TiAl‐based alloys. In this talk, we will present the current state, recent development of the database
and calculation examples that are not limited to thermodynamics and phase equilibria in the field of titanium alloys.
Applications
Volume related properties, such as density, thermal expansivity, as well as lattice parameters for cubic structures, can be
readily calculated for different alloys from room temperature into the liquid state with the database. Fig. 1 shows the linear
expansion rate for Ti‐6Al‐4V. A good prediction is made in a wide temperature range, especially in the region close to the beta‐
transus where the amounts of alpha and beta change rapidly with temperature. The electrical resistivities of the various alloys
at room temperature are plotted as a function of alloy composition in Fig. 2. The plot shows that the transition elements which
lie close to titanium in the Periodic Table (i.e. Zr, Nb) bring about a relatively small increase in the resistivity of alpha‐titanium,
while the non‐transition elements, whether substitutional or interstitial, appear to have a much greater effect. A better
understanding of electronic properties of alloys is beneficial to investigate alloying behavior and effects in solid solutions, as
well as to facilitate studies on mechanical properties of titanium alloys [4].
More examples related to predictions of various properties for Ti‐, TiAl‐based alloys will be presented in our talk, including
validations against experimental observations in multi‐component alloys.

Fig. 1: Linear expansion rate for Ti‐6Al‐4V.

Fig. 2: A comparison of the specific solute resistivities
(dρ/dc) of Ti‐based alloys.
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Introduction
Advanced y‐TiAl based alloys are nowadays employed in the low‐pressure turbine of new aircraft engines, where they
have replaced Ni‐base superalloys. Due to their lower density, fuel consumption and thereby the amount of emissions
could be substantially reduced. However, to increase the engine operation temperature and thus overall efficiency even
more, these alloys should be further improved. To reach this goal, the key properties are creep and oxidation resistance,
which can be improved through tailoring of the microstructure and alloying [1]. Addition of Si is known to be beneficial
in improving the creep resistance through formation of fine‐scaled Ti5Si3 precipitates [2, 3]. Si also substantially improves
the oxidation resistance through refining TiO2 particles, which results in the formation of a more compact oxide scale
and it facilitates Al diffusion in the scale, which restrains further formation of TiO2 [4].
Efficient development of y‐TiAl based alloys relies on the knowledge of phase equilibria in dependence of temperature.
CALPHAD (CALculation of PHAse Diagram) modelling is a widely used method by which phase diagrams and phase
transitions can be calculated. CALPHAD modelling crucially depends on the underlying database, which is based on
experimental investigations. Available experimental data on phase equilibria in the Ti–Al–Si system, specifically in the
Ti‐rich part, are at least partially controversial. E.g., for the solid solubility of Si in γ‐TiAl at 1000 °C reported data vary
between 0 [5] and 3.1 at.% [6]. Also, the solid solubility for Al in Ti5Si3 in dependence of temperature has not been
settled. However, knowledge of the solid solubility of Si in TiAl and Al in Ti5Si3 in dependence of temperature are
essential for the design of more creep resistant y‐TiAl‐based alloys, because they yield the volume fraction of Ti5Si3 at a
certain temperature for a given composition.
Within a large‐scale collaborative project, the partners Helmholtz‐Zentrum Hereon, Germany, Montanuniversität
Leoben, Austria, MPIE, and Thermo‐Calc Software AB, Sweden are improving thermodynamic data for a number of Ti–
Al–X(–Y) systems for the next generation of advanced CALPHAD databases for Ti–Al alloys [7]. As a part of this project,
phase equilibria between the Ti–Al‐rich phases and Ti5Si3 between 800–1200 °C are experimentally investigated and
specifically the solid solubility of Si in γ‐TiAl and Al in Ti5Si3 were established.
Materials and Methods
From high‐purity elements, seven alloys have been prepared by crucible‐free levitation melting or advanced arc melting.
For heat‐treatments at 800–1100 °C, slices of the alloys were encapsulated in high‐purity quartz tubes back‐filled with
Ar and annealed for 165–1000 h, followed by quenching in brine. Heat‐treatments at 1200 °C were performed using a
double‐crucible technique [8]. Heat‐treatments at 1200 °C were performed for 24 h under flowing dry Ar, subsequently
quenching the samples in brine. Compositions of the alloys and impurity contents in the as‐cast condition and, for a
couple of alloys, after heat treatment were established by wet chemical analysis. Phases were identified by X‐ray
diffraction (XRD) at room temperature using powder. Compositions of the coexisting phases were established by
electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). Phase transformation temperatures were measured on bulk samples by
differential thermal analysis (DTA) by heating up to a maximum of about 1400 °C at a heating rate of 10 K/min.
Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 (a‐e) shows the microstructure of Ti‐47.4Al‐9.1Si (in at.%) after annealing at 800‐1200 °C. Phases were identified by
XRD as illustrated in Fig. 2. Observed phases are TiAl + TiAl2 + Ti5Si3 at 800‐1100 °C and TiAl + Ti5Si3 at 1200 °C (Fig. 1).
The enlarged back‐scattered electron (BSE) image (Fig. 1 c) shows that Ti5Si3 appears in two different morphologies, i.e.
as large idiomorphic grains and as small spherical particles, which was also observed in most of the other investigated
samples. The liquidus projection [6] shows that all alloys which contained large, idiomorphic Ti5Si3 are located in the
field of primary crystallization of Ti5Si3. EPMA of these large grains, which formed within the liquid at elevated
temperatures, and the small ones, which formed during annealing, showed differences in the Al content of up to 3.5
at.%. Apparently, even annealing for 1000 h at 1000 °C is not sufficient to equilibrate the large, primary Ti5Si3 grains.
Therefore, only small spherical Ti5Si3 particles were measured, which, in case of the microstructure shown in Fig. 1 c,
are in contact with TiAl2 and TiAl. Differences between data reported in the literature could be attributed to the
aforementioned issue. E.g., the maximum solid solubility of Al in Ti5Si3 at 1000 °C was found to be 7.4 at.%, compared
to 10.9 at.% reported previously [6]. The solid solubility of Si in y‐TiAl is about 0.8 at.% and does not change with
increasing temperature.
The established partial isothermal sections in the Ti–Al–Si system will be discussed in detail in the presentation.
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Fig. 1: BSE images of Ti‐47.4Al‐9.1Si at.% heat‐treated at temperatures 800‐1200 °C.
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Fig. 2: XRD profile of Ti‐47.4Al‐9.1Si at.% heat‐treated 1000 °C/1000 h.
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Introduction
The good mechanical properties and oxidation resistance at elevated temperatures with a low density of about
4 g/cm³ make γ titanium aluminides (γ‐TiAl) interesting for high temperature applications in the automotive and
aerospace industries [1]. These alloys are conventionally produced by isothermal forging or centrifugal casting followed
by hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and heat treatment (HT) [1]. However, these processing methods are expensive and time
consuming.
Additive manufacturing has been established as an alternative processing route in recent years [2,3]. Especially laser
beam powder bed fusion (PBF‐LB/M) and electron beam powder bed fusion (PBF‐EB/M) of γ‐TiAl has been the focus of
research [2,3]. PBF‐LB/M has several disadvantages compared to PBF‐EB/M. For instance, γ‐TiAl is prone to cracking, if
processed below the brittle to ductile transition temperature (BDTT). Therefore, novel PBF‐LB/M machines use a base
plate heating to allow the processing of γ‐TiAl. However, even with base plate heating of up to 1200°C only the
fabrication of small Ti‐43.5Al‐4Nb‐1Mo‐0.1B (TNM) cuboids (10 x 10 x 10 mm³) is reported [4]. The fabrication of large
parts increases the risk of cracking and has not been reported yet. Furthermore, PBF‐LB/M leads to higher oxygen
contents in the produced parts due to smaller particle size of the powder and no vacuum atmosphere during the build
job [4]. In contrast, PBF‐EB/M is most suited to build large high quality γ‐TiAl parts with low oxygen content due to the
inherent vacuum atmosphere and the intensive preheating step.
In order to exploit the full potential of PBF‐EB/M, novel alloys tailored to the advantages of additive manufacturing are
necessary [5]. The aim of this research is to characterize and compare the static and fatigue properties of a process
adapted 4th generation γ‐TiAl alloy processed via PBF‐EB/M.
Materials and Methods
The γ‐TiAl alloy Ti–47.5Al–5.5Nb–0.5 W (at.%) is processed via electron beam powder bed fusion on an Arcam A2X
(Arcam AB, Mölndal, Sweden). In total, 121 cylinders for mechanical characterization are produced. The cylinders for
tensile tests have a diameter of 12 mm and a height of 60 mm, while the cylinders for fatigue tests have a diameter of
20 mm and a height of 90 mm. In part, the samples are hot isostatic pressed (HIP) and heat treated (HT). The samples
are characterized in regard to defects and microstructure. The cylinders are machined to the final test geometries.
The tensile tests are conducted on a Zwick & Roell Z100 (ZwickRoell, Ulm, Germany) at room temperature, 300 °C, and
850 °C. The strain rate of the tensile test is 0.0001 s−1, which is accelerated after a plastic strain of 4% to 0.0003 s−1 for
practical reasons. The tensile specimens and test conditions are according to the limits of DIN EN ISO 6892.
For fatigue investigations, constant amplitude tests, as well as continuous amplitude increase tests, are conducted. For
all fatigue tests, a servohydraulic fatigue testing system Instron 8801 with a dynamic extensometer Instron 2620‐603
(Instron, Norwood, US) are used. All tests are performed at a stress ratio of R = ‐1 (fully‐reversed loading) at room
temperature. The mechanical investigations are complemented with metallographic analysis in form of metallographic
sections and fractographic investigations in a scanning electron microscope. The influence of different microstructures
on fatigue lifetime in form of S–N (Woehler) curves is investigated. By using the fracture mechanical approach of
Murakami [6], the local stress intensity factor of crack‐initiating defects for low and high cycle fatigue regimes is
determined and correlated with fatigue strength and life [7]. Moreover, the usage of Murakami approach [6] including
Noguchi modification [8] for fatigue limit estimation of light metals was evaluated based on hardness, crack‐initiating
defect size and Young’s modulus.
Results
The samples show a minimum of defects (misconnections < 0.05 % and gas porosity < 0.3 %) as well as a homogeneous
microstructure. The microstructure in as‐built condition can be characterized as nearly lamellar γ consisting of small
α2/γ colonies, globular γ and a small amount of βo‐phase. After the heat treatment, a fully lamellar microstructure is
observed. Tensile tests are performed at room temperature (see Figure 1), 300 °C and 850 °C for various orientations to
demonstrate isotropic properties and high temperature capability.
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Fig. 1: The samples and results are from a 4th generation γ‐TiAl alloy processed via PBF‐EB/M. Building orientation of
tensile and creep samples on the left, the homogeneous microstructure of these samples in the center and the
resulting tensile properties at room temperature on the right side [9].
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Introduction
Intermetallic titanium aluminide (TiAl) based alloys offer high specific strength, creep‐ and oxidation resistance together
with a high Young’s modulus. Due to their low density of about 4 g/cm³ TiAl‐alloys provide potential for weight reduction
in several elevated temperature applications [1]. The most critical limitation however, is the low damage tolerance of
this material class, caused by insufficient ductility and fracture toughness [2]. For dynamically loaded structural
components, crack initiation and propagation occurs under high stress and strain rates and for a proper lifetime
estimation, dynamic material parameters would be required. A feasible way to determine the dynamic fracture
toughness is, beside the modified Split Hopkinson bar test [3–5], the testing of pre‐cracked SENB (Single Edge Notched
Bend) specimens using a pendulum [6, 7] or gravity drop hammer. The basic difficulty of such an experiment is that the
force being needed for fracture is superimposed by inertial forces, which cannot be easily separated from each other
using standard load transducers and data logging systems. The aim of this work is to present a methodology to overcome
these problems, identify possible difficulties and determine the fracture toughness of a ‐TiAl alloy over a wide dynamic
range.
Materials and Methods
The material selected for this study is an intermetallic ‐TiAl alloy named TNM, with a chemical composition of
Ti‐43.5Al‐4.0Nb‐1.0Mo‐0.1B [at. %]. The material was produced by vacuum arc skull remelting followed by centrifugal
casting in permanent moulds. After hot isostatic pressing (HIP), the ingots were isothermally forged. The mechanical
properties are strongly dependent on the microstructure, which can be adjusted by heat treatments. For balanced
properties, a nearly fully lamellar microstructure was chosen. The lamellar colonies consist of fine lamellae of ‐TiAl and
2‐Ti3Al, an ordered hexagonal phase. To conduct quasi‐static and dynamic fracture toughness tests, notched and pre‐
cracked specimens geometrically based on the Charpy standard [8] were used. Sample fabrication was carried out by
electro discharge machining (wire EDM) from the forged raw material. The notches were sharpened by polishing with a
razor blade and 6 m diamond suspension. A fatigue crack was initiated by cyclic compression loading with a load ratio
of R = 10 to achieve a0/W ratios between 0.45 and 0.48 with a pre‐crack length of about 50 to 100 m. Here, a0 denotes
the depth of the pre‐crack and W the specimen width. The quasi‐static experiments were conducted on a Zwick Z100
spindle testing machine, with the specimens loaded in a three‐point bending arrangement with a span of 42 mm. In
addition, to measure the test load and the crosshead travel, the specimen displacement was recorded with an inductive
sensor. Crack propagation under the quasi‐static loading conditions was detected using the direct current potential drop
(DCPD) technique and the specimens were equipped with a strain gauge near the crack tip to verify the measurement
under dynamic loading conditions as explained below. The dynamic experiments were performed on an Instron CEAST
9350 drop tower. The specimens were placed on a support with a span of 42 mm similar to the quasi‐static tests. The
hardened striking head is shaped like a wedge with a tip radius of 2 mm. Although the striker includes a load sensor for
instrumented tests, our measurements are based on a strain gauge, type HBM 1‐LY11‐0.6/120, applied on each
specimen to exclude inertial influences. Since the position of the strain gauge in the elastic near field of the crack tip is
crucial, each specimen was calibrated with a quasi‐static load of 500 N on the Zwick Z100 testing machine, where also
the quasi‐static experiments were carried out. The load was chosen to be approx. 40 % of the quasi‐static failure load
so that crack propagation due to a R‐curve behaviour could be neglected. For the dynamic measurements, the dynamic
strainmeter TML DC‐97A was used, whose analogue signal was tapped from a KRENZ PSO 8160 transient recorder up to
a sampling rate of 50 MS/s.
Results and Discussion
The quasi‐static experiments were conducted with a crosshead speed of 0.05 mm/min, resulting in an increase in stress
intensity at the crack tip of approximately K = 0.1 MPa√m/s. From the results of the direct current potential drop (DCPD)
technique, crack resistance curves (R‐curves) were plotted. As presented in Fig. 1 up to a crack propagation a of nearly
70 m the stress intensity factor KI(a) increases, because shielding effects due to microcracks and shear ligaments come
into effect with increasing crack length [9, 10]. Up to a a of slightly more than 100 m, the stress intensity KI(a) then
remains almost constant, which implies that the load already decreases until final failure. The mean value of KI,max(a)
was calculated to be 14.5 MPa√m. However, most of the specimens in the presented study
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were subjected to fracture toughness tests under dynamic loading conditions on the Instron CEAST 9350 drop tower
with different striker velocities varying from 1 to 10 m/s resulting in an increase in stress intensity of 105 to 1.3 ∙ 106
MPa√m/s. A 0.7 mm thick annealed Cu sheet was placed between the specimen and the striker to modulate the impact
pulse and reduce specimen vibrations. Fig. 2 exemplarily shows the stress intensity curves determined from the strain
gauge measurements in the elastic near‐field of the crack tip of experiments performed with a striker velocity of 6 m/s.
As in the 10 m/s tests, the striker velocity was only achieved by spring preloading. The curves, which are mostly close
together in their rise, can be evaluated according to the principle of the impact response curves [11], whereby
experiments that achieve a higher KI,max also require a longer time to fracture. The scattered results correspond at least
to the quasi‐static fracture toughness, but mostly show higher KI,max values. The mean value of the dynamic fracture
toughness, here assumed by KI,max, was found to increase up to a striker velocity of
6 m/s to KI,max(a0) = 16.8 MPa√m. Experiments conducted with a striker velocity of 10 m/s revealed almost the same
mean value of KI,max(a0) with a comparable scatter. Even taking into account the possible deviations of the measurement
technique observed in quasi‐static tests, the results of the dynamic experiments show on average an increase in fracture
toughness up to a K of 106 MPa√m/s.

Fig. 1: Crack resistance curves (R‐curves) of three quasi‐
static fracture toughness experiments

Fig. 2: Stress intensity curves of dynamic fracture
toughness experiments conducted with a striker velocity
of 6 m/s
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Introduction
The gamma‐based titanium aluminides are characteristic for low density, high strength and excellent corrosion
resistance at high temperatures [1]. The applications in aircraft and automotive industries appeared during the last
decade [2]. However, the lower than expected fatigue and fracture properties at both room and high temperatures and
the overall poor ductility and machinability mean that the development of the TiAl alloys is far from being completed
[3].
It has been known for a long time that several deformation modes can be activated in monotonic or cyclic loadings of
L10 gamma TiAl phase: i) slip of ordinary dislocations, ii) slip of superdislocations and iii) mechanical twinning [4,5].
The aim of the study is to investigate in much more details than usual the evolution of the microstructure at the early
stages of the fatigue process by various experimental methods. We achieved to propose a quantitative scenario of
interplay between dislocation slip, twinning and detwinning within individual cycles.
Materials and Methods
The material was an alloy of chemical composition Ti‐48Al‐2Nb‐2Cr‐0.82B (at. %) with the near gamma microstructure.
The average grain size was about 46 µm. The specimens were cycled in a symmetric strain‐controlled regime with
constant strain rate at room temperature. Two loading levels were applied with constant strain amplitudes of 0.2 and
0.4%. The methods used for the investigation comprised electron microscopy (TEM, SEM – ECCI/EBSD), in‐situ neutron
diffraction heating/cooling experiments (see details in [4]), statistical analysis of the hysteresis loop and acoustic
emission [6].
Results and Discussion
Cyclic mechanical properties
In cyclic tests the material showed cyclic strengthening, which is stronger in the first few (about five) cycles and then
attenuates slowly. The low capability of plastic deformation was confirmed by a low number of cycles to failure (312
and 32 cycles for strain amplitudes of 0.2 % and 0.4 %, respectively). The hints for events operating within individual
cycles were obtained by analyzing the shape of hysteresis loops within the framework of Polák’s statistical theory [7].
The effective stress and distribution of internal stresses in individual microvolumes are measured by this technique.
Electron microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy of post‐mortem specimens revealed a high density of mechanical twins which were
created within the fatigue process (see Fig. 1). Also, an increase in dislocation density as compared to the as‐received
material.

Fig. 1: Mechanical twins formed during cycling, strain
amplitude 0.4%, specimen after failure.
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Fig. 2: Lattice strain of {112} planes as a function of cycling.
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The twins were observed also by the SEM‐ECCI technique which enables observations after a selected number of cycles.
It documents a rapid increase of twins within the first cycles.
Neutron diffraction
In‐situ neutron diffraction experiments in cyclic testing were performed at Paul Scherrer Institute. As a main result,
interplanar distances of selected atomic planes as a function of cycling were obtained. It was found that high lattice
strains developed already after the first half‐cycle (Fig. 2). The lattice strain corresponds to the volume of created
mechanical twins. It decreased by about 20% after a compressive half‐cycle, indicating that detwinning of about 20% of
twins occurred during cycle reversion.
Acoustic emission
Knowing the rough picture of deformation scenario, acoustic emission analysis has proven to be a very useful tool for
deepening the knowledge about the intensity of operating mechanisms with cycles, or even within individual cycles.
Both twinning and dislocation slip signals were detected and quantitatively analyzed. It appeared that the twinning is
very intense in the first cycles, which corresponds to high cyclic strengthening. The twinning activity increases with the
stress, so the highest twin production takes place just before load reversal. When the sense of loading changes,
detwinning occurs. The dislocation slip starts earlier and is more homogeneously distributed within one cycle than
twinning, as documented by the loop shape analysis and acoustic emission technique. With increasing number of cycles,
twinning activity weakens and dislocation slip becomes dominant.
Conclusions
Dislocation slip and twinning operate throughout the entire fatigue test, although their contributions to strain hardening
are different. The acoustic emission analysis shows that cyclic plastic deformation commences with ordinary dislocation
slip. Twinning appears as a prevailing deformation mode in the first loading cycles. The conclusions are supported by
neutron diffraction and electron microscopy.
The whole story in much more details is described in [6].
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Introduction
The TiAl alloy TNM (Ti‐43.5Al‐4Nb‐1Mo‐0.1B, in at.%) was initially developed for the production of low‐pressure turbine
blades via forging route. Recrystallization during annealing of the forged material leads to a fine microstructure
combined with high strength values and creep properties. However, a near net shape casting route would save time
and costs in production. Schwaighofer et. al. showed that the mechanical properties of cast and hot isostatic pressed
TNM can be fundamentally increased and varied in a wide range exclusively by selected heat treatment steps [1,2].
Annealing temperature and cooling rates determine the resulting microstructure and the final mechanical properties of
titanium aluminides [2‐5]. In the present study, the fundamental relationship of holding temperature and cooling
condition on the resulting microstructure and mechanical properties at room temperature (RT) is qualitatively
investigated for industrial scale samples. In addition, combinations of air cooling (AC) and furnace cooling (FC) after heat
treatment are performed for the first time and compared with conventional cooling conditions. Based on the results, a
novel efficient heat treatment to increase the ductility of β‐solidifying γ‐titanium aluminide alloys is suggested.
Materials and Methods
TNM alloy with nominal composition, produced by GfE Metalle und Materialien GmbH was melted by induction skull
melting (ISM) and poured into permanent molds by centrifugal casting process. The casted billets with diameter
ø52x182 mm were subsequently treated by hot isostatic pressing (HIP) at 1200 °C and 200 MPa for 4 h. Finally, the test
material was subjected to different heat treatments by varying annealing temperature and cooling rates. Heat
treatment cycles were performed at 1250 °C and 1430 °C for 1 h followed by air cooling (AC), furnace cooling (FC) or
combination of both cooling conditions (ACFC and FCAC). Combined cooling conditions ACFC and FCAC were carried out
starting with 1430 °C annealing temperature, while the change in cooling condition took place at 1250 °C. The material
conditions are named 1250‐AC, 1430‐AC, 1430‐FCAC, 1250‐FC, 1430‐FC and 1430‐ACFC, respectively. These annealing
temperatures were selected for their relevance to phase transformations and microstructure development. Specimens
for tensile tests and metallographic characterization were taken from all named conditions. The mechanical properties
were determined in tensile tests at room temperature. Metallographic specimens were prepared to analyze the
microstructure by color etching according to Ence and Margolin [6,7]. Light microscopy images were taken to determine
the colony sizes as well as the microstructural fractions of lamellar α/γ‐colonies, β‐phase and globular γ‐grains.
Results and Discussion
The size of the lamellar α/γ‐colonies is significantly determined by the cooling time in the (α+β)‐two phase region, cf.
fig. 1 b), c), e) and f). Thus, annealing at 1250 °C does not noticeably affect the colony size, cf. Fig. 1 a), d). According to
the Hall‐Petch relationship, the strength characteristics at RT depend strongly on the colony size, cf. Fig. 2 a). The
lamella spacing has only little influence. Consequently, the faster the cooling through the (α+β)‐region, the higher the
strength values. The proportion of globular γ‐grains tends to increase with increasing cooling time through the
(α+β+γ)‐multiphase region, cf. Fig. 2 b). An exception is the 1430‐FC state, which has a significantly lower fraction of
globular γ‐grains than the 1430‐ACFC state. This circumstance can be explained by thermodynamics, e.g. by the effect
of inner distortion energy on nucleation and growth of new phases while cooling. A higher γ‐fraction promotes
ductility, cf. Fig. 1. Accordingly, the 1430‐ACFC state has the highest ductility, which could be further enhanced by
stabilization treatment. Internal studies of this state after annealing at 850 °C for 6 h resulted in a total fracture strain
At of 1.12 % at a yield strength of 638 MPa.
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a) 1250‐AC

b) 1250‐AC

c) 1430‐FCAC

e) 1430‐FC

f) 1430‐ACFC

100 µm

d) 1250‐FC

Fig. 1: Microstructure and mechanical properties of TNM after 1 h heat treatment and different cooling conditions.
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1430‐FCAC
1430‐AC

1430‐FC
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1430‐ACFC

1250‐AC
1430‐FC

empirical Hall‐Petch approximation

Fig. 2: Correlations of a) colony size and strength values and b) cooling time within the three‐phase field and fractions
of microstructural constituents.
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Introduction
Due to their light weight and excellent high‐temperature properties γ‐TiAl based alloys are ideal candidates for
applications in the automotive and aircraft industry [1]. The processing of these alloys via additive manufacturing (AM)
brings the advantage of building complex near‐net shape components [2]. During AM, however, high cooling rates are
applied, leading to out‐of‐equilibrium conditions. In‐situ investigations tracing the phase transformations during rapid
solidification would contribute immensely to the understanding of the influence of high cooling rates, especially since
γ‐TiAl based alloys exhibit several phase transformations upon cooling starting from the liquid phase. Yet only a few in‐
situ solidification experiments have been conducted so far [3–5]. In this work, an in‐situ high‐energy X‐ray diffraction
(HEXRD) investigation is conducted in order to trace the phase transformations during rapid solidification. For this, a
thin platelet is laser‐melted on its upper edge, while the phase transformations are simultaneously measured.
Materials and Methods
The material used was an intermetallic γ‐TiAl based Ti‐48Al‐2Cr‐2Nb (in at.%) alloy in as‐EBM condition and the production
process is described in [6]. The mean chemical composition was measured via X‐ray fluorescence spectroscopy and equaled Ti‐
47.5Al‐1.91Cr‐2.06Nb‐0.01B (in at.%). From the as‐EBM material a thin platelet with a cross‐section of 5 × 5 mm2 and a thickness
of 400 µm was cut with an Accutom‐5R from Struers GmbH, Germany. This platelet was used for the in‐situ HEXRD experiment
conducted at the P07 high‐energy materials science (HEMS) beamline operated by Hereon at PETRA III at the Deutsches
Elektronen‐Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg, Germany. The aim of the experiment was to trace the phase transformations during
rapid solidification after the laser‐melting process. In order to be able to melt the platelet on its upper edge, it was mounted in a
sample holder, as can be seen in Fig. 1a. Inside a chamber (described in Ref. [7]), which is not depicted in Fig. 1a, the sample
holder and a continuous wave ytterbium fiber laser YLR‐400‐AC from IPG Laser GmbH, Germany, with a wavelength of 1070 nm
are located. During the experiment the chamber is flooded with inert Ar gas. For the measurement of the phase transformations
during solidification, the synchrotron X‐ray beam, with a width of 400 µm and a height of 100 µm, is positioned just below the
upper edge of the specimen platelet. The position of the cross‐section of the X‐ray beam on the platelet is marked in green on
the measured platelet depicted in Fig. 1b. In order to melt the platelet, the laser is moved along the upper edge of the specimen,
as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 1a. The laser power used was 100 W and its velocity equaled 20 mm/s. The process is investigated
via HEXRD in transmission geometry. The photon energy of the X‐ray beam was chosen to be 100 keV and the detector frame
rate was 50 Hz. For the investigation, a PILATUS 3X CdTe 2M area detector from Dectris AG, Switzerland, with a total number of
pixels of 1475 × 1679 and a pixel size of 172 µm × 172 µm was employed. The distance from the specimen to the detector equaled
1048 mm. For the evaluation of the experiment, diffraction patterns were obtained by azimuthally integrating the detector
images with the aid of the software Fit2D [8].
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows diffraction patterns that were recorded during the experiment. The starting point at 0.00 s is depicted in Fig. 2a.
At this point, the laser melted the upper edge of the sample and the material in the measurement volume is completely liquid.
This is indicated by the broad amorphous peak visible in the diffraction pattern.
In addition to the broad liquid peak, which is still present in the diffraction pattern in Fig. 2b, the first peaks belonging to solid
material have appeared after 0.02 s. They correspond to the disordered cubic‐room centered β‐Ti(Al) phase (A2 structure) and
the disordered hexagonal α‐Ti(Al) phase (A3 structure), with the β‐Ti(Al) phase as the primary solidification phase [9].
In Fig. 2c the liquid peak has vanished and only solid phase peaks can be seen in the diffraction pattern. This means that
solidification of the material in the measurement volume takes place within 0.04 s. Furthermore, the β‐Ti(Al) phase has
completely transformed into α‐Ti(Al) phase.
Figure 2d displays the diffraction pattern and detector image at 0.92 s after the starting point in Fig. 2a. It is assumed
that the material inside the measurement volume is near room temperature again and that no further phase
transformations will take place. After rapid solidification the material mainly consists of ordered hexagonal
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α2‐Ti3Al phase (D019 structure) and a marginal phase fraction of the ordered γ‐TiAl phase (L10 structure). While in the
starting material – which was measured during the in‐situ HEXRD experiment, but is not depicted here – the γ‐TiAl phase
was the major phase, in the rapidly solidified laser‐melted material it is the α2‐Ti3Al phase. Thus, the phase
transformation to γ‐TiAl is strongly suppressed, which can usually be observed for high cooling rates [10, 11].
In summary, phase transformations occurring during rapid solidification of a laser‐melted platelet can accurately be
measured using this setup. Thus, this setup, which creates conditions similar to AM processes, was proven to be
applicable. The primary solidification phase was found to be β‐Ti(Al), which transforms to α‐Ti(Al) upon cooling. The
subsequent ordering reaction takes place, the formation of γ‐TiAl phase is strongly suppressed, though.
a)

b)

X‐ray cross‐section

BD

TD
Fig. 1: a) Experimental in‐situ HEXRD setup. A laser melts the
platelet sample on its upper edge and phase transformations
during the melting cycle are measured via HEXRD. The
synchrotron X‐ray is perpendicular to the sample and the laser.
b) Measured sample. The former melt pool is visible on top of
the platelet and the X‐ray cross‐section is marked in green.

Fig. 2: Diffraction patterns of the in‐situ HEXRD
solidification experiment. The elapsed time is
displayed in the upper left corners.
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Introduction
Microstructures with a gradient grain structure are of increasing interest for innovative engineering applications. Such
microstructures can be generated by additive manufacturing or appropriate surface manipulation processes. A fine‐
grained surface layer on a coarse‐grained base material can have a supporting effect [1]. In addition, grain refinement
in γ‐TiAl based alloys leads to a significant increase in ductility [2] beyond that observed in common metallic materials.
γ‐TiAl alloys are known for their good creep properties, good oxidation resistance and good specific properties due to
the low density and are suitable for higher temperature applications [3]. A major disadvantage of these alloys is their
low room temperature ductility. In addition, oxidation leads to further embrittlement [4]. It is supposed that interstitially
dissolved atoms limit the dislocation movement and lead to increased stress concentrations at the phase boundaries
during plastic deformation. Plastic strain is thus reduced by 65 % in a duplex structure leading to premature failure [5].
A fine‐grained surface layer on γ‐TiAl alloys could have a supporting and protective effect by reducing the stress
concentration.
Materials and Methods
The β‐solidifying alloy from GfE has been used for the experiments. This alloy has a nominal composition of Ti‐43.5Al‐
4Nb‐1Mo‐0.1B (at. %). The raw material are forging stocks which were processed to tensile specimens. The gauge
section of the specimens has a diameter of 4 mm and a length of 20 mm. The surface of the gauge section was remelted
at 500 °C under argon using a LASERVORM LV Midi device. The travel direction of the laser was longitudinal in the
specimen axis direction. The single tracks have an overlap of 40 %. The specimens were subsequently heat treated at
900 °C for 6 h to obtain approximately the same phase composition of the original forging stocks. Scanning electron
microscopy has been used to investigate the microstructure and hardness measurements were made to characterize
the layer. In order to determine the mechanical properties, tensile tests and initial fatigue tests were carried out.
Results and Discussion
The microstructure of the base material and the remelted area are shown in Figure 1a‐d. While the average grain size
of the base material is about 5 µm, it is about 0.35 µm in the remelted layer. The layer thickness is in the range of 200 µm
and covers approx. 20 % of the sample cross‐sectional area. As can be seen in Figure 1b and 1c the phase composition
of the fine‐grained rim is similar to that of the base material. For example, the β0 content (the white areas in the Figure
1) of the remelted zone is approx. 11 % and that of the base material approx. 14 %. The hardness at the edge is 525 HV
and is nearly constant in the fine‐grained layer. It then drops gradationally towards the base material to 350 HV. Tensile
tests at room temperature show a significant supporting effect of the fine‐grained surface leading to an increase of the
tensile strength by about 14 %.
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Fig. 1: Microstructure of the specimen cross‐section after remelting and heat treatment at 900 °C: Overview
(a) enlarged view of an area away from the remelting zone (b and d) and surface region with a refined
microstructure (c).
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Introduction
There have been many attempts to describe the thermodynamic properties of elements and binary systems using
physically based model for the third generation of Calphad descriptions. When developing the third generation of
Calphad descriptions, it is critical to apply the unary descriptions to higher‐order systems. How to model compounds
and metastable end‐members of solution phases within the framework of compound energy formalism is then of great
importance. Since the third generation of Calphad descriptions are valid down to 0 K, the conventional Neumann‐Kopp
rule cannot be directly applied to describe phases or end‐members in order to obey the third law of thermodynamics.
Thus, new models are needed to develop the third generation data. A so‐called “hybrid” Neumann‐Kopp/Einstein
model, referred to as the “hybrid” model in the present work, has been successfully used to describe the metastable
end‐members in the Al‐C system [1]. In order to explore modelling the intermediate phases and further examine the
validity of this “hybrid” model, the W‐C system was chosen to assess based on the third generation unary descriptions
since there are multiple intermediate phases in this system, a stoichiometric WC carbide and three solid solution phases
with varied carbon solubility, i.e. the fcc and the hcp phases, with W1C1(fcc) and W1C0.5(hcp) as the binary stable end‐
members, and W1C3(bcc) as the metastable binary end‐member in the W‐C system.
Materials and Methods
The W‐C system is a critical binary system for cemented carbides. The major tungsten carbide is WC carbide which has
an hcp structure. Both W and C atoms form simple hcp sublattice in WC carbide. The higher‐carbon solution phase, the
fcc phase, has a cubic structure that C atoms can occupy in the octahedral interstitials in the fcc lattice of W atoms. The
lower‐carbon phase has hcp structure. W atoms form an hcp sublattice in which C atoms randomly distribute in the
octahedral sites. As temperature decreases and reaches around 2370 K, an order‐disorder transition happens and the
disordered hexagonal phase transforms to an ordered orthorhombic symmetry [2].
The heat capacity of the stable WC carbide was experimentally measured by [3]. We took into account the heat capacity
data and described WC carbide in a similar way as elements. As W and C atoms have really different harmonic vibrational
frequencies [4], following the suggestions in [1], two Einstein temperatures were used to represent the harmonic
vibrational frequencies. Accordingly, two Einstein functions were needed to describe the harmonic vibrational
contribution to the Gibbs energy. There is no experimental data for the thermochemical properties of the binary end‐
members of fcc, hcp or bcc. Only the phase equilibria involving these three phases were experimentally determined.
Due to the lack of thermochemical data, the “hybrid” model presented in [1] was selected to describe the
thermodynamic properties of the end‐members of the solid solution phases, W1C0.5(hcp), W1C1(fcc) and W1C3(bcc).
Besides, the hcp phase was treated as a disordered phase in the present work as the main focus of this work is to
examine the models for compounds and end‐members.
All the model parameters were optimized using the PARROT module incorporated in Thermo‐Calc software package [5].
The selected experimental and theoretical information were used as input data and the optimization was performed
iteratively by minimizing the error sum between the calculated values and input data.
Results and Discussion
Fig.1 shows the calculated heat capacity of the WC carbide using the Calphad description assessed in the present work.
The experimental heat capacity data [3] of the stoichiometric WC carbide were well reproduced using the selected
model. It has further confirmed if the atoms in a compound have quite different vibrational frequencies, multiple
Einstein temperatures are needed in order to well represent the harmonic vibrational contribution to the Gibbs energy.
The calculated phase diagram of the W‐C system is presented in Fig.2 in comparison with the selected experimental
data [3–6] and the calculated phase diagram using the Calphad description assessed by Gustafson [9] for the second
generation of Calphad descriptions. The phase equilibria involving the solid solution hcp, fcc and bcc phases are
calculated with satisfactory agreement with the selected experimental phase equilibria data. The thermodynamic
properties of hcp, fcc and bcc binary compounds are well described using the “hybrid” model. We can thus conclude
that compounds and end‐members can be treated as elements if there is enough data for the thermochemical
properties. Otherwise, the “hybrid” model can be used to describe their thermodynamic properties.
The hcp phase was treated as a disordered phase for the entire composition range in the present work. However, it has
been shown that there exits order‐disorder transitions for this phase. For future work on this binary system, the order‐
disorder transition needs to be considered, and the contribution from the chemical ordering to the Gibbs energy needs
to be modelled, which can be a next step of developing the third generation of Calphad descriptions to investigate how
to model ordered intermediate phases.
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Fig. 1: The calculated heat capacity of the WC carbide

Fig. 2: The calculated phase diagram of the W‐C system
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Introduction
The most challenging goal to develop new high‐temperature materials is that they should provide balanced properties
in a wide temperature range, i. e., sufficient fracture toughness at low and ambient temperatures, as well as creep
strength and appropriate oxidation resistance at ultra‐high temperatures. This target could be met by tailored refractory
metal alloys, e.g., those based on molybdenum [1–4]. Mostly, the alloying strategy is due to the formation of
temperature and oxidation‐resistant intermetallic phases in a molybdenum solid solution matrix, like different silicides
and borides [5,6]. Recently, systems that incorporate borides as strengthening phases were described in terms of their
microstructural evolution and mechanical properties, namely the ternary systems Mo‐Hf‐B and Mo‐Zr‐B [7–9]. It could
be shown that this class of materials is very attractive in terms of a promising combination of high fracture toughness
and outstanding creep resistance. The borides especially, e.g. ZrB, HfB or Mo2B, and the respective ternary borides that
form in Mo‐rich alloys, provide excellent creep resistance. However, there is a lack of data on the properties of the
ternary phases, especially their thermodynamic stability within the ternary systems Mo‐Hf‐B and Mo‐Zr‐B. In our
preliminary work so far, we found undescribed ternary phases, which were provisionally named Mo2HfBx and Mo2ZrBx
in previous publications [8, 9]. More precise information on the exact chemical composition of the phases was derived
from Atom Probe Tomography (APT) measurements [10]. These results give evidence on the type of phases to be
Mo2MB2 (M = Zr, Hf), but the crystal structure and stability of the phases is still unclear.
The prediction of the crystal structure of new materials or of known crystals at extreme conditions is an ongoing
research topic. Diverse methods exist, e.g., Random Sampling [11], Simulated Annealing [12] and Evolutionary
Algorithms [13], often in combination with Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations. One drawback of using these
methods, however, can be the high demand of calculation power and/or time. To overcome these drawbacks, a different
approach was used to predict the crystal structure of Mo2MB2 (M = Zr, Hf) by simply using known crystals structures of
intermetallics with the 2‐1‐2 or 3‐2 chemical composition within our DFT calculations.
Materials and Methods
Based on the measured chemical composition 2‐1‐2 for Mo, M (M = Zr, Hf) and B, respectively, for the new compounds,
we took 50 crystal structures of already known 2‐1‐2 and 3‐2 intermetallics that fulfill the above‐mentioned criterion of
composition. First‐principles calculation were carried out with Quickstep [14], as implemented in CP2K [15] for quick
estimation of the total energy. Additionally, the PHONOPY program [16] was used to check for the dynamically most
stable structure.
The Density‐Of‐States calculation and the chemical bonding analysis was done by calculation of the crystal orbital
Hamilton population (COHP) [17] and its integrals (ICOHP) of the most stable energy ground‐state structure using the tight‐
binding, linear muffin‐tin orbitals with the atomic spheres approximation (TB‐LMTO‐ASA) [18, 19] as implemented in the
TB‐LMTO 4.7 program.
For the calculation of the elastic properties, a further structure optimization of the most stable crystal structure was
carried out with Quantum ESPRESSO [20, 21]. The elastic properties were determined with thermo_pw. To calculate the
Vickers hardness, Tian et al.’s formula [22] was used.
Results and Discussion
The crystal structure of Mo2ZrB2 and Mo2HfB2 is predicted to be of the AlMn2B2 type structure, as it is the most stable
in terms of energy (see Fig. 1) and there are no signs of electronic or dynamical instability (see Fig. 2) found in the
electronic and phononic density‐of‐states, respectively. Further the elastic properties of these ternary borides and the
isotropic and anisotropic elastic moduli like the bulk, shear and Young’s modulus, as well as the Vickers hardness were
investigated. It can be shown that the respective values of Mo2HfB2 are higher than those of Mo2ZrB2 because of the
chemical bonding situation. Also, it is depicted that Mo2HfB2 is less elastically anisotropic than Mo2ZrB2.
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Fig. 1: Crystal structure of the AlMn2B2 type and energies
of nine crystal structure types for Mo2MB2 (M = Zr, Hf)
relative to the AlMn2B2 type

Fig. 2: Phononic density‐of‐states of Mo2ZrB2 (left) and
Mo2HfB2 (right)
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Introduction
Machine learning (ML) is becoming the state‐of‐the‐art method in numerous domains, including material sciences. In
this paper, we demonstrate how ML can be used to efficiently predict the heat of formation of a given complex
intermetallic phase, here, the σ‐phase, tP30, D8b.
Materials and Methods
Based on an independent and unprecedented large first principles dataset containing about 10,000 σ‐compounds with
n=14 different elements, we used a supervised learning approach to predict all the ∼540,000 possible configurations
within a mean absolute error of 23 meV/at (~2 kJ/mol) on the heat of formation and ∼0.06 Å on the tetragonal cell
parameters (Fig. 1).
Results and Discussion
We show that multi‐layer neural network regression results in a significant improvement in the accuracy of the predicted
output compared to traditional regression techniques. We also integrated descriptors having physical nature (atomic
radius, number of valence electrons), and we observe that they improve the model precision.
We conclude from our numerical experiments that the learning database composed of the binary‐compositions only,
plays the major role in predicting the higher degree system configurations. Our results open a broad avenue to efficient
high‐throughput investigations of the combinatorial binary computations for multicomponent prediction of complex
intermetallic phases (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1: Prediction of randomized 1001 configurations
among the 537,824 ones from the learning of the
training database (9974 data in red). The tested 1001
configurations are reported in colors (blue to yellow)
corresponding to the degree d of their system (right side
legend). The diagonal line indicates the perfect
agreement between DFT calculated and ML predicted
values.

Fig. 2: Chart‐flow of the methodology presented in the
paper. (i) The crystal structure is summarized as a s non‐
equivalent sites figure; (ii) from n available elements, a
given system of system degree d is selected (e.g. d=2 for
binary); (iii) the permutation leads to d5 unique
configurations ; (iv) every configuration is calculated by
DFT, forming a unit of data; (v) the stack of all all units
forms a learning database; then (vi) a supervised machine
learning is used to predict multicomponent
configurations.
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Introduction
Attempts to improve the performance and efficiency of internal combustion engines are usually accompanied by an
increase in operating temperature. Since the high temperature materials used to date are being employed at their load
limits, the demand for new types of material systems is high. Materials of high interest are refractory metals, which are
characterized by a particularly high melting point and adequate mechanical properties at high temperatures. Especially
alloys based on Molybdenum (Mo), Niobium (Nb), Tantalum (Ta), and Tungsten (W) are of particular interest due to
their melting points above 2400 °C [1]. The main drawback for their application is, that these refractory metals show
low oxidation resistance at elevated temperatures. Alloying e. g. with Silicon and Boron can counteract detrimental
corrosion and simultaneously improve the mechanical properties by intermetallic phase strengthening [2]. However,
usually higher concentrations of alloying elements such as Silicon, Chromium or Aluminum are required at the metal
surface to ensure the formation of protective slow growing oxide scales. Higher alloying usually counteracts the well‐
defined mechanical properties; hence, coatings are the best option. Especially Aluminum (Al) and Chromium (Cr)
diffusion layers are promising coatings to suppress harmful oxidation at temperatures higher than 1000 °C (Al) and in
combustion atmospheres containing also salt deposits (Cr).
This study covers a fundamental investigation on the deposition of such reservoir layers on the pure base metals Ta, Nb,
W, and Mo. The growth and the appearance of the oxide scales are investigated. In addition, the positive effect of an
additional halogen treatment – commonly known from Ti‐Al high temperature alloys [3] – is demonstrated on the
formation of the protective oxides over the formation of the refractory oxides.
Materials and Methods
The coatings were manufactured using a CVD process, the in‐pack cementation. Pure refractory metal samples of
Tantalum, Tungsten, Molybdenum, and Niobium (dimensions around 10 mm x 10 mm x 3 mm) were embedded in a
powder pack consisting of the diffusant, the respective halide activator, and Al2O3 as an inert filler to prevent pack
sintering. For the Al diffusion coatings 1 wt.% Al as diffusant was used and 1 wt.% NH4Cl as halide activator. The diffusion
process was performed at 1000 °C for 8 h in an Ar – 5 vol.% H2 atmosphere. For the Cr diffusion coating manufactured
on Mo and W 15 wt.% Cr and CrCl2 (Mo: 2.5 wt.%, W: 1.0 wt.%) and a diffusion step of 8 h at 1100 °C were used. Nb was
coated using a powder pack composition containing 30 wt.% Cr and 2.5 wt.% NH4Br, a diffusion time of 4 h and a process
temperature of 1100 °C. To apply the coating on Ta the pack powder contained 50 wt.% Cr and 2.5 wt.% NH4Br and an
annealing step of 8 h at 1100 °C was used. To achieve the optimal pack parameters and to enable the prediction of the
formed intermetallic phases, the activities of the diffusant halides were investigated using thermodynamic calculations
(FactSage).
The protective properties of the formed interdiffusion layers were investigated during oxidation in dry air using
thermogravimetry (TGA). The mass change of the sample per unit surface area was measured during oxidation at 700 °C,
900 °C, and 1300 °C up to 100 h and compared to samples without any diffusion coatings. Furthermore, selected coated
samples were additionally sprayed with a fluorine containing polymer (PTFE) prior to exposure. In this way, the
application of the halogen effect which is known to enhance protective Al2O3 formation over non‐protective TiO2
formation on TiAl‐alloys [3] is demonstrated for refractory metal systems.
The formed coatings as well as the reaction products were investigated using optical microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), qualitative and quantitative Electron Probe Micro Analyzer (EPMA), and X‐ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements.
Results and Discussion
In Fig. 1 examples of Al and Cr coatings deposited on the pure refractory metals are shown. For Al diffusion coatings
thicknesses up to 46 µm were obtained consisting of Al rich intermetallic phases. In the case of the Cr coatings
thicknesses below 10 µm were obtained. The outer scale formed on the different refractory metals consists of pure Cr
in all cases. While Ta and Nb additionally form Laves phases at the scale/substrate interface an additional interdiffusion
zone (IDZ) formed on Cr coated Mo. The results are in agreement with the thermodynamic predictions.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1: Examples of a) Al coated Mo after [4], b) Cr coated Mo, and c) Cr coated Ta. The formed metallic and
intermetallic phases were labeled based on quantitative EPMA line scans and XRD measurements (not shown here).
Selected results of the oxidation tests of the coated samples can be found in Fig. 2. For Mo it was demonstrated that
the detrimental formation of volatile MoO3 and thereby the characteristic linear mass loss kinetics can be overcome by
Cr as well as Al diffusion coatings shown for oxidation in synthetic air at 700 °C and 1300 °C, respectively.
a)
c)
b)

Fig. 2: TGA measurements of coated and uncoated materials are shown in a) for Cr coated Mo oxidized at 700 °C and c)
Al coated Mo and Ta oxidized at 1300 °C both in synthetic air. In b) the protective nature of the coatings is shown on
the example of the Cr coated Mo substrate from a).
For Al coatings it was found that at oxidation temperatures of 1300 °C the additional application of the fluorine
treatment is essential to enable protective oxide scale formation for Nb, Ta, and W (an example is shown in Fig. 2c) for
Ta). Thereby, the activity of Al at the substrate surface is enhanced which in turn increases Al2O3 formation [4]. In the
case of Mo the fluorine effect is not required at very high oxidation temperatures as due to the formation of volatile
MoO3 the Al concentration and thereby its activity at the substrate surface is enhanced intrinsically.
The formation of a continuous and protective Cr2O3 scale after 100 h oxidation at 700 °C is also shown on the example
of Mo in Fig. 2 b). A similar result was obtained for the chromized W at 700 °C which showed an improved oxidation
behavior as well. Above 700 °C the substrate materials were attacked before a continuous protective oxide layer could
form, hence, the formation of the Cr2O3 layer is not fast enough over the formation of the refractory metal oxides.
Thermodynamic calculations predict a halogen effect for Cr coatings as well which could enhance the formation of a
Cr2O3 scale.
Conclusion
It was demonstrated that Al and Cr diffusion coatings can be successfully applied on different pure refractory metals. The
applied coatings lead to a significant improvement in oxidation resistance during high temperature exposure in synthetic air.
Oxidation kinetics and products were characterized demonstrating the formation of protective phases during oxidation.
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Introduction
Hyper duplex steel possesses good corrosion resistance properties due to the balance of ferrite/austenite close to 50:50.
Due to high content of alloying elements such as Cr, Mo and Ni, this steel is prone to formation of secondary phases
such as σ. The formation of σ phase in hyper duplex stainless steels (HDSS) is given as eutectoidal in the literature due
to the typical microstructural pattern. Nevertheless, our recent investigation of σ phase thermodynamic modeling [1]
shows a monovariant reaction of σ phase at high temperatures. In this paper, we show the mechanisms of σ formation
in HDSS combining experiments (EPMA, Synchrotron) and thermo‐kinetic simulation in order to explain the very fast
(few second) formation of σ phase in HDSS.
Materials and Methods
The nominal composition of the investigated HDSS is given in Table 1. The steel was melted in an arc furnace under
argon condition, and then annealed at 1100°C for solution annealing and subsequently water quenched.
In‐situ synchrotron XRD measurements were performed at the beamline P07 at DESY, Hamburg, to track the early
stages of σ precipitation during annealing. The set‐up allowed us to measure the development of σ formation and the
phase fractions of the matrix phases as well as changes in the lattice parameters of σ and the matrix phases with a time
resolution of 4 s.
Table 1 – Chemical composition of HDSS (wt. %)
C
0.005

Mn
2.93

Si
0.19

Cr
26.3

Ni
6.92

Mo
4.61

N
0.37

Cu
0.2

Fe
Bal.

In combination, we used thermo‐kinetic simulation to evaluate the mechanism of formation of σ phase. Based on the
revised thermodynamic modeling of the Fe‐Cr‐Mn‐Mo‐Ni system [1], Matcalc [2] as well as Dictra were used to evaluate
the early stage precipitation and associated evolution of σ phase fraction.
Results and Discussion
Our initial results [3] show a eutectoid like microstructure as mentioned in the literature. Nevertheless, our revision of
the thermodynamic modeling [1] of the multicomponent system Fe‐Cr‐Mo‐Mn‐Ni demonstrates a non‐eutectoid
reaction for the formation of the σ phase at high temperatures. Thus, further investigations were carried out in order
to understand the mechanism of formation of σ phase in HDSS as well as its fast precipitation behavior.
In‐situ measurements at the synchrotron for different annealing temperatures allowed us to get the precipitation kinetic
in HDSS in real time scale. It was found that while the ferrite dissolves, austenite forms followed by σ, consuming all the
ferrite. One explanation of the fast precipitation of σ phase is enrichment of Mo at the interface between ferrite and
austenite, promoting the formation of σ phase, which was confirmed experimentally by EPMA measurements. Also,
monovariant reaction was confirmed experimentally [3] forming a σ‐rim at / interface.
Comparing the theoretical time‐temperature‐precipitation (using Matcalc based on mean field approach) for HDSS to
experiments prove that using the nominal composition of the steel in the simulation resulted in a too low nose
temperature for the computational results (Figure 2 in [2]). Moreover, testing the role of different element enrichment
and depletion on precipitation in the simulation showed that also Cr and Ni are important for the precipitation kinetics
of σ. Arbitrarily adjusted higher alloying of elements in HDSS in the simulation should indeed be avoided, even though
some segregation‐like element dynamics is obvious in heat‐treated HDSS. In a first step of the implementation of
element dynamics in the simulation, segregation as result of casting, representing the first processing step of HDSS, is
considered by using Scheil‐Gulliver calculations. With the obtained element concentrations, deviating from nominal, we
reset the simulation input to a “segregated nominal composition” and simulate the influenced TTP behavior. The results
are shown in Figure 1. Indeed, using Scheil‐Gulliver segregation simulation does not allow to “picture” all the possible
chemical heterogeneities. In order to get in depth of the other causes of Mo enrichment at the interface, Dictra
simulation was used to test the role of moving boundary phenomenon. The results show a similar trend as the EPMA
measurements, i.e. Mo has high tendency to sit at the interface. It was also found that the dynamics of Mo is really fast
which may explain the fast precipitation of the σ phase in HDSS.
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Combining synchrotron, EPMA, precipitation thermokinetics and Dictra simulation, we are on the way to a
comprehensive understanding of the formation of σ phase in duplex steel grades.
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Fig. 1: TTP results of HDSS [2] compared to experiments from Zhang et al. [4] using Scheil‐Gulliver results for
the segregation of elements.
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Introduction
The thermodynamic modeling of the Cr–Mn system by the Calphad method is used for the constitution of
thermodynamic databases able to predict the phase amounts and microstructures in multi‐component steel systems.
In this system, the σ phase deserves a special attention. It is a brittle intermetallic phase that should absolutely be
avoided in commercial alloys. The structure of the σ phase is known. It is a Frank‐Kasper phase containing 5 sites in the
space group P42/mnm [1]. The phase is present in many other transition metal intermetallic systems. It is characterized
by a high degree of non‐stoichiometry accommodated by atom mixing on the different sites of the structure. As it also
exists in Cr–Fe system, its stability in Cr–Mn system and its extension into the ternary Cr–Fe–Mn system should be
considered of prime interest in the frame of steel application.
However, its stability in Cr–Mn system is still matter of great uncertainty. There are reports by different experimental
techniques (differential thermal analysis, magnetic susceptibility, thermal expansion) of a phase transition as a function
of temperature [2]. The transition is represented in the phase diagram of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: phase diagram of the Cr–Mn system
The presence of a clear thermal arrest and a huge jump of the thermal expansion at ~1000°C is in favor of a first‐order
phase transition. As alloys quenched from the high and low temperature fields both give the same X‐ray diffraction
pattern of the σ phase, the transformation was thought to be an order‐disorder phase transition keeping the average
structure of the σ phase. From X‐ray diffraction, as Cr and Mn cannot be distinguished, one can neither prove nor
disprove the ordering or disordering between the two elements. On the other hand, we had carried out room
temperature neutron diffraction measurements of quenched samples from the high and low temperature fields. We
observed the same state of order i.e. no difference of site occupancies refined by the Rietveld method was detected
between the samples [1] in spite of the good diffraction contrast between the two elements.
To summarize, all the techniques used up to now to study the phase transition in the σ phase are indirect techniques.
They show a transition at ~1000 °C but do not demonstrate the structural nature of the transition. Our structural ex situ
neutron diffraction measurement was in contradiction with the existence of a transition. The only possibility to reconcile
all the experiments was to suppose that the high temperature phase cannot be retained by quenching. It should
therefore be studied by in situ diffraction. X‐ray cannot be used due to the poor diffraction contrast between the two
elements. On the contrary, neutron diffraction is perfectly adapted to the measurement of site occupancies when Cr
(b=3.6 fm) and Mn (b=‐3.7 fm) are mixed. The hypothesis of a phase transition should therefore be clearly seen if it
exists.
The present work is therefore reporting new in situ neutron diffraction experiments that have been carried out as a
function of temperature for two σ phase samples.
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Materials and Methods
The samples have been synthesized by induction melting of the pure melting followed by two annealing treatments:
one at high temperature (1100°C, one week) to homogenize the samples, one at low temperature (700 °C, three weeks)
to equilibrate the samples in the low temperature phase field. The samples were reduced into powder. The neutron
diffraction experiment was performed at the ILL on D1B instrument. The powders were contained in a Nb can, fitted in
the high‐temperature furnace. Temperature scans were programmed from room temperature up to 1100 °C (heating
and cooling) and the diffraction was measured as a function of temperature continuously in different temperature
scans. Phases were identified and the neutron diffraction patterns were refined using the Rietveld method. This includes
an accurate site occupancy refinement when the σ phase is present.
Results and Discussion
The main finding of the present work was the identification of the transition occurring around 1000 °C. The results show
that it is not an order‐disorder transition within the σ phase like previously proposed but rather a phase transition from
σ to a bcc disordered solid solution. This transformation is similar to what is present in other systems: Cr–Fe, Co–Cr,
Mn–V…
The transformation could not be quenched i.e. the bcc phase transforms back to the σ phase whatever the cooling rate
operated during the in situ experiment. This explains why this transformation could not be identified in previous work.
Site occupancies and lattice parameters were analyzed as a function of temperature. The neighboring phase Cr2Mn3
was also studied in the frame of this investigation.
This study eventually led to an update of the phase diagram.
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Introduction
High‐entropy alloys (HEAs) comprise a novel class of scientifically and technologically interesting materials. Among
these, the equatomic CrMnFeCoNi alloy with the face‐centered cubic (FCC) structure and some of its derivative
equiatomic quaternary and ternary alloys are noteworthy because its ductility and strength increase with decreasing
temperature while maintaining outstanding fracture toughness at cryogenic temperatures. However, the origin of these
excellent mechanical properties has yet to be understood clearly, because mostly of the lack of studies using their single
crystals. In the present study, the plastic deformation behavior of single crystals of the FCC equatomic CrMnFeCoNi
high‐entropy alloy and its derivative quaternary (CrFeCoNi) and ternary (CrCoNi) medium‐entropy alloys has been
investigated in a temperature range of 10–1273 K.
Results and Discussion
Deformation occurs via slip of the {111}<110> system exclusively in the whole temperature range for all alloys
investigated. The CRSS values increase with decreasing temperature, especially below room temperature, so that the
concept of ‘stress equivalence’ is obeyed for all alloys investigated (Fig. 1). This is a clear indication that the strength of
these alloys should be described by a mechanism based on solid‐solution hardening. Dislocations are smoothly curved
in the slip plane without any preferred line orientation, indicating no significant anisotropy in mobilities of edge and
screw segments. Planar ½<110>{111} dislocations dissociate widely into Shockley partials for all alloys investigated,
indicating their low stacking fault energies. The separation distance for the coupled Shockley partials in the equatomic
CrMnFeCoNi alloy ranges from 3.5–4.5 nm near the screw orientation to 5–8 nm near the edge, yielding a stacking
fault energy of 30 ± 5 mJ/m2 [1]. The separation distance for the equatomic CrCoNi alloy is much large, yielding the
stacking fault energy of 11 ± 3 mJ/m2. The observed stacking fault energies of the three alloys investigated seem to be
scaled well with the averaged valence electron concentration.
The CRSS values extrapolated to 0 K for polycrystals of equiatomic quinary, quaternary and ternary alloys are reported
to be well scaled with the mean‐square atomic displacement from the regular FCC lattice points (calculated based on
density‐functional theory) [2,3]. This seems also the case for the CRSS values at 10 K for single crystals of the present
three alloys, although some modifications are definitely needed. Deformation twinning occurs on the conjugate system
in the form of the Lüders type deformation in the later stage of deformation at low temperatures in all of the three
alloys. While deformation twinning is observed only at low temperatures (typically at 77 K) for CrMnFeCoNi and
CrFeCoNi, it is observed even at room temperature for CrCoNi. This is consistent with the observed low stacking fault
energy in CrCoNi.
The twinning stress in CrCoNi exhibits a rather steep temperature dependence, in contrast to the previous belief that
the twinning stress in FCC alloys does not exhibit significant temperature dependence. On top of that, the twinning
stresses at 77 K observed in the three alloys investigated are scaled negatively with the stacking fault energy, whereas
the opposite trend is claimed to be true for conventional FCC alloys.
Conclusions
(1) All the three alloys (CrMnFeCoNi, CrFeCoNi & CrCoNi) behaves as a normal FCC solid‐solution alloy with reasonable
temperature dependence and strain‐rate sensitivity of CRSS, although the strength level is far higher than other usual
FCC alloys.
(2) All the three alloys exhibit a low stacking fault energy (12~30 mJ/m2) and are therefore susceptible to deformation
twinning at low temperatures (77 K), although twinning is observed even at room temperature for CrCoNi with the
lowest stacking fault energy.
(3) Scaling the 0 K strength with MSAD is successful also for single crystals.
(4) The stacking fault energy is well correlated negatively with the valence lectron count.
(5) The twinning stress is well correlated negatively with the stacking fault energy.
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of CRSS for CrMnFeCoNi
[3] and CrCoNi.

Fig. 2. (a) Dislocation structure and dislocation dissociation
in CrMnFeCoNi deformed at room temperature [1].
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Introduction
AlCoCrFeNi high entropy alloy (HEA) shows superior strength at high temperatures as well as good corrosion resistance
properties [1]. AlCoCrFeNi equiatomic alloy solidifies in a dendritic manner, where the dendrite (DR) area is enriched in
Al‐Ni and the inter‐dendrite (ID) is Cr‐Fe rich; Co has a minor tendency for segregation [2]. Although the DR and ID
regions differ in their morphologies, both areas contain Fe‐Cr rich disordered BCC (A2) and Al‐Ni rich ordered BCC (B2‐
CsCl) phases as particles (i. e. discontinues phase) or matrix (continues phase).
Despite the obvious potential of the AlCoCrFeNi for engineering applications, its commercialization is hindered, mostly,
due to the partial understanding of the alloys` behavior at high temperatures and stability of the constituting phases.
The formation of the 𝜎 phase at intermediate temperatures (~500‐750 °C), which embrittles the alloy, hampers
AlCoCrFeNi alloy`s commercialization [3]. It should be noted that several researchers reported that 𝜎 phase appears
only in the ID region, but not in the DR.
In general, anti‐phase boundaries (APB), which appear often in ordered structures, were suggested as having an
influence on the magnetic [4], mechanical [5] and plastic [6] properties. Recently [3,7], it was reported that B2 phase,
appearing in the AlCoCrFeNi alloy, contains APBs (parallel to {110} planes). In binary B2 structures, dislocations bounding
APBs, parallel to {110} planes, were characterized as a/2<111> super‐partials [8]. In the AlCoCrFeNi HEA, these APBs
exhibited different extent of ordering (imposing different strain field in the B2 grains) as a function of region: long range
in the DR region and short range in the ID region [3,7]. This fact may provide an explanation for the stress suppressed
phase transformation of the 𝜎 phase in the DR region.
Current research presents our first attempt to understand these structural defects in order to control their formation
in the future. For this purpose, theoretical calculations of stability of APBs in binary B2 phases with and without doping
were performed in parallel to experimental characterization of structural defects, namely dislocations and APBs,
appearing in these alloys. We have found that out of three B2 binary phases possible in the AlCoCrFeNi system (AlCo,
AlNi and AlFe) – AlFe has the lowest energy of formation of APBs. Therefore, this binary system as well as ternaries
(doped by Cr and Ni in such way that Cr will substitute Al and Ni – Fe) were used as a starting point for the experimental
work.
Materials and Methods
AlFe binary alloy was purchased in American Elements (USA). Composition, as measured by Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy (EDS) in Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), was found to be 48 at.% Al, 52 at.% Fe. Fe(Al0.6Cr0.4) and
Al(Fe0.6Ni0.4) ternary alloys were produced by arc melting. The purity of the raw metals was above 99.9 %. The ingot was
re‐melted three times in order to ensure chemical homogeneity. Main tool used in the experimental part of this research
was Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Structural characterization was performed on JEOL JEM‐2100F (Japan)
operating at 200 kV. For this purpose, discs 3 mm in diameter were mechanically grinded on 5μm SiC papers down to a
thickness of approximately 100 μm and ion milled using Gatan Precision Ion Polishing System ‐ PIPS2 (USA) with 5 keV
Ar ions to achieve electron transparency.
In parallel to the experimental path, theoretical calculations were performed using Density Functional Theory (DFT) DFT
calculation in the framework of Full Potential Linearized Augmented Plane Waves (FP‐LAPW) method were performed
[9]. Total supercell energy was obtained from spin‐polarized calculations. WIEN2k code (version 17.1) was applied for
calculations [9‐11].
Results and Discussion
DFT calculations show that in the FeAl system, Cr and Ni decrease the magnitude of energy of formation of APB, EAPB.
Moreover, doping elements do not show the tendency to segregate to APBs and remain in grains although influence
EAPB.
Purchased AlFe binary alloy was found to be B2 single phase with no presence of APBs. Dislocations analysis
preformed using 2‐beam condition method and trace analysis, based on TEM imaging [12], allowed to conclude that
the alloy contains two different slip systems – {001}<100> and {110}<111>, see Fig. 1a.
Fe(Al0.6Cr0.4) and Al(Fe0.6Ni0.4) ternary alloys were also found to be B2 single phase (X‐ray diffraction data is not shown
here). Cr addition exhibited significant presence of APBs, see Fig. 1b. Addition of Ni in the as cast state has not
exhibited APBs defects, but dislocation density as well as variety of vector Burgers types increased.
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Fig. 1: TEM image of (a) AlFe alloy, exhibiting two different slip systems of dislocations: A {001}<100> and B
{110}<111>; (b) Fe(Al0.6Cr0.4) alloy. APBs are marked by arrows.
In our presentation, characterization of structural defects appearing in three studied systems will be shown and
experimental results will be related to the theoretical calculations.
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Introduction
The use of intermetallic alloys remains promising for high temperature applications in aircraft engines. The aerospace
industry still requires low density alloys able to work in the range of 800 °C to 1000 °C while keeping high temperature
mechanical and environmental properties. To meet such requirements, several trails were explored. The most recent
concept has led to the development of high entropy alloys (HEAs) [1‐3] and their derivative, so called complex
concentrated alloys (CCAs). In the present work, we are interested in the formation of a bcc + orthorhombic (bcc+O)
microstructure in the Ti–Nb–Al system. Such development of concentrated multicomponent Ti–Nb–Al‐based alloys
faces the ongoing challenge of the phase prediction since, previous attempts of designing HEAs alloys by using CALPHAD
modelling [4], clearly demonstrated that this approach can provide reliable predictions of number and nature of stable
phases but fails to accurately determine transition temperature, phase compositions and phase fractions. Furthermore,
none of the previous methods allow to determine precisely the content of alloying element able to retain the bcc+O
microstructure with a high‐volume fraction of the O phase. Therefore, another approach was chosen in this study,
inspired by previous studies that used diffusion couples/multiples to map phase diagrams [5]. In this work, diffusion
couples were implemented to investigate the effect of Mo and Ta on a reference quaternary alloy Ti42Nb42Al15Si1 with
an initial bcc+O microstructure. The stability of the O phase was assessed by quantifying the evolution of the
orthorhombic phase fraction according to the content of the alloying elements.
Materials and Methods
Alloys were designed so that only two elements diffuse in the different diffusion couples. Three alloys, Ti42Nb42Al15Si1,
Ti42(Nb17,X25)Al15Si1, with X = Mo or Ta [6,7] were prepared by vacuum arc‐melting using raw elements with high purity
(≥99.99 wt.%) to obtain ingots of 48 × 10 × 17 mm3. Diffusion couple assemblies have been described in detail elsewhere [7].
The assembly was then in a furnace at 1300°C/40h under 1 atm of static Ar atmosphere. This assembling step allows to obtain
the diffusion gradient. They were then wrapped in tantalum foils and placed in sealed quartz tubes under a vacuum of 10−4 Pa
for precipitation heat treatment at 800 °C and 900 °C for different time periods between 8 and 24 h, followed by furnace
cooling. All couples were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy equipped with a backscattered electron (BSE) and an EDS‐
SAMXPLUS energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detector. The concentration profiles were quantitatively measured by
coupling EDS‐WDS in comparison to the pure Nb, Si, Mo, Ta standards and stoichiometric Ti3Al standard. Nb, Ti and Al contents
were measured by EDS using IDFIX software and Ta, Si contents by WDS using XMASPLUS software. Phase volume fractions
were quantified by image analysis with ImageJ software using ten different micrographs for each couple. More details on
the approach used to analyze the diffusion couples have been described in [7].
Results and Discussion
After assembling treatment
Fig. 1(a) shows a SEM‐BSE image of the initial interface after assembling of the Mo/Nb couple. Some silicides of
(Ti,Nb,X)5(Si,Al)3 composition (X = Mo, Ta) are observed in dark grey in the matrix. EDS profiles in Fig. 1(b) gives the
quality of the assembly and the chemical gradient across the interface. Measurements confirm that only two elements
have diffused during the treatment. The gradient extends from 25 at.%(Mo) to 0 at.%(Mo) and from 17 at.%(Nb) to 42
at.%(Nb) over approximately 300 μm. A slight evolution of the Al content can also be observed and is due to a difference
in the nominal composition of the Ti(Nb,Mo)AlSi end member. However it is very limited if compared to Mo gradient.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 : Mo/Nb Couple after assembling at 1300 ◦C for 40 h, (a) SEM‐BSE showing the EDS dots and (b) the corresponding
concentration profiles (at.%).
After precipitation treatment
After precipitation treatment at 800 °C and 900 °C, the evolution of the microstructure has been characterized by SEM (Fig. 2(a)).
The microstructure changes from a single bcc phase area on the left (high Mo content) to a two‐phase bcc+O (black needles) area
on the right (lower Mo content). The profiles obtained by applying the method of analysis on the Mo/Nb couple after precipitation
treatment at 800 °C and 900 °C is given in Fig. 2(a). The phase volume fraction (fv0) measured on the Ti42Nb42Al15Si1 at the
corresponding temperatures are also reported (open, red circle and purple square) on the graph Fig.2. On both curves, the
orthorhombic phase fraction remains constant then decreases suddenly with increasing Mo content. For Mo/Nb couple, at 800
°C and 900 °C, the threshold values are respectively 5.5 at.%(Mo) and 3.5 at.%(Mo). The linear extrapolation of the curves gives
an approximation of the end of the bcc+O domain which is around 9 at.%(Mo) and 6.5 at.%(Mo) at 800 °C and 900 °C, respectively.
The same method was then applied to the couple of Ta/Nb, and the corresponding profiles showing the evolution of the
orthorhombic phase fraction is shown in Fig. 2(b). The orthorhombic volume fraction does not change drastically with Ta content
and the duplex microstructure is maintained up to 25at.%(Ta) at both 800°C and 900°C. The O phase fraction remains high and
above 30 % at 800◦C, on all of the concentration range. At 900 °C it gradually decreases from 38 % of O phase to 12 % between 0
at.%(Ta) and 18 at.%(Ta) and then it steadily increases until it reaches 26 % of O phase at 25 at.%(Ta).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Experimental and simulated orthorhombic phase fraction (%) evolution according to element content (at.%) for,
(a) Mo/Nb, (b) Ta/Nb, couples after precipitation at 800 ◦C and 900 ◦C.
Results on both Mo/Nb and Ta/Nb diffusion couples indicate that a heat treatment at 900 °C cause a strong decrease of the O
phase fraction and suggest that the systems approach the solvus of the O phase (Fig. 2). The phenomenon can be understood
considering that the O phase is stable on a very narrow domain of composition up to 1000 °C [8]. Furthermore the evolution of
the O‐phase fraction according to the Ta content at 900 °C (Fig. 2b) is explained by the existence of the two different structures
of the O‐phase of the Ti‐Nb‐Al system: the O1 phase is expected at high temperature whereas the O2 phase is predicted at low
temperatures [9]. Both O1 and O2 own the same space group but only differ from the lattice site occupancies. On that basis three
scenarios have been put forward to explain such evolution, and described in detail in [7].
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Introduction
The modern materials class of high‐entropy alloys (HEAs) gained tremendous attention in the scientific community over
recent years, which can be attributed to two main reasons: Firstly, the new concept of combining several elements (at
least 5 principal elements with concentrations between 5 and 35 at.% [1]) in contrast to conventional alloys, mostly
containing only two or three major elements. This results in a broad variety of possible combinations thus leading to
completely novel alloys with exceptional properties. Secondly, recently developed refractory metal based high‐entropy
alloys (RHEAs) have shown properties that are superior to the ones of current state‐of‐the‐art alloys, which are
attributed to several unique thermodynamic effects [2,3]. However, besides the outstanding mechanical properties,
abrasion resistance and thermal resistance, a vast variety of chemical elements used in RHEAs also belongs to the
category of biocompatible elements (exemplified in Figure 1), hence leading to potentially new biomedical materials.

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of state‐of‐the‐art biomaterials and the corresponding chemical elements; Refractory
metals of potential interest are highlighted.
To meet the demands for biomedical applications, three main criteria must be fulfilled: Excellent mechanical properties
(regarding the force transmission between implant and bone), corrosion resistance (prevention of corrosive damage to
the implant) and biocompatibility (no tissue damage by the implant material or by corrosive/ abrasive particles) [4].
Our current research targets these requirements on the basis of previous investigations regarding Mo‐Nb‐V‐W‐Ti high‐
entropy alloys [5], which have confirmed promising mechanical properties. Furthermore, the works from Shi et al. [6]
concerning the corrosive capabilities of HEAs are considered to support our theories. However, due to their good
biocompatibility [7,8], we have chosen an equiatomic composition of Ta, Nb and Ti as base material for the experiments.
Materials and Methods
For sample production, high purity elemental chips or flakes of Ta (99.9 %), Nb (99.9 %) and Ti (99.6 %) were used as
starting materials and were carefully weighed in. The alloying process was carried out in a conventional arc‐melting
device under Ar atmosphere. The sample was re‐melted five times to ensure sufficient homogeneity of the alloying
elements. Afterwards, the produced oblong‐shaped (due to the use of an elongated mold) melted product was cut into
2 mm thick slices by means of electric discharge machining (EDM). One slice was used for microstructural analysis and
thus metallographically prepared (subsequently grinded with SiC paper under flowing water and polished) afterwards.
The remaining slices were cleaned from the EDM‐burr and grinded to a defined grit size of 1200 under flowing water.
To identify the phases present, X‐ray diffraction analysis (XRD) was performed on the samples, using a X’Pert Pro
(PANalytical, Almelo, Netherlands). Microstructural observations were carried out by means of scanning electron
microscopy (SEM; EVO 15, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), using back‐scattered electron (BSE) imaging. To determine the
elemental distribution and the chemical composition of the alloy, (Si(Li))‐detector Energy‐dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy
(EDS) analysis, equipped with Genesis software (EDAX, Mahwah, NJ, USA) was conducted. Furthermore, to examine and
evaluate the biocompatibility of the Ta‐Nb‐Ti alloy produced, cell cultivation experiments were carried out on the
defined surface of the specimens and compared to state‐of‐the‐art biomaterials such as Co‐28Cr‐6Mo or Ti‐6Al‐4V, as
well as to samples of pure Ta, Nb and Ti.
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Results and Discussion
XRD‐analysis revealed that the Ta‐Nb‐Ti‐alloy consists of a single‐phase body centered cubical (bcc) crystal structure
with an Im‐3m space group. However, the results of the BSE microstructural analysis (Fig. 4) show a dendritic structure
with clearly distinguished interdendritic regions (darker colored regions). EDS‐analysis by means of element mappings
indicated a higher fraction of high melting Ta in the dendritic crystals, whilst the lower melting Ti was enriched in the
interdendritic regions. Nb exhibits an intermediate melting temperature in the alloying composition present, thus being
present in the dendrites, as well as predominantly in the interdendritic regions. The observed segregation is attributed
to the difference in melting temperatures of the components [5]. However, it is expected that long‐term heat treatment
will reduce the segregation effects [9]

Fig. 4: EDS mappings of the Ta‐Nb‐Ti alloy.
In ongoing investigations, we use the as‐cast alloy for cell cultivation experiments. To determine and evaluate the
interaction between the material and the attached tissue (rather than the cells and different surface structures), a
comparable surface grade was set on all materials tested. This was achieved by using the same size 1200 grit SiC grinding
paper and different grinding times (depending on the hardness, respectively abrasion resistance of the material grinded)
for all samples. The surface roughness of the different specimens is validated by using a confocal microscope, as well as
a contact angle measuring device. To compare the Ta‐Nb‐Ti alloy to other biomaterials, osteoblasts and other cultures
are then used and cultivated on the materials surfaces. The cell‐growth regarding size and numbers is analyzed
subsequently and compared to the publications of other working groups (f.e. Nagase et al. [10] with similar approaches
to this novel topic of material development). For further investigations, results regarding the different base elements
(Ta, Nb and Ti in the present study), as well as various alloying compositions (thus resulting in different microstructures)
are to be examined. This helps to generate an understanding for microstructure‐growth correlations in terms of f.e.
preferred phases and/ or phase combinations (such as intermetallic precipitations or similar).
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Introduction
The intermetallic compounds E21 M3AlC1‐x (M = Ni, Co, and so forth) can be an attractive strengthener of heat resistant
alloys, since the E21 type ordered crystal structure is similar to that of the L12 type Ni3Al which is a well‐known
strengthener of Ni‐base superalloys. The ordered structures of E21 and L12 is differentiated by an interstitial carbon
atom whether occupying or not at the cell center of fcc. It can be said that a ternary compound E21 Co3AlC1‐x is stabilized
by interstitial carbon atoms, nevertheless L12 Co3Al does not exist as a stable phase. In the chemical formula of Co3AlC1‐
x, x stands for the deficiency of a carbon atom as a vacancy at the carbon‐site of the E21 ordered structure. Authors’
group reported that the extra ordering of C atoms occurs along with the phase transition from E21 Co3AlC1‐x to E21’
Co3AlC0.5 at around 1325 K, which results in the existence of C‐free (111) planes stacking every other (111) planes.
Therefore, E21’ Co3AlC0.5 shows excellent ductility and strength using poly‐ and single‐crystal alloys at low temperatures
[1,2]. Note that the anti‐phase boundary (APB) is formed according to the extra ordering of C atoms. On the other hand,
in the case of binary compound L12 Ni3Al, a C atom behaves like interstitial solute atom but only occupies in the
octahedral interstice at the cell center. The objective of the present work is to understand the roles of interstitial C
atoms and their effects on mechanical properties in E21 M3AlC1‐x (M = Ni, Co) alloys. Mechanical behavior was mainly
examined in the atomic‐scale using nanoindentation measurements. Additionally, E21 M3AlC1‐x (M = Fe, Ti) alloys were
also investigated for a comparison.
Materials and Methods
Single crystals of L12 Ni3Al, E21 Ni3AlC1‐x, and E21’ Co3AlC1‐x were fabricated by the unidirectional solidification using the
optical floating zone melting method (OFZ) under flowing argon gas atmosphere with the positive pressure. Prior to the
OFZ, alloy ingots were prepared using arc‐melting. The crystal orientation was analyzed by the back reflection Laue
method to select planes, [001] and [123], on which nanoindentation and Micro‐Vickers hardness measurements were
conducted at room temperature. For comparisons, polycrystalline alloys of E21 Fe3AlC1‐x and Ti3AlC1‐x having coarse
grains were also fabricated using arc‐melting. Micro‐Vickers hardness was measured using the condition; load of 980.7
mN and holding time of 10 s. Nanoindentation measurement was conducted using Berkovich indenter (trigonal pyramid
tip) under the condition; the loading rate of 50 N/s and the maximum load of 1000 N (Ni, Fe, Ti‐base) and 2000 N
(Co‐base). Additionally, compression tests were conducted under the initial strain rate of 10–4 s–1 using specimens of 3
x 3 x 6 mm3 in dimension.
Results and Discussion
A load‐displacement (P‐h) curve obtained in nanoindentation is quite informative to consider elastic and plastic
mechanical behavior of a material. Typical P‐h curves measured for an E21 Ni3AlC0.15 single crystal are shown in Fig. 1,
where the displacement is measured as the penetration depth. So‐called pop‐in events appear on a P‐h curve of OFZ as‐
grown specimen (a) as a burst of displacement (or an abrupt jump in displacement). The first pop‐in event is thought to
be corresponding to the onset of plastic deformation [4,5], for which the generation or/and multiplication of mobile
dislocations take place at the critical pop‐in load Pc. Corresponding excursion depth h of the pop‐in depends on mobile
dislocations density and their mobility. On the other hand, the pop‐in event is not observed in a specimen (b) which was
predeformed about 5 % in compression along the same loading axis with nanoindentation in order to introduce mobile
dislocations. This result indicates that the density of introduced mobile dislocations by predeformation is sufficiently
high enough to start plastic deformation gradually, and to suppress the possibility of pop‐in. We have also found that
the pop‐in can be reactivated by applying the heat treatment at 337 K for 1 h on the predeformed specimen. Mobile
dislocations introduced by predeformation tend to be locked due to the Cottrell type atmosphere formed by the carbon
atoms diffusion toward dislocations. Consequently, the pop‐in takes place as the locked dislocations are released from
locking and solute drag under the sufficiently high applied stress. For instance, this is similar to the well‐known Johnston‐
Gillmann type yieldng phenomenon which is governed by the mobile dislocations density and their mobility.
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Fig. 1: Typical load‐displacement (P‐h) curves measured for
E21 Ni3AlC0.15 single crystals using nanoindentation on
(001) plane. Pop‐in occurs in as‐grown sample (a) while
pop‐in does not occur in 5% predeformed sample.

Fig. 2: Relationship between the critical pop‐in load Pc and
its corresponding excursion depth h. Results were
summarized for L12 Ni3Al, E21 Ni3AlC1‐x, and E21‘ Co3AlC1‐x
alloys with various chemical compositions.

The relationship between the critical pop‐in load Pc and corresponding excursion depth h is shown in Fig. 2. The linear
relationship is observed between Pc and h for L12 Ni3Al and E21 Ni3AlC1‐x alloys, showing wide range scatter and
distribution from 200 to 600 N in Pc and from about 1 to 15 nm in h. The slope of Pc/h qualitatively indicates the
tendency of mobile dislocations behavior. Total energy stored and released at a certain Pc is consumed for generation
and/or glide of dislocations, and consequently, total displacement as a result of dislocations glide is given as h. The Al‐
rich specimens show larger Pc/h than in the Ni‐rich specimens in Ni3Al and Ni3AlC1‐x alloys, which indicates two
interpretations. One is that dislocations require higher Pc to be generated or multiplicated in the Al‐rich alloys when
compared at the same h. The other is that generated mobile dislocations density is higher, or the mobility of
dislocations is higher in the Ni‐rich alloys when compared at the same Pc. The relationship between Pc and h is also
shown for E21’ Co3AlC1‐x in Fig. 2. It is very surprising that coarse APD specimens show tremendously high Pc around
1000 N and large h about 30 to 40 nm. Even though dislocations require very high stress level to be generated, once
high density of dislocations are generated, they can glide rather easily for a distance. Contrary to this, fine APD
specimens exhibit high Pc around 800 N but small h about nm, which is interestingly located on the extrapolation
of the linear relationship of Pc/h for the Al‐rich Ni3Al and Ni3AlC1‐x. The fine APD is supposed to act as the effective
resistance to the dislocation glide, however at the same time, the fine APD could act as the effective source of the
dislocations generation and multiplication particularly at this extremely high stress level. It is thought that sufficiently
high hydrostatic stress to generate dislocations can be achieved locally under the condition of nanoindentation. We are
expecting to further understand the mechanism through the detailed observation and analysis using scanning‐
transmission electron microscopy. It is noteworthy that the fine APD specimen fractures in the elastic region before the
onset of plastic deformation in a compression test at room temperature.
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Introduction
Intermetallic compounds, which in comparison to common metals possess a high degree of covalent and ionic bonding,
often have attractive physical, chemical, electrical, magnetic and mechanical properties such as low density, high
strength, high stiffness and excellent corrosion resistance. This behavior partially also holds at high temperature.
However, because of the general brittle behavior at room temperature (RT) the advantages remain largely unused. The
brittleness makes technical applications difficult as intermetallics are already prone to fracture during processing.
Recently, using a sophisticated X‐ray diffraction‐based technique Ungar et al. [1] in a statistically relevant way showed
for CoZr and CoTi tensile deformed at RT to true plastic strains of 12 % and 2 %, respectively, that the hard <110> and
<111> slip modes are activated in nearly every grain. However, in contrast to the soft <100> slip mode there was no
relation to the Schmid factor. The authors argued that the uniform stress assumption ‐ implicit in Schmid factor analysis
‐ is a poor one for materials which plastically are highly anisotropic at the single crystal level. All arguments for easy
activation of hard slip modes as reason for the anomalous ductility of certain intermetallic compounds are summarized
in the review of Agnew and Ungar [2].
It is the aim of the present work to contribute to the basic understanding of the increased ductility at low temperatures
of the intermetallic compounds CoZr und Co39Ni11Zr50 by also studying their deformation behavior at cryogenic
temperatures. Thereby, our findings on the ductile rare earth intermetallics YCu [3] and YAg [4] should be extended,
respectively put on a broader basis.
Materials and Methods
Polycrystalline CoZr und Co39Ni11Zr50 were prepared by arc‐melting of pure metals in right proportion in a copper mold
under argon atmosphere. Cylindrical samples cut from the alloy buttons by electro‐erosion were sheathed with stainless
steel case. This workpiece was heated for 30 min in air at 1300 K and subsequently rolled in 28 steps with 5 % thickness
reduction per pass yielding a rolling degree of 80%. Microstructure and texture of the hot‐rolled sheets were determined
by electron backscatter and high energy X‐ray diffraction, respectively.
Tensile tests from RT down to 4 K combined with stress relaxation tests were carried out on samples cut in rolling
direction. The Instron 4502 deformation apparatus used had a He cryostat for temperature adjustment. Phase analysis
of the deformed samples was done with diffraction of synchrotron radiation. The dislocation microstructure was
analyzed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Results and Discussion
The hot‐rolled intermetallic compounds are dynamically recrystallized and have a grain size of about 200 m. Their
texture consists of recrystallization components belonging to the ‐ and ‐fiber of rolled body‐centered cubic metals.
Polycrystalline CoZr and Co39Ni11Zr50 exhibit a moderate ductility from RT down to 4 K and 125 K, respectively. In contrast
to CoZr, Co39Ni11Zr50 shows a stress‐ and thermally‐induced phase transformation from B2 to B27. The transition to a
brittle behavior takes place when the volume fraction of the harder martensitic phase exceeds a critical value. Compared
to other intermetallic compounds, the stronger metallic character of bonding [5] may explain the low Peierls stress
estimated for primary <100> slip. It may also be responsible for easier secondary <110> slip, which was proven by TEM.
The metallic character may be strengthened by substitution of Co by Ni. Moreover, grain boundary cohesion may be
increased leading to a higher fracture stress. These arguments are in line with the moderate ductility at low
temperatures of CoZr and its enhancement for Co39Ni11Zr50.
Thermal activation analysis shows that CoZr follows the Cottrell‐Stokes law indicating forest dislocation cutting as the
rate controlling deformation mechanism, typical for pure fcc metals. The activation parameters determined are
compatible with this mechanism. The situation is more complicated for Co39Ni11Zr50 because of additional solid solution
strengthening and phase transformation.
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The results described for CoZr and Co39Ni11Zr50 are similar to those of the ductile rare earth intermetallics YAg and YCu,
respectively. Therefore, this generalization may help to search for other low temperature ductile systems in the broad
class of intermetallic compounds.
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Introduction
Understanding the growth of intermetallic phases between under‐bump metallization (UBM) and solder is important,
as in many cases it controls the electro‐mechanical properties of the product. Cu and Ni are the commonly used UBM
materials. Cu is used for good bonding because of fast reaction with solder and Ni often acts as a diffusion barrier layer
due to its inherently slower reaction kinetics with Sn‐based solders. The aim of this work is to conduct experiments in
Cu(Ni)–Sn system in the solid–state for estimation of the important diffusion parameters and for understanding the
growth mechanism of the phases.
Materials and Methods
The experiments are conducted following the diffusion couple technique. The details of experimental work can be found
in References [1‐3].
Results and Discussion
First, the presence of bifurcation of the Kirkendall marker plane, a very special phenomenon discovered recently, is
found in a technologically important Cu–Sn system. It was predicted based on estimated diffusion coefficients; however,
it could not be detected in the conventional inert marker experiments. As reported in this study, we could detect the
locations of these planes based on the microstructural features examined in SEM and TEM. This strengthens the concept
of the physico–chemical approach that relates microstructural evolution with the diffusion rates of components and
imparts finer understanding of the growth mechanism of phases.
Next, a strong influence of Ni content in Cu on the diffusion–controlled growth of the (Cu,Ni)3Sn and (Cu,Ni)6Sn5 phases
by coupling different Cu(Ni) alloys with Sn in the solid–state is reported. The diffraction pattern analysis indicates that
the presence of Ni does not change the crystal structure of (Cu,Ni)3Sn and (Cu,Ni)6Sn5. However, it strongly affects the
microstructural evolution and diffusion rates of components. The growth rate of (Cu,Ni)3Sn decreases without changing
the diffusion coefficient because of the increase in growth rate of (Cu,Ni)6Sn5, which grows by consuming (Cu,Ni)3Sn at
the (Cu,Ni)3Sn/(Cu,Ni)6Sn5 interface. With the increase in Ni content, driving forces for the diffusion of components
through both the Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 phases increase for both the components (i.e., Sn and Cu), but at different rates.
However, the magnitude of these changes alone is not large enough to explain the high difference in the observed
growth rate of the product phases due to Ni addition. For 3 at.% or higher Ni addition in Cu, only the (Cu,Ni)6Sn5 phase
grows in the interdiffusion zone. The elongated grains of (Cu,Ni)6Sn5 are found when it is grown from (Cu,Ni)3Sn. This
indicates that the newly formed intermetallic compound joins with the existing grains of the phase. On the other hand,
smaller grains are found when this phase grows directly from Cu in the absence of (Cu,Ni)3Sn, indicating the ease of
repeated nucleation. Grain size of (Cu,Ni)6Sn5 decreases with further increase in Ni content, which indicates a further
reduction of activation barrier for nucleation. The relations for the estimation of relevant diffusion parameters are
established, considering the diffusion mechanism in the Cu(Ni)–Sn system, which is otherwise impossible in the phases
with narrow homogeneity range in a ternary system. The flux of Sn increases, whereas the flux of Cu decreases
drastically with the addition of very small amount of Ni, such as 0.5 at.% Ni, in Cu. Analysis of the atomic mechanism of
diffusion indicates the contribution from both lattice and grain boundary for the growth of (Cu,Ni)6Sn5.
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Introduction
At T > 0 K all phases in multicomponent systems must show a finite homogeneity range. This is also true for intermediate,
intermetallic phases. In case of many technologically relevant phases there is detailed knowledge of the composition
and temperature dependent homogeneity range, as well as possible additional ordered states actually corresponding
to distinct phases. In other, nevertheless relevant phases, the knowledge can be very limited, obstructing understanding
of phase transformation processes and occurrence of differently ordered states.
Such a situation existed until recently for the Cu6Sn5 intermetallic, which quite prominently develops in solder joints of
lead‐free solders [1]. The crystal structures of the phases belonging to this intermetallic derive from the Ni2In/NiAs
structure type with a general formula Cu1+Sn ( = 0.2 for the nominal composition Cu6Sn5). According to our insight [2‐
5, submitted], there are a disordered  high‐temperature phase as well as two ordered low‐temperature phases: stable
 and metastable . The resulting phase diagram in the relevant compositional region is shown in Fig. 1.
In the presentation it will be shown how a combination of analysis techniques but also detailed considerations on the
crystal chemistry of the differently ordered phases helped elucidating a consistent picture of crystal structures and
phase equilibria related to the Cu6Sn5 intermetallic in the CuSn system. Thereby, a partially contradictory collection of
views on phase equilibria and crystal structure in the literature could be resolved.
Materials and Methods
The investigated CuSn alloys include diffusion couples treated at different temperatures as well as bulk alloys (Cu57Sn43
and Cu52Sn48) originally molten at 1073 K, rapidly solidified and equilibrated in different two‐phase regions of the phase
diagram. After heat treatment the alloys were quenched.
Powder X‐ray diffraction (PXRD) was performed using CoK1 radiation at ambient temperature in Bragg‐Brentano
reflection geometry. In the case of the diffusion couples, residual Sn was leached off prior measurement to get more
diffracted intensity from the intermetallic. Lattice parameter determination as well as determination of further
structure parameters was done using the Rietveld technique.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on polished cross sections supplemented by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
was conducted to identify different phases.
Results
Presence and absence of superstructure/satellite reflections in PXRD data allowed determination of the phase state of
the intermetallic present (, , ). The disordered  phase could be quenched by direct contact with water, whereas
insufficient quenching could easily lead to broad reflections being indicative for  and/or  ordering. The same
reflections were, however, narrow, when the heat treatment was conducted with the ordered phase stable at the
treatment temperature prior to quenching.
The lattice parameters of the  phase determined at ambient temperature showed some significant variation [3] as a
function of alloy composition and heat treatment temperature, the latter implying strongly temperature‐dependent
phase boundaries of Cu3Sn+/ and /+melt. As described in Ref. [3,4], a function was derived to relate unit‐cell
volume and composition of the intermetallic in terms the parameter . Analysis of the unit cell volume revealed that
the  phase appears to be largely stoichiometric Cu1.20Sn = Cu6Sn5 if generated in diffusion couples at low temperatures.
In contrast the  phase appears to have a maximum compositional range from Cu1.237Sn to Cu1.166Sn, where the  values
from two‐phase equilibria lead to the shape of the  field in Fig. 1. As evidenced from diffusion‐couple specimens, there
is an + two‐phase region in some temperature range below 473 K (see Fig. 1).
PXRD data also reveal the formation of the ordered  phase. Its incommensurate ordering was derived to
accommodate a variable Cu content with  > 0.2 [2,3]. That ordering was approximated in previous works as
commensurate 8 [6] or 4+1 [7] superstructures. Unrelated reports of these superstructures gave impression of two
distinct phases, which most likely do not exist in this way. The  phase is relatively Cu‐rich and is metastable against
decomposition into Cu‐poorer  or  and Cu3Sn. The  phase forms upon partionless ordering of Cu‐rich  generated
at elevated temperature. This partionless ordering reveals also that a previously proposed large volume change in the
order of 2 % upon ordering [1,8], which has been made responsible for degradation processes of the intermetallic in
solder joints, does not exist.
With the knowledge of the phase diagram in Fig. 1 and the common knowledge that composition‐change processes
require time due for diffusion, also insight into the kinetics and mechanism for compositional change was developed, in
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particular by applying time‐dependent heat treatments. For example, Cu‐rich  generated e.g. at 553 K was further heat
treated at 513 K. The latter treatment leads to formation of new Cu3Sn at grain boundaries (see Fig. 2). Taking into
account the grain size, also the (volume) interdiffusion coefficient in  was identified based on the kinetics of the
composition change of the  phase as monitored by PXRD analysis of a series of quenched specimens treated for
different times at 513 K.

Fig. 1: Part of the phase diagram CuSn in
the Cu6Sn5 region. The red lines depict
metastable formation of  and Cu‐rich ,
while the latter is featured under
equilibrium conditions as “line compound”
at the Cu6Sn5 composition.

Fig. 2: EBSD image quality maps of Cu57Sn43 alloy located in the Cu3Sn +
 field superposed by inverse‐pole figure coloring for regions identified
as Cu3Sn. The right part corresponds to a magnification of the left part
(black rectangle). The alloy was first annealed at 653 K leading to Cu‐
rich  (see Fig. 1) and to well‐rounded Cu3Sn particles. The shown state
is after generating further “new” Cu3Sn upon annealing at 513 K.

Conclusion
In‐depth reconciliation of crystallographic and phase equilibrium data turned out to be crucial to conclude a new view
on the CuSn phase diagram in the Cu6Sn5 region. That new phase diagram helped to predict and understand occurring
phase transformation processes also relevant for the thermal processing of solder joints.
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Introduction
Iron aluminides are considered for use in applications at moderate and high‐temperatures, due to their excellent corrosion
and oxidation resistance, low costs and good availability of their main components. However, high brittleness at room
temperature, a lack of high temperature creep resistance, and environmental embrittlement prevented a widespread use.
Ongoing research activities led to improved high temperature creep resistance and ductility at room temperature.
Nevertheless, some scientific aspects are still barely understood. For example, fatigue properties have hardly been
investigated so far, although they are of great importance for many possible applications [1, 2]. Further, iron aluminides are
prone to hydrogen embrittlement in a way that even small variations of the surface roughness may already influence the
tensile behaviour [3, 4]. In the presentation, the influence of the surface roughness on tensile strength and strain to failure,
their temperature and strain rate dependence as well as the fatigue behaviour are shown.
Materials and Methods
The alloy Fe‐18.7Al‐5.5Cr‐0.04Zr‐0.36Ti‐0.48C (in atom percent) was prepared by sand casting and turned on a lathe
into cylindrical specimens. All tests were carried out on mechanically ground and polished specimens. Tensile tests were
performed between room temperature and 500 °C with different constant strain rates down to about 4 x 10‐8 s‐1. Surface
sensitivity was investigated with tensile tests at room temperature with various surface roughnesses. The surface
roughness is quantified by means of the average roughness depth Rz. The fatigue behaviour of the alloy was investigated
by strain controlled isothermal low‐cycle‐fatigue (LCF) experiments at high temperature with a symmetrical tension‐
compression profile and a constant strain rate of 10‐3 s‐1. Changes in microstructure during testing and fracture surfaces
were investigated by Scanning‐Electron‐Microscopy (SEM).
Results and Discussion
Surface roughness has a significant influence on the tensile behavior of the used alloy. By reducing the surface roughness from
Rz = 3 µm to 0.4 µm, the strain at failure of the alloy can be increased about by a factor of three in tensile tests at room
temperature. Tensile strength increases by about 6 % in case of the sample with the smoother surface. Additionally, the origin
of the crack initiation changes from the surface (Fig. 1) to the center of the specimen (Fig. 2) after polishing. The tensile
strength increases from about 400 MPa at room temperature to about 570 MPa at 300 °C and decreases again to 340 MPa at
500 °C for a constant strain rate of 10‐4 s‐1. Tests with different strain rates have been carried out at 400 °C. A Norton exponent
of about 16 has been determined. Within the scope of the presentation, the results of the fatigue tests are presented and
compared to those of the established reference steel alloys P91 and P92.

Fig. 1: Fracture surface of Fe‐20Al‐5Cr‐0,05Zr‐TiC after
tensile test on sample with a surface roughness of
Rz=3 µm showing crack origin at the surface.

Fig. 2: Fracture surface of Fe‐20Al‐5Cr‐0,05Zr‐TiC after
tensile test on sample with a surface roughness of
Rz=0.4 µm showing crack origin at the centre of the
sample.
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Introduction
With an increasing demand in more efficient fuel consumption to reduce CO2 emissions, weight reductions in high‐
temperature materials at affordable costs gain increasing attention [1]. One potential candidate is the class of
intermetallic iron aluminides, combining the advantages in mass savings, high temperature performance and
sustainable availability of resources [2]. Continuing interest lies in developing and verifying new alloying concepts to
further extend the limits in high temperature strength and room temperature ductility. The addition of Mo, Ti and B
was already concluded to show competitive creep properties in comparison to conventional steels while keeping
brittleness to a minimum [3]. The AiF research project “WAFEAL – Materials applications for iron aluminides” aims at
transferring these findings into a standardized materials dataset and deriving best practices for processing. Among these
goals, microstructure plays a key role in understanding the relationship between process characteristics and mechanical
properties. Thus, a set of different microstructures adjusted by varying casting methods, wall thicknesses and heat
treatments was extensively characterized and correlated with measured hardness. Tensile tests at ambient and high
temperatures are planned to allow more conclusions on the microstructure‐property relationship.
Materials and Methods
The alloy with a target composition of Fe‐26Al‐4Mo‐0.5Ti‐1B was made from commercially available high‐purity
elements (> 99.9 %), which were preprocessed in part to low‐melting binary alloys. A total of six step samples with five
different wall thicknesses (2.5, 5, 10, 15 and 20 mm) were produced by centrifugal casting with different cooling rates:
One part was die‐cast (DC) into a permanent copper die, the other part was investment‐cast (IC) into a single‐use
insulated ceramic mold made from Al2O3 and preheated to 1200 °C. Besides the as‐cast condition, two more conditions
for each casting method were generated by heat treatment in air with furnace cooling: one at 400 °C for 168 h, the
other at 1000 °C for 100 h. Phase transitions and melting points were obtained by differential thermal analysis (DTA) on
a Setaram TAG24. Present phases were identified by X‐ray diffraction (XRD) on bulk samples. Chemical compositions of
individual phases were examined by electron probe micro analysis (EPMA) on a JEOL JXA‐8900 RL with wavelength‐
dispersive (WDS) detector. Metallographic sections were cut from the center of each step for microstructural
investigations. Phase fractions and grain sizes of macrosections were obtained from light‐optical microscopy images of
Adler‐etched samples. Grain sizes were measured as average grain diameters by Heyn Intercept method. Additional
high‐magnification images were taken using a ZEISS LEO Gemini 1530 VP Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).
Macrohardness was measured using a KB 30 SR FA Basic hardness tester with a Vickers indenter at 10 kg loading.
Results and Discussion
Irrespective of the process variables, the alloy generally exhibits a two‐phase mixture of D03‐structured Fe3Al as matrix
and a Mo2FeB2‐type eutectic phase according to DTA, XRD and EPMA. The DC and IC microstructures fundamentally
differ from each other in two ways: Firstly, DC microstructures usually showed a microstructural gradient from edge to
center with a transition from fine‐cellular to columnar to coarse‐cellular grains. By contrast, IC microstructures were
marked by no directional grain growth with more irregular grain shapes. Secondly, DC average grain sizes at center were
on average 59 % smaller than IC grains for equal wall thickness and sample condition. This is partially reflected in
macrohardness values which show on average a 6 % higher hardness for DC microstructures in as‐cast condition. The
difference between DC and IC hardness is even less pronounced after annealing (< 2.5 %). The approximation of
hardness values is evoked by a greater influence of heat treatments on the DC as‐cast microstructure. Annealing at
400 °C for one week, which dissolves any process‐induced vacancies, was especially effective for smaller DC wall
thicknesses < 5 mm where hardness decreased significantly. Throughout all DC wall thicknesses, heat treatment at
1000 °C for 100 h exhibited partial restructuring and coarsening of the second phase in microscopical images with an
evident decrease in hardness of 5 % compared to the as‐cast condition. From these observations, it becomes clear that
for the investigated alloy, grain size as microstructural feature is not the only key parameter to mechanical strength.
A more profound relationship of different microstructures to mechanical properties shall be established from a series
of tensile tests at temperatures up to 650 °C. Specimens will focus on the variation of casting methods and conditions
as presented above.
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Fig. 1: Scheme and image of cast step samples ranging
from 2.5 to 20 mm wall thickness. Highlighted areas
indicate the cut sections used for microstructural
investigations.

Fig. 2: Comparison of average grain diameter (top) and
macrohardness (bottom) for two different casting
processes (DC: Die casting (left), IC: Investment casting
(right)) and three different conditions (AC: As‐cast, HT1:
400 °C for 168 h, HT2: 1000 °C for 100 h). Numbers in
columns indicate the respective wall thickness in mm.
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Introduction
Iron aluminides possess exceptional wear and corrosion resistance alongside to a low density and good mechanical
properties and are therefore promising candidates for the development of novel sustainable materials for structural
applications at high temperatures [1]. However, creep resistance at high temperature needs to be further enhanced, e.
g. through strengthening by coherent or incoherent second phases. In Fe–Al–Nb alloys, different microstructures with
fine‐scaled, homogenously distributed C14 Laves phase particles within the matrix and lining the grain boundaries can
be obtained through heat treatment, thermo‐mechanical processing or boron doping [2].
Materials and Methods
To study the microstructural evolution, characterization of phases, and determination of phase transition temperatures,
alloys with different compositions containing between 25–34 at.% Al, 2–3 at.% Nb and with or without boron doping
were produced by vacuum induction melting and annealed at 700 °C for 1, 10, 100 and 1000 h. The actual compositions
of the alloys were established by wet chemical analysis and the compositions of the individual phases in equilibrium
were determined by electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). Crystallographic structures of the phases were determined
by X‐ray diffraction (XRD). Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was performed on selected annealed (700 °C/ 1000 h)
samples to determine the phase transition temperatures. Additionally, high temperature XRD (HT‐XRD) was performed
to characterize the phases upon heating. For the HT‐XRD measurements, the annealed (700 °C/1000 h) bulk samples
were first heated up from room temperature to 500 °C, annealed for 30 min and then heated up to the measurement
temperature under a graphite dome in helium atmosphere. The HT‐XRD scans were performed for temperatures 20 K
below and above the order‐disorder transition temperatures, which were previously determined by DTA. Further
measurements were performed prior and post HT‐XRD scans at room temperature with and without the graphite dome.
Results and Discussion
For the investigated Fe__Al__Nb alloys, microstructures with homogeneously distributed and fine scaled strengthening
Laves phase precipitates in the Fe__Al matrix and aligned at grain boundaries could be obtained after heat treatment and
boron doping (Fig. 1). It was found that, similar to the Fe__Al__Ta system [3], the homogeneous distribution of the
incoherent stable C14 Laves phase can be achieved when the coherent metastable L21 Heusler phase forms first. No
significant effect of boron doping on the microstructure has been observed. More detailed results on the microstructural
evolution of selected alloys and their mechanical properties have been reported in [4]. The transition temperatures for the
D03‐B2 and B2‐A2 order‐disorder transitions and the solidus and liquidus temperatures in dependence on the Al and Nb
content have been determined by DTA (Fig. 2). A comparison with the transition temperatures of binary Fe__Al of the
same Al content [5] shows that the D03‐B2 transition temperature increases by about 35 K, while the B2‐A2 transition
temperature increases by about 90 K with the addition of Nb. The liquidus temperature decreases by about 30 K and the
solidus temperatures by about 80 K with the addition of Nb, thereby increasing the difference between liquidus and solidus
temperature. Alloys with 2 at. % Nb, with or without B, exhibit an increase of about 100 K for the B2‐A2 transition
temperature and about 10 K decrease in the liquidus and solidus temperatures for a higher Al content. The D03‐B2
transition temperature does not change with increasing Al content. While B has no effect on the D03‐B2 and B2‐A2 order‐
disorder transitions and the liquidus, the solidus is lowered by about 10 K, compared to the un‐doped alloys of otherwise
same composition. At T < 450 °C an additional peak was observed, which presumably indicates the Curie temperature. In
the HT‐XRD measurements the D03‐B2 transition could be observed by the vanishing (111) superstructure diffraction peak
when heating from 560 to 600 °C and the B2‐A2 transitions by the vanishing of the (100) diffraction peak when heating
from 650 to 890 °C (Fig.3). Further, the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) was calculated from the lattice parameters. For
all alloys the tendency towards an increasing CTE with higher temperatures was observed. The calculated CTE values are about
20 *10‐6 K‐1 and in good agreement with reported literature data [6].
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Fig. 1: Back‐scattered‐electron (BSE) micrographs of alloys with different Al content, with and without boron doping,
annealed at 700 °C for 1000 h. The matrix phase was determined as Fe3Al and the bright precipitates as C14 Laves
phase.

Fig. 2: DTA heating curves (10 K/min) of the alloys
with different Al content.

Fig. 3: HT‐XRD scans at different temperatures for the alloy
Fe25.7Al‐2Nb (10 K/min, 0.75 °/min).
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Introduction
Iron aluminides are considered as a potential material to substitute stainless steels and Ni‐based alloys for high
temperature applications at intermediate temperatures [1,2]. Commonly known advantages include the excellent
oxidation behavior, good wear resistance, relatively low density, and low costs due to the easily available elements Fe
and Al [1‐4]. However, the low room temperature ductility and the declining strength at higher temperatures have been
major drawbacks of iron aluminides. Therefore, several alloying concepts have been investigated in recent years to solve
e.g. the lack of ductility. Apart from reported beneficial effects of added borides or the refining of the microstructure,
alloying with Cr might improve the ductility due to reduced hydrogen induced embrittlement [5].
In the literature, opposing results were reported with respect to the influence of Cr on the oxidation behavior of Fe‐Al
alloys. Cr promotes the third‐element effect (TEE) by decreasing the critical threshold of Al that is needed to form a
dense and adherent alumina scale, which consequently hinders the growth of Fe‐based oxides [6]. On the contrary, an
increase in the oxidation rate especially in the early stage of oxidation has been reported in the literature for Fe‐Al
containing Cr either due to the formation of Cr2O3 in the early stage or due to a doping effect by the incorporation of Cr
ions within the alumina lattice [7,8]. The crystal structure of Al2O3 can also influence the oxidation kinetics of alumina
forming alloy systems. At intermediate temperatures (700 ‐ 1000 °C), transitional/metastable alumina polymorphs like
θ‐, δ‐, and/or γ‐Al2O3 were reported to be formed [9]. These modifications exhibit higher corrosion kinetics due to an
increased number of defects compared to stable α‐Al2O3 (corundum). The metastable alumina polymorphs can
transform to stable α‐Al2O3 depending on e.g. temperature and time. Stable α‐Al2O3 is usually present at temperatures
above 900 ‐ 1000 °C, whereas different alloying elements like Zr are mentioned to promote the establishment of α‐Al2O3
instead of metastable alumina polymorphs [10]. For binary iron aluminide, α‐Al2O3 was found even at the intermediate
temperature of 700 °C in the early stage due to a nucleation effect of α‐Al2O3 at hexagonal Fe2O3 rather than a
transformation from metastable alumina polymorphs [11]. On the contrary, the metastable alumina polymorphs
θ‐ and γ‐Al2O3 were determined after short time and long‐term oxidation experiments of iron aluminides at 700 °C
containing Cr [12,13]. Due to the presence of further alloying elements like Zr in the mentioned studies, the growth of
metastable alumina polymorphs could not be clearly associated to the alloying element Cr.
Therefore, in order to understand the influence of Cr on the Al2O3 modification for D03‐based iron aluminides, two alloy
systems Fe‐26Al and Fe‐25Al‐5Cr (both in at.%) were oxidized at 700 and 800 °C in air for 178 h. The formed oxides were
investigated using x‐ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and energy dispersive X‐ray
spectroscopy (EDS).
Materials and Methods
The iron aluminides Fe‐26Al and Fe‐25Al‐5Cr (both in at.%) utilized for this study were provided by the Max‐Planck‐
Institut für Eisenforschung in Düsseldorf, Germany, as vacuum induction melted cylindrical ingots with a diameter of
approximately 32 mm.
Discontinuous thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed in a Nabertherm chamber furnace at 700 and 800 °C in
air for 178 h. Specimens (approximately 15 mm x 13 mm x 3 mm) were stepwise ground to 1200 grit, ultrasonically
cleaned in ethanol, and air dried prior to the oxidation experiments. A hole was drilled 1 mm below one of the 13 mm
edges to hang the sample in an alumina crucible to ensure that the whole surface was in contact to the atmosphere
during oxidation and possible spalling could be collected by the crucible. The samples were inserted in the furnace at
the designated temperature. After several time steps, the samples were removed, cooled at room temperature, and
consequently weighed using a Sartorious micro balance (10‐6 g). After the oxidation testing, the specimens were
analyzed using a Zeiss Supra 55 VP scanning electron microscope (SEM) with an attached Oxford Ultim® Max energy‐
dispersive X‐ray spectroscope (EDS). Additionally, the crystal structures of the formed oxides were determined by an
Empyrean X‐ray diffractometer (XRD) using Co‐Kα radiation.
Results and Discussion
The TGA results revealed an increased mass gain of Fe‐25Al‐5Cr compared to the binary iron aluminide Fe‐26Al at
700 °C as well as 800 °C in air for 178 h. These findings showed a detrimental influence of Cr on the oxidation kinetics
at intermediate temperatures of iron aluminides. Additionally, SEM cross‐section images confirmed thicker oxide layers
on Fe‐25Al‐5Cr compared to Fe‐26Al at both investigated temperatures. SEM top view images after 178 h in air at both
temperatures revealed a blade‐ and whisker‐like oxide morphology for Fe‐25Al‐5Cr. The blade‐ and whisker‐like oxide
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at Fe‐25Al‐5Cr after 178 h at 800 °C in air is depicted in Figure 1 a). The blade‐ and whisker‐like alumina morphology
was described to be related to the metastable θ‐Al2O3 modification due to the growth by the outward diffusion of Al3+
[14]. The XRD measurements also indicated the presence of θ‐Al2O3 for Fe‐25Al‐5Cr at 800 °C after 178 h, while at 700
°C the alumina modification was difficult to distinguish by XRD due to the small oxide layer thickness. Therefore, TEM
investigations are considered for clarification. On the contrary, SEM top view images for binary Fe‐26Al after 178 h in
air at both temperatures revealed an equiaxed oxide morphology, which is most likely related to the formation of α‐
Al2O3. The equiaxed oxide at Fe‐26Al after 178 h at 800 °C in air is depicted in Figure 1 b). XRD measurements also
indicated the presence of α‐Al2O3 at 800 °C. The formation of α‐Al2O3 for binary iron aluminides was described at 700
°C in the early stage due to the nucleation of α‐Al2O3 at hematite because of the similar crystal structure of both oxides
[11]. Therefore, the presence of Cr seemed to prevent or hamper either the nucleation of α‐Al2O3 or the transformation
from θ‐Al2O3 to α‐Al2O3. In order to analyze the growth of potential oxides in the early stage in more detail, X‐ray
reflectometry (XRR) and X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) investigations are underway.

Fig. 1: SEM top view images after oxidation at 800 °C in air for 178 h of a) Fe‐25Al‐5Cr and b) Fe‐26Al.
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Introduction
Platinized β‐NiAl bond coat increases the cyclic oxidation resistance and coating life by reducing sulfur segregation
between the bond coat and thermally grown oxide (TGO) layer. However, it enhances Ni and Al's interdiffusion rates,
too, leading to an increase in the thickness of the interdiffusion zone (IDZ) developed between the bond coat and
superalloy[1]. This results in an unwanted loss of Al from the bond coat, leading to a decrease in the turbine blade's
service life. Hence, it is essential to understand the diffusion‐controlled growth and microstructural evolution of IDZ at
elevated temperature based on quantitative diffusion analysis[1,2].
Materials and Methods
Composition dependent diffusion coefficients are estimated in B2‐Ni(Co,Pt)Al quaternary system by utilizing the
pseudo‐binary (PB)[3] and pseudo‐ternary (PT) diffusion couple methods [4,5], which was not possible earlier by the
conventional method. The estimated diffusion coefficients are correlated with ab‐initio calculated defect concentration
to explain the diffusion mechanism. The diffusion couple technique is followed to understand the growth of IDZ between
the bond coat and superalloy, which mimics the aircraft engine application's actual structure. IDZ's are investigated
further by elemental X‐ray mapping of Electron Probe Microanalyser (EPMA), and the Phases were identified by indexing
Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) patterns of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM).
Results and Discussion
In the PB method, only two‐component develop the diffusion profile keeping the others remains constant such that one
can estimate the composition dependent interdiffusion coefficients in multicomponent system. In our B2‐Ni(Co,Pt)Al
quaternary system, Ni and Al were allowed to develop the diffusion profiles to estimate the Pt and Co effect on Ni and
Al's interdiffusion. The Pt‐addition increases the interdiffusion coefficient, but Co‐addition decreases. Figure 1 indicates
the interdiffusion coefficients and the thermodynamic driving force follows an opposite trend. Defects play a significant
role in the diffusion mechanism in this system[6]. Defect concentrations calculated with ab‐initio explain that the
addition of Pt increases the concentration of vacancies on the Ni sublattice, facilitating diffusion. According to the triple
defect diffusion mechanism, a distinct impact of Pt‐alloying on the diffusion barriers is predicted, whereas Co‐alloying
keeps the diffusion barriers almost unaffected.

Fig.1. Schematic flow diagram to understand the growth of interdiffusion zone between the superalloy and bond coat
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In the PT Method, Ni, Co, and Al develop the diffusion profiles, which indicates the main interdiffusion coefficients
increase significantly in the presence of Pt, but the cross interdiffusion coefficients change marginally, causing a minor
change in these components' diffusional interactions. The estimated diffusion coefficients are utilized to explain the
increase in the thickness of the IDZ between the B2‐Ni(Co,Pt)Al bond coat and single crystal superalloy René N5.
Quantitative EPMA reveals that the IDZ consists of TCP precipitates, which are rich in refractory elements. These
precipitates were identified as cubic Laves phase and Orthorhombic P‐phase. Pt‐addition does not change the nature of
these precipitates formed on the IDZ.
Conclusions
Pseudo‐binary interdiffusion coefficients of Ni‐Al are found to increase in the presence of Pt but decrease in the
presence of Co. In the pseudo‐ternary diffusion couples, Ni, Co, and Al develop diffusion profiles keeping Pt
concentration constant. Quaternary PT‐interdiffusion coefficients in the presence of Pt are compared with those for the
ternary Ni‐Co‐Al system. The main interdiffusion coefficients of Ni and Co increase, whereas the cross interdiffusion
coefficients change marginally. The observed trends are opposite to the changes of the relevant thermodynamic factors
and the ab‐initio calculated defect concentrations are used to rationalize the diffusion behaviour. The vacancy
concentration on the Ni‐sublattice is found to increase in the presence of Pt. The diffusion barriers predicted according
to the triple defect mechanism support the experimentally‐observed influence of Pt and Co additions on diffusion. An
increase in the interdiffusion rates of Ni and Al in the presence of Pt enlightens the role of Pt in the growth of the
interdiffusion zone between the bond coat and a superalloy. EPMA and TEM analyses indicate that the nature of the
precipitates is unaltered by addition of Pt.
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Introduction
NiAl‐Cr and NiAl‐(Cr,Mo) eutectic in‐situ composites are promising high temperature materials due to a high melting
point, excellent oxidation behavior and their low density [1,2]. The B2 intermetallic NiAl is reinforced by a refractory Cr
phase to combine the beneficial properties of both phases. Mo can be added to the eutectic alloy to change the
morphology from Cr rods to Cr plates when exceeding a threshold of 0.6 at.% Mo. Using directional solidification, the
coarse reinforcing phase (Cr,Mo) solidifies well aligned embedded in a brittle NiAl Matrix [3]. Despite their promising
characteristics, the application in the realm of aerospace and energy conversion is limited due to a poor room
temperature fracture toughness and insufficient high temperature strength [1]. In this study, selective electron beam
melting (SEBM) is used to process nanostructured eutectic materials. High cooling rates are beneficial to obtain fine
cellular‐lamellar structures with extremely fine phases in the regime of 5 to 400 nm [4]. Higher hardness and higher
strength than their as‐cast counterpart promises enhanced mechanical properties. Like the coarse as‐cast
microstructure, also the nanostructured, alternating phases show crack hindering mechanisms which can enhance the
fracture resistance [4]. The aim of this research is to characterize the microstructure, mechanical properties with
emphasis on fracture behavior of a NiAl‐28Cr‐6Mo eutectic in‐situ composite processed additively by selective electron
beam melting.
Materials and Methods
The eutectic in‐situ composite NiAl‐28Cr‐6Mo is processed by selective electron beam melting. An Arcam A2X (GE
Additive) is used to build 15 x 15 x 20 mm³ cubes in subsequent layers with a standard hatch pattern. Various process
parameters are used to create columnar and equiaxed cell morphologies with rod or lamellar microstructures by using
very fast cooling rates. The cross section of the samples are analyzed using SEM and FIB (Crossbeam XB540, Zeiss GmbH)
as well as APT technique (LEAP 4000x HR, Cameca Inc.) for microstructural characterization. The room temperature
fracture toughness was determined using micro‐cantilevers prepared by Ga FIB milling as described in [5] and tested
with an in‐situ Indenter (FemtoTools AG) displacement controlled. With a size of B x W x L = 3 x 3 x 12 µm³ and a fibbed
sharp notch with a crack to height ratio of a/W = 1/3 the fracture toughness KIQ,J is determined according to ASTM E399
and E1820 [6,7]. Different fracture mechanisms and deformation mechanisms are visualized using SEM in‐situ video
observation, STEM and TEM (CM200, Philips). Furthermore, compression tests and compression creep tests were
performed at different loads starting at room temperature up to 1300 K.
Results and Discussion
The SEBM specimens consist of a cellular structure. Depending on the SEBM process parameters, in particular the area
energy and the beam offset, columnar or equiaxed cells can be found. With respect to the solidification speed, a three
dimensional cross‐linked (Cr,Mo) network can be found for high cooling rates, whereas lamellar (Cr,Mo) strengthening
phases are present at lower cooling rates (see Fig.1b). The morphology of the cells and phases is determined by the
solidification and cannot be transformed via heat treatments. The phase distance of the NiAl and the (Cr,Mo) phases
within the cells is in the regime of 5 to 400 nm. Depending on the building height, there is coarsening due to the in‐situ
heat treatment introduced by the electron beam during layer‐wise additive manufacturing. This coarsening is the reason
for a decreasing hardness with increasing building height. This highly flexible approach allows fine‐tuning of the
microstructure to get all desired morphologies and phase distances within one specimen. The mechanical properties
therefore need to be tailored on a micro‐mechanical scale in dependence of the local cell shape and phase distance.
Compression tests show a significant higher yielding stress over the entire temperature range than the cast composite.
Depending on the process parameters, the yield stress with 1043 to 1344 MPa MPa is more than twice the stress than
it is for polycrystalline NiAl with 424 MPa at 900K [1]. According to the Hall‐Petch strengthening of fine phases, also the
hardness is increased by more than 50 % compared to the as‐cast in‐situ composite. Creep tests at 900 °C with 100 to
300 MPa compressive load show a creep performance similar to TiAl alloys currently used in aerospace applications.
Compression tests perform best for larger, columnar cells exhibiting a cross‐linked (Cr,Mo) network. Fracture toughness
was measured with micro cantilever bending tests (see Fig.1a). They provide a suitable approach to test local features
of nanostructured materials. Cross‐linked rods, lamellar phases and coarse phases at cell boundaries are tested on a
small scale and best morphologies with the highest fracture resistances are identified. In case of a cross‐linked (Cr,Mo)
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network, the fracture toughness increases with rising phase thickness up to 10 MPam0.5 for 150nm. This increase is in
good agreement with enhanced dislocation activity and therefore plastic deformation in larger phases. At first, the crack
interacts with the (Cr,Mo) network and is not able to propagate very far in the brittle NiAl matrix. Therefore, specimens
fracture abruptly with instable crack growth at the maximum load applied (Fig.1c). If phases are thicker than 30 nm,
both the (Cr,Mo) and the NiAl phase show plastic deformation induced by the interface dislocation network. For coarse
phases at the cell boundaries, stable crack growth is present. For phase distances larger than 100 nm also stable crack
growth and crack hindering mechanism can be observed in the cross‐linked network structure. For the three
dimensional cross‐linked network, the fracture is isotropic. In contrast, a lamellar (Cr,Mo) morphology is able to deflect,
renucleate and bridge the propagating crack more easily. This leads to high fracture toughness of 10 MPam0.5 for
cantilevers with (Cr,Mo) phases in crack arrester orientation but only 3 MPam0.5 for the detrimental crack divider
orientation. Depending on the local (Cr,Mo) lamellar orientation, both stable and instable crack growth are visible. Crack
propagation can be measured via contact stiffness during testing. This can be correlated with SEM live in‐situ videos
showing stable and unstable crack growth with high precision on the nanoscale. Lamellar phases show a low initiation
toughness, whereas their work of fracture and their critical fracture toughness is quiet high.
This study presents nanostructured in‐situ composites processed by additive manufacturing with prominent crack
hindering mechanisms despite their small phases and the brittle character of B2 NiAl. Crack hindering is enhanced by
the higher amount of interfaces per volume in contrast to directional solidified materials.

Fig. 1: SEM micrograph of the dimensions of a micro bending cantilever processed by Ga‐FIB milling in additively
manufactured NiAl‐28Cr‐6Mo (a). It consists of nanostructured NiAl and (Cr,Mo) phases that are displayed via the 40
at.‐% Cr isosurface in the Atom Probe Tomography (b). Depending on the microstructure, three different fracture
behaviours and crack propagations can be identified in the Force‐Displacement diagram of the micro bending
cantilevers (c).
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Introduction
Tensile creep test of Dog‐bone shaped NiAl single crystalline miniaturized specimens in size of sub‐mm scale were
carried out with [110] soft and [100] hard orientations up to 1000 °C. A contactless strain measurement based on Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) was used in a customized setup, which provides a strain accuracy better than 10‐4 at 1000 °C
and simultaneously enables the analysis of strain distribution of the miniaturized specimens. The creep behavior of the
miniaturized specimens in both orientations showed an influence of the specimen geometry that decreasing steady
state/min creep strain rates were observed in specimens with larger ratios of length to the square of thickness (L/h2
ratios). Misorientation and GND density analysis by using EBSD were carried out for further study of the influence of
specimen geometry on creep behavior.
Materials and Methods
Miniaturized specimens were manufactured with different gauge lengths (700 µm and 1400 µm), widths and thicknesses
(200, 300 and 400 µm) in [110] soft and [100] hard orientations. A customized setup for tensile creep test up to 1000 °C
was designed by using a load cell for load control and DIC for strain measurement. A closed‐loop feedback of the load
and strain signal was used to maintain a constant stress during the tensile creep test. Strain distribution analysis with
DIC was used to study the strain evaluation and localization on the miniaturized specimens during the tensile creep test.
EBSD measurements of the miniaturized specimens interrupted at different creep stages were carried out, and the
corresponding Geometrically Necessary Dislocation (GND) density based on Kernel Average Misorientation (KAM) were
determined to study its influence on creep behavior of the miniaturized specimens.
Results and Discussion
The creep behavior of specimens with the smallest L/h2 ratios showed a good agreement to the conventional‐sized
specimens [1]. However, a reducing steady‐state/min creep strain rates of miniaturized specimen with increasing L/h2
ratios were observed in both [110] soft and [100] hard orientations (see Figure 1). Strain distribution analysis with DIC
showed that an increasing shear strain localization was observed in specimens with larger L/h2 ratios, where increasing
misorientation and GND density were determined (see Figure 2).
The influence of GNDs on the creep behavior showed a dependence on the crystal orientation: For specimens in [110]
soft orientation, the GNDs obstruct the <100> dislocation glide resulting in decreased creep strain rates. Meanwhile, for
specimens in [100] hard orientation, the <110> dislocations decompose into two <100> dislocations [2]. The edge part
of these dislocations is effectively sessile and can move only via <100> dislocation climb. Therefore, a weaker influence
of the GNDs on the creep behavior of the specimens in [100] hard orientation was detected compared to the specimens
tested in [110] soft orientation.
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Fig. 1: Diagram of steady‐state/min creep strain rates vs. the
ration of gauge length to the square of thickness (L/h2 ratios) of
the miniaturized specimens and the conventional specimens in
size of 7.62×3.81×3.81 mm3 in [110] soft orientation [1].

Fig. 2: Misorientation and GND distribution of two
specimens with same gauge length of 1400 µm and
different width and thickness of 200 µm tested at
1000°C and 25 MPa interrupted at a strain of 0.1.
Increased misorientation and GND density was
observed in specimen with a larger L/h2 ratio.
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Introduction
Ferritic superalloys based on the Fe‐Al‐Ni system are promising materials for high‐temperature applications, due to their
combination of reasonable ductility and creep resistance[1,2]. The microstructure of these materials consists of an A2
(α‐Fe solid solution) matrix with B2‐ordered (α′, based on NiAl) precipitates[2,3]. By alloying beyond the ternary system,
the properties of both phases and the final performance of the alloy are enhanced[4]. A way to improve their creep
resistance is the partial transformation of α′ into L21 (based on Ni2AlTi, α″) by adding Ti [5]. This transformation
facilitates an α/α′/α″ microstructure; this type of material has previously been referred to as Hierarchichal Precipitate
Strenghtened Ferritic Alloy (HPSFA) [6], due to the fact that smaller precipitates form within larger ones. In this work,
we report the development of a novel hierarchical α/α′/α″ ferritic superalloy with Co and Cu additions. Co was added
as solid solution strengthener, whereas Cu serves as L21 phase stabilizer and also induces the formation of Cu‐rich BCC
nano‐precipitates [7]. The main goal of the study is the analysis and evolution of its microstructure with the aim to
design a suitable heat‐treatment that optimize the alloy’s mechanical performance.
Materials and Methods
The investigated alloy Fe‐18Al‐10Ni‐5Co‐10Cr‐1.87Mo‐2.5Ti‐1.5Cu at.% has been arc‐melted from 99.99 % pure
elements under a protective argon atmosphere. The determination of the actual chemical composition of the alloys has
been performed by EDS. DSC measurements were conducted on as‐cast sprecimens at 10 °C/min heating and cooling
rates. Samples for microstructure analysis were solution treated at 1200 °C for 1h and air‐cooled followed by aging
between 800 °C and 1100 °C for 1 h to 150 h. For volume fraction and particle size characterization, scanning electron
microcroscopy (SEM) images of nearly oriented <100> grains were anlalyzed. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
diffraction‐contrast imaging was conducted to reveal the finer details of the hierarchical microstructure. Atom‐probe
tomography (APT) has been performed to additionally obtain information on the elemental partitioning behavior and
interesting microstructural features that have been identified in TEM.
Results and Discussion
Alloying with 10 at. % Cr, 1.87 at. % Mo, 2.5 at. % Ti, and 1.5 at. % Cu in the quaternary Fe‐Al‐Ni‐Co system has resulted
in an α/α′/α″ hierarchical alloy (HPSFA2 +Co+Cu), with promising coarsening‐resistance up to 900 °C. Co and Cu
partition to the α′/α″ precipitates. Strongly depending on the heat treatment, this alloy forms a variety of drastically
different microstructures, some of which look very promising. After the solid solution and aging heat treatments, its
microstructure consists of a coherent network of separated cubic precipitates that coarsen to plates oriented in the
elastically soft <001> directions. Microstructural analysis of the mean radius evolution in the range of 800 °C to 950 °C
revealed that the precipitates exhibit at 800 °C a lower coarsening exponent than the t1/3 predicted by the Lifshitz‐Slyozov‐
Wagner (LSW) theory for multicomponent alloys. This phenomenon has been attributed to the hierarchical nature of its
precipitates. Furthermore, after furnace cooling above 950°C, a strong reprecipitation phenomenon was found to take
place not just in the matrix but inside of the primary precipitates. According to the aging temperature and size of the
primary precipitates, these re‐precipitated particles can take up a high volume fraction and their plate‐like morphology
suggests that they are elastically constrained. TEM dark‐field microscopy using the α′ and α″ superlattice reflections
confirmed the presence of a hierarchical α/α′/α″ microstructure and provide crystallographic information of the
nanosize reprecipitation. Fig. 1 illustrates these results for a sample solution treated and aged at 900 °C /5 h. Fig. 1(a)
shows the SAED pattern in the <101> zone axis, confirming the presence of the superlattice reflections α′ and α″. The
BF micrograph presented in Fig. 1(b) expose the presence of secondary α′ precipitates in the matrix, and a complex
hierarchical network of nanosized A2 and B2 precipitates within the primary α′/α″ precipitates. Complementary APT
measurements have allowed relating the phase crystallographic distribution observed by TEM, with the measured phase
compositions. Furthermore, APT analysis confirmed the formation of Cu‐rich clusters and disclosed anti‐phase domains
which must have formed during the α′→ α″ ordering reaction. Fig. 2 displays an APT reconstruction of the same
specimen as before. All mentioned phases can be resolved: the α matrix (rich in Fe, Cr, and Mo), the primary α′
precipitates (rich in Al, Ni, Co, and Fe) partially transformed into α″ (correspondent to Ti rich domains) and inside them,
the reprecipitation of α. Aditionally, the presence of Cu‐rich BCC nanoparticles could be confirmed both in the primary
α′/α″ precipitates and the α matrix, where they often adjoined secondary α′ precipitates.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: HPSFA2 +Co+Cu ST and
aged at 900 °C /5h (a) SAED in the
<101> zone axis (b) BF micrograph

Fig. 2: APT reconstruction showing Cu‐
nanoparticles formation in the parent
precipitate
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Introduction
The Heusler alloys are one of the most prominent family of compounds currently studied due the presence of an
extraordinary magneto‐structural transition in their phase diagrams because this non‐diffusive martensitic transition is
accompanied nearly always by very pronounced changes of physical properties of the alloys (see, e.g., Ref. [1]). The
stoichiometric austenite Ni2Mn‐based alloys crystallize in the cubic Fm‐3m structure (L21, full Heusler) and exhibit a long
range ferromagnetic arrangement of moments below the Curie temperature, see, e.g., Ref. [2] and references therein.
Our research was motivated by the fact that quantum‐mechanical studies of pressure‐induced changes in different
magnetic states of stoichiometric Ni2MnSn with point defects, in particular swaps, are quite rare and, therefore, we
aimed at filling this gap in common knowledge. We also have our own experimental data [2] and we hope that our
theoretical results can shed a new light on very intriguing pressure‐induced changes in Ni‐Mn‐Sn compounds.
Materials and Methods
Our ab initio calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [3,4]. We have employed
projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [5,6]. The exchange and correlation energy was treated within the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [7]. We have used 16‐atom supercells with the L21 austenitic phase of
stoichiometric Ni2MnSn (see Figure 1b) and its substitutional variants for swap‐containing states. The plane‐wave energy
cut‐off was equal to 700 eV and the product of the number of Monkhorst‐Pack k‐points and the number of atoms was
equal to 8192, i.e., 8x8x8 k‐point mesh with its origin shifted to (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) in the case of 16‐atom supercells. The
Methfessel‐Paxton order 1 smearing was applied with the smearing parameter equal to 0.23.

Fig. 1: Schematic visualizations of 4‐atom rhombohedral primitive unit cell (a) and 16‐atom computational supercell
(b) of the stoichiometric Ni2MnSn with the austenitic structure (L21, full Heusler structure). Arrows in part (a) indicate
the orientation of local magnetic moments and numbers accompanying them are their magnitudes in Bohr
magnetons with negative underlined values indicating an antiparallel orientation. Computed pressure‐induced
changes of the total magnetic moment  relative to its zero‐pressure value 0 is shown in part (c) where the inset
contains a linear fit through the values in the lower‐pressure region.
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Results and Discussion
We have performed an ab initio study of a series of stoichiometric Ni2MnSn states with austenitic (full Heusler type)
structure using 16‐atom computational supercells. In particular, we have focused on pressure‐induced changes in their
magnetic state as we have our own experimental data for austenitic Ni2MnSn [2]. Motivated by the facts that our
calculations (i) give the total magnetic moment of the defect‐free stoichiometric Ni2MnSn higher than the experimental
value by 12.8 % and (ii) predict it to be more sensitive to hydrostatic pressures, our study was focused on the role of
point defects in this material. We have studied the effect of Mn‐Ni, Mn‐Sn and Ni‐Sn swaps in the stoichiometric
Ni2MnSn and we also compared states with both ferromagnetic (FM) and anti‐ferromagnetic (AFM) coupling between
(i) the swapped Mn atoms and (ii) the Mn atoms on the Mn sublattice for most of these atomic configurations (for some
atomic configurations we were not able to stabilize them in our calculations). By analyzing the magnetic moments of
states with swaps we show their complexity and significant influence on materials properties. In particular, they can
lead to total magnetic moments twice smaller than those in the defect‐free Ni2MnSn and pressure‐induced changes in
the total magnetic moment can be nearly three times larger but also smaller depending on the type of defects and the
coupling of Mn atoms. Importantly, we find both qualitative and quantitative differences also in the pressure‐induced
changes of magnetic moments of individual atoms even for the same global magnetic state. Lastly, the FM‐coupled and
AFM‐coupled states with very different magnetic properties have sometimes formation energies different only by a few
meV per atom. It then seems that a few mechanisms acting at once contribute into the above mentioned theory‐
experiment discrepancy. The complexity of the Ni‐Mn‐Sn system make it on one hand quite challenging to study but,
on the other hand, possibly allows for a flexible fine‐tuning of functional properties of these materials within a theory‐
guided materials design based on utilizing properties of various types of defects. For details see our recent paper [8].
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Introduction
Intermetallic compounds offer a peculiar combination of crystal and electronic structure, which is very much different
to the elements and substitutional alloys. This leads to new catalytic functionality in heterogeneous gas‐phase catalysis
[1] as well as electro catalysis [2‐4] and has been explored intensively in the past years. While many studies are
concerned with identifying the catalytic properties in various reactions, intermetallic compounds can also be deployed
as platform materials to investigate and understand structural and electronic influences on the catalytic properties in
specific reactions. This deep understanding allows then to develop innovative catalytic materials, e.g. noble‐metal free
hydrogenation catalysts [5,6].
Selective hydrogenation is of outmost importance for many catalytic processes in industry. The semi‐hydrogenation of
acetylene to ethylene (Eq. 1) is such a reaction, being applied to provide a clean ethylene feed for the production of
polyethylene (70 million tons per year [7]) and ethylene oxide (26 million tons per year [8]). Over‐hydrogenation to
ethane (Eq. 2) as well as carbonaceous deposits by dehydrogenation (Eq. 3) have to be avoided to reduce loss of product.
C2H2 + H2  C2H4
C2H2 + 2 H2  C2H6
C2H2 + H2  C2H4

(1)
(2)
(3)

In this study, electronic influences as well as the effect of the local structure on the catalytic properties is explored by
the recently [9] uncovered isostructural series (Ga,Sn)Pd2 (Co2Si type of crystal structure) and variation of the crystal
structure, respectively.
Materials and Methods
Intermetallic compounds were synthesized from high‐purity elements using arc‐melting in an argon‐filled glovebox
(O2 and H2O below 0.1 ppm). Samples were subsequently annealed in evacuated quartz‐glass ampoules to reach
thermodynamic equilibrium. All materials were thoroughly characterized by powder X‐ray diffraction, metallography
and X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) before being subjected to catalytic testing. Catalytic tests were conducted
under industrially relevant acetylene‐to‐ethylene ratios of 1:100 at 200 °C. Catalytic reactor studies at ambient pressure
were corroborated by operando near‐ambient pressure XPS at BESSY to study the segregation behavior under catalytic
conditions as well as the stability of the compounds.
Results and Discussion
The different crystal structures of the many intermetallic compounds in the system Ga‐Pd allows testing different local
structural motifs in catalysis. Small and isolated active sites limit the number of different adsorption modes of acetylene,
thus the possibilities for the side reactions (Eq. 1 and Eq. 2). Thus, selectivity towards ethylene should increase with
decreasing number of Pd‐Pd contacts in the crystal structures. Having established the integrity of the compounds GaPd2,
GaPd as well as Ga7Pd3 by operando near‐ambient pressure XPS measurements the observed catalytic properties can
directly be assigned to the intermetallic compounds [10]. The results show clearly the benefit of the isolated active sites
(65‐75 % selectivity to ethylene) compared to only 20 and 30 % ethylene selectivity for elemental palladium and the
alloy Ga5Pd95, respectively.
Out of the three intermetallic compounds GaPd2 possesses the highest activity. Thus, this compound was chosen to
address electronic influences in the reaction. The isostructural series (Ga,Sn)Pd2 allows to vary the valence electron
concentration in minute steps by the ratio of gallium to tin. Since the substitution is coming along with only minor
changes in distances and no variation in the number of palladium atoms surrounding a palladium atom, the change in
catalytic properties can directly be assigned to changes in the electronic structure. Also here, the operando stability was
investigated by near‐ambient pressure XPS, resulting in high stability and a preference of gallium segregation over tin.
Variation of the catalytic properties with composition is shown in Fig. 2. The activity varies strongly over the different
materials, revealing an ideal composition of the material at x = 0.28 which is around three times more active than GaPd2.
Very interesting is the behavior of the selectivity with changing valence electron concentration – it is not changing,
staying at excellent values of more than 80 % over the whole range. This is a rare case of complete decoupling of the
effects of electronic and structural influences. While the electronic properties solely act on the activity, the structural
motif of the palladium coordination dictates solely the selectivity.
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Fig. 1: Ga‐Pd phase diagram [11] and coordination of the Pd atoms in
the intermetallic compounds GaPd2, GaPd and Ga7Pd3 with number of
Pd‐Pd contacts and closest Pd‐Pd distances. Elemental Pd and the
substitutional alloy Ga5Pd95 are given for comparison.

Fig. 2: Composition‐dependent catalytic
properties of the isostructural series (Ga1‐
xSnx)Pd2. The electronic effect is only affecting
the activity, while the excellent selectivity is
maintained.
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Introduction
NiTi‐based shape memory alloys are widely used as sensors, actuators, heat engines, thermal coupling due to their
unique ability for strain recovery and stress generation. Such functional behaviour is caused by the thermal elastic
martensitic transformations. However, the martensite stabilization effect is observed in the samples after preliminary
deformation. This effect is revealed as the shift in the temperatures of the reverse transformation during the first
heating just after the deformation. The larger the preliminary strain the larger the shift in the transformation
temperatures. The realization of this effect is negative for the NiTi shape memory alloys application because it does not
allow to predict the temperatures at which the strain recovery occurs. Thus, it is necessary to find the way for the
elimination of this effect in the NiTi alloys.
Previously, it was shown that the martensite stabilization effect took place after all types of the preliminary deformation
of the NiTi alloys such as active deformation in the martensite state; cooling under a stress and stress induce martensite
transformation. It was assumed that the nature of this phenomenon was the damage of the intermartensite boundaries
during the interaction of the martensite plates. In this case, the larger driving force should be provided to move the
damaged boundary during the reverse transformation that increased the transformation temperatures. Thus, to
eliminate the martensite stabilization effect, it is necessary to provide the preliminary deformation at which the
interaction between the martensite plates is absent or small. Such way of the deformation can not be realized during
the martensite reorientation because the whole alloy volume is in the martensite crystals. However, it can be attained
when the preliminary deformation occurs by cooling under a stress or stress‐induce martensitic transformation because
in these ways the oriented martensite crystals appear in the austenite phase. The aim of the present study is to verify
this assumption.
Materials and Methods
The Ni50Ti50 and Ni51Ti49 alloys were used in the study. Samples were water quenched from 900 oC (10 min). After such
heat treatment, the samples underwent the martensite transformation from the cubic B2 phase ordered as CsCl
(austenite phase) to monoclinic B19’ phase (martensite phase) on cooling and B19’  B2 reverse transformation takes
place on subsequent heating.
The samples were subjected to two different ways of the preliminary deformation: cooling under a stress or deformation
in the austenite state by the stress‐induced martensitic transformation. To realize the formation of the oriented
martensite without interaction between the plates, the different fraction of the forward transformation was realized
on cooling under a stress or on active deformation. After preliminary deformation, the samples were unloaded and
subjected to heating through the temperature range of the reverse transformation to study the shape memory effect
and to determine the temperatures of the reverse transformation during the first heating. After that, the samples were
cooled and heated to study the strain variation during the two‐way shape memory effect and to determine the
temperatures of the reverse transformation during the second heating.
All tests were carried out in the Lloyd 30k Plus or Shimadzu AG‐50kN testing machines equipped with thermal chamber.
The stress was measured by standard sensor whereas, the strain was measured by the videoextensometer that
registered the difference in the length between two white marks shown on the sample gauge length.
Results and Discussion
The results of the study shows that if the incomplete stress induced martensitic transformation was realized during the
active deformation in the austenite state, the martensite stabilization effect was not found. In this case, the strain
recovery took place at temperatures close to the temperatures of the reverse transformation in non‐deformed sample.
An increase in the volume fraction of the oriented martensite led to the observation of the martensite stabilization
effect. If the preliminary deformation was realized on cooling under a stress in non‐complete temperature range of the
forward transformation, the martensite stabilization effect was not observed. The larger the temperature range of the
forward transformation was realized on cooling under a stress, the larger the value of the martensite stabilization effect.
Thus, the results of the study confirm the assumption that the martensite stabilization effect can be eliminated if during
the preliminary deformation the oriented martensite plates do not interact.
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Introduction
The rapidly quenched quasi‐binary TiNi–TiCu alloys with high copper content (more than 25 at.%) are of great interest
as shape memory materials due to the possibility of significantly decreasing the magnitude of temperature and
deformation hysteresis in comparison with the binary TiNi alloy. This encourages the use of these alloys to create high‐
speed micro‐mechanical devices for Micro Electro‐Mechanical Systems (MEMS) [1‐3]. We recently developed a series
of microtweezers – a micromechanical tool for gripping and holding of micro‐ and nanoscale objects for their further
spatial manipulation and preparation ‐and experimentally demonstrated the operation of the devices and their
compatibility with most of the existing micro‐ and nanopositioning systems [4‐6].However these alloys can form brittle
Ti‐Cu phases upon crystallization from amorphous state by isothermal heat treatment and therefore do not exhibit SME.
Recently it was shown that electropulse annealing with pulse duration of 10 ms fundamentally changed the
microstructure of the alloys which proved to have extraordinary physical and mechanical properties, in particular, the
alloys containing 36 and 38 at.% Cu exhibited clear shape memory behavior [7]. In this work, we studied the influence
of the duration of electropulse treatment on the structure and martensitic transformation (MT) of TiNiCu alloy with high
copper content.
Materials and Methods
The test material was the quasi‐binary TiNi–TiCu alloy with 30 at.% copper content produced by melt spinning technique
at a cooling rate of about 106 K/s in the form of amorphous ribbons with a thickness of around 40 μm [8,9]. In order to
crystallize from the amorphous state, alloy specimens were exposed to electric pulse with duration in the range from
1000 to 1 ms and amplitude ensuring the Joule heating of the alloy to the crystallization temperature.
Results and Discussion
X‐ray diffraction studies have shown that at room temperature all samples are completely in the martensitic state, which
is confirmed by the presence of reflections of the B19 orthorhombic phase in the diffraction patterns and the absence
of pronounced peaks of other phases (Fig. 1). When the alloy is heated to a temperature of 75 °C, the peaks of the B19
phase disappear, and only reflections of the B2 austenite phase are present, that is, the alloy passes into a completely
austenitic state as a result of the B19 ↔ B2 MT. A decrease in the duration of the electropulse treatment from 1000
ms to 1 ms does not lead to a change in the phase composition of the alloys, although the intensity of the peaks of the
B19 phase for shorter crystallization times is somewhat lower.

Fig. 1: X‐ray diffraction patterns of the rapidly quenched
TiNi‐TiCu alloy with 30 at.% Cu alloy after electropulse
crystallization by a single pulse of different duration: 5 ms,
50 ms, and 500 ms.
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Fig. 2: SEM images of cross‐section of rapidly quenched 30Cu alloy
ribbons after electropulse crystallization by a single pulse of 1 ms (a),
5 ms (b), 50 ms (c), 100 ms (d), 500 ms (e), and 1000 ms (f)
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Investigation of the cross‐section of the ribbons in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) revealed an uneven
distribution of crystals over the ribbon thickness (Fig. 2): near the ribbon surfaces, a columnar crystal structure is formed,
while in the ribbon volume there are single or grouped large grains with characteristic sizes from 3 up to 12 microns.
The transverse dimensions of the columnar crystals are from 0.5 to 2 µm, and their height is in the range from 2 to 5
µm. An increase in the pulse duration from 1 ms to 100 ms does not lead to any noticeable changes in the microstructure
of the alloys; however, with a further increase in the exposure duration to 1000 ms, both the average grain size and the
height of the columnar crystals significantly decrease.
At the same time, using differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), it was found that an increase in the duration of the
electropulse treatment causes a decrease in the MT temperatures, while the MT enthalpy remains practically
unchanged. In addition, the exposure time has a significant effect on the shape of the DSC curves, which is manifested
in the bifurcation of the peaks of heat release and absorption during MT with a decrease in the exposure time less than
500 ms. Obviously, this is due to the bimodal structure of the alloys (Fig. 2), which can have different MT temperatures
and lead to superposition of peaks from each structure and bifurcation of the common peak.
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Introduction
Besides its application as bulk material in aerospace structural components or in gas turbines, the TiAl alloy is a
promising material for the realization of electrodes in high‐temperature sensor devices. Despite TiAl’s higher tendency
to oxidation, its use as an electrode material in high‐temperature Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices is beneficial.
Compared to noble metals like Pt, TiAl has low costs and a lower density, which leads to lower mechanical losses. The
behavior of TiAl thin films with a total thickness of 200 nm deposited on high‐temperature stable piezoelectric
Ca3TaGa3SiO14 (CTGS) and on thermally oxidized Si (SiO2/Si) substrates was investigated after heat treatments up to 800
°C for 10 h.
Materials and Methods
Ti/Al multilayer samples were prepared by magnetron sputtering or e‐beam evaporation from elemental targets
resulting in a thickness of the individual layers of 10 or 20 nm and a total thickness of 200 nm on SiO2/Si and CTGS
substrates. The layer stacks started with Ti and the uppermost layer was Al. For comparison, TiAl alloy films deposited
by co‐sputtering were analyzed. To prevent a chemical reaction between the TiAl film and the substrate and to protect
the films from oxidation during the annealing, for some of the samples SiO2 (Fig. 1a) or AlNO barrier and cover layers
with a thickness of 20 nm deposited by magnetron sputtering were used. To realize the γ‐TiAl phase formation and to
investigate the high‐temperature stability, the films were annealed up to 800 °C and analyzed regarding their phase
formation by X‐ray diffraction (XRD) and their film morphology by cross section imaging, transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) with energy dispersive X‐ray analysis (EDX) as well as Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and X‐ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
Results and Discussion
The analyses showed that for the co‐sputtered samples deposited on SiO2/Si no TiAl phase formation was realized at all.
Without a cover layer, these films started to oxidize already during annealing at 400 °C in high vacuum (HV) and were
strongly oxidized at 600 °C in HV [1].
In contrast to this, a 20 nm thick SiO2 cover layer protected the sputtered TiAl films deposited on SiO2/Si substrates from
oxidation during annealing in high vacuum up to 600 °C (Fig. 1b). However, the results also revealed that already at this
temperature, a chemical reaction between Ti and the SiO2/Si substrate took place for the multilayer samples. The formation
of Ti5Si3 at the interface between the film and the substrate was proven by EDX in the TEM and by XRD. After annealing at
800 °C in HV, the samples were completely destroyed and consisted of Al2O3 and Ti silicide (Fig. 1c) [1].
In contrast to the films with the SiO2 cover layer, the sputtered TiAl films on SiO2/Si substrates with an AlNO barrier and
cover layer were stable up to 800 °C in HV and 600 °C in air. Also on CTGS, the films were not oxidized up to 600 °C in
HV and in air and only showed a slight degradation after annealing at 800 °C in HV [2]. However, at 800 °C, a slight
degradation of upper region of the CTGS was observed.
Electron energy loss spectroscopy in the TEM revealed that there was a chemical reaction between the AlNO barrier
and the Ti already after annealing at 600 °C, leading to the formation of Ti‐N phases.
XPS depth profiles and local EDX analysis in the TEM of such a sample with AlNO barrier and cover layers annealed at
800 °C in HV proved the formation of Al2O3 at local positions on top of the sample and the reaction between the Ti and
AlNO barrier layer leading to a Ti‐rich layer which also contained TiN (Fig. 2).
To investigate the influence of the deposition method on the behavior of the films, TiAl multilayers prepared by
e‐beam evaporation using AlNO barrier and cover layers were deposited on SiO2/Si and CTGS substrates as well. For
these samples, AlNO cover and barrier layers with less oxygen (8 at‐% instead of 16 at‐%) were used.
The analyses of these samples showed that the TiAl phase formation was reduced as compared to the sputtered
samples. These films were also less temperature stable than the sputtered films with the AlNO layers with higher O
content. Already after annealing at 600 °C in HV and in air a slight degradation (formation of Al2O3) was observed. After
annealing at 800 °C in HV, the samples were completely oxidized. Besides Al2O3 in the former central region of the film,
TiO2 was formed on top of the films. For the samples on SiO2/Si substrates, again Ti silicide was formed at the interface
[2].
The sputtered and evaporated films differ in the energy of the deposited particles. In case of sputtering, the energy is a
few eV, so that the particles have a high mobility on the surface of the growing film. This leads to a high density of the
grown film and supports a crystallographic ordering. In contrast to this, the evaporated particles possess an energy in
the order of 0.1 eV, which results in a lower density, more defects and a reduced crystallographic ordering. The stronger
oxidation of the evaporated samples might be explained with the reduced TiAl phase formation and
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therefore higher affinity of Ti and Al to O and with the less protective behavior of the AlNO barrier layers with the lower
O content [2].
In summary, the results showed that the sputtered TiAl multilayer films with AlNO cover and barrier layers with an O
content of 16 at‐% are suited as a cost‐efficient alternative material to the expensive Pt for electrodes in high‐
temperature SAW sensors with an application temperature of up to 600 °C [2].

Fig. 1: Cross section images of a Ti/Al multilayer sample
with 20 nm individual layer thickness on SiO2/Si substrates
with 20 nm SiO2 cover layer in the as‐prepared state and
after annealing at 600 °C and 800 °C in HV for 10 h [1].

Fig. 2: STEM image (predominant elemental contrast) of
a sputtered Ti/Al multilayer sample (individual layer
thickness: 10 nm) with AlNO barrier and cover layer on
CTGS after annealing at 800 °C in HV for 10 h [2].
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Introduction
AgMgSb‐based thermoelectric (TE) materials are potential candidates for near‐room temperature applications in
thermoelectric generators [1]. The ternary compound ‐AgMgSb exhibits two polymorphic transformations at high
temperature resulting in structures with poor TE properties; thus, limiting the functional temperature range to the ‐
AgMgSb phase. The low temperature polymorph, , with a tetragonal crystal lattice (I‐4c2) is stable up to 327 °C where
the transformation  to tetragonal ‐AgMgSb occurs; and  to cubic ‐AgMgSb transformation takes place at 427 °C [2].
The efficiency of a thermoelectric material for energy conversion is given by its figure of merit (zT) as a function of
temperature:
zT=  S2T/

(1)

where  is the electrical conductivity, S the Seebeck coefficient, T the absolute temperature and  the thermal
conductivity of the material. In practice, zT is calculated from TE properties measured in polycrystalline and multiphase
materials accounting for the contribution of all phases the final microstructure. In the case of the ternary stoichiometric
phase ‐AgMgSb, multiphase equilibrium becomes particularly relevant due to the significant challenge of synthesizing
a single phase material.
Equilibrium thermodynamics is essential knowledge that can be used as guidance for the characterization of the
obtained microstructures allowing the identification of stable and metastable phases, to derive information on the
possible phase transformations occurring during synthesis, and to outline possible diffusion‐paths in the temperature‐
composition space. Computational thermodynamics complements early experimental investigation of phase diagrams
of a few isothermal sections by allowing access to the phase equilibria in the whole temperature‐composition range. In
this way phase stability during synthesis and service of functional materials can be better identified and optimized.
The phase equilibrium of the system Ag‐Mg‐Sb has been experimentally studied in the Ag‐rich corner and two isotherms
where determined, at 450 ºC and 550 ºC [3]. To the best of our knowledge, no thermodynamic assessment of this
ternary is available in the literature until now. Therefore, in this work we optimize a set of Gibbs energies for the Ag‐
Mg‐Sb system based on the most suitable description for the binaries available in the literature [4, 5, 6], to subsequently
calculate thermodynamic quantities with a twofold aim: first, to facilitate the phase identification in any stage of the
synthesis process and, second, to bring support in the determination of a synthesis route leading to the desired
microstructure based on the ternary phase ‐AgMgSb.
Materials and Methods
Pellets of TE material were synthesized by mechanical alloying of the elemental powders. Initial milling and
consolidation was done to form the AgMg compound as precursor and afterwards elemental Sb was added for ball‐
milling to form AgMgSb. Subsequently, the alloyed powder was consolidated in a current assisted sinter press at 300 ºC
during 8 min under 85 MPa. The pellets surface was prepared for imaging by a typical metallographic procedure and
the resulting microstructures were inspected by electron microscopy equipped with backscattered‐electron (SEM‐BSE)
and spectroscopy detector (SEM‐EDS). The crystal structure investigation was done on the bulk pellets by conventional
X‐ray diffraction, XRD. The TE properties were measured using in‐house developed equipment (HT‐S‐).
For the thermodynamic modeling we use the Calphad methodology [7] and the Thermo‐Calc software v2021a [8, 9] for
the thermodynamic assessment.
Results and Discussion
Initial results are summarized in Fig. 1, two SEM‐BSE micrographs of typical microstructures of TE pellets synthesized
with different Sb content are shown linked to their overall composition in the equilibrium isotherm. The matrix is the
‐AgMgSb phase in both cases, however, the nature of the secondary phases is different, and consequently, their TE
figure of merit shows significant differences. The zT values calculated from measured TE properties as a function of
temperature are shown in the figure, in black the zT corresponding to the microstructure on the left with (Ag) fcc
terminal solid solution and Mg3Sb2 as secondary phases. In red color, the zT corresponding to the microstructure on
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the right, where the identified secondary phases were elemental Sb and Mg3Sb2. From the comparison of the TE figure
of merit we observe, in relation to the secondary phases, that (Ag) can have a more detrimental effect that elemental
Sb on the zT values.
Finally, Fig. 1 also shows the isothermal section at 450 °C adapted from [3] limited to the Ag‐rich corner thus, showing
the need of thermodynamic models for further investigations on multiphase stability and thermodynamic properties of
the AgMgSb compound. In this work we provide understanding on the phase equilibrium and transformations of the
synthesized ‐AgMgSb‐based material.
During this presentation a step‐by‐step of the equilibrium calculation guidance will be shown in order to prove and
validate the concept.

Fig. 1: Isothermal section of the Ag‐Mg‐Sb system adapted from [3] and SEM‐BS micrographs of two typical
microstructures of the ‐AgMgSb matrix phase and different secondary phases. The functionality of the ‐AgMgSb‐
based material can be observed in the calculated zT figure of merit in the range from room temperature up to 300 ºC.
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Introduction
In modern jet engines, γ‐TiAl alloys are used to replace classical nickel‐based super alloys as structural material for low‐
pressure turbine blades. Up to now, there are two γ‐TiAl alloys in service. The so‐called TNM® alloy with a nominal
composition of Ti‐43.5Al‐4Nb‐1Mo‐0.1B and the Ti‐48Al‐2Nb‐2Cr (Ti4822) alloy (all compositions in at. %). Currently,
two manufacturing processes are used depending on the alloy composition. A complex multistep‐forging route
produced the low‐pressure turbine blades made out of the TNM® alloy and a cast route is performed for the Ti4822
alloy. In the future, powder bed‐based additive manufacturing (AM) processes are expected to become an established
alternative [1]. Usually, processes are used which selectively melt a powder bed by means of an electron or laser beam
and generate the workpiece layer by layer. Due to the temporarily high and concentrated energy input, extremely high
cooling rates occur. This is not only true for the melted material but also for layers below the actually melted surface.
For multiphase systems like TiAl alloys the process and property control during the building process requires
understanding of the phase and microstructure formation under such dynamic conditions given by the rapid heating
and cooling cycles. In situ high‐energy X‐ray diffraction (HEXRD) experiments enable a direct observation of the phase
evolution during thermal cycling by the use of a heating and quenching dilatometer. An unambiguous reconstruction of
this high temperature situation is not possible subsequently in the cooled specimen, as they are masked by phase
transformations at lower temperatures and the associated changes of microstructure. In this study, we present first
results of a simulated AM process using a range of cycling heating and cooling HEXRD experiments to gain direct insights
into the phase evolution.
Materials and Methods
The investigated powder metallurgical Ti‐48Al‐2Nb‐2Cr alloy was produced by Electron Induction Gas atomization
process at the Helmholtz‐Zentrum Hereon. The powder with a particle size of 90–180 µm was filled into cylindrical
titanium capsules and compacted by hot isostatic pressing (HIP) at Quintus technologies Application Centre in Västerås,
Sweden. An optimised HIP cycle was performed at 1300 °C/1.5 h/200 MPa/fast cooling followed by an aging heat
treatment in the same facility at 800 °C/1.5 h/120 MPa. The in situ high‐energy X‐ray cycling experiments were
performed at the High Energy Materials Science beamline (HEMS) operated by Helmholtz‐Zentrum Hereon at PETRA III
at the Deutsches Elektronen‐Synchrotron (DESY), Hamburg, Germany. The in situ measurements were performed in a
TA Instruments DIL 805A/D dilatometer using a beam size of 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm and a photon energy of 100 keV
(λ = 0.12398 Å) [2]. During the HEXRD, experiments the Debye‐Scherrer diffraction rings were recorded on a
Perkin Elmer XRD 1621 flat panel detector (pixel size 200 by 200 µm). An exposure time of 0.1 s was used. The analysis
was performed using the programs Fit2D [3] and MAUD[4]. The performed heating and cooling cycles are shown in
Figure 1.
a)

b)

Fig. 1: Time‐temperature curve of the performed in situ experiments. The start temperature was 1300 °C. Holding
time was 10 s, followed by five heating and cooling cycles with holding temperatures decreasing by 50 °C. The heating
rate was 186 °C/s and the cooling rate was 185 °C/s. The simulated powder bed temperature was a) 1000 °C and b)
700 °C.
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Results and Discussion
The microstructure of the investigated samples consists of a duplex structure with a very high proportion of grains with
lamellar structures (see Figure 2a). The lamellar grains consist of α2 and γ phase, whereas the globular grains consist of
γ phase [5]. Additionally, a very small volume fraction (< 1 %) of ordered βo phase was also present and identified by
HEXRD. After the experiment, no significant change in the microstructure can be seen (Figure 2b). Figure 2c presents an
overview of the results obtained by HEXRD experiments. The unrolled Debye‐Scherrer diffraction patterns are
correlated with the time‐temperature curve of the performed experiment. The maximum temperature of 1300 °C was
chosen due to technical reasons. The lower holding temperature should simulate a pre‐heated powder bed with a
temperature of 1000 °C. The cycling temperature profile is intended to simulate a regular energy input during the
additive manufacturing process. By a constantly decreasing maximum temperature, the associated temperature
gradient from the first building layer to the current, underlying building layer is modelled.
From the results, it can be stated for the present phases (α/α2, γ) that, due to the high cooling rates, there is no
chemically and structurally homogeneous state during the whole experiment. This is indicated in particular by the very
low c/a ratio in the γ phase close to 1 and the constantly changing site occupation at the 2d and 6h positions in the α/
α2 phase. Depending on the existing maximum holding temperature and the subsequent cooling, different metastable
phase states arise, which will be discussed in detail. The development of the lattice parameters, volume fractions, and
order parameters as a function of the process parameters could be determined for all phases present.
a)

c)

b)

Fig. 2: Microstructural evolution and corresponding diffraction pattern of the HEXRD experiment. a) Reference
microstructure b) Microstructure after cycling experiment c) Unrolled Debye‐Scherrer diffraction rings of the Ti‐
48Al‐2Nb‐2Cr alloy correlated with time‐temperature curve.
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Introduction
AM Metals GmbH belongs to the EOS Group and is responsible for customer‐related process, material and application‐
specific development of commonly known and totally new technologies in 3D printing [1]. In the course of this work,
AM Metals GmbH demonstrates the processability of high‐performance intermetallic TNM‐based alloys with the Laser
Beam Melting (LBM) process. The LBM process offers a huge potential, due to its good material quality of high
densification and great freedom of design, to manufacture geometrically complex structures with a high resolution and
surface quality as well as the possibility of hybrid manufacturing. Together with the specific strength and specific
stiffness of the material, high temperature applications between 400 °C and 800 °C can be implemented.
Materials and Methods
In order to process hardly weldable materials, like TiAl, a prototype system was developed by AM Metals GmbH based
on an upgraded series machine of the standard EOS‐M290 system. This new EOS‐M290HT system is equipped with a
high temperature (HT) modification kit including cooling of the process chamber and an inert gas purification system as
well as an additional process monitoring and data logging. The outstanding feature of the EOS‐M290HT is the heating
and monitoring system for the uppermost powder bed layer – the process zone – up to 1200° C, which is independent
from the building height of the part. The separate base plate heating up to 900 °C enables the control of the temperature
field in the part.
With this machine prototype EOS‐M290HT a process development for the TNM and TNM+ alloy was done. Therefore,
powders with the nominal TNM and TNM+ composition and an optimized particle size distribution for the HT LBM
process were processed. The relative density, defect size, chemistry and resulting phases as well as the effect of post‐
processing heat treatments are characterized by using high resolution analysis methods under variation of the powder
composition, process conditions and building height. The mechanical properties of different heat‐treated conditions
were characterized by tensile, creep and high‐cycle fatigue (HCF) tests. At this point it should be noted that the process
can also be transferred to other engineering TiAl alloys.
An important target of this research was to realize typical applications for TiAl with this machine prototype in a
reproducible quality beside the needed cubes and tensile bars. In addition, some surface finishing methods were tested
for different applications.
Results and Discussion
The LBM EOS‐M290HT machine has a cylindrical build chamber with a diameter of 120 mm and a build height of
230 mm. The machine is running at a temperature level between 600 °C and 1200 °C for different R&D topics since 3
years very stable and without damaging the process chamber, scanner, laser, filter system, etc.
It is possible with these two heating units to adjust and control the temperature distribution in the whole part during
the build job. Especially, the temperature level of the uppermost powder bed layer can be set to the needed target
temperature within seconds. Furthermore, it is possible to homogeneously heat up each new powder layer during the
recoating process without an additional pre‐ and post‐heating step. The temperature distribution and level are almost
constant during the whole scanning process of the layer. The EOS‐M290HT has the same productivity and build rates
like a standard machine without pre‐heating. Using the gas purification system, it is possible to run the whole job at an
oxygen level below 200 ppm. All measured data, especially the measured temperature distribution in the uppermost
powder bed layer by an infrared (IR) camera, are recorded and can be analyzed after the build job.
After developing the scan parameters, the control parameter of the separate heating system and adjusting the pre‐
heating temperature, crack‐free TiAl samples with a relative density of above 99.95 % and a very small defect size could
be produced. The transfer from small reference samples to larger vertical tensile bars and even real complex
applications, like valves, turbocharger turbine wheels and aero engine blades was realized in typical LBM quality. The
process conditions of pre‐heating and the oxygen level were constant even during long build jobs, which allow a crack‐
free manufacturing of large and complex parts. Figure 1 shows the pre‐heated process zone as well as reference
geometry and realized applications. A huge benefit of the HT LBM process is that there are only minimal sinter effects
in the powder. The powder can be easily removed after the build job. This gives the user the chance to realize cavities,
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internal structures and cooling channels within the applications. Furthermore, the potential of hybrid manufacturing,
for e.g. the shaft and a wheel of a turbocharger, was demonstrated.
Aging effects of the powder were analyzed, and first recycling concepts were discussed. Concerning the chemistry in
the as‐built condition an aluminum loss of 0.5 wt% to 0.9 wt% and an O2 level between 800 ppm and 1000 ppm was
measured.
Starting from the as‐built condition, calorimetric analyses were done to measure the phase transition temperatures as
a reference for further heat treatment steps. In the case of TiAl, the microstructure, phase contents and phase
morphologies can be adapted to different TiAl‐specific applications depending on the required mechanical properties.
That is why various heat treatment strategies were tested in combination with hot isostatic pressing (HIP) to generate
a near gamma (NG), a nearly lamellar gamma (NL γ) and a nearly lamellar beta (NL β) microstructure. Figure 2 shows
the results of the different heat treatments on the microstructure. In the as‐built condition and also after some standard
heat treatments, some inhomogeneities in the microstructure were documented because of the Al loss and the aging
effect during the build job. In case of the NL β microstructure and the NG microstructure, first steps towards an
optimized heat treatment to achieve a homogeneous microstructure and thus optimal creep or tensile properties were
conducted.
Tensile tests were performed at different temperatures between 20 °C and 800 °C on horizontally and vertically built
samples exhibiting NL γ, NG and NL β microstructures.
Creep tests were performed at 750 °C and 780 °C with 150 MPa and 200 MPa for the NL β and the optimized NL β
condition (see Fig. 2(5)). Good results were generated for both alloys as well as for all temperatures and loads, heat
treatments and for the horizontal and vertical build direction. For the optimized NL β microstructure an excellent
minimal creep rate of 1.9*10^‐9 1/s was measured at 750 °C and 150 MPa.
Rotating bending tests were performed in the NL β condition for both alloys. A fatigue limit between 350 MPa to
450 MPa was measured. In all cases, inhomogeneities in the microstructure and not defects were the reason of the
failure. A much higher fatigue limit is expected for the optimized NL β and NG microstructure because of the improved
microstructural homogeneity as it will be reported in a forthcoming publication [2].

Fig. 1: (1) Hot process zone (up to 1200 °C possible) of the EOS‐M290HT; (2) cross‐section of a TiAl‐TNM reference
sample with a density of >99.97 % and which is free of cracks; (3) TiAl‐TNM build job of 8 inlet valves with inner
structures; (4) TiAl‐TNM aero engine blade with a height of 23 cm; (5) TiAl‐TNM hybrid manufacturing of a
turbocharger wheel and shaft with surface finishing. All components are shown with the permission of the respective
customers of AM Metals.

Fig. 2: Different types of microstructures adjusted via heat treatments in TNM samples which were manufactured via
LBM: (1) NL  (2) NG; (3) NL ; (4) NL β using an optimized heat treatment; (5) creep strain and creep rate at 750 °C
and 150 MPa of TiAl‐TNM with NL  microstructure (blue), TiAl‐TNM+ with NL  microstructure (red) and TiAl‐TNM
with optimized NL  microstructure (orange).
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Introduction
Ternary Al‐Mg‐Si alloys are well known as traditional casting Al‐base light alloys. More recently, these alloys have been
used in newly developed processing methods such as additive manufacturing (AM), where the repeated
melting/solidification cycles make it extremely important to have raw materials with suitable properties. For example,
alloys with a low “solidification window”, i.e. the difference between the liquidus and solidus temperatures, will reduce
possible segregations and inhomogeneities in the microstructure obtained after solidification. The addition of inoculants
to these alloys can further enhance their solidification behavior. For example, the addition of Scandium to ternary Al‐
Mg‐Si alloys (Scalmalloys) [1] has lead to fine‐grained crack‐free microstructure with fine particles of Al3Sc which show
higher tensile and fatigue strengths. Other rare‐earths such as Erbium are expected to behave similarly and possibly
even better. In this work, we have carried out a thermodynamic analysis of the quaternary Al‐Mg‐Si‐Er system using the
CALPHAD approach augmented by using Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations to obtain thermodynamic
properties of ternary compounds. A quaternary thermodynamic database has been developed and subsequently used
to investigate properties of quaternary alloys, including the solidification behavior. A comparison with available
thermodynamic data measured in our laboratory [2] has also been carried out to validate the calculated results.
Materials and Methods
In the present work, thermodynamic calculations have been carried out using the CALPHAD method as implemented in
the ThermoCalc software v. 2021a [3]. DFT calculations were carried out using the VASP code v. 5.4 [4]. All DFT
parameters in the calculations were set to obtain a numerical precision below 2 meV/at (~0.2 kJ/mol).
Results and Discussion
In order to create the quaternary database, available assessments in the literature were used for the subsystems [5,6].
A reassessment of the binary Er‐Si system has been performed despite the fact that an assessment was already available
in the literature [7]. This was necessary to adopt a model (Redlich‐Kister) for the liquid phase which is compatible with
the other subsystems. A full assessment of the ternary Al‐Si‐Er system was carried out based on the available
experimental data and the DFT calculations performed in this work for all ternary compounds. As for the ternary Mg‐Si‐
Er system, no ternary compounds have been reported and we have extrapolated its properties from the binary
subsystems.
Based on the quaternary database, several alloys have been investigated. In particular, their solidification behavior was
analyzed using Scheil‐Gulliver simulations as shown in Fig. 1. The calculated results were compared with microstructural
data obtained by electronic microscopy. Thermodynamic data such as liquidus and solidus temperatures and enthalpies
of melting were also calculated using the quaternary database and compared with experimental data. The solidification
window of quaternary alloys was calculated at different compositions as shown in Fig. 2. Finally, the nucleation of Al3Er
particles and the competition with other phases was investigated by calculating their thermodynamic driving force for
nucleation.
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Fig. 1: Scheil‐Gulliver solidification for Al‐7Si‐0.6Mg‐
0.4Er

Fig. 2: Solidification window for Al‐Mg‐Si‐Er quaternary
alloys with fixed X(Er)=0.03 as a function of Mg and Si
compositions
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Introduction
For additive manufacturing (AM) of metallic and intermetallic materials as well as for various powder metallurgical
process routes, the quality and properties of elemental and alloy powders are essential. The most important
characteristics of powders for AM include interrelating size distribution, particle shape and morphology, flowability,
energy absorption and reflection, humidity, thermal conductivity, the reactivity with oxygen and the resulting formation
of oxide layers [1]. Currently, most industrial powders for AM are manufactured by gas atomization (GA), where a jet of
melt falls through a nozzle in an inert atmosphere and is atomized by a high impact gas stream. However, the production
of refractory metal alloy powders remains challenging, not only due to their high liquidus temperatures of more than
2000 °C and the reactivity of the constituting elements but also due to the formation of brittle intermetallic phases. The
brittle nature of these alloys restricts application of commonly available GA techniques, e.g. the casting of consumable
electrodes for processes like electrode induction GA (EIGA) or plasma rotating electrode process (PREP) becomes
difficult.
A novel ultrasonic atomization (UA) process was used to produce powders of a pesting resistant Mo‐Si‐Ti alloy in
laboratory scale, whereas a modified EIGA process was used to produce powders of the same composition in industrial
quantity. The powders were analyzed and compared with regards to their suitability for AM. Furthermore the process
stability of UA for the production of reactive and refractory alloy powders was evaluated through material analysis pre‐
and post‐atomization. For the trials a refractory metal alloy on Mo‐Si‐Ti basis was chosen. The recently developed alloy
shows exceptional oxidation resistance at intermediate temperatures of about 800 °C [2], which is rarely observed for
high‐Mo containing alloys [3].
Materials and Methods
Three ingots of the alloy Mo‐20Si‐52.8Ti (at. %) were arc melted in an Ar atmosphere by using an Edmund Bühler GmbH
AM/0,5 arc melter. The ingots were then cast into rods with a diameter of 10 mm. The rods were atomized in an
ATOLab+ (3DLab Ltd.). Fig. 1 a shows the principle of UA with the ATOLab+. A plasma arc is ignited between the electrode
and the crucible in an evacuated and then Ar (99,998 % purity) filled process chamber. The crucible is attached onto a
sonotrode. The input rod is gradually melted to create a melt pool on the vibrating crucible. The ultrasonic vibration of
the sonotrode causes droplets to separate from the melt pool. The droplets are carried by flowing Ar and rapidly solidify
to powder particles. The powders from each rod were kept separately in order to assess process stability and
reproducibility.
EIGA powder was produced by GfE Metalle und Materialien GmbH. Due to the brittle nature of the alloy, the EIGA
electrode was manufactured through a powder metallurgical process. Elemental Mo and Ti as well as SiTi‐prealloyed
powders were mixed to achieve a homogeneous powder mixture. The mixture was enclosed in a Ti‐capsule and
consolidated into rod shape through hot isostatic pressing (HIP). The rods were machined to achieve the required shape
for EIGA. Alloy formation to the target composition was achieved in‐situ during induction melting of the electrode tip.
All powder batches were sieved in an Ar filled glove box with ‐100 μm mesh size prior to further analysis. Consolidation
of the powders into cylindrical pellets with diameters of 20 mm was carried out at maximum temperatures of 1200 °C
and 1300 °C, both with temperature ramps of 100 K/min and for dwell times of 5 min by field assisted sintering
technique (FAST) with a Typ HP D device (FCT Systeme GmbH).
For microstructure analysis, scanning electron microscope (SEM, EVO 50, Carl Zeiss AG) micrographs in backscattered
electron (BSE) contrast were obtained from cross sections of the as cast material, powder particles (UA and EIGA
powders, cf Fig. 1 b and c) and the consolidated samples. For particle analysis, BSE micrographs of the particle
morphology were taken, after placing some powder on an adhesive C pad. The BSE micrographs were binarized using
the software ImageJ and individual particle shapes were approximated by ellipsoids. Energy dispersive X‐ray
spectroscopy (EDX) was performed on all metallographically prepared samples using an Auriga cross beam SEM (Carl
Zeiss AG) to track changes in alloy composition throughout the processing steps. To determine the phases present,
X‐ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were carried out using a D2 phaser system (Bruker). Interstitial O and N content was
tracked by means of hot gas carrier extraction on a Leco TC600 device.
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Results and Discussion
The powder particles produced with UA had a size distribution of 90 % of the particle diameters being in between 40
and 80 μm with satisfactory reproducibility. The aspect ratio (AR) of the approximated ellipsoid diameters showed that
AR90 ≤ 1.2 which indicates a shape close to spherical. A narrow size distribution suggests that the droplet formation was
largely determined by the capillary model as described in Ref. [4]. On a vibrating surface wetted with a liquid, excitation
of standing surface waves occurs. With increasing intensity of the vibration, the maxima of the standing waves pile up
into thin columns until they become hydrodynamically unstable and uniform droplets detach at the tip [5]. The decisive
parameters for efficient atomization of the liquid phase are a sufficiently large excitation amplitude and a sufficiently
low viscosity of the melt [6]. Microstructure analysis also suggests a fast solidification of the droplets. The eutectic
microstructure obtained is ultra‐fine and the formation of primary Ti5Si3 that can often be found in arc melted samples
[2] is suppressed. The EIGA powder, however, showed a microstructure that was less fine structured, and the formation
of eutectic colonies and the visibility of primary Ti5Si3 suggests a lower cooling rate compared to the UA powder, cf. Fig.
1 c with Fig. 1 b, respectively. Furthermore, the EIGA powder has a wider particle size distribution, compared with the
UA powder. The particle diameters of the EIGA powder appear to be rather bimodal with peaks at about 10 and 40 μm
and a slightly higher value for AR90 of 1.5. XRD analysis showed no changes in present phases through UA, and elemental
analysis confirmed that there is neither a substantial change in alloy composition through the process. Oxygen levels in
the order of 1000 wt. ppm were at satisfactory level for the development state of the processes but could yet be
improved for future applications in additive manufacturing.

Fig. 5 Principle of the ultrasonic atomization process (a), BSE micrographs of powder particles produced by UA (b)
and EIGA (c)
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Introduction
After the discovery of the semiconducting behavior of the intermetallic Be5Pt phase [1] our interest has turned to finding other
intermetallic compounds which could show similar physical properties, with particular attention to a possible Mg‐rich phase
in the Mg‐Pt system. No Mg‐Pt phase diagram is reported in literature and only few phases are already known [2,3,4,5]; in
particular R. Ferro [6], after a metallographic analysis of a Mg rich Mg‐Pt sample, reported that a phase with composition
around Mg6Pt could exist. However, a complete solution and refinement of its crystal structure is still missing.
Materials and Methods
The sample was synthetized by annealing Mg granules and Pt powder at 600 °C for 2 weeks. A single crystal was taken
from the crushed annealed sample, it was glued to thin glass fibers and was analyzed at room temperature using a
Rigaku AFC7 diffraction system equipped with a Saturn 724 + CCD detector using Mo‐Kα radiation. Absorption correction
was performed by a multi‐scan procedure. The structure was solved and refined in the non‐centrosymmetric space
group F‐43m with a=20.1273 (1) Å. The chemical composition of the sample was determined to be Mg87.67Pt12.33 from
WDXS performed with a Microprobe Cameca SX100, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Jeol JSM7800F using Mg2Si as
standard for Mg and Pt as standard of Pt. The composition obtained from metallography analysis is in good agreement
with the data obtained from single crystal solution.
Results and Discussion
The structural motif of Mg28.87Pt 4.06 can be described as made up by interpenetrating Mackay clusters [7] where the
empty spaces left by these in the unit cell are filled by tetrahedral units of four PtMg9 tricapped trigonal prisms and
Pearce clusters [8] made of tetrahedral units of face sharing PtMg12 icosahedra (Figure 1). In this way the 347 Mg atoms
(comprising 9 independent positions) and the 49 Pt atoms (comprising 3 independent positions) build up the complex
crystal structure. The structure can be also described as an arrangement of sets of nested polyhedra units or “clusters”
sitting in high symmetry points of the unit cell (Figure 2). Three of the fifteen atomic sites (M1a, M1b and Mg8 sites) of
the phase show disorder which influence both the second shell of the Mackay clusters and one of the nested polyhedral
units.

Fig. 1: Space filling arrangement of Mackay clusters
(green), tetrahedral units of four PtMg9 tricapped
trigonal prisms (blue) and the Pearce clusters (red).

Fig. 2: Arrangement of the nested polyhedral units in
high symmetry point of the unit cell.
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Introduction
Hard and brittle materials including intermetallic compounds and ceramics, have been widely used as strengthening
phases in various metallic alloys mostly because of their extremely high strength, which is closely related to their
complex crystal structures. In general, these hard materials exhibit quite brittle behavior at low temperature in bulk‐
scale mechanical tests, while they can be plastically deformed only at very high temperature above 1000 °C. These
characteristics of plastic deformation of these hard and brittle materials cause serious difficulty in identifying operative
deformation modes. Recently, micropillar compression tests of single crystalline materials have been found to be useful
for studying deformation behavior of brittle materials such as Si, GaAs at temperatures far below their ductile to brittle
transition temperatures observed for bulk‐scale specimens [1,2]. In our research group, we have systematically applied
the micropillar compression method to various hard materials including transition‐metal silicides, Laves phase, SiC,
borides and carbides, and have successfully confirmed that most of them are plastically deformable at room
temperature [3‐6]. In this study, we investigated room temperature deformation behavior of sigma‐FeCr and alpha‐Mn,
both of which have very complicated crystal structures of the tetragonal D8b‐type (tP30, space group: P42/mnm, c/a
~0.52, Fig. 1) and cubic A12‐type (cI58, space group: I43m, a = 0.8905nm, Fig. 2) structures, respectively, focusing on
the similarity in their crystal structures composed of atomic layers with the Kagome‐type atomic arrangement.
Materials and Methods
Ingots with a nominal composition of Fe‐50 at％Cr were prepared by arc‐melting. The arc‐melted ingots were cut into
small blocks, cold‐rolled and then heat‐treated to obtain polycrystalline specimens of Fe‐Cr sigma phase. Rectangular
parallelepiped micropillar specimens of sigma‐FeCr and alpha‐Mn single crystals with various loading axis orientations
were fabricated on single crystal regions of polycrystalline sigma Fe‐Cr and electrolytic alpha‐Mn with 99.999 % purity
using focused‐ion beam (FIB) technique. Compression tests were performed on a nanoindenter equipped with a flat
punch diamond tip. All micropillars were tested under a constant displacement rate (initial strain rate: 1×10‐4s‐1)
condition at room temperature in air. Deformation microstructures of the deformed micropillars were investigated by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM). Specimens for TEM/STEM observations were prepared by the FIB‐SEM lift‐out technique.
Results and Discussion
Plastic flow was observed at room temperature for all tested micropillars of both sigma‐FeCr and alpha‐Mn mostly
exhibiting a smooth transition from elastic to plastic deformation similar to those observed for ductile materials. Four
and three different slip systems were identified to be operative in sigma‐FeCr and alpha‐Mn, respectively, depending
on the loading axis orientation. It is thus confirmed that there are sufficient numbers of independent slip systems to
satisfy the von‐Mises criterion. The values of critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for the identified three slip systems
are extremely high about 1.9 ‐ 2.5 GPa. The CRSS value for each slip system increases with decreasing specimen size,
following an inverse power‐law relationship with a very low power‐law exponent (< 0.1), which is much smaller than
those reported for FCC (0.5 ‐ 1) and BCC (0.3 – 0.5) metals. Details of the identified slip systems including their dislocation
structures will be presented
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Fig. 1: Crystal structure of sigma‐FeCr.

Fig. 2: Crystal structure of alpha‐Mn.
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Introduction
The cubic C15 Laves Al2Ca phase is prevalent in several alloy systems, most notably in a selection of magnesium alloys,
where previous research has shown that an increase in Al2Ca can lead to grain refinement in AZ31 alloys [1]. The impact
of the Al2Ca phase on the mechanical properties of magnesium alloys has also been a focus of previous research: Al2Ca
precipitates in a magnesium matrix are reported to serve as obstacles against non‐basal slip of the <a> type dislocation
during creep deformation [2], while the phase is also reported to improve the grain‐boundary strength in magnesium
alloys [3]. However, Al2Ca has also been found to catalyze hot cracking in Mg‐Al‐Ca alloys due to the difference in
thermal expansion coefficient between Al2Ca and the Mg matrix [3]. As such, the fracture toughness of the intermetallic
Al2Ca phase is of significant importance for understanding the mechanical response of a series of technologically‐
important Mg‐alloys.
Materials and Methods
Samples were cast with 66.7 at. % aluminum and 33.3 at. % calcium target compositions, followed by annealing at 600°C
for 24 hrs to improve homogeneity, reduce internal stresses and promote equilibrium phase formation. The annealed
sample was mechanically ground and then polished to a 0.04 µm surface finish with an OP‐U colloidal silica suspension.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Zeiss Auriga was performed to image the microstructure, followed by
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) for phase confirmation. To determine the hardness and elastic modulus for
fracture toughness calculations, 15 indents were made approximately 10 µm apart, at a constant strain rate of 0.05/s
and a maximum displacement of 500 nm. A diamond Berkovich tip geometry (Synton‐MDP) was used, with a KLA‐Tencor
G200 nanoindentation device. Micropillars of ca. 5 µm diameter were then fabricated into single grain regions using a
gallium focused ion beam (FIB) SEM workstation at 30 keV to a minimum polishing current of 240 pA (Zeiss Auriga).
Finally, the fracture toughness of the Al2Ca was determined at room temperature using pillar splitting tests performed
on the pillars with a diamond cube corner geometry (Synton‐MDP) using an ASMEC UNAT‐II in‐situ nanoindentation
system with the SEM (Zeiss Gemini).
Results and Discussion
Fig. 1(a) shows the sample microstructure, containing an Al2Ca matrix and an Al4Ca skeleton phase. EBSD analysis
confirmed the matrix phase as the Al2Ca, and also revealed a grain size in excess of 100 µm, which was beneficial for
milling several pillars in the same grain to reduce any impact of orientation on the fracture toughness results. Berkovich
indentation was then performed and provided an average elastic modulus of 110 ± 2 GPa and hardness of 5.8 ± 0.1 GPa.
Micropillar indentation splitting was used in‐situ inside the SEM to determine the toughness, where FIB‐milled pillars
with an aspect ratio of 1 to 2 are fractured using a sharp indenter allowing for measurement of the critical load to form
a fracture instability under the sharp tip [4]. This method is relatively simple, and does not require post‐mortem
measurement of the crack length or geometry. The relationship between fracture toughness (Kc) is determined from
the critical load at failure (Pc), pillar radius (R) and gamma (γ), which is a dimensionless quantity dependent on the ratio
of elastic modulus and hardness (E/H), as shown in Eq. 1:

𝐾

𝛾

/

.

(1)

The measured E/H ratio of 19 from nanoindentation testing was then used to determine the corresponding value of
gamma using a published data set [5]. Fig. 2(a) shows a post‐mortem image of one of the pillars, where it is observed
that a three‐way crack propagates from the indentation point towards the edges of the pillar. Load‐displacement curves
obtained from the pillar splitting are shown in Fig. 2(b); the maximum load on the curves depicts the critical failure load
of each pillar. Finally, Eq. 1 was used to determine the fracture toughness of each pillar using the pillar radius measured
using the imaging software, leading to a calculated average fracture toughness for the Al2Ca micropillars of 1.20 ± 0.17
MPa√m. As this is an ongoing project, more pillars will be tested to improve the statistical accuracy and precision of the
toughness data, while extending the toughness measurements to elevated temperatures is also planned.
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Fig. 1: (a) Backscattered electron (BSE) image of the polished sample surface, (b) EBSD of the region of interest and
associated inverse pole figure (IPF) maps showing Al2Ca grain orientations and red crosses showing pillar locations, (c)
SEM image of FIB‐milled pillar, (d) pillar before the splitting test imaged within the SEM.

Fig. 2: (a) Post‐mortem image after the pillar splitting test, (b) load‐displacement curves obtained from pillar splitting
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Introduction
Many intermetallic compounds with the L12 structure such as Ni3Al have been known to exhibit the ‘yield stress
anomaly’ (YSA), in which the yield stress increases with the increase in temperature. There is a general agreement that
the yield stress anomaly occurs as a result of thermally‐activated cross‐slip of the superlattice dislocation with b (Burgers
vector)=[101] dissociated into the APB (anti‐phase boundary)‐scheme (shown below as (Eq. 1)) from (111) octahedral
to (010) cube slip planes [1, 2].
[101] → 1/2[101] + (APB) + 1/2[101]

(1)

However, all L12 compounds do not necessarily behave similarly to exhibit YSA. The L12‐Fe3Ge is frequently counted as
a typical exception for this [3, 4]. The reason for this has usually been described to be instability of the APB fault on
(111) that owning to the unstable or of very high energy of the APB fault on (111), the APB dissociation scheme of the
superlattice dislocation with b=[101] according to Eq.1 cannot occur. Instead, another dissociation scheme called the
SISF (superlattice intrinsic stacking fault) scheme (shown below as (Eq. 2)) is believed to occur on (111) for this L12
compound.
[101] → 1/3[112] + (SISF) + 1/3[211]
(2)
However, due to the practical impossibility of the single crystal preparation for Fe3Ge, knowledge on the deformation
mechanism of this L12 compound is very limited. All previous studies on Fe3Ge are based on polycrystals and found that
slip occurs on (001) exhibiting a normal temperature dependence of yield stress [5‐7].
In the present study, we investigate the room‐temperature deformation behavior of single crystals of Fe3Ge with the
L12 structure at room temperature as a function of crystal orientation with the use of small‐scale specimens in the
micropillar form cut out from polycrystals by FIB machining, in order to see if slip on {111} occurs in Fe3Ge. We then
discuss factors controlling the occurrence of either slip on {111} or slip {010} as well as the expected mechanical
properties carried by slip on {111} in Fe3Ge.
Materials and Methods
Ingots with a nominal composition of Fe‐25 at.% Ge were prepared by arc‐melting high‐purity Fe and Ge in a proper
ratio under an Ar gas flow. The ingots were annealed at 1273 K for 1 week for homogenization, then at 873 K for 2
months for the L12‐phase formation, followed by water quenching. Micropillar specimens with a square cross section
having an edge length L ranging from 1 to 10 μm and an aspect ratio of about 1:2.5 were cut from the oriented
specimens. Three compression‐axis orientations, [1,1,15], [113] and [568] were selected. The Schmid factors for possible
(111)[101] and (010)[101] slip systems are listed in Tables 1 for each loading axis orientation, together with the N value
(the Schmid factor ratio for these two slip systems). The propensity for the occurrence of (111)[101] slip is expected to
increase with the decrease in the N value. Micropillar specimens were deformed in compression at room temperature
with nominal strain rate of 1 × 10‐4 /s. Deformation microstructures developed in the deformed micropillars were
investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Specimens for TEM observations were prepared by FIB‐SEM
in‐situ lift‐out technique. Thin foil specimens for TEM analysis were cut out parallel to the observed slip plane (either
(111) or (010)) as much as possible.
Results and Discussion
In addition to slip on (010), slip on (111) is observed to occur in Fe3Ge for the first time. The CRSS (critical resolved shear
stress) for (111)[101] slip, estimated by extrapolating the size‐dependent strength variation to the ‘bulk’ size, is ~240
MPa, which is almost 6 times that (~40 MPa) for (010)[101] slip similarly estimated, as shown in Fig. 1. The dissociation
scheme for the superlattice dislocation with b=[101] is confirmed to be of the APB (anti‐phase boundary)‐type both on
(010) and on (111), in contrast to the previous prediction for the SISF (superlattice intrinsic stacking fault) scheme on
(111) because of the expected APB instability. While superlattice dislocations do not have any preferential directions to
align when gliding on (010) (indicative of low frictional stress at room temperature), the alignment of superlattice
dislocations along their screw orientation is observed when gliding on (111), see the dark‐field weak‐beam image of
(111) slip dislocations (Fig. 2). This is proved to be due to thermally‐activated cross‐slip to form Kear‐Wilsdorf locks,
indicative of the occurrence of yield stress anomaly that is observed in many other L12 compounds such as Ni3Al.
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Hence, the CRSS for (010) slip is expected to show no temperature or orientation dependence owing to the curved
dislocation configuration. The reported normal temperature dependence of yield stress in (010) polycrystal deformation
is believed to be attributed to the effect of solid solution hardening due to the off‐stoichiometry of the compound. On
the other hand, a strong yield stress temperature dependence is predicted in (111) slip of Fe3Ge, according to the typical
K‐W lock configuration of (111) deformed dislocation structure, as shown in Fig 2. The APB energies on (111) and (010)
are estimated from the corresponding dislocation dissociation width to be 99±9 and 91±12 mJ/m2, respectively. When
judge from the elastic and energetic anisotropy of APB on (010) and (111), the yield stress anomaly for slip on (111) is
expected to occur in this L12‐Fe3Ge.

Fig. 1: Specimen size dependence of CRSS for slip on (010)
([113]‐ and [568]‐orientated crystals) and (111) ([1,1,15]‐
orientated crystals).

Loading‐axis orientation
Schmid factor
(111) [101]
(010) [101]
N‐factor: (010) [101] /(111) [101]

[1115]
0.433
0.093
0.216

Fig. 2: Weak‐beam dark‐filed TEM image of a typical
deformation microstructure carried by slip on (111)
in a [1,1,15]‐orientated crystal. The thin foil was cut
parallel to the (111) slip plane.
[113]
0.447
0.386
0.865

[568]
0.383
0.499
1.301

Table 1: Schmid factors for slip on (111) and (010) and N‐factors for each loading‐axis orientation.
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Introduction
Many interesting material properties such as non‐linear optical behavior are related to the absence of an inversion
centre in the crystal structure. Phases with a chiral crystal structure have recently attracted particular attention, as the
occurrence of superconductivity or the formation of helically ordered magnetic states in these phases suggest unusual
interactions in solids. However, the determination of handedness is not always trivial, since the two enantiomorphic
variants of a chiral phase can weaken or even cancel each other out. The fraction and distribution of the enantiomorphic
structural variants may therefore play an important role in polycrystalline materials. Local crystallographic properties
are often determined with the electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) method. Due to the spatial resolution, both
individual grain boundaries and parameters such as texture and average grain size of a polycrystalline material can be
determined. However, common evaluation methods do not take the handedness into account. Investigations on ‐
quartz have shown that Kikuchi patterns of left‐ and right‐handed ‐quartz differ [1]. In simulations, experimental
Kikuchi pattern are reproduced in a good approximation. In particular, the consideration of dynamic electron multiple
scattering processes leads to handedness‐dependent differences. Therefore, an assignment of handedness can be made
by the better fit of an experimental Kikuchi pattern with one of the two simulated Kikuchi patterns. The quantitative
comparison between experimental and simulated Kikuchi pattern with the cross‐correlation method [2] are the basis
for enantiomorph distribution maps. These EBSD based maps show the distribution of the two enantiomorph variants
in a polycrystalline material. In our previous studies on the chiral phase CoSi (FeSi structure type P 213), we have shown
that the EBSD‐based determination of the two enantimorphs – e.g. CoSi with A‐form according to [3] and CoSi with the
B‐form ‐ agrees with the result of single‐crystal X‐ray diffraction [4]. Both enantiomorphs of CoSi show the same
symmetry (space group P213). The studies on CoSi presented here reveal that the preparation method has a significant
influence on the occurrence and distribution of the two variants with different handedness.
Materials and Methods
Preparation methode 1: CoSi phase have been crystallized from the liquid phase by slow cooling from 1600°C to 1200°C
with cooling rate of 0.2 K/min. The cross‐section showed several grains with notable different grain orientation
according to EBSD measurements.
Preparation method 2: CoSi was synthesized by isothermal reaction of the elements cobalt (powder) and silicon
(powder) in the presence of iodine at 700 °C in evacuated fused silica tubes during 120 h.
Preparation method 3: After preparation method 2 several CoSi crystals were recrystallized during 3 weeks by a chemical
transport reaction in a temperature gradient from 700 °C (source) to 800 °C (sink), and a transport agent concentration
of 0.5 mg/cm3 iodine. Preparation method 2 and 3 resulted well faceted crystals with typical dimensions of 1 mm that
were frequently agglomerated.
The experimental backscattered Kikuchi diffraction patterns were acquired using an EBSD system (Bruker Nano,
Germany) attached to a scanning electron microscope JEOL JSM7800 F. The EBSD measurements have been performed
on mounted and metallographically prepared materials. A best‐fit pattern matching approach was used to find the
orientation and the chirality corresponding to each experimental Kikuchi pattern. The normalized cross‐correlation
coefficient r (0 ≤ r ≤ 1) between the experimental and the simulated Kikuchi pattern of the reference structure was
optimized according to [2], with an additional test against the inverted structure to discriminate between the
enantiomorphs. For each experimental pattern, two optimized correlation coefficients r+E and r−E were obtained from
the fit to the simulated Kikuchi pattern of the CoSi A‐form, and the CoSi B‐form, respectively. For the final assignment,
the difference of the correlation coefficients r = r+E − r−E, in relation to their average value rm = (r+E + r−E)/2 is used. A
large average value rm indicate a good fit to the simulated data, while a simultaneous large difference |r| indicates a
reliable discrimination of the enantiomorph.
The pattern evaluation yielded rm ≥ 0.65 and |r| ≥ 0.01. These values are similar to our previous studies on CoSi [4]
and allowed a clear assignment of the enantiomorphs for all evaluated Kikuchi patterns.
Results and Discussion
The Kikuchi pattern evaluation by the cross‐correlation method revealed only the B‐ form of CoSi phase crystallized from
the liquid phase (preparation method 1). The cross‐section showed different grains with different orientation of the unit
cell but without any change of the handedness of the CoSi crystal structure (no micrograph given in this abstract). The
preparation of CoSi crystals by isothermal reaction of cobalt and silicon powders (preparation method 2) resulted well
faceted crystallites. The crystallites are built up by several domains with different orientation of the unit cell and
frequently changes of the handedness of the CoSi phase (Fig. 1) are observed. The change of handedness is not always
related to the change in the orientation of the unit cell. In these crystals we find boundaries which are formed by
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domains of different handedness and almost the same orientation of the unit cell of the CoSi phase (Fig.1). Crystals
prepared by chemical transport reaction (preparation method 3) are well faceted. These crystals show the same habit
as the crystallites prepared by method 2. All crystals prepared by method 3 are single crystals and agglomerated crystals
show almost always the same handedness.
The EBSD based determination of the distribution of the enantiomorphs in polycrystalline materials opens new
possibilities for the systematic investigations of the relation between handedness and material properties. In addition
to observations on the influence of the preparation process on the enantiomorph distribution, first results on the
characterization of boundaries will be presented, taking into account the handedness of the domains involved.

CoSi

Enantiomorph assignment

A‐form
B‐form
Fig. 1: Crystallite prepared by isothermal
reaction of the elementes cobalt and
silicon (preparation method 2).

Domains: Color gives the
orientation of the CoSi unit
cell parallel to the sample
surface (s. color code above)
Dots: color is related to the
handedness.

Fig. 2: Agglomerated crystals prepared by
chemical transport reaction (preparation
method 3)
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Introduction
Contemporary superalloys for gas turbines already perform at 90% of their solidus temperature, limiting the potential
for further increase of the operating temperatures. This necessitates the development of novel materials with a
comparable set of characteristics, but a capability to withstand higher temperatures, if the requirements of modern gas
turbines, like increasing efficiency and load flexibility, are to be met. Promising possibilities are alloys located in the
system Mo‐Si‐Ti(‐B), which have been under investigation for several years and show viable properties in terms of high‐
temperature mechanical parameters and corrosion resistance.
The group of Chang [1] developed a thermodynamic database for the system Mo‐Si‐Ti‐B, which is widely used for
CALPHAD‐type analyses to guide the materials development. Based on new results, some areas of the phase diagram
warrant further investigation. This contribution aims to refine the thermodynamic phase modelling in the metal‐rich
area of the Mo‐Si‐Ti diagram, which is important for future applications. Additionally, several Mo‐Si‐Ti‐B alloys were
investigated, to verify, if the results of the ternary system can be extended into the quaternary system.
Materials and Methods
Several alloys with varying compositions were produced by vacuum arc melting from high‐purity raw materials. The
purities of the materials were as follows: Mo 99.95%, Si 99.9985%, B 95‐97%, Ti 99.6%. The arc melter was located in a
glove box with a controlled Argon atmosphere; oxygen and water contaminations within the box were in the order of
1 ppm. All samples were prepared as 1500 mg buttons and remelted five times. Subsequently, the samples were
annealed at 1425 °C for 330 h in a flowing Argon atmosphere and were furnace cooled. In selected cases, samples were
additionally heat treated at the same temperature for 24 h and quenched in water, to investigate if the relatively slow
cooling in the furnace leads to the precipitation of additional phases. To prepare the samples for analysis, the buttons
were bisected and the cut surface was ground and polished to a roughness of 0.04 µm.
The samples were characterized via SEM, EDX, WDX and XRD to analyze the microstructure and phases present. ICP‐
OES was used to verify the actual composition of the samples after arc melting matches the nominal compositions.
Results and Discussion
While significant areas of the Mo‐Si‐Ti phase diagram could be verified, the technologically relevant three‐phase regions
(Mo,Ti)‐(Mo,Ti)3Si‐(Mo,Ti)5Si3 as well as (Mo,Ti)‐(Mo,Ti)5Si3‐(Ti,Mo)5Si3 could not be reconfirmed in comparison to [1].
Instead, samples analyzed exhibited the three‐phase regions (Mo,Ti)‐(Mo,Ti)3Si‐(Ti,Mo)5Si3 and (Mo,Ti)3Si‐(Mo,Ti)5Si3‐
(Ti,Mo)5Si3, respectively, with a small two‐phase field of (Mo,Ti)3Si‐(Ti,Mo)5Si3 between them. The results support a
publication by Schliephake et al. [2], who also found indications for the three‐phase equilibrium (Mo,Ti)‐(Mo,Ti)3Si‐
(Mo,Ti)5Si3. Fig. 1 shows the metal‐rich area of the Mo‐Si‐Ti phase diagram as obtained by Yang et al., superimposed
with the three‐phase equilibria obtained in this work, shown in red and blue, respectively. Quaternary alloys, with the
admixture of Boron, confirm the existence of the proposed three‐phase equilibria and their extension into quaternary
space.
Additionally, the results show strong indications for the existence of an invariant transition reaction
Mo3Si + Ti5Si3 ⇄  (Mo,Ti) + Mo5Si3 in the vicinity of the chosen annealing temperature of 1425 °C. This value is far lower
than the previously calculated temperature of 1870.2 °C [3], which is based on the results obtained by Yang et al. [1],
but not directly observed by them experimentally.
The results reported suggest that the thermodynamic database should be refined further, as the area under
investigation in this work has direct consequences for the application of the material.
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Fig. 1: The schematic Mo‐Si‐Ti phase diagram at 1425 °C according to the work of Yang [1]. Superimposed in dashed
lines are the three‐phase equilibria found in this work:
Top (red): Ti5Si3‐Mo5Si3‐Mo3Si
Bottom (blue): (Mo,Ti)‐Mo3Si‐Ti5Si3.

Fig. 2: Micrographs showing the three‐phase equilibria found in this work. The samples were heat treated at 1425 °C
for 330 h in Argon flow and furnace‐cooled.
a) (Mo,Ti)‐(Mo,Ti)3Si‐(Ti,Mo)5Si3
b) (Mo,Ti)3Si‐(Mo,Ti)5Si3‐(Ti,Mo)5Si3
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Introduction
In recent decades, Mo‐Si based alloys have become an excellent alternative to Ni‐based superalloys for high‐
temperature applications. To meet the requirement of modern industrial applications, many attempts of improving the
solidification microstructure have been made to enhance the performance of this alloy. The manufactured Mo‐Si‐Ti
alloy with eutectic (L → Ti(Mo)5Si3 + β(Mo,Si,Ti)) and eutectoid (Mo(Ti)3Si → Ti(Mo)5Si3 + β(Mo,Si,Ti)) structures, for
instance, shows both an outstanding oxidation behavior as well as a reasonable creep resistance [1]. Based on the
experimental observation, the occurrence of the phase transitions between the four simultaneously existing phases
may have a significant influence on the microstructural evolution. In the present study, we use a phase‐field model to
explore the microstructural evolution in the Mo‐Si‐Ti ternary system. We conduct simulations for the eutectic reaction
and investigate the development of the lamellar structure. The relationship between the growth velocity v, the lamellar
spacing λ, and the driving force Δc has been clarified and is in accordance with the classic Jackson‐Hunt theory. For the
four‐phase reaction, the influence of the Mo(Ti)3Si (MS) phase on the growth of the lamellar structure is scrutinized.
Materials and Methods
In the present study, we use a phase‐field model with the grand‐potential formulation [2] to investigate the
microstructural evolution in the Mo‐Si‐Ti system. The temporal phase‐field evolution equation is derived by the
variational approach to describe the movement of interface and writes as following:
𝜏𝜖

2σ ϵ∇ φ

𝛗

Ψ 𝛍
α

Ψ 𝛍 ℎ φ

1, … 𝑁, β

𝜆

(1)

𝛼

Furthermore, the total amount of solute in the system is conserved. Therefore, we introduce a diffusion equation based
on Fick's law. The evolution equation for the concentration fields can be derived as
∇∙ ∑

𝑀 𝛗, 𝛍 ∇μ .

(2)

∑
Here, 𝑀 𝛗, 𝛍
𝑀 𝛗, 𝛍 ℎ φ is the mobility.
We focus on the phase transitions between liquid phase, Ti(Mo)5Si3, Mo(Ti)3Si, and β(Mo,Si,Ti) phases.
Results and Discussion
For a eutectic phase transition, we investigate the growth of the lamellar structure, which consists of Ti(Mo)5Si3 (TS) and
β(Mo,Si,Ti) phases. The initial setup for the simulations is illustrated in Fig. 1. In order to eliminate the influence of the
boundaries perpendicular to the solidification front, we use an infinite domain that is modeled by periodic boundary
conditions. At the boundary far from the solidification front in the liquid, a constant flux of melt into the domain is
realized by the Dirichlet boundary condition. Fig. 1(a) depicts the time evolution of the lamellae pair corresponding to
the case of a simultaneous nucleation of two solids (TS and β). Fig. 1(b) illustrates the relationship between the growth
velocity v and the lamellar spacing λ for the evolution with a different driving force. In all simulations, the liquid
concentration deviates from the equilibrium concentration, which provides the driving force for the growth of lamellae
pair. The corresponding initial concentration of the liquid phase is set as cL = (0.4265, 0.3635, 0.21), (0.3795, 0.4105,
0.21), and (0.4265, 0.3635, 0.21), respectively. It is noteworthy that the initial concentration of silicon in the liquid phase
is constant in all three cases. Hence there is only one independent component in the present study and the
concentration deviation is defined as:
(3)
∆𝒄 𝒄𝑳 𝒄𝑳𝒆 ,
where c represents the concentration of molybdenum, cL is the initial liquid concentration, and ceL denotes the eutectic
composition. The yellow, blue, and violet lines represent the growth of the lamellar structure with
Δc = 0.2175, 0.1705, and 0.1235, respectively. In all three cases, the growth velocity increases with the extending λ at
the beginning and then decreases. This result is in accordance with the Jackson‐Hunt theory. For a stable growth, the λ
should be restricted in a reasonable range. Otherwise, one phase will be overgrown by the other.
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In addition, based on the experimental observation by Yang et al. [3], the TS phase has the possibility to nucleate at the
surface of primarily solidified β particle. Therefore, we explore the second case, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). In this case, there
is a new influence factor: the width of the TS phase d. For a fixed λ, d should be limited in a specific interval, so as to
ensure a steady growth, as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 1: (a) The evolution of the lamellae pair from t0 to t2.
Violet represents the TS phase and the β phase is colored
in gold. The remaining gray domain is filled with melt. (b)
The relationship between the growth velocity v and the
lamellar spacing λ for the evolution with different driving
force Δc. The yellow, blue, and violet lines represent the
growth of the lamellar structure with Δc = 0.2175, 0.1705,
and 0.1235, respectively.

Fig. 2: (a) The evolution of the lamellae pair for the case of
the nucleation of the TS phase on the surface of the β
phase from t0 to t2. (b) The relationship between the
lamellar spacing λ and the width of the TS phase d. The
yellow squares denote the minimum width dmin while the
violet points represent the maximum width dmax for the
stable growth. The stable growth region is colored in
yellow. The blue and violet regions show that one phase is
overgrown by the other.
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Introduction
Due to the high melting temperature, which is positively related to most high‐temperature properties, vanadium‐based
alloys are promising candidates for high‐temperature structural applications. One of the most attractive vanadium‐
based systems is V‐Cr‐Ti, where mainly single‐phase vanadium solid solution (Vss) alloys were developed for tritium
breeding blanket in fusion reactors [1,2]. Nevertheless, the V‐Cr‐Ti alloys have poor oxidation resistance, although the
addition of Cr and Ti can increase the oxidation resistance of vanadium [3]. Si and B can be added to further improve
the oxidation resistance by forming intermetallic phases such as V3Si, V5Si3 and V5SiB2 [4,5]. Furthermore, the
intermetallic phases V3Si and V5SiB2 can also improve the high‐temperature strength and creep resistance according to
the recent work on the powder metallurgical (PM) processed V‐9Si‐13B alloy (the unit of at.% is always used in the
present work) [5–8]. The compositional choice of this PM V‐9Si‐13B alloy was based on the isothermal section of the V‐
Si‐B system at 1600 °C presented by Nunes et al. [9] and the consideration on the phase fraction to form a solid solution
matrix with fine distributed and embedded intermetallic phases. However, in order to produce the three‐phase Vss‐V3Si‐
V5SiB2 alloys via a casting process, the liquidus projection in the three‐phase field would be helpful for the choice of
alloy compositions. A systematic investigation of the liquidus projection in the vanadium‐rich region of the V‐Si‐B system
was carried out recently via arc‐melting [10] to reevaluate the thermodynamically calculated liquidus projection by Pinto
da Silva et al. [11]. A ternary eutectic was found, but until now the eutectic alloy composition has not been reported.
Thus, the aim of the present work is to determine the ternary eutectic reaction via arc‐melting and to modify the liquidus
projection.
Materials and Methods
Different V‐Si‐B alloys, nominal compositions are shown in Fig. 1, were produced by conventionally arc‐melting under
argon atmosphere. The raw materials for arc‐melting were carefully weight in form high‐purity elemental turnings of V
(99.7 wt.%) and granules of Si (99.99 wt.%) and B (99.0 wt.%) to produce a 15 g sample for each alloy investigated. Each
button was remelted and flipped five times in order to ensure a homogenous compositional distribution of all elements.
A weight loss < 1% indicates that the compositions after arc‐melting can be identical with the nominal composition. The
chemical compositions were checked by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP‐OES). After
metallographic preparation, a Zeiss Merlin and Zeiss Supra 50 VP scanning electron microscope (SEM) were used to
observe the microstructures using the secondary electron (SE) and the backscatter electron (BSE) mode. Energy‐
dispersive X‐ray (EDS) was performed to check the composition of each phase. Further, electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD, Oxford Instruments) with a scanning step size smaller than 0.25 μm was used to identify the phases and obtain
the phase maps. Further, the polished bulk samples were directly used to perform X‐ray diffraction (XRD) to identify the
crystal structure of phases. The lattice parameters of phases were determined using the software GSAS‐II [12] by the
Pawley refinement [13], where the intensities of reflection peaks are variable.
Results and Discussion
The observed primary phases or the observed first eutectic microstructures for each alloy investigated in the present
work are indicated by the filled symbols in Fig. 1, while the alloys investigated in the work of Hasemann [10] are marked
with the open symbols. According to the observed microstructures, the liquidus projection obtained by Hasemann [10]
𝑉 𝑆𝑖 𝑉 𝑆𝑖𝐵 is moved toward the
can be slightly modified. Firstly, the ternary invariant eutectic reaction 𝐿 ↔ 𝑉
composition of alloy V‐9Si‐6.5B (#3) because almost the entire sample is composed of the three‐phase Vss‐V3Si‐V5SiB2
eutectic microstructures as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the ternary eutectic alloy composition V‐9Si‐6.5B is identified.
𝑉 𝑆𝑖𝐵 might be slightly shifted to lower Si‐ and higher B‐
Secondly, the invariant peritectic reaction 𝐿 𝑉 𝐵 ↔ 𝑉
concentrations, quite close to the composition of alloy V‐8Si‐6.5B (#5). The alloy solidifies within the Vss primary area
but seemingly very close to the two‐phase Vss‐V5SiB2 eutectic valley, which indicates its position being located right of
the peritectic reaction. Finally, both monovariant Vss‐V5SiB2 and V3Si‐V5SiB2 reaction lines near the ternary eutectic
reaction seem to be relatively parallel to a B concentration of around 6.5 at.%. The microstructure of the alloys V‐8.5Si‐
6.5B (#6), V‐9.5Si‐6.5B (#7) and V‐10Si‐6.5B (#8) provide the experimental evidence for this assumption.
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Alloy V‐8.5Si‐6.5B (#6) is considered as being located very close to the monovariant Vss‐V5SiB2 reaction line, while alloy
V‐9.5Si‐6.5B (#7) and V‐10Si‐6.5B (#8) are very close to the monovariant V3Si‐V5SiB2 reaction line. It should be noted
that the present results are influenced by the high cooling rates in the arc‐melting furnace and are expected to be
slightly different as compared to the theoretical liquidus projection obtained under equilibrium conditions. The modified
liquidus projection can be used to design as‐cast V‐Si‐B alloys with different microstructures close to the ternary eutectic
reaction. Some of them having representative microstructures, e.g. two‐phase Vss‐V5SiB2 and three‐phase Vss‐V3Si‐V5SiB2
eutectic microstructures, will be mechanically tested and investigated in the future.

Fig. 1: modified liquidus projection.

Fig. 2: EBSD phase map of alloy V‐9Si‐6.5B (#3).
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Introduction
Strongly correlated electron materials can show interesting physical properties such as special forms of magnetism [1,2]
and unconventional superconductivity [3,4] driven by thermal and quantum fluctuations. As one candidate class of
materials, intermetallic compounds exhibiting strong electron−electron or electron−la ce interac ons [5,6] may host
such fascinating and unusual phenomena.
With regard to our interest on the exploratory synthesis of layered compounds with homoatomic square lattices
(namely Sb nets) co‐existing with and without magnetic slabs, we began our investigation in an effort to re‐examine the
crystal growth of LaPdSb3. To the best of our knowledge there is only one report in the literature about this palladium
layered intermetallic compound [7]. From the efforts to grow larger crystals of LaPdSb3 for physical properties
measurements by using Sb as flux, we have discovered a new ternary antimonide, La6Pd2+xSb15 (x = 0.28), with p‐type
metallic behavior as discussed in the work at hand. In a nutshell, we report the synthesis, structure, and properties of
this ternary rare‐earth palladium intermetallic phase, which can be considered a stuffed variant of the orthorhombic
La6MnSb15 structure type, in which square pyramidal and tetrahedral sites are partially occupied by Pd atoms.
Materials and Methods
Crystal Growth of La6Pd2+xSb15 (x = 0.28). The reaction mixtures consisted of rare‐earth element La (0.4197g, 3.02
mmol), Pd (0.2411g, 2.26 mmol), and Sb (⁓2g, ⁓16.4 mmol) were loaded into 2 mL Canfield Crucible Set (CCS – frit‐disc
alumina crucibles set) [8]. Next, the alumina crucibles were placed in fused‐silica tubes and flame‐sealed under a vacuum
of < 10‐5 mbar. In a Nabertherm programmable chamber furnace, the tubes were heated to 1125°C in 14 h, held at
1125°C for 12 h, cooled to 700°C with rate of 3°C/h. After dwelling at 700 °C for a few hours, the tubes were quickly
centrifuged to filter the crystals formed from excess liquid Sb metal. Remaining Sb flux was tried to be removed from
the sample by dissolution in a 1:1:1 mixture of HCl, HNO3, and H2O or in a dilute solution of HCl, followed by gravity
filtration and rinsing with H2O and acetone to isolate the crystals of La6Pd2+xSb15 (x = 0.28).
Scanning Electron Microscopy. Microstructure and composition were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy on
cleaned single crystals on a Zeiss EVOMA15 with AzTec software equipped with an electron microprobe analyzer for
semi‐quantitative elemental analysis using the energy dispersive x‐ray (EDX) mode.
Single Crystal X‐ray Diffraction. A single crystal of La6Pd2+xSb15 was selected and mounted on the tip of quartz fiber for
X‐ray diffraction. Intensity data were collected at 298 K using ω scans on a STOE IPDS‐II imaging plate diffraction system
using graphite‐monochromatized Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) operating at 50 kV and 40 mA with a 34 cm diameter
imaging plate.
Band Structure Calculations. We performed fully relativistic calculations based on Density Functional Theory using the
Perdew‐Burke‐Ernzerhof implementation of the Generalized Gradient Approximation, as implemented in the FPLO
code.
Magnetization measurements. For the magnetization measurements, we used a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
(VSM) from Quantum Design. Measurements were carried out as a function of temperature or magnetic field in the
temperature range 1.8 K to 300 K and up to 7 T.
Charge Transport. Resistivity, magnetoresistivity and Hall resistivity measurements were performed on single crystals.
The resistivity as a function of temperature was measured in a dip‐stick sample holder immersed in a Dewar with liquid
He while the magnetoresistivity and the Hall resistivity measurements were carried out in an OXFORD cryostat with a
superconducting magnet under magnetic fields up to µ0H=15 T.
Results and Discussion
From single‐crystal XRD data, we have determined that the La6Pd2.28Sb15 compound crystallizes in the orthorhombic
La6MnSb15 – structure type (space group Immm; a= 4.3082(9) Å, b=15.399(3) Å, c=19.689(4) Å; Z = 2). ). The structure of
La6Pd2.28Sb15 is isostructural with La6MSb15 (M = Mn, Zn) [9,10] and Pr6InSb15 [11], they exhibit the same substructures
of Sb and the same coordination environment for the rare earth elements. The crystal structure is a three‐dimensional
framework (Fig. 1) composed of various squares and ribbons that extend along the a axis, including complex Sb‒Sb
bonding. Three types of antimonide substructures are present in La6Pd2.28Sb15: four‐atom‐wide ribbon, linked to similar
ribbons by Sb(6)–Sb(6) pairs, three‐atom‐wide ribbon, and single Sb(3) atoms centered within La6 trigonal prisms. The
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Pd atoms partially fill two type of interstitial sites with either square pyramidal or tetrahedral geometry. The palladium
is partially occupied on certain positions as observed in single crystal XRD.
Magnetization measurements (Fig. 2) indicate that the intrinsic magnetic behavior of La6Pd2+xSb15 (x = 0.28) is
diamagnetic, which we associate with Landau diamagnetism slightly larger than Pauli paramagnetism in this compound.
The Pauli paramagnetism can be estimated from the band structure calculation as P=B2g(F), where g(F) is the density
of states at the Fermi energy. We obtain P =3.2x10‐4emu.mol‐1, a value an order of magnitude larger than the measured
diamagnetic response at, e.g., 160K. This suggests that the band‐structure contributes with the same order of magnitude
to the Pauli paramagnetism and to the Landau diamagnetism in this material.
The resistivity () decreases when lowering the temperature, indicating metallic behavior, and at low temperatures
depends quadratically on T. Interestingly, both the Hall resistivity and magnetoresistance present a nonlinear
dependence on the applied magnetic field, suggesting a multiband behavior. This is supported by density‐functional
electronic structure calculations which show a complex Fermi surface originated in the antimonide substructures and
containing both electron and hole pockets as well as open sheets. Particularly interesting is the large magnetoresistivity
(up to 200 % at low temperature). The La6Pd2.28Sb15 [12] is a new example of the compounds where atoms with d10
configuration can be inserted into the interstitial sites within the Sb‐anionic framework, as Pr6InSb15 and La6MnSb15.

Fig. 1: Ball‐and‐stick representations of three‐dimensional
structure of La6Pd2.28Sb15 viewed down the
crystallographic a‐axis. The red dashed lines outline the La
trigonal prisms.

Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of the susceptibility for
zero field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) procedures.
Inset: Field dependence of the magnetization for several
temperatures.
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Introduction
It has been found, that some NiTi‐based shape memory alloys may undergo the forward martensite transformation during
isothermal holding at temperatures close to start temperature of the forward transition Ms [1‐3]. Moreover, in [4‐5] it was
shown, that realization of such transformation under a constant stress was accompanied by reversible strain variation. During
isothermal holding of Ti40.7Hf9.5Ni44.8Cu5 strain rose up to saturation, which value depended on holding parameters (stress and
temperature) in non‐monotonic way with the maximum of 3,5 %, that was found at Msσ – 6 oC (Msσ – start temperature of the
forward transformation under a stress) under 160 MPa. Such isothermal strain variation may be very useful for applications:
usually to use shape memory alloys it is necessary to cool and heat the element in complete temperature range of martensite
transformations, which may be quite wide and inconvenient in practice.
It should be noted, that isothermal martensite formation was found only in alloys with high density of substitutional
defects, for instance in Ti‐Hf‐Ni‐Cu alloys, where Hf and Cu atoms partially substituted atoms in Ti and Ni sub‐lattices
respectively. So, Hf and Cu atoms played roles of substitutional defects in this alloy system. Previously, it was found that
the variation in the Cu/Ni ratio influenced the kinetics of the isothermal martensitic transformation. As the martensitic
transformation is the reason for the strain variation, hence one may assume that the Ni/Cu ratio may affect the
isothermal strain variation and the dependecies of the isothermal strain on the stress and holding temperature.
Therefore, the aim of the present work was to study the isothermal strain variation caused by oriented martensite
formation in Ti‐Hf‐Ni‐Cu shape memory alloys with different Cu and Ni ratio.
Materials and Methods
The isothermal strain variation was studied in thin ribbons of Ti40.7Hf9.5Ni49.8‐XCuX alloys where X = 5, 8, 10, 15 at.%. The
ribbons have the amorphous structure and were crystallized before the study of the functional properties. After
crystallization, all alloys except Ti40.7Hf9.5Ni34.8Cu15, underwent the forward B2 → B19 transformation on cooling and the
reverse B19 → B2 transi on on hea ng. No thermoelas c martensite transforma ons were found on cooling and
heating of the Ti40.7Hf9.5Ni34.8Cu15 alloy under stress free state. However, this alloy is used for the study of the isothermal
strain variation because it is known that cooling under a stress may shift the transformation temperatures and induce
the phase transformation. To study strain variation during isothermal holding sample under a constant stress was cooled
down to holding temperature, held for 60 minutes and heated. The strain, which rose during holding, was called
isothermal strain. The applied stress was varied from 160 MPa to 400 MPa and holding temperature belonged to the
temperature range of the forward transformation.
Results and Discussion
It was found, that during isothermal holding under a stress in all studied alloys except Ti40.7Hf9.5Ni34.8Cu15 alloy, an additional
rise in reversible strain was observed due to oriented martensite formation. Influence of holding parameters on isothermal
strain in alloys with different Cu/Ni ratio was similar to the one that was previously found for Ti40.7Hf9.5Ni44.8Cu5 in [4]. The
maximum isothermal strain was found at temperature Msσ– 6 oC however, the stress at which the maximum isothermal strain
was observed depended on the Cu/Ni ratio. An increase in copper concentration led to a decrease in maximum isothermal
strain. In Ti40.7Hf9.5Ni34.8Cu15 alloy, the strain variation was not observed neither on cooling under a stress nor on isothermal
holding under a stress. So, it can be concluded, that an increase in Cu concentration caused the degradation of isothermal
effects in Ti‐Hf‐Ni‐Cu alloys, that may be due to the fact, that the larger Cu concentration, the less alloy volume fraction
undergoing the isothermal martensite transformation.
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Introduction
Feature of the samples produced by additive technologies is the formation of columnar grains, which are formed during
the solidification of the melt. The formation of such a structure leads to the appearance of a texture due to grains
growing along [001] direction. Since the functional properties of NiTi‐based alloys depend on the texture, it can be
expected that the functional properties of NiTi alloy samples fabricated by additive technologies will differ from the
properties of alloys manufactured by conventional technologies. Therefore, the aim of this work was to study the
influence of the orientation of the columnar grains on functional properties of the NiTi alloy sample produced by wire‐
arc additive manufacturing.
Materials and Methods
A 5‐layered «wall» sample was deposited on a titanium substrate by wire‐arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) using the
Ni50.9Ti49.1 wire. The dog‐bone samples which included the 3rd and 4th layers in the gauge length were cut from a cross‐
section of the “wall”. A 3‐layered massive sample of the TiNi alloy was deposited on a titanium substrate by WAAM
using the same NiTi wire. Each layer consisted of 5 rows in one plane. The bulk sample was cut into plates with a
thickness of 0.9 mm, which were used to cut the dog‐bone samples for tension tests with working width and length of
1 mm and 6 mm. Three types of samples were cut out at angles of 0, 45, and 90o compared to the direction of layer
growth.
All samples were annealed at 450 oC for 10 hours. After such heat treatment, martensitic transformations occur in the
layers at different temperatures due to various Ni and Ti concentrations in the NiTi phase. The martensitic
transformations were measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The results of the study showed that in the
samples cut from the massive sample and in the fourth layer of the "wall" sample, the B2→R→B19’ transforma on
occurred on cooling. In the third layer of “wall” sample, the B2→B19’ transforma on took place. On hea ng in all
samples and in all layers the B19’  B2 transformation was observed. For the study of functional properties the samples
were deformed by tension at a temperature of 22 °C, unloaded, heated through a reverse transition temperature range
to study the shape memory effect, and subjected to a thermal cycle to study the two‐way shape memory effect.
Results and Discussion
The results showed that in a sample cut along the build‐up of layers, the maximum reversible strain and strain to failure
is higher than in samples that were cut at 45 and 90 degrees. A comparison of the maximum reversible strain in a sample
cut from a massive sample at an angle of 0 degree and in a sample cut from a “wall” sample showed that in the first
case, the reversible strain was 1.5 times larger. This may be due to the fact that in a massive sample, columnar grains
do not have a preferable orientation along [001], since in the presence of rows in the same plane, the heat transfer can
occur in different directions. In a “wall” sample, the heat is transferred only by the substrate, so the preferable
orientation of the columnar grains takes place and a texture effects the functional properties more intensive.
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Introduction
It was found that martensitic transformation during isothermal holding of quenched Ni51Ti49 alloy under a stress was
accompanied by a strain variation [1]. Due to this fact, the isothermal transformation may be attractive for using in
some applications to decrease working temperature or stress range. However, it is well known, that quenched NiTi
alloys have poor stability of functional properties under cyclic deformation [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to study the
stability of the isothermal strain variation in quenched Ni51Ti49 alloy under cyclic loading with intermediate holding.
Materials and Methods
The Ni51Ti49 alloy (MATEK‐SMA Ltd., Moscow, Russia) wire samples with a diameter of 1.5 mm and a length of 100 mm
were water quenched from 850 oC for 15 min and subjected to 100 thermal cycles through a temperature range of
martensitic transformation to stabilize the transition temperatures. After heat treatment, the B2 ↔ B19’ martensitic
transformation occurred in the alloy on cooling and heating at temperatures of Ms = ‐43 oC, Mf = ‐63 oC, As = ‐24 oC,
Af = ‐9 oC. In [3] it was shown that this alloy underwent the isothermal B2  B19’ transformation and holding of the
sample at Ms temperature led to the formation of 45 % martensite phase.
To study the stability of strain variation during mechanical cycling with isothermal holding, the samples were cooled
under zero stress to the holding temperature and held for 40 minutes to stabilize the sample temperature. After that,
the samples were subjected to mechanical cycling in the following scheme: loading to some stress, held for 20 minutes
under constant stress and unloaded. Additionally, the mechanical cycling without holding was performed. The applied
stress was varied from 100 to 300 MPa and the holding temperature was chosen within or outside the temperature
range of martensitic transformation under stress. If the residual strain was measured after unloading, the sample was
heated through the temperature range of the reverse transformation after each mechanical cycle. All mechanical tests
were performed using “Shimadzu – AG‐50” testing machine equipped with the thermal chamber. The strain of the
sample was measured by videoextensometer.
Results and Discussion
It was found that quenched Ni51Ti49 alloy exhibited the good stability of functional properties in cyclic tests without
holding. Total strain obtained on loading to the same stress remained constant with cycles. An irreversible strain and a
critical stress for stress‐induced martensite formation decreased with an increase in cycle number.
During the holding of the sample under a stress after the first loading, the strain additionally increased and completely
recovered on subsequent unloading. In the second cycle, a critical stress for martensite formation decreased that
increased the strain variation on loading however, the strain variation during the holding decreased. Starting the third
cycle, the strain variation on holding was not observed. Maximum isothermal strain of 5 % was found on holding under
280 MPa at the Ms temperature in the first cycle. An increase in cycle number led to a decrease in irreversible strain and
starting from third cycle this strain was equal to zero.
Therefore, the results obtained showed that the strain variation associated with the isothermal transformation on
holding of the quenched Ni51Ti49 alloy was observed in the first and the second cycles. The holding of the sample under
a stress was not accompanied by the strain variation in the further cycles. This showed that an increase in the cycle
number suppressed the isothermal martensitic transformation on holding that might be caused by an increase in the
defect density that changed the kinetics of the transformation.
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Introduction
Artificial prostheses can be successfully implanted in the human body for many years and improve mobility, vitality and
the quality of life of many patients. A large variety of different metallic and ceramic implant materials, such as alumina
toughened zirconia (ATZ) [1], Ti‐Al‐V [2,3], Ti‐Mo‐Zr‐Al [4], Co‐Cr‐Mo [5,6] are herefore in clinical use. However, there is
an ongoing demand and scientific interest to improve performance and longevity of implants in terms of tribological
performance, wear resistance, corrosion and especially in bio‐ and tissue compatibility to prevent, i.e., inflammation
reactions.
The innovative material class of refractory metal based medium (MEAs)‐ and high‐entropy alloys (HEAs) represents a
unique alloy design strategy for developing new biomedical materials. Next to attractive mechanical properties and
superior wear, respectively, corrosion resistance, MEAs/HEAs are very promising materials regarding the context of
biocompatibility. This is based on the fact that a large number of potential chemical elements needed to achieve the
above‐mentioned properties belong to the category of biocompatible materials, such as Ta, Ti, Nb, Mo, V, Zr, W etc.
Newly‐developed bio‐HEAs like Ti–Zr‐Hf‐Cr‐Mo and Ti–Zr‐Hf‐Co‐Cr‐Mo overcome the limitation of classical metallic
biomaterials by an improvement of mechanical hardness and biocompatibility all together, as reported in [7]. In order
to gain a deeper understanding concerning the biocompatibility of the alloying elements mentioned above, systematic
investigations of pure Ta and Nb as well as Ti‐6Al‐4V were carried out. Furthermore, an alloying approach emphasized
by Nagase et al. [7], regarding the biocompatibility and thus foreign body induced inflammation reactions of an
equiatomic Ta‐Nb‐Ti alloy is taken into account for our experiments. The results serve as a careful analysis for a
subsequent MEA/HEA alloy design with superior biocompatibility and strength in comparison to conventional implant
materials.
Materials and Methods
As a first step, to prove the influence of different composites, 15 x 15 mm glass cover slips (272‐KKA2.1, Carl Roth) were
sputter coated (Q150T ES; Quorum Technologies Ltd., Laughton, UK) with Ti and Ta, sterilized and either used for cell
cultivation experiments or modified with collagen I or fibronectin, which are important components of the extracellular
matrix (ECM), subsequently.
Secondly, bulk metallic Ta and Nb samples (supplied by H.C. Starck Hermsdorf GmbH, Germany) were compared to Ti‐
6Al‐4V (HERMIT GmbH, Munich, Germany) and an as‐cast Ta‐Nb‐Ti sample for biocompatibility and cell culture
investigations. The arc‐melted equiatomic alloy Ta‐Nb‐Ta was produced using high purity elemental chips or flakes of
Ta (99.9 %), Nb (99.9 %) and Ti (99.6 %). The sample was re‐melted five times to ensure sufficient homogeneity of the
alloying elements.
For cell cultivation experiments, the samples were cut into 2 mm thick slices und grinded to a grit size of 1200 using SiC
paper, to have a relative comparison of the metals’ surfaces. However, slight limitation in the surface roughness due to
different hardness values are considered for this first preliminary study. The roughness and the wetting behavior of the
investigated surfaces is determined by means of measuring the surface contact angle and are part of ongoing
investigations. Microstructural observations of the arc‐melted alloy Ta‐Nb‐Ti were carried out using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM; EVO 15, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) in the back‐scattered electron (BSE) mode. To determine the
elemental distribution and the chemical composition of the alloy, (Si(Li))‐detector Energy‐dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy
(EDS) analysis, equipped with Genesis software (EDAX, Mahwah, NJ, USA) was conducted.
To evaluate the cell‐ and biocompatibility, cell cultivation experiments were carried out on the defined surfaces of the
specimens. In this study fibroblasts (FBs) and mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) were used. The fibroblasts were
isolated from fascia biopsies of donors with different ages. The MSCs were provided by an established cell bank at the
University of Wuerzburg [8]. Cell proliferation behavior on the metallic surfaces was monitored by modifying the cells
with nontoxic fluorescent colors, using CellTracker fluorescent probes (Green CMFDA (C7025) or RED CMTPX (C34552),
Invitrogen). Additionally, actin filaments of the cells were stained with CytoPainter Phalloidin‐iFluor 647 reagent
(ab176759, Abcam) and the nuclei of the cells were blue counterstained with blue 4′,6‐diamidino‐2‐phenylindole (DAPI)
(D1306, ThermoFischer). If necessary, cells were fixed on the surface by an incubation in 30 ml 4 % formalin (256462,
Applichem) for 12 hours at 4 °C.
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The sputtered glass cover slips and the bulk metallic samples were incubated at 37 °C for 24 hours in a 0.5 mg/ml ECM‐
protein solution. Thereafter they were transferred in a 12 well plate and immediately seeded with the specific cell type
in the cell type specific density.
Results and Discussion
The Ta and Ti metallized 15 x 15 mm glass cover slips were cultivated with fibroblasts and MSCs. The experimental
procedure allows to study the cell vitality on plain 2D metalized surfaces. Cell colonization with primary human
fibroblasts (FB) and human MSCs was first cultured for one week on Ti and Ta sputtered planar surfaces. All surfaces
revealed dense, about 100 nm thick metallic layers [9].
The cells grow either in direct contact to the metallic surfaces or on additionally modified ECM components with
collagen I or fibronectin coated surfaces. Fig. 1 a) depicts the proliferation rate over time in dependence from the
surface concept. As a result, vitality of both cell types after one week of cultivation was observed independent from the
surface and is shown in Fig. 1 b) and c). It is noticeable that the metals Ti and Ta have been colonized very well by the
stem cells without a coating of ECM components, whereas the fibroblasts preferred the surface components of the
ECM. All over the FBs reveal a nearly equivalent proliferation rate on Ti and Ta substrate material, whereas the stem
cells have a significantly higher proliferation on Ti surfaces. This study allows first insights in an evaluation process for
ideal surface conditions, regarding cell proliferation over time for Ti and Ta metallized supports as a base for the
development of innovative biocompatible MEAs/HEAs.

a)

Fig. 1: Comparison of cellular behavior on different glass‐metal
surfaces cells (GFP labeled)

b)
Fig. 2: a) blue stained (Dapi) nuclei on formalin fixed
samples and b) microstructure of as‐cast Ta‐Ti‐Nb
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Introduction
The equiatomic Cr‐Mn‐Fe‐Co‐Ni and its derivatives high‐entropy alloys (HEAs), have been recognized as a new class of
promising structural materials due to their exceptional strength‐ductility combinations at ambient and cryogenic
temperatures [1,2]. In single phase HEAs with FCC structures, the high yield strengths are mainly attributed to significant
solid‐solution hardening. Systematic work has revealed that the equiatomic Cr‐Co‐Ni exhibits remarkably higher
strength and ductility than the Cr‐Mn‐Fe‐Co‐Ni and other subsets [3]. The improved strengths have motivated intensive
detailed research to explore their micro‐scale origins via experimental approaches and theoretical calculations. These
results have implied that the type and bonding of atoms, instead of number of elements, are more important for solid
solution hardening in HEAs. The high strength is believed to be related to the severe and ubiquitous crystal lattice
distortion, such as the mean‐square atomic distortion (MSAD) model [4]. The excellent tensile ductility of the Cr‐Co‐Ni
MEA is generally attributed to the high propensity of deformation twinning resulting from its low stacking fault energy
[5]. Of interest to note is that thin layers of the hexagonal close packed (HCP) structure are formed in association with
deformation twins in the Cr‐Co‐Ni MEA [6,7]. This indicates that not only TWIP (twinning induced plasticity) but also
TRIP (transformation induced plasticity) are responsible for the excellent tensile ductility of the Cr‐Co‐Ni MEA as in the
case of high‐Mn steels. However, it is well known that in polycrystals grain size and boundaries induce scattered results
of mechanical response. Therefore, single crystals are of prime important to investigate the yield stress, critical resolved
shear stress (CRSS) and twinning shear stress. There are only three attempts on the mechanical response of Cr‐Co‐Ni
single crystals but the twinning shear stress is much lower than that of polycrystals and theoretical calculation [8‐10].
In the present study, we investigate the plastic deformation behavior of bulk single crystals of the equiatomic Cr‐Co‐Ni
in a wide temperature range of 14~1373 K, in order to experimentally deduce materials parameters (such as CRSS for
slip, twinning shear stress as well as stacking fault energy).
Materials and Methods
The equiatomic Cr‐Co‐Ni ingots were prepared by arc melting and the single crystal rods were grown by the floating
zone method. The single crystals were annealed at 1473 K for 1 week followed by water quenching. [123] oriented
specimens were cut down for universal tests in compression (size 2x2x5 mm3) and tension (gage section 2x2x5 mm3).
The specimens were finally electro‐polished. Compression tests were conducted from 10K to 1373 K with the strain rate
in the range of 1× 10‐5 ‐ 1× 10‐2 s‐1, while tensile tests were carried out at room temperature and 77 K at the strain rate
of 1× 10‐4 s‐1. Deformation markings on the specimen surface were examined by optical microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with an electron back‐scatter diffraction (EBSD) apparatus and an energy‐
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detector. Deformation fine microstructures were examined by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). Thin foils for TEM/STEM observations were
prepared by electro‐polishing with a solution of nitric acid, ethylene glycol and methanol (2:5:20 by volume).
Results and Discussion
The CRSS for the {111} <110> slip system at room temperature and 77 K does not depend on the sense of load (either in
tension or in compression). The CRSS increases with decreasing temperature and a dulling of the temperature dependence of
CRSS due to the inertia effects is clearly observed to occur below 50 K. The extrapolated CRSS at 0 K is calculated to be 225
MPa, which is in agreement with the polycrystalline result (215 MPa) divided by Taylor factor. This value is considerably higher
than that (168 MPa) similarly obtained for the Cr‐Mn‐Fe‐Ni‐Co quinary equiatomic HEA [11]. The CRSS results of Cr‐Co‐Ni are
in good agreement with the stress equivalence of solid solution strengthening, as the Cr‐Mn‐Fe‐Ni‐Co alloy is. Overall, the
temperature dependence behaviors of the Cr‐Co‐Ni MEAs are quiet similar to that of conventional binary fcc alloys, except
for much higher CRSS and steeper temperature dependence of CRSS at cryogenic temperatures. It indicates that solid solution
strengthening is indeed the dominant strengthening mechanism in the Cr‐Co‐Ni alloys as the case in conventional fcc alloys.
The stacking fault energy deduced from the dislocation separation distance is 14 mJm‐2, low enough to account for
deformation twinning both at 77 K and room temperature. Twinning at 77K occurs on conjugate (111) planes in the form of
Lüders deformation after primary slip with the onset twinning shear stress of 470 MPa, while at room temperature, it occurs
on primarily (111) planes uniformly after primary and subsequent conjugate slip with the onset twinning shear stress of 402
MPa. HCP layer formation is observed in association with twinning both at 77 K and room temperature.
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Fig. 1: The temperature dependence of CRSS

Fig. 2: Tensile true stress‐true strain curves
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Introduction
High‐entropy and medium‐entropy alloys that contain almost equal amounts of three or more constituent elements often
form single‐phase solid solutions because the entropy of the configuration contributes significantly to the phase stability.
Since many of these HEA/MEA single‐phase solid solution alloys have been found to exhibit various attractive mechanical
properties, they have been extensively studied as candidates for new structural materials in recent years [1‐6]. Among
various single‐phase HEA/MEA discovered so far, the ternary equiatomic Cr‐Co‐Ni MEA with the face‐centered cubic (FCC)
structure has attracted considerable attention because it has been reported to exhibit both the highest strength and
highest low‐temperature ductility among the equiatomic Cr‐Mn‐Fe‐Co‐Ni HEA and its derivative quaternary and ternary
MEAs [7,8]. Previous studies on the deformation behavior of the FCC‐type HEA/MEAs have suggested that deformation
twinning plays an important role for their high tensile ductility. However, details of deformation twinning have not been
fully clarified yet. It is thus quite important to investigate the twinning behavior of these FCC‐type HEA/MEAs. In the present
study, we systematically investigated the details of twinning behavior of the equiatomic Cr‐Co‐Ni MEA single crystals by
tensile tests as a function of the loading axis orientation and temperature.
Materials and Methods
Single crystals of the equiatomic Cr‐Co‐Ni solid solution alloy were prepared by directional solidification using an optical
floating zone furnace in Argon atmosphere. Specimens for tensile tests with various loading axis orientations were cut
from the single crystals by electrical discharge machining. Tensile tests were conducted on an Instron‐type testing
machine at room temperature and 77K at an strain rate of 1 x 10‐4/s. Deformation microstructures at various stages of
tensile test were investigated by optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron backscatterd
diffraction (EBSD) in SEM, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM).
Results and Discussion
Stress‐strain curves obtained for the [123]‐oriented single crystals tested at room temperature and 77K exhibit stage I (easy
glide region, very low work‐hardening) followed by stage II (linear hardening region, very high work‐hardening), which is
common to single crystals of many conventional FCC metals with single‐slip orientations. Both critical resolved shear stress
(CRSS) for the primary slip system and work‐hardening rate in stage II are confirmed to increase with decreasing temperature.
In stage II, a sudden decrease in the work‐hardening rate is observed at both tested temperature. Detailed microstructure
observations together with orientation analysis by EBSD confirm that the sudden change in the work‐hardening rate in stage
II is associated with the onset of deformation twinning. The occurence of deformation twinning at room temperature is in
marked contrast to the case of the equiatomic Cr‐Mn‐Fe‐Co‐Ni HEA single crystals for which deformation twinning is activated
only at lower temperatures [9]. The onset shear stress for the deformation twinning is found to increase with decreasing
temperature. These characteristics of deformation twinning are consistent well with those observed in some conventional
FCC metals with relatively low stacking fault energy [10]. Details of the deformation twinning, including temperature and
orientation dependence of operative twinning modes will be presented.
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Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) is one of the newest manufacturing processes with remarkable advantages. It allows a
direct production of complex‐shaped metals with less restrictions for a wide range of compositions using the laser or
electron beams as an energy source. The repetitive melting/solidification cycles during the laser scanning process is
known to induce the microscopic defects such as porosity, dislocation pile‐ups and residual internal stress [1]. Those
defects are generally unfavorable as they degrade the properties of AM metals and alloys and are in a focus of intensive
research. Furthermore, intensive defect production may generate metastable states of the alloys which could be probed
by dedicated diffusion measurements.
It is well known that the mechanical stress, i. e. severe plastic deformation drifts high‐angle grain boundaries (at least a
fraction of them) towards a “non‐equilibrium” or deformation‐modified state as it was demonstrated by observations
of the enhanced grain boundary diffusion rates [2,3]. Similarly, the thermal stresses applied to AM alloys during
manufacturing may cause the “non‐equilibrium” state of grain boundaries, too. Hence, the authors focused on the
correlative investigation of the microstructure evolution and grain boundary diffusion in AM alloys. As the grain
boundaries contribute to the various fundamental material properties, the knowledge of grain boundary diffusion would
provide the guidelines to predict long‐term functioning properties under service or aging conditions.
Materials and Methods
A homogenized master piece of CoCrFeMnNi high‐entropy alloy (HEA) was used for producing a high‐purity HEA powder
via a gas‐atomization process. The powder of the size ranges from 10 to 45 µm was classified and used for selective
laser melting to manufacture the final specimens. Three different scanning strategies were chosen to obtain designed
microstructures with respect to the laser scanning and building directions as portrayed in Fig. 1, namely the A, B and C
routes. The average relative density of the specimens was 99.4 ± 1.7%. A contribution of the residual porosity to atomic
diffusion was measured by dedicated experiments and it can safely be excluded. The analysis of microstructures was
carried out by electron back‐scatter diffraction (EBSD) and TSL OIM Analysis 5 software. The specific analyzing
parameters are described in Ref. [4]. The 63Ni radioisotope was used to probe the kinetic properties of grain boundaries
in the AM produced alloy [4].

Fig. 6: Scheme of manufacturing strategy and microstructure with different scan and build directions.
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Results and Discussion
As shown in Fig. 1, the microstructure of an AM produced material is dominantly influenced by the laser scan and build
directions. A hierarchical microstructure with the interchanging layers of equiaxed and columnar grains is found. The
equiaxed fine grains are generated in overlapped scanning areas which represent re‐melted zones. The <001> oriented
and coarse columnar grains are parallel to the build direction, built due to epitaxial solidification under heat flux from
Nth to the (N+1)th layer [5]. The re‐melted layers during repeated unidirectional melting reveal a significant level of
residual stress due to imposed thermal gradients. The residual strains are characterized by an increased density of
geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs), presented by the Kernel averaged misorientation (KAM) distribution maps
in Fig. 1. The KAM values for the fully recrystallized and homogenized matrix is close to zero. It is obvious that AM
CoCrFeMnNi HEA has considerable internal strains and especially the re‐melted areas are under higher stresses.

Fig. 7: Cross‐sectional microstructure and experimental diffusion profile for specimen A, B and C.
According to Harrison’s classification of grain boundary diffusion regimes [6], the condition of the diffusion experiments
(at 500K for 72 hours) corresponded to the C‐type kinetics, when volume diffusion of the tracer is frozen. Under these
conditions, the penetration depths via volume and grain boundary (relaxed high‐angle interfaces) diffusion paths for Ni
in polycrystalline CoCrFeMnNi HEA are estimated to be 10‐6 nm [7] and 1 nm [8]. Nevertheless, a deep penetration of
Ni tracer in as‐produced AM CoCrFeMnNi HEA is found, about 20 to 40 µm (Fig.2). The deep tracer penetration is
removed when the sample is pre‐annealed at 773K for 1 hr, the annealing treatment which does not induce any
significant change of the microstructure.
These facts substantiate a different state of grain boundaries in the AM material. The experimental diffusion
coefficients, Dgb, in AM HEA are of the order of 10‐16 m2/s while the expected Dgb values for well‐annealed polycrystalline
HEA are of the order of 10‐24 m2/s [8]. This enhanced diffusivity implies that AM HEA possesses at least a fraction of non‐
equilibrium grain boundaries and this state is removed by low‐temperature annealing.
How far does the non‐equilibrium state of grain boundaries in AM alloy resemble that after severe plastic deformation?
This fundamental question is a subject of current research.
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Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) offers interesting possibilities for part and microstructure design in the future. To
understand the influence of the electron beam melting (EBM) process on microstructure and mechanical properties the
conventional TNM TiAl alloy was processed via EBM and compared with results generated via forging.
Materials and Methodes
The TNM alloy, primary developed and optimized for the forging process, has some advantages and disadvantages when
produced via EBM. The diversity is caused by the different process parameters where cyclical heating, high temperature
gradients and fast solidification offers new possibilities via the EBM process. Specimens were additively manufactured with
different EBM process parameters for mechanical testing to understand their influence on material properties.
Results and Discussion
The beta solidifying TNM alloy offers strong anisotropy of mechanical properties caused by a beta solidification texture during
EBM melting [1]. To avoid anisotropy a few new TiAl alloy compositions which offers very fine grained, isotropic microstructures
in as build state were developed [2,3]. The new alloys combine high ductility with high strength or high creep resistance in via HIP
(hot isostatic pressing) heat treated condition. Further scanning strategies were developed to control the Aluminum loss during
EBM very carefully. In detail, the EBM process can provide a certain Aluminum loss up to a few at.% to customize the
microstructure at each position in the part as required and as needed [4]. Heat treatment and hot isostatic pressing were adjusted
to the new TiAl´s alloy in order to maintain different types of microstructure while eliminating defects like misconnections. For
the first time, additively manufactured parts with two different microstructures and well‐defined transition zone, see Figure 1,
were characterized in detail [4]. This AM specific new feature of selective Al‐evaporation is a big advantage of additive
manufacturing. This feature opens the potential to tune the required properties very specific at different positions and have as
example different creep and ductility properties in different areas of turbine blades.

Fig. 1: The usage of adopted EBM Parameters allows to adjust different microstructures and a well‐defined transition
zone between in one part. Top of the part consits of a homogeneous coarse Fully Lamellar (FL) microstructure, the
bottom consits of a a fine grained Nearly Lamellar Gamma (NLg) microstructure.
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Introduction
Application of additive manufacturing (AM) has been widely studied. Super lightweight alloys such as Ti‐48Al‐2Cr‐2Nb
(TiAl4822) is one of the interests in aerospace and automotive fields. In this study, selective laser melting (SLM) with a
new heating system and an inert gas control unit was applied to Ti‐48Al‐2Cr‐2Nb. Microstructure of additively
manufactured TiAl4822 by SLM was analyzed and its relationship to the mechanical properties was evaluated. The
results were also compared with electron beam melting (EBM) which has been a standardized AM process for TiAl4822.
Materials and Methods
An M290 (EOS GmbH Electro Optical Systems) with a high‐temperature modification unit that features a cooling of the
process chamber and an inert gas purification system was used to build the sample. The TiAl4822 powder was prepared
and used for SLM. Microstructure was analyzed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) (HITACHI High‐Tech, S3700N).
Electron back‐scatter diffraction (EBSD) (TSL Solutions, OIM) was applied to observe details of the microstructure, such as
grain size and phase condition. Tensile test was performed by a universal testing machine (SHIMAZU AG‐10TE) at 750 ℃ at
a strain rate of 4.2×10‐4 s‐1. A machined specimen with a length of 19.6 mm, width of 2.8 mm, and thickness of 3.0 mm in
the parallel part was used. The tensile load was applied in the same direction as build direction.
Results and Discussion
The microstructure of the SLM specimen was relatively homogeneous, while that of the EBM specimen showed a layered
structure consisting of γ phase and duplex region. The average grain size in the SLM specimen was 6.9 μm which was 63 % smaller
than that of the EBM. Following Hall‐Petch Law [1], the microstructure of the SLM specimen reflected the longer elongation and
higher tensile strength than the as‐built EBM specimen. Homogeneous structure in the SLM also could avoid the delamination
between the different layers identified in the EBM specimen. Especially, the elongation of the SLM specimen was 5.75% and 8.3
times that of the as‐built EBM specimen. Further investigation such as anisotropy of the AM parts by the SLM and other
mechanical properties such as fatigue and creep need to be carried out in the future
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Fig. 1: Inverse pole figures (IPF) and phase map of the SLM
specimen and the EBM specimen. SLM specimen showed
homogeneous small γ, while the EBM specimen shows a
heterogeneous structure with coarse γ and duplex.
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Fig. 2: Tensile stress‐strain curves at 750℃. The yield
stress, tensile stress, and elongation of the SLM
specimen were greater than that of the EBM specimen.
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Introduction
The excellent material‐specific properties of intermetallic γ‐TiAl based alloys make them excellent candidates for the
high‐temperature applications in the automotive and aerospace industry. Due to the combination of the outstanding
creep resistance and the high yield strength with their low density of about 4 gcm‐3, these alloys are considered as
suitable replacement for the twice as heavy Ni‐based alloys in the case of turbine blades in advanced aircraft engines
[1,2]. Generally, two different phases can be present in the microstructure at room temperature, the ordered tetragonal
face‐centered γ‐TiAl phase and the ordered hexagonal α2‐Ti3Al phase. At high temperatures, the disordered body‐
centered cubic β‐Ti(Al) and the disordered counterpart of the α2 phase, the hexagonal α‐Ti(Al) phase, exist. Depending
on the alloying concept, the β phase or, respectively, the ordered body‐centered cubic βo‐TiAl phase can be stabilized
at room temperature by sufficient additions of β‐stabilizing elements, e.g. Mo, Nb and W [1]. A powder metallurgical
technique of particular interest for the processing of γ‐TiAl based alloys is spark plasma sintering (SPS), as it has been
demonstrated for various alloys, for example the IRIS alloy [3] and the TNM alloy [3,4]. In contrast to additive
manufacturing, such as electron‐beam melting and selective laser melting, in which powders are re‐melted, SPS
completely relies on solid‐state processes. A full densification of the powder is achieved by the simultaneous application
of a pulsed electric current and uniaxial pressure. Consequently, the duration of a typical SPS cycle is only about 30 min,
including heating and cooling times [5]. A major advantage of SPS of γ‐TiAl based alloys is the ability to control the
microstructure of the material and, thus, its mechanical properties. By adjusting the dwell temperature with respect to
the corresponding phase diagram, a variety of different microstructures can be obtained, which, consequently, renders
further heat treatments unnecessary in most cases [3]. Due to the short dwelling times at high temperatures, the
kinetics of the occurring phase transformations have a particular impact on the final microstructure. The aim of the
present study is, therefore, to monitor the phase evolution of a γ‐TiAl based alloy during a physical simulation of the
SPS process for the first time by in situ high‐energy X‐ray diffraction (HEXRD).
Materials and Methods
The γ‐TiAl based alloy investigated in the presented study had the chemical composition Ti‐46.3Al‐2.2W‐0.2B (in at.%).
Prealloyed powder was produced by electrode induction melting inert gas atomization (EIGA) and sieved in a particle
size range of 25–50 µm. To monitor the phase evolution, an in situ HEXRD experiment was conducted at the beamline
P07 at the Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY), Germany, using a synchrotron radiation with a mean photon
energy of 73.6 keV. The physical simulation of the SPS process during the in situ HEXRD measurement was realized with
a self‐designed sample holder made of Mo along with a modified 805A/D dilatometer from Bähr, Germany, for the
temperature control [6,7]. The powder was exposed to a temperature profile representing the one of a conventional
SPS cycle. A dwell temperature of 1325 °C and a dwell time of 3 min have been chosen and heating and cooling rates of
100 K/min were applied. From the obtained diffraction data captured with a Perkin Elmer XRD 1621 area detector,
information regarding the evolution of the volume fractions and the lattice parameters of the individual phases were
extracted by means of Rietveld analysis. The microstructure of the in situ HEXRD specimen was characterized with a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) in backscattered‐electron mode and an acceleration voltage of 20 kV.
Results and Discussion
Rietveld analysis of the diffraction data allows the monitoring of the phase evolution during the physical simulation of
the SPS process. The resulting volume fractions of the α/α2 phase, the β/βo phase, and the γ phase as a function of time
are presented in Fig. 1. A high amount of α/α2 phase is present at the beginning of the experiment in the material due
to the high cooling rates during the EIGA atomization, which results in a material condition far from thermodynamic
equilibrium. During the first part of the heating segment, the phase fractions stay constant due to lack of thermal
activation. However, once a temperature of about 700 °C is exceeded, the amount of γ phase significantly increases,
while the volume fractions of α/α2 and β/βo decreases, in order to approach a condition closer to thermodynamic
equilibrium. Generally, a high γ phase fraction is excepted for an alloy with an Al content of 46.3 at.%, which is reflected
in this first major phase transformation [6]. Further heating results in the dissolution of the γ phase, the second
important phase transformation, and, thus, in an increase of the α/α2 phase fraction. During the dwelling segment at
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1325 °C, both α and β phase are present. The subsequent cooling segment is characterized by the formation of γ phase
at the expense of the α/α2 phase [6]. After the in situ HEXRD experiment, the material consists of approximately 90 vol.%
of γ phase, 7 vol.% of α/α2 phase, and 3 vol.% of β/βo phase.
The microstructure of the in situ HEXRD specimen was investigated by SEM. It should be noted that although some
densification of the powder has occurred during the in situ HEXRD experiment, a high porosity is still present inside the
material because no pressure was applied during the experiment itself. A micrograph of the microstructure is shown in
Fig. 2. The microstructure consists of lamellar α2/γ colonies, which are surrounded by βo/γ phases. Such a microstructure
is in accordance with the phases observed during the dwelling segment, i.e. the α phase and the β phase. During the
cooling segment the γ lamellae form inside the present α grains, which, ultimately, undergo an ordering reaction into
α2. The γ phase precipitates also to some extend inside the β phase, which, combined with the ordering of β into βo,
results in the formation of the observed βo/γ phases at borders [6,8]. A comparison of the microstructure of the in situ
HEXRD specimen with the microstructure of a SPS material densified at the same dwell temperature revealed a very
good accordance between these two. This proves that the physical simulation of the SPS process was indeed successful
and that the obtained phase evolution is trustworthy.

Fig. 1: Evolution of the volume fractions of the α/α2
phase (gray), the β/βo phase (red), and the γ phase
(blue) during the in situ HEXRD experiment. Several
different phase transformations are observed during
the physical simulation of the SPS process (see text) [6].

Fig. 2: SEM micrograph of the microstructure of the
in situ HEXRD specimen using backscattered‐electron
contrast. Lamellar α2/γ colonies as well as βo/γ phases
at their borders are visible. The γ phase exhibits a dark
gray contrast, while the α2 phase appears in gray and
the βo phase in light gray. Additionally, two large pores
can be seen in the micrograph [6].
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Introduction
‐TiAl based alloys, with excellent low density and high creep resistance, have attracted much attention as a substitute
for nickel‐based superalloys at elevated temperatures up to 1073 K. However, the application of this class of material
to low‐pressure turbine blades in jet engines is limited. Attempting to improve the mechanical properties of TiAl alloys
at high temperatures, a new microstructure design principle with the transformation pathway of +‐Ti
 was established [1,2], which is available in multi‐component systems containing β stabilizing elements,
M (e.g. V, Nb, Cr, Mo). Based on our previous phase diagram studies, we found that the βαγ three‐phase coexistence
region appears, and it shifts toward lower Al and M concentrations with decreasing temperature in the Ti‐Al‐M ternary
systems, as represented by Cr [3]. Therefore, it is possible to optimize the volume fraction and morphology of the hard
β‐phase and ductile γ‐phase in the microstructure, based on the phase diagrams. In the present study, we focus on Zr
as an alloying element, and aim to clarify the phase equilibria among β/α2/γ phases in the Ti‐Al‐Cr‐Zr quaternary system
as well as the Ti‐Al‐Zr ternary. As with the previously investigated M elements, it has been reported that the three‐phase
coexistence region appears in the Ti‐Al‐Zr ternary system. Meanwhile, Zr has a different character compared to M‐
elements as it is partitioned into the  phase with respect to the β and α2 phase [4]. Therefore, thermodynamic features
different from those of the Ti‐Al‐M are expected.
Materials and Methods
In order to verify the effect of Cr‐Zr addition on the phase equilibria in Ti‐Al alloys, the alloys with nominal compositions
of Ti‐(41‐44)Al‐(2‐3)Cr‐(3‐5)Zr (all in at. %) were investigated in this study. All the alloys were arc‐melted five times into
button ingots of about 25 g under argon atmosphere. High purity titanium, aluminum, chromium and zirconium (>99.9
%) were used as raw materials for fabrication. The loss of mass for each alloy was lower than 1 %. Then, the ingots were
cut into several pieces with at least 6 mm for each side by EDM. For the heat‐treatments, specimens were firstly
homogenized at 1673 K for 30 min ( single phase) or at 1573 K for 24 h ( single phase) by a vertical furnace which can
be filled with argon after evacuation. At the end of homogenization heat‐treatments, the samples were water‐quenched
by dropping them into the water under the gate valve. Then all the samples were equilibrated at temperatures from
1273 K to 1473 K for up to two months in quartz capsules which were evacuated and filled with Ar. Water quench was
also performed to the samples after equilibration heat‐treatment. Microstructures were observed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Composition analyses of each present phase in the equilibrated alloys were performed by electron‐
probe microanalysis (EPMA) equipped with wavelength‐dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy (WDS), under the condition of 20
kV accelerated voltage and 20 nA probe current. The homogenized samples were selected as the standard. The phase
diagram calculations were performed using Pandat software and compared with experimental results obtained in this
study.
Results and Discussion
The results of composition analyses for each phase respectively in studied alloys are summarized and shown in Fig. 1.
With the replacement of Cr with Zr, the three‐phase co‐existence region shifts to the high M content side. The change
in the terminal composition of each phase is large for  in that order. The partition coefficient of total M elements
between  and  phase (k) decreases with the increasing Zr/M ratio in the alloys, which means that the Zr addition
has an effect to enhance the solid solubility of M in the  phase more than in the  phase. As a  phase stabilizing
element, the addition of Zr seems to have a weaker effect than Cr due to the higher terminal composition of the  phase
in the three‐phase co‐existence region compared to that in the Ti‐Al‐Cr ternary system. However, it is noted that the
terminal composition of the  phase in the system of combined addition is even higher than both two ternary systems,
which demonstrates a special interaction between these two elements in the formation of  phase. In order to clarify
this effect, the relationship between critical M contents for the formation of  phase and Zr/M radio is plotted in Fig. 2.
It is interesting to find that the critical contents in the alloys with 0.5 Zr/M ratio deviates from the straight line connecting
the ternary systems in the direction that xM increases, which implies that there is a positive interaction to destabilize
the  phase against the  and  phase. In the further study, alloys with different Zr/M ratio will be studied to examine
this interaction between Cr and Zr and the temperature dependance on the phase equilibria will be discussed.
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Fig. 1: The parallel projection showing analyzed terminal
compositions of the phases present in the Ti‐Al‐Cr‐Zr
quaternary alloys at 1373 K together with that of Ti‐Al‐Cr
and Ti‐Al‐Zr ternary systems.

Fig. 2: Critical M contents for the formation of β phase
with different Zr/M ratio.
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Introduction
Intermetallic γ‐TiAl based alloys offer outstanding creep properties, high specific strength and sufficient oxidation
resistance at application temperature in the range from 600 to 800 °C [1]. These properties make them prosperous
candidates to substitute heavy Ni‐based alloys offering weight savings up to 50% [2,3]. Drawbacks include their inherent
brittleness as well as reactive melts, which complicate processing and drive costs [4]. In this regard, electron beam
melting (EBM), a powder bed additive manufacturing technology, offers low impurity pickup due to the vacuum
environment and elevated processing temperature, enabling the manufacturing of TiAl components with increased
geometrical complexity [5]. Still, microstructures of electron beam melted titanium aluminides often show a banded
character and suffer from Al loss due to process related evaporation decreasing room temperature ductility [6‐8]. As
the formation mechanism of banded microstructures in electron beam melted Ti‐48Al‐2Cr‐2Nb (in at. % unless stated
otherwise) is not yet fully understood, a scientific explanation is presented in this work.
Materials and Methods
Against this background, several samples of a Ti‐48Al‐2Cr‐2Nb alloy were manufactured by EBM with a specific set of
different processing parameters. Microstructures, phase composition as well as chemical distribution were investigated
by scanning electron microscopy, X‐ray diffraction and electron backscatter diffraction. In addition, electron probe
micro‐analysis was used to investigate the chemical distribution of aluminum. Location‐dependent mechanical
properties with regard to their processing history were studied by micro‐hardness testing. Finally, all results were
compared to a vertical section of the Ti‐Al‐Cr‐Nb alloy system obtained by thermodynamic equilibrium calculations
where the phase transformation temperatures were verified by thermo‐mechanical analysis.
Results and Discussion
All samples revealed near‐γ microstructures of γ‐TiAl, α2‐Ti3Al and βo‐TiAl due to the intrinsic long‐term annealing during
the EBM process. With increasing energy input the microstructures received a banded nature with alternating layers of
coarse γ grains and fine grained zones of γ and α2 with traces of βo due to the loss and inhomogeneous distribution of
Al. These characteristics are also reflected in the local hardness, where fine grained zones of γ and α2 reveal higher
values. Due to Al loss, the overall chemistry made a shift towards the Ti‐rich side of the phase diagram. This effect is
reflected by a change in equilibrium phase composition and a drop of the TαTransus phase transformation temperature.
As a consequence of the inhomogeneous Al distribution α2 does preferably dissolve in Al‐rich zones during the long‐
term annealing under formation of the near‐γ microstructure. Subsequently, secondary recrystallization, a grain
coarsening effect appearing in one part of the microstructure while the other, fine‐grained part is stabilized by second
phase particles, takes place in Al‐rich zones leading to bimodal microstructures with large γ‐grain bands.
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Introduction
In recent decades, Ti‐Al3Ti multilayer metal‐intermetallic composites attract attention due to the unique combination
of their properties [1]. For example, the specific stiffness of such materials is almost twice that of steel, the specific
strength is similar or higher than that of almost all metal alloys, and the specific hardness is at the level of many ceramic
materials. Also, this type of material is able to effectively resist high‐speed shock loads. However, their wide application
is limited by low plasticity and fracture toughness due to the extremely high brittleness of titanium trialuminide.
One of the ways to increase the fracture toughness of Al3Ti consists in alloying with transition metals intending to modify
the tetragonal lattice of Al3Ti to a cubic L12 structure [2‐4]. The cubic lattice has a larger number of slip systems
compared to the tetragonal D022 structure, which in turn improves plasticity.
This approach was applied to modify the structure of the cast Al3Ti‐based alloys and improve their plasticity [5‐7]. In our
previous study, we modified the structure of Al3Ti eith Cu, which was part of the metal‐intermetallic composite [8].
Choice of the alloying element was realized on the basis of thorough in situ X‐ray synchrotron diffraction analysis which
allowed to establish the reaction routes when heating together pure metallic components to 830 °C and find the
elements able to stabilize the L12 structure of titanium trialuminide without formation of additional phases in the
composite [9]. Apart from Cu, Ag also was found to be an element that promotes the formation of Ti‐Ti(Al1‐xAgx)3 at the
particular heating stages.
The aim of this study was to find the appropriate sintering regimes of the Ti‐Al‐Ag sample. For this purpose, in situ X‐ray
synchrotron diffraction analysis of the Ti‐Al‐Ag sample heated to the temperature of 1250 °C was carried out. The
temperature corresponding to the maximum fraction of the Ti(Al1‐xAgx)3 solid solution in the structure of the samples
can be considered as the efficient sintering temperature and can be chosen for the further fabrication of the multilayer
metal‐intermetallic composite by spark plasma sintering.
Materials and Methods
For in situ X‐ray synchrotron diffraction analysis, thoroughly mixed Al, Ti, and Ag powders were prepared. The nominal
composition of the mixture was Ti46‐Al48.2‐Ag5.8 (at. %). This ratio provided the excess of Ti in the same proportion as
in the structure of multilayer Ti‐Al3Ti composites. Heating was provided by the induction furnace of a modified
DIL805A/D dilatometer. The samples were heated at a rate of 10 K/min up to the temperature of 1250 oC and held at
this temperature for 5 minutes followed by cooling. The experiment was carried out in a high‐purity argon atmosphere
at a pressure of 0.8 mbar.
Diffraction patterns were obtained at Petra III synchrotron radiation source of the German Electron Synchrotron
(Deutsches Elektronen‐Synchrotron – DESY) in the High Energy Materials Science Beamline (P07) operated by
Helmholtz‐Zentrum Geesthacht. The radiation energy was 100 keV which corresponds to a wavelength of 0.124 Å. The
spot size was 11 mm. Diffraction rings were recorded using a Perkin Elmer XRD1621 2D detector with a resolution of
20482048 pixels and a pixel size of 200200 µm in transmission mode. The sample‐to‐detector distance was equal to
1809 mm. The Debye‐Scherrer diffraction rings were continuously recorded during heating, holding, and cooling with a
frequency of 0.1 Hz. The total exposition time was 4 seconds and was provided by summation of 40 frames exposed for
0.1 seconds each. Two‐dimensional diffraction rings were azimuthally integrated and analyzed as typical Intensity ‐ 2θ
powder diffraction patterns.
Multilayer composites were produced by spark plasma sintering (SPS) in Lavrentiev Hydrodinamic Institute (SB RAS,
Novosibirsk) using a LABOX‐1575 SPS machine. Commercially pure titanium and aluminum foils were alternately stacked
and interspersed by homogeneous layers of silver powder between them, and then placed in a titanium shell with an
inner diameter of 26 mm. Such a set was covered with a cap with an outer diameter of 30 mm. This setup allowed
performing the reactive sintering at temperatures exceeding the aluminum melting point [10]. The thickness of metallic
foils was 50 µm. Sintering was performed at 930 С under a pressure of 40 MPa for 10 minutes. The reference sample
consisted of alternatively stacked Ti and Al foils and was produced in the same way. However, the sintering temperature
was lower (830 С).
The microstructure of fabricated material was investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in the secondary
electron mode using a Carl Zeiss EVO 50XVP microscope equipped with an X‐ACT (Oxford Instruments) energy
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dispersive X‐ray (EDX) spectrometer. Phases formed in the MIL composite were investigated by X‐ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis. Diffraction patterns were recorded using an ARL X’TRA diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The fracture
toughness was estimated based on Vickers micro indentation tests using a Wolpert Group 402 MVD tester and during
a 3‐point bending test.
Results and Discussion
Analysis of the data obtained by in situ by synchrotron X‐ray radiation diffraction analysis revealed the following
sequence of the reactions proceeding at the heating of the Ti‐Al‐Ag sample to 1250 С. Up to a temperature of about
625 °C, phase transformations do not occur in the system. After 625 °C, the reflections corresponding to silver and
aluminum disappeared simultaneously with the appearance of Al3Ti reflections. The maximum intensity of the Al3Ti
reflections corresponded to the temperature of 700 °C. At further heating, the intensity of the Al3Ti reflections
decreased, which was accompanied by the appearance of peaks of the L12 solid solution. Al3Ti reflections completely
disappeared at 980 °C. The L12 Ti(Al1‐хAgх)3 phase existed in the sample up to 1150 °C. At higher temperatures, primary
phases were fully transformed to TiAl and Ti3Al with Ag dissolved in them.
Thus, the above analysis has shown that the L12 solid solution was stable in the ternary system in the temperature range
from 700 to 1150 °C. However, the maximum intensity of its peaks corresponded to the temperature of 930 °C. At the
same time, the intensity of the reflections of tetragonal titanium trialuminide was close to a minimum at 930 °C.
Consequently, one can conclude that this temperature is the most rational for the formation of a multilayer Ti‐Ti(Al1‐
xAgx)3 composite with the minimum fraction of additional phases.
Spark plasma sintering of the multilayer composite at 930 °C allowed to obtain a sample that consisted of Ti and Ti(Al1‐
хAgх)3 layers with Ag‐rich inclusions at the grain boundaries (Fig. 1). XRD analysis revealed that these inclusions
corresponded to the Ag2Al compound. The excess of Ag in the intermetallic layers resulted from the squeezing of Al
from the reaction zone when sintered at such a high temperature. However, in spite of the formation of an additional
intermetallic phase, the fracture toughness of the sample, alloyed with Ag increased compared to the reference sample.

Fig. 1: The structure of the Ti‐Ti(Al1‐xAgx)3 composite obtained by spark plasma sintering
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Introduction
Intermetallic compounds based on aluminum titanium are actively used in aerospace engineering. One of the promising
materials is the use of intermetallic compounds for strengthening the matrix material in metal composite materials
reinforced with fibers SiC.
Materials and Methods
Aluminum alloy AD1 (99.9% Al) and titanium alloy VT1‐0 (99.9% Ti) were used as the matrix material. For hardening,
silicon carbide monofilaments produced by JSC " GNIIChTEOS" with a strength of at least 3000 MPa were used. The
measurement of the lattice parameter and the phase analysis of titanium aluminide were carried out on a DRON‐4
diffractometer using CoKα radiation. The study of the microstructure and chemical composition was carried out using a
scanning electron microscope.
Results and Discussion
According to the standard technology used in [4], samples of a composite material matrix were obtained, which consists
of layers of titanium and aluminum containing silicon carbide fibers. Metallographic studies of the obtained samples of
the composite material showed the presence of an intermetallic Ti3Al interlayer formed as a result of hot pressing, which
contributes to the limit of tensile strength. Data on the mechanical properties of the composite material are presented
in Table 1.
Thus, on the basis of the studies carried out, it can be concluded that the use of intermetallic compounds based on
titanium aluminides for use in composite metal materials reinforced with silicon carbide fibers can be drawn.

Name
MKM component

Volumetric
content of a
component in
MCM,V, %

Component
material strength,
МPa

Calculated value of
tensile strength,
МPа

Experimental value of
MCM ultimate strength,
MPa

Metal composite ВТ1‐0 – АD1 – SiС

Matrix alloy VT1‐0

40
500
Matrix alloy АВ1
25
100
Fibers SiС
35
3000
* taking into account the coefficient of loss of strength К = 0,7

892*

~934

Table 1: Mechanical properties of composite material depending on the volume fraction of components.
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Introduction
In γ‐based TiAl alloys alloying is performed to improve the mechanical properties, oxidation resistance and process
ability. In particular, β‐stabilising elements such as niobium, molybdenum or vanadium and minor alloying (interstitial)
elements such as carbon, silicon or boron are used to improve the aforementioned alloy properties. Alloying has the
consequence that the alloy’s properties, as well as the phase constitution, chemistry and transition temperatures of the
major phases change significantly. It is also possible that new phases form. Recently, the formation of an orthorhombic
phase, namely the O phase, was observed using high‐energy X‐ray diffraction (HEXRD) experiments in a Ti‐42Al‐8.5Nb
alloy [1, 2]. The present O phase has a Cmcm structure and is known to have a stoichiometric composition of Ti2AlNb.
In the investigated Ti‐42Al‐8.5Nb alloy, the chemical composition differs from the ideal stoichiometric one. The O phase
forms out of the parent α2 phase at temperatures below 700 °C by small displacements of atom positions along <11‐
20> directions of the hexagonal lattice plane.
The alloy composition Ti‐42Al‐8.5Nb is not far away from ‐stabilized TiAl alloys that are actually in service as for
example TNM®. In addition, 700 °C is well within the range of typical operation temperatures of parts made from those
alloys. Insofar it is interesting for applications whether such an orthorhombic phase does also form in other ‐based TiAl
alloys. In the present study a series of ‐TiAl alloys is screened by HEXRD for signs of O phase. The emergence of the
O phase is clearly evident in HEXRD measurements by the splitting of former α2 20‐20 and α2 20‐21 peaks. In order to
investigate the causes and circumstances of the orthorhombic phase formation, 13 alloy compositions were chosen that
are either close to compositions of commercial alloys or that allow to identify the effects of different single alloying
elements
on
the
orthorhombic
phase
formation.
Materials and Methods
The 13 investigated alloys in the composition range of Ti‐(42‐48) Al‐(0.1‐10) X (X = one or more elements of Nb, Mo,
Mn, V, Ta, Cr, C, B, Si) were produced by either powder metallurgy, casting or casting or hot extrusion. For further details
the reader is referred to [1].
The material was annealed in a high‐temperature furnace in air. All specimens (two specimens for each composition)
were held at 700 °C for 5 hours and subsequently air cooled (named reference state). After the first heat treatment a
second heat treatment was performed with the respective second samples at 550 °C for 20 hours followed by
subsequent furnace cooling. The samples were measured with HEXRD in both heat treatment conditions at the High
Energy Materials Science beamline (HEMS) operated by Helmholtz Center Hereon at PETRA III at the Deutsches
Elektronen‐Synchrotron (DESY), Hamburg, Germany. The measurements were performed at room temperature, in
transmission using a beam size of 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm and a photon energy of 87.1 keV (λ = 0.14235 Å). During the
HEXRD, experiments the Debye‐Scherrer diffraction rings were recorded on a Perkin Elmer XRD 1621 flat panel detector
(pixel size 200 by 200 µm). An exposure time of 0.2 s was used and 20 images were collected and summed up for each
specimen to increase the dynamic range of the detector. The analysis was performed using the program Fit2D [3] and
MAUD[4].
Results and Discussion
In the majority of the investigated ‐TiAl alloys an orthorhombic phase with Cmcm structure does form after aging heat
treatment at 550 °C for 20 h. Alloying with Nb, Mo, Ta, V, shows that either a minimum amount of a single element or
a combination of alloying elements above a specific threshold can cause an orthorhombic phase formation in TiAl alloys.
Niobium is one of the most commonly used alloying elements in γ‐based TiAl alloys. For niobium the threshold lies
between 5 and 7.5 at.%. The finding that the O phase can form in vanadium containing alloys (Ti‐45Al‐8V) is new.
Aluminium is the alloying element with the most significant influence on the phase constitution and solidification path
of TiAl alloys. For aluminium an upper limit was also found, below which the orthorhombic O phase is formed when a
sufficiently high amount of β‐stabilising elements is present. This limit lies between 46 and 47 at.%. However, it must
also be mentioned that with increasing aluminium content, the phase fraction of the parent α2 phase (≈ 2 vol.‐%) is
significantly reduced. Moreover, α2 is the parent phase from which the O phase forms. Based on the current
observations, it cannot yet be clearly determined whether the precipitation kinetics decrease at higher Al‐content or
whether the stability limit of the O phase with respect to Al content has been exceeded.
Furthermore, it was observed that micro alloying by (interstitial) elements such as carbon (C) or boron (B) has no effect on
O phase formation [1]. This is surprising, as for example carbon is known as a strong α and α2 stabilising element that shows
a strong influence on the phase constitution. By comparing an alloy with carbon (Ti‐42Al‐8.5Nb‐0.2C) with an alloy without
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carbon (Ti‐42Al‐8.5Nb) we find that equivalent proportions of O phase have formed from α2 phase after temperature
exposure at 550 °C for 20 h.
a) Ti‐48Al‐45Nb‐4Ta alloy, no O phase formation.

b) Ti‐45Al‐7.5Nb alloy, O phase formation.

Fig. 1: Diffraction pattern derived from HEXRD measurements. Black curve reference state, blue curve after
temperature exposure at 550 °C for 20 h.
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Introduction
Ni‐base superalloys with Al‐amounts between 2‐5 wt.% possess good mechanical properties as materials for high
temperature technology, whereas Al‐rich coatings must be applied to overcome the insufficient oxidation resistance at
temperatures above 950 °C. Recently an alternative way based on the halogen (fluorine) effect was proposed [1]
allowing the formation and growth of a dense protective alumina scale by using the relatively low Al‐content of the alloy
as reservoir. A thermodynamic model was developed explaining this fluorine effect for Ni‐base alloys. Beam line ion
implantation was used for screening of the F amount to verify the conditions predicted by the thermodynamic model
and to investigate the long‐term behavior of the oxidation protection under isothermal and cyclic conditions. In this
paper the results obtained with ion implantation are summarized. The results serve as a benchmark to determine the
optimized parameters for alternative fluorination methods. A comparison with the F‐effect for TiAl‐alloys is discussed.
Change of the Oxidation Mechanism for Ni‐base alloys via the F – Effect
Oxidation of Ni‐base alloys does not lead to the formation of a protective continuous pure alumina scale on the surface,
but rather a complex layered structure of spinel phases and a significant amount of internal oxidation is formed (fig. 1,
top). The change in alumina formation from a discontinuous internal to a continuous dense protective external oxide
scale can be achieved by an “artificial” increase of the Al‐activity on the surface. This can be realized by using the fluorine
effect. Thermodynamic calculations showed the existence of a region for a positive fluorine effect for the Ni‐based alloy
IN 738 at temperatures between 900‐1200 °C [2]. These results had to be transformed into fluorine concentrations by
a screening using ion implantation. Samples of IN 738 with dimensions (10 x 10 x 2) mm3 were polished down to 4000
grit SiC. F‐fluences were implanted between 1016 and 4 x 1017 F/cm2. The chosen ion energy of 38 keV corresponds to a
projected range of ca. 35 nm depth. Prior to implantation the F‐depth profiles were calculated by using the Monte
Carlo code T‐DYN [3] The implanted F‐depth profiles can be measured by using non‐destructive Proton Induced Gamma‐
ray Emission analysis (PIGE). After oxidation at 1050 °C for 24 – 60 hours in air, post oxidation studies were performed.
The prepared metallographic cross‐sections reveal the oxide structures. The untreated sample shows a non‐protective
internal growing alumina scale (fig 1, top). For some implanted samples, the oxidation mechanism was changed into
the formation of a dense protective external alumina scale (fig. 1, bottom). This occurred within an interval of fluences
between 5 x 1016 and 1 x 1017 F/cm2 (fig. 2) or – in terms of concentration – for maximal F‐amounts between 10 – 15
at.%.
The long term behavior of the oxidation protection was confirmed for oxidation times up to 1000 h at 1050 °C in air
for isothermal and cyclic conditions.
Comparison with the F‐effect for γ‐TiAl‐alloys
The F‐effect also works for TiAl‐alloys with Al‐contents between 40 ‐ 50 at.% Al. The optimal value for the maximal F‐
amount is about 40 at.% F in a depth of ca. 35 nm. This corresponds to a fluence of 2 x 1017 F/cm2 for F‐ions implanted
with energy of 20 keV [2]. After oxidation at 900 °C for 12 – 24 hours in air a dense protective alumina scale is established
on the surface.
Conclusions for alternative fluorination methods of Ni‐base alloys
Any other process of fluorination (e. g. via liquid or gas phase) should realize a fluorine enrichment as illustrated in fig.
2. Of course, a diffusion F‐profile will be expected in contrast to the implanted profiles, as shown for TiAl‐alloys [4].
However, the key parameters are a maximal F‐concentration of ca. 10…17 at.% F and an integral F‐dose between values
of 5 x 1016 and 1 x 1017 F/cm2.
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Fig.1: Oxide scale on IN738.
Top: Untreated after oxidation
(48h/1050°C/air),
Bottom: F‐Implanted (1017 F/cm2)
after oxidation (60h/1050°C/air).

Fig. 2: F‐depth profiles within IN 738 calculated with Monte Carlo code T‐
DYN [3]. A positive fluorinr effect was found for fluences between 5 x 1016
and 1 x 1017 F/cm2.
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Introduction
Fe is regarded as the most harmful metallic impurity element in secondary, i. e. recycled, Al–Si‐casting alloys. This is
attributed to the formation of intermetallic phases in presence of Fe. Especially plate‐shaped β‐Al–(Fe,M)–Si phase
particles have harmful effects on the mechanical and casting properties [1]. The αc‐Al–(Fe,M)–Si can solidify in various
morphologies from coarse polyhedral to fine dendritic or irregular, often called Chinese‐script, shaped particles [2]
depending on the presence of transition metal elements M and solidification conditions. Thereby, removal of large
compact Fe‐containing αc‐particles can efficiently reduce the Fe‐content in the secondary Al‐Si‐casting alloys while the
fine αc‐particles have less detrimental effect on the mechanical properties. As small amounts of transition metal
elements such as 0.3 at% Mn and 0.03 at% Cr are known to promote the formation of the αc phase at the expense of
the β phase [3]. High cooling rates can enhance the effect. Thereby, the αc phase is a ternary phase of the Al–Si–Mn
system with a large homogeneity range towards Fe and a quaternary phase of the Al–Si–Cr–Fe system [4].
Most technical relevant Al–Si‐casting alloys contain further transition metal elements as alloying or impurity elements.
In literature it is unclear if or to which extent their presence affects the formation of the αc and β phase. Thermodynamic
calculations cannot simulate these effects as especially the αc‐Al–(Fe,M)–Si is, due to the lacking knowledge, not or
inaccurately implemented in the currently existing data bases. In the present study, the effect of 3d‐transition metal
elements on the formation or suppression of αc‐ and β‐phase is approached by investigation of the quaternary Al‐Si
alloys with Fe and M. Thus, this understanding contributes to the targeted production of Fe‐containing secondary Al‐Si
alloys with unproblematic intermetallic particles.
Material and Methods
In the present study, the intermetallic phase formation in AlSi7.1at%(1.5at%‐x)FexM alloys with x = 0, 0.3, 0.375, 0.6,
0.75 at% and M = V, Cr, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn was investigated. The alloys were produced by arc melting from the pure
elements and then remolten at 850°C in Ar atmosphere in Al2O3 crucibles. Subsequently, cooling rates of 0.05, 1.4, 11.4
K/s and melt conditioning, i. e. furnace cooling to 620°C and holding for 1 h followed by quenching, were applied. The
microstructures with focus on the intermetallic phases of all samples was scrutinized using scanning electron microscopy
including energy dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD).
Results and Discussion
The microstructures contain three main types of intermetallic particles in view of the general morphology: plate‐shaped,
coarse polyhedral and Chinese‐script particles. Plate‐shaped β‐Al–(Fe,M)–Si particles have formed in presence of all
tested alloying elements and slow cooling rates (Tab. 1). However, its formation can be suppressed in presence of
sufficient amounts of M and application of high cooling rates in favor of the formation of the αc phase with M = Mn, Cr
and V and the τ1‐(Al,Si)–(Fe,M) phase with M = Co and Ni (Fig. 1). Cu and Zn do not suppress the β phase. The content
of other transition alloy elements than Fe is generally low in the β phase. Thus, efficiently β phase‐suppressing transition
metal elements must lead to the formation of suitable other Fe‐ and M‐containing intermetallic phases during
solidification. Due to the comparably higher solubility of Cu and Zn in the Al‐solid solution, these elements do not
suppress the β phase formation during solidification although subsequent heat treatment might transform the β phase
into other phases [5].
In the investigated compositional range of Al–Si‐casting alloys, next to Fe, presence of V, Cr or Mn is necessary to form
the αc phase. Thereby, the αc phase is identified as a truly quaternary phase occurring in the Al–Si–Fe–V and Al–Si–Fe–
Cr systems. According to the measured chemical composition, the transition metal elements can substitute for each
other in a wide range. Additionally, variation of the Si content with V, Cr or Mn content hints at electron‐contributions
on the phase stability. A first model for the description of the homogeneity range of the αc phase is suggested.
Prospectively, this will be used for implementation of the αc phase in thermodynamic data bases.
The morphology of the αc phase varied from coarse polyhedral particles to particles with Chinese‐script morphology
(Fig. 1 (a‐c)). It must be pointed out that these morphologies can easily lead to misidentification of the αc phase in other
systems e. g. with Co and Ni in which similar morphologies can be observed (Fig. 1 (d)). Due to the wide homogeneity
range of the αc‐phase also chemical compositions can be misleading. Therefore, it is recommended to use
complementary methods such as EBSD for phase identification.
Finally, the systematic knowledge on the effect of the 3d‐transition metal elements on the intermetallic phase formation
with focus on the αc‐ and β‐phase contributes to dealing with Fe‐impurities in technical Fe‐containing secondary Al–Si
alloys.
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Fig 1: Exemplary microstructures of AlSi7.1at%(1.5at%‐x)FexM alloys with (a‐c) M = Cr and (d) M = Ni. The
microstructures in (a‐c) show plate‐shaped β particles and αc particles in (a) coarse polyhedral morphology and in (b),
(c) Chinese‐script morphology. In (d) particles in Chinese‐script morphology are illustrated which are identified as τ1‐
(Al,Si)–(Fe,M) phase.
M=
V
Cr
Mn
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
β phase
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
αc phase
‐
‐
‐
‐
✓
✓
✓
Table 1: Occurrence of αc and β phase in Fe‐containing Al‐Si alloys with 3d‐transition metal elements M. Note that
besides the αc and β phase presence of other intermetallic phases is not indicated.
AlSi7.1at%(1.5at%‐x)FexM
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Introduction
Joining of aluminum and steel sheets enables to obtain material combining low weight with high strength, which are very
attractive properties for structural applications in many branches of industry [1,2]. An alternative way to produce clad sheet
materials is twin‐roll casting (TRC). An advantage of this type of fabrication is based on a direct preparation of the clad sheet from
a melt of one metal and a solid strip of the other one which are fed simultaneously between cooled rolls of a twin‐roll caster.
Number of steps of the surface preparation is partially reduced compared to roll bonding [3].
When the clad material is subjected to a thermal exposure during manufacturing of a final product, diffusion between the metals
is enhanced and undesirable formation of a brittle Al‐Fe rich intermetallic layer (IMC) can be initiated, resulting in deterioration
of mechanical properties of the composite [4,5].
Materials and Methods
The aluminum–steel clad sheet was twin–roll cast in laboratory conditions. A melt of a technical pure aluminum EN AW‐1070
was fed simultaneously with strip of solid austenitic steel type 1.4301/304 L into the caster, creating 2.5 mm thick strip with Al:Fe
ratio 4:1. The clad material was subjected to isochronal annealing up to 600 °C. The microstructure development was monitored
by scanning (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and by X‐ray computed tomography (XCT). The mechanical
properties were evaluated by the means of tensile tests and resistivity measurements.
Results and Discussion
After casting, no intermetallic layer was observed in the material. Its formation was documented during isochronal annealing.
The growth of the layer was unhomogeneous, which was documented by both in‐situ annealing in TEM (Fig. 1) and X‐ray
computed tomography, which allows 3‐dimensional observation of the layer. The in‐situ annealing in TEM has also shown, that
the IMC layer grows parabolically into the steel side, which is in contradiction with the observation in SEM, which indicate growth
into the aluminum side. The main constituents of the IMC layer formed on the interface were identified as Al5Fe2 and Al13Fe4. The
isochronal annealing did not influence the tensile properties of the material, only slight decrease of the ductility with increasing
the annealing temperature was observed. According to measurement of electrical resistivity [6], the most resilient bond between
the Al and steel layer should be present the material heat treated up to 350 °C, where the bond was enhanced by diffusion, but
no detrimental layer was formed on the interface.
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Fig. 1: Al‐Fe interface after in‐situ annealing in TEM to
420 °C with forming intermetallic layer

Fig. 2: EDX line chemical analysis of Al‐Fe interface
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Introduction
The further development and characterization of components from several Fe‐Al alloys by different production routes is the main
topic in 'Pro‐FeAl' [1,2], a German government funded research project with 4 industrial and 3 scientific partners. Results of the
activities carried out in the project at Access e.V. during the last 2 years for producing, optimizing and characterizing of FeAlNb‐
castings are presented. The castings are intended for further processing/completion by forging and in the long term their use in
conventional power plants is envisaged. Both the production by gravity casting in permanent moulds under normal pressure and
the investigations of the casting‐parts are addressed here. For the comparison and analysis of the manufacturing process, the
temperature course in the crucible before and in the casting part after casting is utilised. In addition, the simulation supported
optimization of the casting process is presented. The experimental focus of the work is based on a bundle of investigations carried
out at the cast parts:
̶
Computer Tomography (CT): porosity, contraction cavity, cracks, inclusions
̶
Light microscopy: grain structure
̶
Scanning electron microscopy (including EDX): grain structure, phases, inclusions, alloy composition and trace elements
̶
Chemical analysis: alloy composition and chemical impurities
̶
3D‐Scanner: dimensions of casting components
These investigations do not only characterize the quality, but also create the possibility to investigate causal relationships
between process parameters and properties of the casting parts. Their behaviour in the forging process and the properties of the
forged parts produced from them are examined by other project partners, so that the main results are only briefly listed here.
Materials and Methods
The production of FeAlNb casting samples with a composition ratio of 73.0 : 25.0 : 2.0 (at.‐%) was mainly done in an induction‐
powered, continuously argon‐rinsed roll‐over oven (manufacturer: Inductotherm Europe Ltd.), in which the alloy components
are molten stepwise in an Al2O3‐crucible: First, iron (purity 99.9 %) is liquefied, then Al20Nb80 (wt.‐%) (purity 99.9 %) or
alternatively niobium (purity: 99.9 %) is dissolved in the iron‐melt and finally aluminium (purity 99.98 %) is added. After a runner‐
mould‐combination is fixed on the oven table directly above the crucible and when the melt reaches a specified temperature
(around 1500°C), the table is rotated by 180 ° using a previously simulation‐optimized tilting program so that the melt flows
smoothly through the runner into the mould. Two different moulds are used:
̶ Double mould for simultaneously producing two pre‐contoured forging blanks of identical shape as starting components for
a combined casting‐forging route (initial weight mostly around 5.5kg)
̶ Mould for the production of a cylindrical casting as a starting component of the monolithic forging route (initial weight
around 3.5kg)
In order to enable a rapid cooling and thusly producing a fine grain structure, both moulds are made of copper, providing high
thermal conductivity. Both runners are made of cast iron to keep temperature loss minimal while the melt passes through the
runner. In the course of the project, the following measurements were established for process monitoring and characterization:
With a thermocouple attached to the inner crucible wall the temperature at the bottom of the crucible during heating and melting
is measured, and with a thermocouple that grows into the feeder of the cast part, its temperature course is recorded locally
during the solidification and cooling process. The MAGMA5 simulation software was used to optimize individual process phases
with respect to different requirements:
̶
Tilting: Smooth form filling
̶
Solidification: Directional solidification with low porosity in the component part of the casting
̶
Cool down: Uniform cooling to reduce thermal stresses
To characterize the cast parts, CT and 3D scans are carried out. Investigations by means of light and scanning electron microscopy
are carried out on stepwise polished slices, which are prepared from the feeder of the cast parts by water jet.
Results and Discussion
The cast parts produced generally have a smooth surface with only non‐critical irregularities (small sink marks and only in
exceptional cases hairline cracks in the component area). 3D scans of the components produced by removing the feeder show
only a slight deviation in dimensional accuracy from the CAD model of the component (1 to 2 mm surface difference). By CT, in
the cast parts porous areas and cavities of different size become visible (Fig. 1): per forging blank between 100 and 2500 features
with a median size between 0.01 and 0.02 mm3 and a maximum value from 5 to 80 mm3 are detected. In the case of
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centerline porosity, simulations suggest that the cause is insufficient melt supply during solidification. In some cast parts,
centimetre long hairline cracks are also visible in the CT examinations. Nevertheless hairline cracks, porous areas and cavities did
not cause any negative consequences in the later forging process at project partner Leistritz Turbinentechnik GmbH and thus can
be seen as an indicator for good workability of the casted FeAlNb‐material.
The grain structure was made visible by macro‐etching a polished sample from the feeder area. Among other things, the grain
structure depends sensitively on the temperature of the melt at the time of tilting. Since the pouring temperature can vary from
part to part, not always the same grain structure is observed. Even for the two pre‐contoured forging blanks from the same
casting the grain structure at a comparable position is sometimes different. This could possibly be caused by the different paths
of the melt as it flows into the two halves of the mould.
The examination of the microstructure shows for all castings that a finely distributed Laves phase has formed in the FeAlNb matrix.
The Laves phase occurs both inside the grains and at grain boundaries (Fig. 2). Typical for all samples is that the Laves phase is
locally inhomogenously distributed. Its average area share ranges from 2 % to 5 % in the various casts. Since niobium is enriched
in the Laves phase, its content in foreign phase‐free FeAlNb areas (=matrix) is reduced up to 0.5 at.‐% (values from EDX
measurements) compared to the niobium concentration averaged over several sample positions per casting. In addition, in all
samples studied, two further phases occur much less frequently than the Laves phase: AlN and NbC. Their exact stoichiometric
compositions have not been determined yet. AlN sometimes even accumulates locally and is often associated with the Laves
phase and/or with NbC to a conglomerate.
The occurrence of the Laves phase in the casting parts is not undesirable, as it can ideally be used to improve the mechanical
properties (e.g. increase creep resistance) [3]. This has also been observed in terms of increasing the yield stress for casted FeAlTa
[4]. For certain composition ratios of FeAlTa, a microstructure comparable to that observed here for FeAlNb with Laves phase in
grains and at grain boundaries is known [4]. However, for the FeAlTa with the same composition ratio as here for FeAlNb (73:25:2
at‐%), the Laves phase only takes a portion of 0.5 vol% [4]. It was therefore initially feared that there was no longer enough
niobium in the FeAlNb matrix to form additional, strength‐promoting (e.g. on grain boundaries) Laves phase during the forging
process. In addition, the already existing Laves phase was considered less effective due to its uneven distribution in the samples
and its partly relatively large shape. However, the pre‐contoured forging blanks were well‐forgeable at Leistritz Turbinentechnik
GmbH and investigations by the project partner Karlsruher Institut für Technologie show that the share of the Laves phase is
greatly increased and the grain structure refined by the forging process.

Fig. 1: Porosity in a pre‐contoured forging blank.

Fig. 2: Laves Phase in grains and at grain boundary.
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Introduction
While Fe‐Al intermetallics show low ductility at room temperature, improving this key material property could trigger a
broader employment of this class of materials in production of components, e.g. for energy sector applications such as
steam turbine parts, or large cast parts under static load, like housings.
Reducing the grain size is an approach to improve ductility for a variety of cast metals as well as Fe‐Al intermetallics [1].
In the frame of the FeAl‐GuD project, a comprehensive investigation of the effects of various grain refining additives
and techniques on the resulting Fe‐Al intermetallics microstructure was carried out. A segment of this work coping with
the grain refinement of Fe‐25Al‐1.5Ta (at. %) was already reported elsewhere [2]. The present contribution is devoted
to the gravity sand casting and grain refinement of Fe‐20Al‐5Cr‐0.5Zr (at. %) treated with TiC. A relation between
columnar grains width and local solidification time is established and recommended here as an equation suitable for
further numerical simulation modelling purposes.
Materials and Methods
Fe‐Al Fe‐20Al‐5Cr‐0.5Zr (at. %) was melted under inert gas (Argon) in a 0.8 t induction furnace lined with an Al2O3‐MgO
based refractory ramming mix. Shortly before the end of the melting process 0.75 wt.‐% TiC was added to act as grain
refiner. The melt was then cast into a sand mold, simultaneously producing the three samples of differing diameters to
be investigated. The raw materials used were Fe 99.8, Al 99.5, Cr 99.9, FeZr and Titanium Carbide (TiC) powder which
would be representative of those used in the small‐midscale industrial production of this material.
Due to the nature of the start material and the industrial melting procedure, small amounts of impurities were present
(~0.06 wt.‐% Si ~0.06 wt.‐% Mn, ~0.6 wt.‐% Ni).
During the microstructure characterization, the samples were etched using a color‐etching procedure based on [3].
Color contrasts were produced under bright‐field illumination and polarized light. A Zeiss Axio imager M optical light
microscope was used for imaging of the samples under polarized light. An XY‐table was used for the acquisition of
MosaiX images, which enabled grain analysis over the cross‐section of the metallographic specimens. The circular
intercept procedure, as described in [4], was applied in order to determine columnar grain width.
Numerical simulation of mold filling and solidification is done by use of software MAGMA5. Material data for the
simulated Fe‐Al intermetallic alloy Fe‐20Al‐5Cr‐0.5Zr (at. %) were calculated by Thermo‐Calc and imported into the
MAGMA data base. CAD data of cylindrical specimens as well as elements of gating and feeding system were designed
with CAD‐modeler of star‐ccm+, imported in MAGMA preprocessor and enmeshed afterwards. Evaluation of simulation
results was done in MAGMA postprocessor.
Exponential regression modelling was done in Excel. Fitting estimation was done by calculation of the coefficient of
determination (R2).
Results and Discussion
Circular intercept length was measured for circles with radii of 5 mm and 6.25 mm. The investigated cylindrical
specimens possessed diameters of 22 mm, 38 mm and 62 mm. After conducting circular intercept evaluation, the
obtained circular intercept lengths (columnar grain widths) were as follows:
‐
For circle radius 5 mm: 341 µm, 683 µm, 806 µm (respective specimen diameters: 22 mm, 38 mm, 62 mm)
‐
For circle radius 6,25 mm: 364 µm, 644 µm, 785 µm (respective specimen diameters: 22 mm, 38 mm, 62 mm)
Average values of circular intercept lengths are: 352.5 µm, 663.5 µm, 795 µm (for 22 mm, 38 mm, 62 mm diameters
respectively) – these values were used for establishing Eq. 1.
The grain size characterization by use of the circular intercept procedure is shown in Fig. 1. The micrograph represents
the etched Fe‐20Al‐5Cr‐0.5Zr (at.%) sample, treated with TiC grain refiner, with a diameter of 22 mm. Applying a circle
of radius (R) 6.25 mm led to 108 interceptions (n) in total. Finally, an average circular intercept length (columnar grain
width) thusly obtained is 364 µm.
Local solidification time values obtained from the mold filling and solidification calculation in cylindrical specimens with
diameter of 15 mm, 30 mm and 60 mm were 36 s, 120s and 340 s, respectively. An example of the local solidification
time distribution in the cutting plane of a cylindrical specimen with diameter 60 mm is shown In Fig. 2.
Relations between secondary dendrite arm spacing and local solidification time are already known as a reliable
criterion for connecting processing parameter with resulting microstructure and their subsequent evaluation. An
example of such equation for alloy A356 is given in [5]. Such relations are usually given in form of an exponential
equation, which was determined based on the results obtained for the analyzed Fe‐Al samples. It was found, that the
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ripening exponent values vary from 0.33 toward 0.5 [6]. The actual dependence of the columnar grain width wcolumnar
from the local solidification time tlocal is given by Eq. 1:
(1)
wcolumnar = 100.75 (tlocal)0.37 .
Coefficient of determination is the square of Pearson’s correlation coefficient R. Both of these statistical indices are
used for evaluation how well the regression predictions approximate the real data points. For continuous random
variables X and Y (here wcolumnar and tlocal), Pearson’s correlation coefficient is calculated as a quotient of the covariance
σXY and the product of standard deviations σX and σY [7]. Values of 0.9 ≤ │R│ < 1 indicate a very strong correla on.
Coefficient of determination for Eq. 1 is R2 = 0.93 and Pearson’s correlation coefficient is R = 0.96, indicating a very
strong correlation for here developed model.

Fig. 1: The grain size characterization by use of the
circular intercept procedure; The micrograph of
etched specimen made of Fe‐20Al‐5Cr‐0.5Zr (at.%)
and treated with TiC grain refiner; Specimen has a
diameter of 22 mm; Circle of 6,25 mm radius (R) led
to 108 interceptions (n) in total; An average intercept
length thus obtained is 364 µm.

Fig. 2: Calculated local solidification time (‘Liquidus to Solidus’‐
criterion) at the end of solidification for casting trials with three
cylindrical specimens of various diameters; A central
perpendicular cut‐view through the cylindrical specimen with a
diameter of 60 mm and accompanied side feeders; Distribution
of the local solidification time in the cutting plane can be easily
tracked by the calculated values.

Outlook
In cooperation with project partners from the Centre of Excellence for Lightweight Design at Landshut University of
Applied Sciences and Chair of Corrosion and Corrosion Protection at RTWH Aachen University, a comprehensive data
set including thermomechanical properties and corrosion resistance of FeAl‐based alloys will be completed. To increase
the prediction accuracy of the suggested model (Eq. 1), further instrumented experiments to calibrate simulation
settings are planned as well as a final verification based on a complex shaped demonstrator part.
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Introduction
γ‐TiAl intermetallics have recently been successfully applied on low pressure turbine blades of modern aircraft engines
due to their low density, high specific strength and creep resistance, all of which make them excellent alternatives for
Ni‐based superalloys. The next milestone achieved in the field of these materials was the application of additive
manufacturing technology for production of turbine blades1,2. However, the application of TiAl intermetallics is limited
to maximum temperature between 750 – 850 °C due to their low high temperature oxidation resistance3,4. This is the
motivation for development of novel protective coatings that will allow for increasing the operational temperature of
TiAl intermetallics.
Materials and Methods
This work concerns the application of Closed Hollow Cathode ‐ Physical Vapor Deposition (CHC‐PVD) method for the
deposition of TiAlCrYSi bond coatings for Thermal Barrier Coatings (TBCs) on γ‐TiAl 48‐2‐2 alloy for high temperature
oxidation protection. In the CHC‐PVD process, the samples were placed within the hollow cathode with diameter of 80
mm and length of 160 mm and nominal composition Ti‐54Al‐14Cr‐0.5Si‐0.5Y (at. %). Prior to coating deposition the
samples were subjected to argon ion bombardment using 150 V bias voltage in order to remove contamination from
their surfaces. The coating deposition power was 500 W and the argon pressure was maintained at 0.5 mbar Ar for 4
hours. After deposition of the bond coating the samples were pre‐oxidized at 900 °C for 2 hours in pure O2 atmosphere
and coated with 7YSZ using EB‐PVD method. The coated samples were subjected to the cyclic oxidation test at 900 °C
in 1 hour cycles based on which mass change curves as a function of time were prepared. The study involved the detailed
analysis of the coating’s growth mechanism, initial microstructure as well as phase transformations using high resolution
Transmission and Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM and STEM) as well as Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) and high temperature X‐ray diffraction (HT‐XRD).
Results and Discussion
In the as‐deposited state the obtained CHC‐PVD TiAlCrYSi bond coating was found to be characterized by a columnar
(„Type T”) microstructure that contained both amorphous and crystalline regions. It has been found using HRTEM that
the latter were composed of a strongly textured, hexagonal C14 Ti(Al,Cr)2 Laves phase. The coated alloy was subjected
to the cyclic oxidation test at 900 °C with 1 hour cycles and the lifetime of 1000 cycles was achieved without any
spallation of the YSZ top coating. The microstructure of the coating was investigated after 100, 500 and 1000 cycles. It
was found that the initially amorphous bond coating transforms to a mixture of ɣ‐TiAl and C14 Ti(Al,Cr)2 Laves phase
during pre‐oxidation and YSZ deposition (Fig. 1a). Due to depletion in Al during the high temperature oxidation the bond
coating transformed to a continuous layer of the Laves phase. Detailed microstructural investigations using STEM
allowed to characterize the thermally grown oxide (TGO) scale (Fig. 1b), which was found to be composed of nanometric
layers of titania, equiaxed (Al,Cr)2O3 and columnar α‐alumina. These investigations provided microstructural evidence
for the Cr effect on the formation of Al2O3 during pre‐oxidation treatment. Yttrium was found to segregate to the grain
boundaries of alumina oxide scale during high temperature oxidation, indicating the occurrence of the reactive element
(RE) effect. Upon further high temperature oxidation the TGO grew in the form of columnar α‐Al2O3 and maintained
excellent adhesion between the ceramic top coating and the TiAlCrYSi bond coating.
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Fig. 1: Microstructure of the TiAlCrYSi bond coating deposited on 48‐2‐2 TiAl by CHC‐PVD method (a) and (b)
STEM‐HAADF image and EDS mapping of the Thermally Grown Oxide (TGO) in the as‐deposited condition.
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